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CROWN PROCEEDINGS

THE CROWN IN LITIGATION

Legal status of the Crown

It is fundamental to the rule of law that the Crown, like other public authorities,
should bear its fair share of legal liability and be answerable for wrongs done to its
subjects. The immense expansion of governmental activity from the latter part of

the nineteenth century onwards made it intolerable for the government, in the
name of the Crown, to enjoy exemption from the ordinary law. For a long time
the government contrived, in the manner dear to the official heart, to meet the
demands of the time by administrative measures, while preserving the Crown's
ancient legal immunity. But the law caught up with the practice when finally the

- Crown Proceedings Act was passed in 1947. In principle the Crown is now in the
position of all employer and of an ordinary litigant. But the history and
development of the law of Crown proceedings, together with some important

surviving peculi a rities, make it essential to explain this subject separately.'

'The Crown' means the sovereign acting in a public or official capacity. In law

the sovereign has two personalities, one natural and the other corporate.-' In its

corporate capacity the Crown is a corporation sole, 3 though other suggestions have

at times been made.' A corporation sole, as opposed to a corporation aggregate.

Different aspects of the Crown's constitutional position, powers and functions are
discussed in Sunkin and Payne (eds.), The Nature of the Crow,:. See also Sir Stephen Sedley in

Forsyth and Hare (eds.). The Golden ML'rt%a"d, 253.
2 Duchy of Lancaster Case (1561) I Plowd. 212 at 213; Wilhon v. Berkley (below).

Wrilion v. Berklcy (1559) 1 Plowd. 223 at 242 and 250; case of Sutton's Hospital (1612)10

Co. Rep. I  at 29b; Hale, Prerogatives of the King, Selden Soc. vol. 92. p . 84; 01. Comm. i.169;

Flargrave's notes to Co. Lilt. 15h; A.-G. v. Kdhler (1861) 9 1-ICL 654 at 670 (Lord Cranworth);

Re Mason 119281 Ch. 385 at 401 (Romer )); Iloldsworth, History of English Law, iv. 203; Town

J,:vest:nCtJtS Ltd. v. Department of the Em , ,ronn:ent 11987] AC 359 as 384 (Lord Dipiock).

In the Town Invest molts case (above) at .100 lord Simon held that the Crown was a corpor-

asioi. 
-rcge t'therwtth ministers and government departments. but for this strange prop-

osition there is no authority. Elementary conssituski.. 	 i'!er. pkined above, p.46, and
again below, require that the Crown's personality should be separate front of its ministers
and servants. Maitland, following an argometit of counsel in William: v. Fer)Jey (above), preferred

to regard the Crown s incorporated together with all its subjects as 'the Commonwealth': Coil.

pp. iii, 259. Statements in the Court of Appeal in M. v. Ho,,:e Office 119921 QB 270 at 300 and

313, that the Crown has no legal personality; must be regarded as aberrations: Cv' M. v. Home

Office ] 1994] AC 377 at 424. In Madras Electric Supply Cpa. v. BaczrIarul ] 1955] 2C 667 the
House of Lords held that the Croscn was a 'person' for purposes of incotne tax legislation.
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consists of ii single otticc-holdcr whosc vorporate ipacltv ,uid property passes

auto:nasieallv to his successors in office, 1is for example does that of a bishopric.
Crown propert y thus descends directly from sovereign to sovereign.

The Crown itself is immune from legal process, save onl y where statute provides

otherwise. 5 But this privilege causes little dittscultv in the law which governs

judicial control of powers, since statutory powers are in the vast majority of cases

conferred upon designated ministers or public authorities rather than upon the

Crown itself' and the saflie is true of&ltttie. Ministers and public authorities acting

in their own names enjoy none of the immunities of the Crown, as man y examples

have already illustrated. This artificial ciccvagc between the Crown and its agents

may he criticised as an impediment to a coherent theory of the state as a legal

entity But it is deeply rooted historically and of fundamental importance in the
law.

Oi di:iarv proceedings by judicial rcvc;v or otherwise against ministers and

other Crown servants do not here count as proceedings a gainst the Crown,' nor do
the exceptional cases where action under the ro yal prerogative has been reviewed in

proceedings against a minister for a declarator y judgment.° Indeed, in all such
cases the Crown is usuall y the nominal plaintiff. In the present context we must

consider the Crown's position in the law of tort and contract, since Crown
employees often commit torts and the Crown itself is legally the employer of the

central government's officials and is legally the contracting party in many central

government contracts. Consequentl y this chapter may be regarded as an extension

of the preceding one, but dealing especiall y with the liability of the Crown itself, as
distinct front 	 of its servants.'5

Discussion of the Act of 1947 requires, as in essential prologue, some account of

the traditional position of the Crown as litigant at common law.

'The king can do no wrong'

English law has always clung to the theory that the king is subject to law and,

accordusglv, can break the law. There is no more famous statement of this ideal

than Bracton's, made more than 700 years ago: 'rex non debet esse sub homine sed

'No suit or action can be brought against the king, even in civil matters, because no court
can have jurisdiction over him': 131. Comm. i. 242. The immunit y is recognised in Al. v. Hattie
Office (above) in terms of 'the king can do no wrong': see at 395. 405 and 412.

See above, p. 46.
Sec The Aii:,r,' of z/,, Crii,t (as above), c Is. 3 (M. Loughlin).
,\f;riis!,'r 'f F'rcnri ,tffiui rs. 'Ira,),' an,! !n,ho:rv v.	 and Sii;'pl's Hd. 1 1991 I WI R

550 1 PC.
Above, p. '74.
Sec gc ner,i r y Gt.i rot) Ic \Vi II a its,, Crc.,,, Prn,ec,l: 'un Street. Govcr,zu:c,:,' L si lilt	 Hogg'

I. idol, :v of tine Cr,'w,t, 3rd ed n. (2000).
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sub deo et sub lege, quia 'cx facit regem'.° But in practice rights depcnd upon
remedies and the theory broke down—as Bracton's words suggest that it N%ojld—
because there was no human agency to enforce the law against the king. The courts
were the king's courts, and like other feudal lords the king could not be sued in his
own Court. He could be plaintiff—and as plaintiff he had important prerogatives
in the law of procedure `—but he could not be defendant. No form of writ or
execution would issue against him, for there was no way of compelling his subntis-

sion to it. Even today, when most of the obstacles to justice have been removed, it
has been found necessary to make important r];odflc,ttions of the law of procedure
and execution in the Crown's favour.

The maxim that 'the king call no wrong' d-s not in fact have much to do
with this procedural immunity. Its meaning is rather that the king has no legal
power to do wrong. His legal position, the powers and prerogatives which dis-
tinguish him from an ordinary subject, is given to him b y the law, and the law
gives him no authority to transgress. This also is implicit in Bracton's statement,

and it provided the justification, such as it was, for the rule that the Crown

could not he sued in tort in a representative capacity as the emplo yer of i1
servants. But the king had a personal as well as a political capacity, and in his
personal capacity he was just as capable of acting illegally as was an yone else—
and there were special temptations in his path. But the procedural obstacles were
the same in either capacity. English law ne ver -succeeded in distinguishing effect-
ively between the king's two capacities.' 3 One of the best illustrations of this is
that, despite the doctrines that the Crown is a corporation sole and that the
king never dies', the death of the king caused great trouble even in relativcly
modern times: Parliament was dissolved; all litigation had to he begun again;

and all offices of state (even commissions in the army) had to be regranted.

Until numerous Acts of Parliament had come to the rescue the powers of

government appeared wholly personal, and it could truly be said that 'on a demise
of the Crown we see all the wheels of the state stopping or even running
E)ackwards'.

'The king must not be under man but under God and under the law, became it is the law,hI.,,,,,'.	 n,.	 AnIie. fo. Sb (S. E. Thames edo.,p. 32); cited by Coke. Prohibitions dcl Roy (1608) 12 Co. Rep. 63 at 65. For later instances ofthis principle see Holdsworth, History of EnglishLaw, ii. 435; v.348.
Thus costs could not he awarded against the king and lapse oItijne could not prejudice

his claims.
The Crown could dispoc of Crown lands by grant bUl not by will until permitted by lieCrown Private Estates Acts 1500-1961.

14 Maitland, Collected Papers, iii. 253.
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Justice had somehow to be done, despite the Crown's ilnnlunitv, and out of the

streams of petitions which flowed in upon medieval monarchs came the procedure

known as'ee tition of right. ''This held the field until the new s ystem began in 1948,

and many of the vagaries of its earl y procedure were rstionaliscd by the Petit i ons of

Right Act !860, which provided a simplified form of petition and made provision

for awardin g costs on either side. In essence the petition of right was a petition by a

subject which the Crown referred voluntaril y to the decision of a court of law. The
Crown's consent was signified by the Aitormiev-Cener,ii endorsing the petition 'Let

Right be Done' fiat justitia), so that after obtaining this flat the plaintiff could

obtain the judgment of one of the regular courts. Employed originally for the

recovery of land or other property, this remedy made an important stride after the

Revolution of 1 688, when it was agreed by the judges that it would lie to enforce a
debt. This was in the Bankers' Case ( 169(-170O),' in which various hankers

attempted to site the Crown for payments due on loans to Charles 11 on which that

king had defaulted. It was, in fact, by other means that the bankers finally obtained

their judgment—though not their money, for the problem of enforcement was as
intractable as ever. No further case of importance arose until 1874, when an

inventor of a new kind of heavy artillery sued for a reward promised to hirti by the
War Off

i
ce." case finall y settled the point that judgment could be given

against the Crown on a petition of right for breach of contract made by the

Crown's agent. Since in any normal case the Crown would grant the flat' and

respect the judgment, there was now a reasonably effective remedy in contract.

A claim made by petition of right was judged in accordance with the ordinary

law, under which the Crown enjoyed no special advantages. A case of 1865 was at

one time thought to lay down that monetary liability of the Crown in contract was

contingent upon funds being voted by Parliament." But the contract in question

expressly provided that payments for the carriage of mails) were to he made out of
mone ys to be provided by Parliament, and no such moneys were voted. The notion

of contin g ent liability as a general rule was rejected in a strong decision of the I ligh

Court of Australia' and may he regarded as exploded. If Parliament refuses to vote
the money for the due performance of  Crown contract, payment cannot properly

be made. But there is no reason why the other contracting party should not recover

For tile form of the petition of richt sec below, p. 828 n. 80.
1-I lime. St. Tr. I.
ihonr,o v. Time Queen (I 874 ft. R tO Q 11 31,
The fiat could not properl y be rcfucd where the claim was arguable: L)iso,m v. ,4..G.

11911] I K13 IO it 422.
' Church misird N. P. (I 555) 1.II I Qtt 173, cpcciallv at 299 :Shcc 1.. On this question see

1itchell, 7 he Contracts of Pmthhc AmmrIr, 'rjtm, 68.
.','est'.S,mith tGm!e_sv. itir1iolplr(1934) 52 CLIt 455. uphuktimoy .1 nm:ii,lc iudgiiicnt olEvati

I arid considering inconclusive decisions of the House of Lords and Privy Council.
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damages for the hreach. Nor is there any sign that the Crown would wish to assert

the contrary.

J..,ro liability in fort

Meanwhile the judges had set their faces against any remedy in tort. This was an
unfortunate by-product of the law of master and servant as it was understood in

the nineteenth century. For obvious reasons it had become necessary that employ-

ers should be liable for the torts—most commonly negligence—committed by
their employees in the course of their employment. But in seeking a legal basis for

this, judges at first tended to say that it depended on the implied authority given by
the master to the servant, or that the fault was the master's for not choosing his

servants more carefully. Neither line of thought would bring liability home to the
Crown, for as we have seen the theory has always been that the Crown's powers

cannot be exercised wrongly. Thus 'the king can do no wrong' meant that the

Crown was not liable in tort —even though a breah of contract is just as much a

'wrong' as a tort, and even though the social necessity for a remedy against the
Crown as employer was just as great as, if not greater than, the need for a remedy in

contract. The first important case was an unsuccessful petition of right by Viscount

Canterbury in 1 842!2 He had been Speaker of the House of Commons in 1834

when some workmen in the employ of the Crown, being told to burn the piles of

old tallies from the Exchequer, succeeded in burning down both I louses of Parlia-
ment and the Speaker's house in addition. But the Speaker's claim against the
Crown for the value of his household goods foundered on the objection that the

negligence of the workmen could not be imputed to the Crown either directly or

indirectly. Similarly, where a British naval commander, suppressing the slave trade

off the coast of Africa, seized and burnt an allegedly innocent ship from Liverpool,
the owner's petition of right was rejected. It was later recognised that employer's

liability is quite independent of fault on the part of the master, and depends rather
on the fact that it is for the master's benefit that the servant acts and that the

master, having put the servant in a position where he can do damage, must accept

the responsibility. But it was then too late to challenge the doctrine that the Crown
could have no liability in tort, which was an unshakeable dogma until Parliament
abolished it in 1947. But for any claim which did not 'sound in tort'—such as for

breach of contract, recovery of property, restitution or statutory compensation—a

petition ol right would c.

This proposition seems clearly supported by Cockburn CJ in Churcljwards case (above)

at 200 and by Lord Haldane in A.-G. v. Great Southern and Eastern Rly Co. of Ire/and 119251

AC 754 at 771: sec Bardoiph's case (above) at 514 (Dixon I).
Canterbury (Vicouitt) v. A. - G. ( 1842) 1 Ph. 306,
Tobin v. The Queen (1864) 16 CBNS 310. Similarly Feather v. The Queen (1865) 6 B &

S257.
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The Crown wa alwa%s, as it still is, immune front legal rroess at common law.
Against the king the law had no coercive poiver. But this immunity never

extended to the Crown's servants. It was, and still is, a constitutional principle of

the first importance that ministers and officials of all kinds, high or low, are

personall y liable fr an y injury or wrongdoing for which they Camin;ot produce legal

author it.' ']he orders of the Crown are not le gal authorit y unless it is one of the

rare acts which the prerogative tush) es, such as the detention of all enem y alien in

time 0! war. Thus although in past times the Crown was not liable in tort, the

injured party could always sue the particular Crown servant who did the deed,

including an y minister or superior officer who ordered him to do it or otherwise

caused it directly. In a famous eighteenth-century case, where damages of £4,000

were awarded to Wilkes against the Secretar y of State, Lord 1 Talifax, for trespass

and false imprisonment, Wilmot CJ said: 'The law makes no ditlerence between

great and petty officers. Thank God they are all amenable to justice.'2

A superior officer cannot he liable merely as such, for it is not he but the

Crown who is the emp!over; 1 but if he takes part in the wrongful act he is no less

liable than an y other participant. Superior orders can never be a defence, since

neither the Crown nor its servants have power to authorise wrong. ` The ordinary

law of master and servant makes the ni.tster and the servant jointl y and severatily

liable for torts committed iii course of the emplo yment. Before 1948, therefore,

someone negligently iniorr'd by an mrmy lorr y could site the driver of the lorry

but not the commander-in-chief or the war minister or the Crown. Had the lorry

been owned by a private employer, the action would have lain both against time

driver and against the employer, although the damages could have been recovered

only once.
Crown servants were cquall liable to the remedy of injunction. The events

which led to the settlement of a vexed question by the House of Lords, after much

difference ol judicial opinion and not without anomalies will he explained below?'

The final decision is a landmark for the rule of law and sheds much light on the

1c.il position of the Crown and its servants. Lord 'Bempleman said that the

M.6dand, Con
'
 ni: u: ' 'a ill lore ry, 1 00; 51. v. I foist,' Up: Ci' ( l,elosv) (Lord  'flrmplcnian).

St,iternenns by the I louse of Lords in R. N. Secretary ef .Siarc for Trm'opert ex p. Facxorumrsnc
Lid. j 1990] 2 AC 85 at tO that Crisss'n officers were mimetic from suit both before and after
the Crown Proecediii 5 s Act 19-17 isere based on erroneous argument and are corrected by
M. V. flame ()i,i' 11991] AC 377 at 418.  For erroneous dicta in Town l,mteswicnts Li,!. v.

ri	 v0 h,- Emi rein,, isit II 9731 AC 3 59. see' above, p.
See Raleigh V. Gosc/ie;: 11 8981 I Ch. 73; Rsietiri'fli V LStphsis (1959)  IS L)LR (2d)  f59

(alsuve, p.361
t',O)t7s,): lOst. Tr 1-106 at t-I08.

ItauiI-ri,L' s. j9sin,,is:er . G,rserml 11 9061 I KB 178.
TIne t.iss as .:,ited in the text is confirmed in Al.v f/eric' Oilicc' i those 1 at 407-10.
tk't,t-n-. p. ,3-t	 'cl. %-.
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proposition that the executive obeyed the law as a matter of grace and not of

necessity 'would reverse the result of the Civil War'. 	 -

The personal liability of officials was not only one of the great bulwarks of the
rule of law: it also provided a peg on which a remedial official practice was hung.

The Crown did in fact assume the liability which could not lie upon it in law by

regularly defending actions brought against its servants for torts committed by

them in the course of their duties." The legal process was issued solely against

the individual servant, but his defence was ill conducted by the Crown,
and if damages were awarded they were paid out of public funds Government
departments did their best to he helpful in making this practice work smoothly,
and if there was any doubt as to which servant to sue they would supply the name

of a suggested defendant, known as a 'nominated dcfcndant'.

Breakdown oft/me fiction: Time Crois'mm Proceedings Act 1947

For many years the practice of supplying nominate d defendants provided a satis-
factory antidote to the shortcomings of the law. But ultimately two fatal flaws
appeared. One was in a case where it was clear that some Crown servant was liable
but the evidence did not show which. A representative defendant might then he

	

nominated merely in order that the action might in substance proceed against	 -

the Crown, but this practice was condemned by the House of Lords in 1946?' '[he
other difficulty was that there call torts (such as failure to maintain a safe system

of work in a factory) which render only the employer liable, so that there could he

no one to nominate in, say,a government-owned factory where the occupier was its

law the Crown. These two cases exposed the weaknesses of the makeshift practice

of suing the Crown indirectly through a nominated defendant. The favourite
argument that juries would award extravagant damages against government

departments had also lost its force, since juries were no longer used in most civil
cases. The Minister of Transport had been made liable for his department in tort

(as also in contract) since 1919! The time had at last come—and was, indeed,
overdue—for abolishing the general immunity in tort which had been an anomaly
of the Crown's legal position for more than a hundred years. This was the genesis

of the Crown Proceedings Act 1947.'

Si Sec .'sl. v, Home Office )19941 AC 377 at -ttO.
32 This device was adopted by statute for criminal liability for traffic offences: Road Traffic

Act 1972, s. 166 ffi'j; i'.'F"' it9Stt I \'s'LR 848. But it was omitted from the Road

Traffic Act 1988.
° Adams v. Naylor I 1916] AC 543.

Royster s'. Casey [19471 KB 20.1.
Ministry of Transport Act 1919, s,26.
For a good account of the legislative history see [t992) PL 452 (J.M. Jacob). And we the

valuable historical discussion in several speeches in .f,mrt1meis5 v. Ministry of Defemmee 12003)

UKHL 1; [20031 2 WLR 435 0-ILi.
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The law as it now stands under the Act na y be divided under four hcidn:i;':

Tort; 2, Contract; 3. Remedies and procedure; 4. Statutes affecting the Li own.

LIABILITY IN TORT

General rules

The Act subjects the Crown to the same general liability in tort which it would bear

'if it were a private person of full age and capacity'." The general policy, thercfoie,

is to put the Crown into the shoes of sit ordinary defendant. Furthermore, the Act

leaves untouched the personal liabilit y of Crown servants, which was the mainstay

of the old law, except in certain cases concerning the armed forces (and formerly

the Post Office), to be mentioned presently. The principle of the new law is that
where a servant of the Crown commits a tort in the course of his emplo) ment,35

the servant and the Crown are jointly and severally liable. This corresponds to the

ordinary law of master and servant.
The Act' specifically makes the Crown liable for:

(a) toils committed by its sen lOts or igents;

(b) breach of duties which a person owes to his servants or agents at conittlolt law by

reason of being their employer; and

(c) breach of duties attaching at common law to the ossmership, occupation, posse

or control of property.

I lead (a) is subject to the proviso that the Crown shall not be liable unless the
servant or agent would himself have been liable. This proviso gives the Crown a

dispensation which a private employer does not enjoy in occasional cases where the

servant has some defence but the emplo yer is still liable as such; for the doctrine is

that personal defences belonging to the servant do not extend to the employer

sinless lie also is entitled to the in personally, and they may not prevent the servant's

act from being a tort even though he personally is not liable. But in other respects it

seems that the three heads are comprehensive. Head (c) subjects the Crown to the

normal rule of strict liability for dangerous operations (R)'lt?mds v. Fletcher), so that

the position is more satisfactory than in the case of other public authorities.'

S. 2(1)-there is no liability in tort outside the Act: ihimvnikv. Lennox 119851 I \','LR 532.

Misfeasance, i.e. deliberate excess of authorit y, by a Crown servant will norlilally be

outside the course of his employment: Weldonv. Home Office 119921 1 AC 58 at 1o4.

s. 2(t).
'° See above, p. 772. But if the same meaning as there mentioned is given to 'its own

purposes', the Crown also rnigb t escape liability anonialously.
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I liu (2n. ii is also given Ithe benefit of any statutory restriction on the liability of
any government dcpartl1letlt or ofhcer. 1 A number of statutes contain such limita-
tions of liability, for example the Mental Health Act 1953 which protects those who

detain ineinnal patients under the Act unless they act in had faith or without
reasonable care,` and the Land Registration Act 1925, which frees officials of the

Land Registry from liability for acts or omissions made in good Faith in the exercise
or supposed exercise of their Irinctions under the Act.4

Stirtrrtory clziiies

Statutory duties can give rise to liability in tort, as already explained. The Act
therefore subjects the Crown to the same liabilities as a private person in any case
Where the Crown is hound by a statutory duty which is binding also upon other
persons.' The Act makes no change in the general rule that statutes do not hind

the Crown unless an intention to do so is expressed or implied,` so the Crown will
normall y be liable onl y where the statute in question says so This rule might well
he the other way round, so that (so to speak) the Crown would have to contract out
instead of having to contract in. But many important statutes do expressly bind

the Crows, such as the Road Traffic Act 1960, the Factories Act 1961 and the
Occupiers' Liabilit y Act 1957. Under the last of these Acts, for instance, the Crown
becomes liable in the same way as any other occupier of premise for riot taking

reasonable care for the safety of visitors invited or permitted to he there. A visitor

to a government office or workshop who was injured by a negligently maintained

roof or staircase would be able to site the Crown for the tort. So far as concerns the

occupation of land, the (frown shares both the common law and statutory liabil-
ities of its subjects.

The Act does not allow the Crown to shelter behind the fact that powers may he

givers (either by common law or statute) to a minister-or other servant of the
Crown directly, and not to the Crown itself. In such cases the Crown is made liable
in tort as if tire minister or servant were acting on the Crown's own instructions.

These pi iniary rules for imposing liability in tort may be said, in general, to

achieve their object well. The Crown occasionally claims that public policy should
entitle it to exemption in respect of its governmental functions. But this claim is

s. 2(4).
' See R. v. !S rack ,tell Justices exp. Griffiths 11976] AC 314.

v ttt.
s. 2(2). In M'nitry Q01olishig and Local Gver,ot,er,r v, Sharp 119701 2 OR 233 at aos

turd Denning MR says that the Crown is not liable for mistakes in the Land Registry by virtue
of 23(3)(f) of- the Crown Proceedings Act 1947. That provision h,nyvcr applies only to Part
It of the At (loric(liciion and Procedure) and does not cxcIud Croon habitue under s. 2(3).
But Land Peg I t r v offici als acting in good fai th are nor liable; see above.

S. 40)2)0 tielow, p. 836.
s.213).
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now, as in the past, rejected by the courts. Thus where boys escaped from an 'open

Borstal' and damaged a yacht, the Home Office was held, to have no defence if
negligent custody could he established, despite its claims to immunity on grounds

of public policy.

'Vho is a Crown servant?

In broaching the question who is a servant of the Crown, it must be remembered

that the Crown is liable to the same extent as a private person for torts committed

by its servants or agents, and that 'agent' includes an independent contractor. 48 The

general principle in tort is that the employer is liable for the misdeeds of his
servant or agent done in the course of the employer's business but not for the

misdeeds of independent contractors, who bear their own responsibility. Where
the employer can control what the employee does and how he does it, the relation-

ship is likely to he that of master and servant, so that they are liable jointly. The
same is true when an agent is employed. But an agent has to he distinguished from

an independent contractor, for whose tortious acts the employer is not liable at all.

For example, a person who takes his car for repair to air competent

garage is not liable if, because of careless work by the garage, a wheel conies off and

injures someone. 49 Yet there are some special cases where there is liabilit y even for

independent contractors, for example where the work is particularly dangerous.

Thus a householder had to share the liability when she called in workmen to thaw
out frozen pipes and by using blowlamps they set fire both to her house arid her

neighbour's." If this had happened oil 	 land, the Crown would have been

equally liable under the Act because of its general liabilit y for the torts of its agents.

In the case of scrvants the Act sets up a special criterion based oil

and pay. It says that the Crown shall not be liable for the torts of any officer of the

Crown 'unless that officer has been directly or indirectly appointed by the Crown'

and was at the material time paid wholly out of monies provided by Parliament or

out of certain funds (which in case of doubt may be certified by the Treasury), or

would normally be so paid.n The final words cover the case of voluntary office-

holders, such as ministers acting without salary. But the principal importance of

this provision is that it prevents the Crown becoming answerable for the police. It

can be said, as explained earlicr, 5 that in some of their functions at least the police

act as officers of the Crown. Yet since the police, both in London and in the
provinces, are partly paid out of local taxes, and in the provinces are appointed by

' Dorset Yacht Co. Ltd. v. flønit' Offie 119701 AC 10 .14; above, p. 761.
s. 38(2).

° Compare Phillips v. Britarznia 1-0 5'ierric Liirmdry 19231 2 KB 823, \,hcre the plaintiff
failed to circunivcnt this principle by ple.iding breach olstatutory duty.

Baurv. Barry-King 119571 t QB 496.
s. 2(6).
Ahov, P. 128.
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local authorities they are all excluded be the Act. 5 This left an unsatisfactory
situation until the Police Act 1964 remedied it by placing representative liabilit y on
the chieiconstablc as explained previouslv.' Under the Official Secrets Act 1989 a
police constable is treated as a 'Crown se' rvant', but only for the purposes of that
Act.

Nor do there seem to he any other plausible complaints against the restriction. It
has been su ggested that it frees the Crown from responsibility for the acts of
'borrowed' servants—as where the servant ofi\ is told to work at It's orders, so that

may be liable for his negligence -- but the answer to this may he that if the Crown
borrows A's servant, A's servant is not for that reason an 'officer of the Crown', so
that the exclusion clause does not operate. There is also sonic doubt as to the

Crown's liability for the servants of certain public corporations. It is clear that
denationalised industries and the BBC are independent bodies and not servants or

agents of the Crown. But the less industrial and more governmental corporations,

such as the New Town Development Corporations and the Civil Aviation Author-
it, stand in much closer relationship with the Crown, and whether they and their

servants can render the Crown liable must depend on careful examination of their

constituent Acts as was explained earlier. But this is unlikely to afford the Crown

any exemption to which it would not be entitled on ordinary legal principles. What
matters in practice is that there should be an employer with a deep enough purse to

satisfy a judgment, and there is no doubt of the capacity of public corporations on
that score.

Jiulicial functions

The Crown has one general immunity in tort which is  matter of constitutional
propriety. The Act provides against Crown lizbi]it y in tort for any person dis-
charging judicial functions or executing judicial process,,This expresses the essen-
tial separation of powers between executive and judiciary. Judges and magistrates
arc appointed by the Crown or by minister. They, are paid (if at all) out of public
funds, and so may be said to he servants of the Crown in a broad sense 55—a sense
that was brought home to them when their salaries were reduced as ' persons in His
Majesty's service' tinder the National Econom y Act 1931. But the relationship
between the Crown and the judges is entirely unlike the relationship of employer

Above, P. iv,
Above, p. 129.S. 

12(O(c).
Abme, p. 128.
s.2(5.
See above, P . 67.
Sec (1932) 48 LQJ 33 (W. S. I lolilswurtli).
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and employee on ichich liabili t y in fort is based The mask'r 
can tell his Servant notonly what to do but how to do it. The Crown has had no such

judges 
since the days of Cokes conflicts with 	

aut t( y it Over the
 James I.°' The ouster can terminatehis servant's emplovrneiit hut the superior judges are 

protected b Y legislationdating from 1700, against dismissal except at tParliament	 Their i	 he instance of both I louses ofndependence is sacrosanct and if they are independen t noone else call 	 vicariousJ) ansiverabk for atw w rong that they may do.It is v
irtually impossible for judges of the Supreme Court

	 commit torts intheir official capacity,since they are clothed w	
to co

ith absolute privilegeege has now been extended to lower judges, sIw]i
	

, and this privil-

Act
anyone 'di scharging or purport-

naturally to cover	 ex

colnpreherisively protects the Crown in tile 	 hut the Ac case of
ing to discharge' judicial function S.63 

In this contt the word 
' j udicial' oughtinernbeis of independent statutory 

tri bunals, e.g. rent tribunalseven when they are whole-tijne e mplo y
es of the Crown as are sonic of the SpecialColl ' tsii ssioners of In come Thx. A 

coil raStilig case is that of independent author-ities such as social security adjudicat
admin istratjve c5 or wouldd

	 officers,	 hose functions ate basicalJthe fanctio n of inspectors hiolcli puhli inquil icssee"'to be j
udicia]' in this sense, though they are so dcnoiniiiited for other

context of personal liability. If there is
purposes The same question arises here as has already been ulisclIscecJ in the

no personal l iabilit y, the Croi n cannot be
liable in the capacity of en1ployer But the Court Seri-ice, although in executive

agency, facilitates and implements the ffinctions of the judiciary; and the acts ofcourt o fficers are thus itnntune as being 
respons ibilities 'in connection with thexecution of judicial process'

Tue Pct Office and arinedf,5

Both the Post Office and its employees were given 
remar-iljlr. wide dispensatioi5

Pro/n bitjon. dc/Roy (1608) 12 Co. Rep. 63.Sec above p. 68.n 
See above, p. 788.
s. 2(5).
See Slancy v. Keap, 0970) Ch. 243. But see also abuse, P. 10. Note the

in Rivz
q:io113i,'

reasoning of the majority of the Judicial 
Coniniitice of the Priv1 Council	 n ce ri s.1970) AC 51, holding that for thep

members of the income ts Board of RevIew did not urposes of the Con St)tUt j ,i ul Ceslonservants of the Croon.	 exercise judicial functi,ins 
and iCi fbiJones v. Derartn:c, it of Enzp/yoi, it 11959j QO 1. Ijke.vjw Sdnunistra t lie functions of the

Crown Prosecution Service : lYe/sb	 Juv. ( :e fC o,,5r,ii,. Offcrsc)-5y,. P/jo [19931 t All FR 692Thew would he no basis of itfl, l	 and in in c isc the pros ISO to s. 2(J)
of the Ac	 liabiljty at CO

t would exclude liahitits. 	 aw

a. 2)5). Sc Qi,,n/a,o/ v. Governor	
Prt 12002) O\'CA (.n'. 17 .1;e 20021 3

\VLR 807 (CA) 
(prisoner servd ai. weeks noire mlij proper set; ;cncc heca cc the ReCIstrJr 

of
Criminal .Appc.il s failed ii., l')ai C it lila t ter before the full court in due me d a a If c/./

	case (below) restricting 1 flfl;un	
ii i;s);ciat ftnt t ,n5 d;u),ted .ir.,t hiunjan ric'bt. con;ffianee left Open).
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by the Act. But sit-ce the Post Office is no longer a Crown service, the y are

discussed elsewhere.

In the case of the armed forces there were provisions (now repealed) desizned to

prevent the taxpayer Irum paving twice over for accidents in the services, once by

way of damages and once more b y way of disability pension to the injured person

or his dependants. The dispensation therefore applied onl y where the injur y was

attributable to service for pension purposes, and it could not affect the right of

Plaintiffs outside the armed forces. The main provision was that, provided that
pensionabilitv was certified, neither the Crown nor the tortfeasor was liable for

death or personal injury caused by one member of the armed forces]75 while on

duty as such, to another member of the armed forces who was either on duty as

such or was on any land, premises, ship, aircraft or vehicle for the time being used

for service purposes.' Similarl y the Crown and its servants as owners or occupiers

of an y such land, etc., were c\emptcd if a certificate of pensionability was giver, and

the injured party was a member of the forces. Ministers were empowered to give

certificates to settle the question whether any person was or was not on duty, or
whether any land, etc., was in use by the forces at the relevant time. This procudure

has, however-, been held by the House of Lords to be substantive as opposed to

procedural; .ttd thus not a breach of the claimant's right of access to a court ill the

determin,itit,ii of his civil rights and obligations under Article 6(1) of the Fti'pean
Curt vent i on.' 2

Although these provisions were supposed to produce equitable results, the y were

too restrictive and caused In one case a territorial reservist was acci-

dentally killed by the firing of a live she]], and the death was duW ertifed as

attributable to service for pension purposes; but the award was riil,ince his par-

ents, who were his nearest surviving relatives, did not themselves qualify under the
pension scheme. 7 ' Thus the sole result was to deprive thparents of theitremedy in

s. 9, replaced by Post Office Act 1969, ss. 29-30 and now go'ertted by the Postal Services
Act 2000, s. 90.

Abuse, p. 143.
In Pear, v. Seerct.rry of Sr,rfe for Defence 119881 AC 755. where the plaintiff cl,urried to

have been injured b y the negligence of employees of the Atomic Energy Authority while on
duty on Christmas Island in connection with tesi of nuclear weapons. The transfer to the
Secretary of State of the ,'\F.A's liabilities, effected b y statute, did not enable the Secretary of
State to chum exemption. The Court of Appeal, upholding Caulfield I, declined to-apply Tow,,
!,tr,'St,,l,',t is Li,!. v. Dep lrrune,tr of the Erir'rronnuc,tt 11978] AC 359, criticised above, p 46; the
House of Lords affirmed, overruling the Bell case (below).

G. ',,,llv. eece::.-;' atsi.nef"" f,',,s 119861 013322. where a fatally injured soldier
in Germany was sent to a civilian hospital, the Court of Appeal were divided on the question
ss-hcre the .illcgcd iniury took place and the claim I.iilcd. It failed also in the simil.tr case of
Derry V. .\tzrr;srr5 - of flc(ence (1998) 11 Adnirn. lI t I.

-	 5I,tt/rer,- v. .\fjnoi,'r of [)ef,-,js- (below). For discussion of Art. 6(1) in this r,,rrtcxt see
abose. p. -115.

-, Sc 11965] 1'!. at 287 IC. Zclhck).
.-E!,,,,rsv. ttRr 015cc' 1955' 1 WhIt 1116.
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damages, as their son's personal representatives, for his death. Protest at this
injustice has brought about the repeal of the whole provision for exemption in
respect of the atmed forccs. But the Secretary ofState is empowered to revive it by
statutory instrument in case of Imminent national danger or great emergenc y or
warlike operations outside the United Kingdom.

LIABILITY IN CONTRACT

General principles

The Crown's liability for breach of contract was, as previously explained, acknow-
ledged in principle long before the Crown Proceedings Act 1947, but was subject to

the ancient procedure of petition of right. There were also a few special eases where

statute had provided other remedies. The Minister of Transport was expressly
made liable in contract by the Ministry of Transport Act 191 9, and could he sued
by ordinary procedure. Other departments were incorporated by statute (such as

the former 0)11cc of Works), and it was held that this rendered them liable to be

sued on their contracts as principals, notwithstanding that they were acting on
behalf of the Crown, Some ministers or departments were by statute made able
'to sue and he sued, ivluch was held to render them liable in contract, though not
in tort.8

The Crown Proceedings Act 1947 modernised and simplified the procedure,
without altering the general principle of Crown liabilit y. The petition of right was
abolished, together with a number of old forms of procedure. Also abolished were

the special provisions as to the Ministry of Transport and as to departments able to

sue and be sued. Instead, all actions against the Crown in contract are brought by

suing the appropriate government department, or else the Attorney-General,

under the standard procedure laid down in the Act. Proceedings both in contract
and in tort are thus covered by the same set of rules, which are explained in the
next section.

Crown Proccedins (Armed Forces) Act 198. But this Act is not retrospective, thus
claims based on injuries incurred prior to 1987 may stilt he met with is. III defence: A1ii1icis's
v. Minister of Defence 120033 UKI-IL 4; 20031 2 WLR .135 (HI) (injuries allegedl y caused by
exposure to asbestos during sersie in the Royal Navy between 1955 and 196$).
' Above, p. 820.

Groham v, Cott onrssictiers of Public Works 11901 2 KB 7$ Ir! Minttcr of Sisp;'li' v. British Thon so,i-Hust : 0'. Ltd. 19451 Kit -17$.
1st and 2nd schieds. It is possible that ministers and departments incorporated by statute

may still sue and be sued is prin:ipals. als previousli: b 11 in practice the procedure of the Act
of 1947 is alwa ys used.
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The principal provision of the Act is that any claim against the Crown which

might have been enforced, subject to the hat, by petition of right or under any of

the statutory liabilities repealed by the Act, may now be enforced as of right and

without the fiat in proceedings under the Act. Thus the scope of the Act depends

upon the scope of the petition of right and the other old procedures, and the old

law relating to them will still be of importance if the Crown ever resists a claim on

the ground that it falls outside the area of Crown liability. But apart from tort and

certain eases such as actions by servants of the Crown (discussed elsewhere)," and
the special case of salvage (now covcred b y the Act), 3 the scope of the old actions
was probabl y comprehensive. The petition of right, for instance, appears to have
been available for recovery of mone y from the Crown where an ordinary subject
would have been liable in restitution, a head of liability which is not trul y con-
tractual; arid, as already rioted, the petition of right could be used to recover money

due from the Crown under statute The substance of these remedies is thus infused

into the new statutory scheme, and there are no obvious gaps.

The Act applies to proceedings by or against the Crown, however, only in respect
of the United Kingdom. 83 Except where local legislation provides otherwise, there-

fore, claimants attempting to enforce Crown liabilities in respect of other territor-

ies must fall back oil old pie-19-17 procedures. Such claimants have even been

deprived of the bcnelits of the Petitions of Right Act 1860, since it has been held
that the repeal of that Act by the Crown Proceedings Act 1947 is total. 5 This
inconvenient conclusion does not scent to be necessary, since the Act of 1917

merely provides that nothing in it shall affect proceedings against the Crown in

respect of non-United Kingdom claims, and this saving should qualify the repeal of
the Act of 1860 as much as arty, oilier provision of the Act of 1947.

Personal liability of the sovereign

The Act of 1947 may have created a lacuna, though of more theoretical than

practical importance, as regards actions against the sovereign personally. A petition

of right used to lie, and the Petitions of Right Act 1860 provided for payments from

the privy purse. lInt now the Crown Proceedings Act both abolishes the petition of

S. 1.
Above. p.6 t.
S. 8.	 -
S. 40(2)(b), W. See Traw,rjk v. Lennox 11985] 1 W1.R 532 (no Crown liabilit for nuis-

ance created by British forces in Germany).
Frank/hr V. A.-G. 119741 1 Qt3 183 at 201, where the reasoning of Lawson J is not

explained. The prc-lSoO procedure was however simplified by agreement of the Crown: see at
202, where the term of petition is given. But wider the pre-1860 procedure there may he
difficulty as to ots: see above, p. 81)). This was one of a series of cl.nimns by holders of
Rhodesian stocks: .scc also Frank/or v, The Quo-tm (No. 2) 197-1I 1 QB 205; Barclays [tank Ltd.
v. Time Queen 11974 1 QB 823. In none of these rises was there any order 15 to costs.
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right and provides that 'nothing in this Act shall apply to' proceedings by or
against the sovereign ill his private capacit y, or authorise proceedings in tort
against him.° Is the Crown then no longer personally liable in contract? It seems

possible, following the words of the .Act, that the petition of right is not abolished
to that extent," so that it still survives for claims against the Crown in person,

which remain under the old law, with or without the benefit of the Act of 1860.0
This result would be far from ideal, but at least it would preserve the remedy in
some form,

Agents in contract

The Crown servant or agent who actually makes the contract—for example, a War
Office official who orders boots for the army—is not in law a party to the contract,
and is not liable oil personal!. He is merel y the Crown's agent, and the ordinary
law is that where a contract is made through an authorised agent, the principal is
liable but the agent is not. The agent is merel y a mechanism for bringing about a
contract between his pr i ncipal and the other contracting party. 'fluis if the boots
are ordered from a manufacturing company, the parties to the contract are the
Crown and the compan y. If a minister in his official capacity takes a lease of land,
the parties to the contract are the lessor and he Crown, and the Crown becomes
the tenant." The agents oil side are not personall y liable on the contract. It
has long been clear that Crown servants, acting in their official capacity, are as
immune as any other agents: in 1786 it was decided that the Governor of Quebec
could not be sued oil made by him to pa y for supplies for the army in
Canada.' This immunity of the agent must be contrasted with the position in tort,

where master and servant are both fully liable personally for torts committed by
the servant in the course of his employment, and where the personal liability of
Crown servants is all 	 safeguard—though not quite so important as it
was in the era before the Crown itself became liable in tort.

Where a contract is made through an agent duly authoriscd,°° the principal is

° s. 40(l).
The petition of right is listed in mIte 1st schcdele among 'Proceedings abolished by this

Act'; hut the Act itsr'lf contains no other provision fur abolition: it merely substitutes tile new
procedure tinder e. 1. \\iiere that does not app 1 Y therefore, time petition of right 111,1% urvivc

" See the comnirrit on the Franklin case, above.
Town Inresinients Ltd. v. Dcparrnm1,it of tin' Ein ironryient 11978) AC 359, where the I louse

of Lords held that a special principle of public law equates the government, i.e. ministers and
officials, with the Crown. But this rule must be conhned to siniil,tr propert y transactions: seeabove, p. 16.

S lacls'irii v. I !.:H)nt,i,:i (1786) I TR 171
Actual or ostens i ble authority is determined according to the ordinary law of agency

(subj CLI to doubts crested by the Tn 'it lmstn,'i,'iiI5 ca e): I 'crr,uh v. A. C. for ()frs (1975)
57 DER (Sit) 403: .'.Icire v. .4. 9791 I NZI.R .113 Prime .\Iimtjstcr held not authoriscd to
coot r,tct 'iii behalf of the Cross' n
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liable but not the agent. Where the agent S unauthorised, the agent is liable but not
the principal. ihis latter result is achieved by allowing the other party an action

against the agent for breach of warranty of authority. This is a corn ractual remedy,

for a contract is implied by law to the effect that the agent promises, in consider-

ation of the party agreeing to deal with him, that he had the authority of his

principal. Thus the law finds a means of making agents responsible for any loss
which they ma y cause by exceeding their authorit y. But it is doubtful whether this
rci:iedy is available against agents of the Crown. The Court of Appeal has upheld a

judgment to t:ie effect that a Crsn servant acting in ma official capacity i, on
grounds of public polic y, not liable to actions for breach of warranty of authority.

'No action lics against a public servant upon any contract which he makes in that
capacity, and an action will onl y lie on an express personal contract'. 9 There seem
to be two distinct strands of argument, one that public policy requires Crown

agents to be able to contract free of personal liability, and the other that in such

cases the implied contract of warranty is unjustified oil facts. Public policy

should weigh less heavily now that the Crown Proceedings Act has gone so far

towards assimilating the Crown's prerogatives with the ordinary law of the land.

The other argument is also of dubious validity. Since the case was one arising out

of a contract of employment, where (as explained elsewhere) Ij 2 the principles
tuiderl y ini the case-law are conftised, it is sometimes regarded ai a less formidable

Obstacle than it appears at first sight. There were also other alternative grounds for

the decision in the Court of Appeal. Nevertheless, while this authority stands,

Crown agents appear to have a privileged position and to enjoy an anomalous --

personal immunity in making contracts on behalf of the Crown. If they exceed --

their authority, therefore, neither the Crown nor its agent is liable, and the law fails

to provide the remedy which justice demands.

1)ifticuliy also arises over subjecting the Crown to the normal rule that the

principal may be liable for an unauthorised c ,ontract made by the agent if the
principal has given the agent ostensible authority, as by putting hini in a position

where the other contractingpartY might reasonably assume that the agent was duly

authorised. This rule in effect rests on the principle of estoppel; and as has been
explained previously there are problems in appl y ing this principle to governmental
powers exercised in the public interest, so that officers of the Crown cannot be

safely assumed to have the powers which they purport to exercise. 93 Consequently
the fact that a Customs officer would appear to have authority to sell unclaimed

goods from a customs warehouse will not give a good title to the buyer if in fact the
sale was outside his statutory poseers. This does not mean that the Crown cannot

Dunn s' 3!. cIonill 11 8971 t Q5 40 1, 535.
.hove, P. (l.
Above, p. 336.
A.-G. fir Cc) 1)11 v.4, D. SiIi,i 1933: AC 461, quoted ahoc, p. 340. Sce 11957' EL at 337

(C. H. Trcitelt.
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be made liable in contract by way of an estoppel. In one case a supplier of ships'
stores made an oral contract with an Admiralty ollieer and next day wrote to the
Admiralty confirming the agreed terms as he understood them. When the Admir-
alty later disputed the terms, the supplier succeeded in enforcing then) because the

Admiralty had not replied to his letter and had consequently induced him to

believe that his version was correct, thereby estopping the Crown from maintain-
ing otherwise.` This ruling, however, did not turn oil 	 question of agency.

REMEDIES AND PROCEDURE

The statutory procedure

The Crown Proceedings Act 1947 has much to say about procedure. The general
policy is that the ordinary procedure in civil actions shall apply so far as possible to
actions b y and against the Crown, both in the I ligh Court and in the County
Court. But inevitabl y there must be modilicatiorts iii detail. The Crown is riot
nominally a party to proceedings under the Act: where the Crown is suing, the

plaititill is a government department or the Attorney-General; where the Crown is
being sued, it is represented sitnilarlv. The li-easur y is required to issue a list of the
departments which can sue and he sued under the Act, and if there is no suitable

department or if there is doubt in any particular case the Attorney-General will fill
the gap. 15 It is a departure from ordinary legal notions that departments which are
not juristic persons (for some departments are not incorporated) should he able to
be parties to actions, but all things are possible by Act of Parliament.SS

The Act also exempts the Crown from the compulsory machinery of law
enforcement. This is not in order to enable the Crown to flout the law, but because
it would be unseeml y if, for example, a sheriff's execution could be issued against a
government department which failed to satisfy ajudgmertt. For the purposes of the
Act the Crown must he treated as an honest man, and the ordinary laws must have

their teeth drawn. Therefore the Act provides that no execution or attachment
or process shall issue for enforcing payment by the Crown. 99 Nor can the Crown
he made the object of an y injunction or order for specific performance or order
for the delivery up of propert y. Instead of these remedies the court merely

Orient Steam tsTavjgano,n Co Ltd. v. The Crown (1952) 21 1.1 LR 301 (successful petitionof right); see Turpin, Gor'crn,,ncr,t Proi-rrrer,ne,jt arid C'o':ricts, 96
96 S.

S. 17.
An example in common law is f i l e case o; the prer'ative rcmcdies, where the respond-

en t is often a tribunal.
S. 25(4).
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makes a declanitory order so that the plaintiffs rights are recognised but not
n to rced.

A special provision prohihts any injunction or order against an otliier of the

Crown where the effect would be to grant relief against the Crown which could not

be obtained in proceedings against the Crown.-'rown. As explained below,' this for-
nitila was for many years misunderstood until the House of lords made it clear

that it is oib where the power is conferred upon the Crown itself, as opposed to

some minister or official, that the prohibition applies, thus protecting the Crown's
imniuiiliv froi ll being indiretly infringed. Ministers as such are subject to the
ordinar y law, and call 	 he subjected to compulsor y orders such as injunc-
tions and mandamus and the y call 	 liable for contempt of court.'

The remed y most often desired is the payment of money. Here the court's order

will State the amount payable, whether by way of damages, or costs, or otherwise,

and the Act provides that the appropriate government department shall pay that

amount to the person entitled.' It is also provided that payments made under the

Act shall he defrayed out of moneys provided by Parliament.' A successful plain-

tiff against the Crown must thus be content with a declaration of his rights or with a
mandatory order for payment. The statutory duty to pa y, being cast upon the depart-
ment rather than the Crown, should be enforceable, if necessary, by mandamus.'

The Act ill way affects the prerogative remedies, e.g. certiorari and man-
damus, which are outside its definition of civil procecdings' and which in any

case do not lie against the Crown.'
In his or her private capacity the sovereign stands wholly outside the Act and

under the older law. 1 ° Nor does the Act appl y in respect of matters arising outside
the government of the United Kingdom."

The ordinary legal rulc as to indemnit y and contribution, and also the rules as
to third party proceedings," apply in Crown proceediisgs.' 5 The rule thost' likely
to come into play is that which allows all who has to pay damages for his
servant's wrongful act, to recover the amount from the servant. This illustrates the

general principle that where there are joint tortfeasors— and master and servant

s. 21(1). For the problem of interim injun_- iLve orders see below, p. 833.
2 s.21(2).

Below, p. 833.
M. v. !loj,in' Office 19941 AC 377. Lord \''oolI's s'ceeh C,,niaina an illuminating corn-

nienmary on Croon proceedings both before and after the Act.
s. 25(3).
9.37.

- AS suggcsteu by L01d D..,,,dd;n .!R in 3! 	 T4,wT4, ()IiIce 119921 QB 270 at 301.
Section 21(2) is inapplicable owing to the delinimion of'( ivil proceedings' (below).

s.38(2).
See above, p 61

' S. .11: sec at'.,vc, p.8!!.
s. 10(2).
Sc,' .St ,'ifir:jo's Properry iiiv,71,,c,lms 1_id. v. Philips Lhcz routes (L.'K) Lot [t595J Ch. 73.
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are in law ,oint tort feasorsthe tort fcasor who is innocent ino' cIa im contribution
from the tortkasor who is to blame. 'I bus ifa governmen t driver knocks down and
injures someone negiigeritiv, and the injured roan 

sues the Crown and obtains

it. 14
damages, thc Crown has a legal right as eniplover to make the driver indemnify

The Act now provides one uniform procedure for all actions against the Crown,
including interlocutory matters such as discovery of documents and inter-

rogatorics.° The Act has therefore abolished the petition of right and various

other antiquated frins of procedure.0 But, as already noticed, a petition of right
may still have to he used if ' cases not covered he the Act, suds as proceedings in
respect of- overseas territories.

Problems ofitijii'u-rii'' ti/ui

The Crown itself (as opposed to its servants) is immune from legal process except

as authorised by statute. l he Crown Proceedings Act 19-17 expressly forbids the
grant of an Injunction in the proceedings which it aut horises but provides that inlieu of an injunction the court may mike 'all 	 declaratory of the rights of the
parties'. It has been held, however, that the Act authorises only 

it 	 order,corresponding to a final injunction, and not it provisional order, corresponding to
an interim irljuIlction,' apparently because of the reference to the rights of the
parties', which is assumed to mean final as Opposed to interim rights. There 

5cCFibto be no necessity for this narrow in terpret 'itioll of e Act, which is contray to its
policy of putting tile Crown, so far as practicable on the same rooting as a private
litigant. The Law Contniissjojn made a reeoniIiiertdation l for statutory reform of
this ti nnph of logic over juslice'. Nevertheless a majority of the House of Lords
Positively approved the restriction, though Lord Diplock and a unanimous Court
of Appeal deplored it. It semis unlikely to survive after AL 

v. lionic Office
rejected narrow interpretations in this area. Jndcd, CPR 25.1(1)(h) now pro-

vides that the court may make an 'interim declaration' and may do so whether or

See Loter v. RoinrJor/ lie ilnl Cold Storage Co. Lid. [19 5 7)  AC 555.s. 28.
9 s. 23 and tt sched. For art 	 of a 'latin

1935] 2KB 209.	 niin forjitnin' sec .4 -G v. li/le'-Jone[ 
Above, P . 827.
Ittteri:i,,/ Gei'ra/ Etci :r:e Co. v. Czistn:c & Eve/se Conunjssjotnrc (1962] Ch. 784;Underhill v. Alinist ry of Food 1) 950] I All ER 591.
Cmnd. 6 . 107 (1976) para. 52.

° Working Paper No. 4() (1971), para. 48. In fact the logic seems no better than Lhe)usriceR. v. In/and Revue COtntnosjoners ex p. ROitjiittster Ltd 1950] AC 952. Lords Wilber-force, Diltiorne and Scarnian approved, lord Dipiock coJisidrd it a serious proceduraldefect in the English system ofadininjstratj .e law'.
See below.
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not a declaration has been sought as final relief or not. Although an interim

declaration in circumstances in which an in is not available has not vet

been made, but this is the likely role of this remedy.

Servants of the Crown, as opposed to the Crown itself, ought to be liable to

injunctions as much as to other legal remedies, on the principle already explained.

But this question was bedevilled for many years by misunderstanding of the Act's

provision that no injunction or order should issue against an officer of the Crown
if the efkct would he to give a remed y against the Cross-n which could not have
been obtained in proceedings against the Ciown. 21 This was held to bar any relief
by injunction against ministers or other officers of the Crown. But, correctly
understood, it applies only to protect the Crown's own immunity, and does not
alter the personal liability of a minister or official who commits a wrong or who

misuses a power conferred upon him in his own name. For example, take the
provision of the European Communities Act 1972 24  that 'I-Icr Majesty may by
Order in Council, and an y designated minister or department may by regulations,
make provision' for implementing Communit y obligations, subject to the restric-
tion (among others) that no tax may thereby be imposed. If an Order in Council
attempted to impose a tax, no injunction could he granted either against the

Crown or against a tax-collecting official since to restrain the latter would stulii'

the immunity of the former. But if a designated minister made regulations to the
same efict, he or his officials could he restrained b y injunction since that would
not be to give relief against the Crown. This is the vital distinction, already

emphasised," between the Crown, which is immune, and ministers and Crown
servants, who are not.

The misunderstanding derived from a case of 1955 where it was held that this

provision of the Crown Proceedings Act prevented the grant of an injunction

against the Minister of Agriculture, even though the minister's power was Con-

ferred upon him in his own name rather than _Ipon the Crown." That decision,
though criticised '17 

was expressly approved by the House of Lords in I 959,25 but
finall y disapproved in I993,N The Ilotise has now made it clear that injunctions,
both final and interim, have alwa ys been and are today still available against

S. 21(2).
s. 2(2) and schccl. 2.
Above, P. 819.
Merricks v. I-L'itJicoat . /tnwry (19551 Ch. 567 (unsuccessful application for injunction

requiring minister to withdraw marketing scheme). This decision did not affect applications
for prerogative remedies, which were oLltsidc the Crown Proceedings Act, and the correct

might have k,s.r, r,rohjbition
In the 6th edition of this hook, pS89, cited in R. v. iiornc Sn 	 cc p.H- . ''-' 11)5M

QB 872.
' R. v. Secretary ofSrite for 7raiisport ex p. hi,tortci,ne Ltd. 1199012  AC 85. The inisunder-

standing persists in Scotland, where Al. v. Home 01,'6cc is rejected with the result that the
Cross n Proceeding, Act is held iii hive abolished relief b y interdict which Scots Inc previously
alLan cd- _\fcDooufj V. ,&'cr,'t,zry 'f Stute Jar Scotland 1991' SC 23-I.

V. Jf,'rtuc Qlicc i 199-I1 1 AC 377.
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ministers and officials of the Crown, and that in judicial rL'.ew proLcedines the

Supreme Court Act 1951 con:trnis this positron.' A long period of judicial aberra-
tion is now ended, and the constitutional principle that Crown ollicers do not

partake of the Crown's immunity is reinstated.
The decision of 1993 concerned an unsuccessful application for asylum by a

citizen of Zaire who was ordered to be deported and sought judicial review. The
Fionie Office deported him while his case was before the I 11gb Court, contrary to

the expressed wishes of the judge and to an undertaking by the Home Office which
the judge thought had been given to him. \Vhen the deportee reached Zaire there

was still an opportunity to secure his return, and the judge made an order that this

should be done; but the Home Secretary personally decided to take no action,

being advised that the judge's order was made without jurisdiction, the law then
being misunderstood as explained above. But since an order of the I ugh Court,

however wrong, cannot be without jurisdiction," the [ionic Secretary was
adjudged to he in contempt of court, though no penalty was iuposed. Since

contempt of court is the Sanction for disobedience of injunctions, the contempt
jurisdiction is of great importance. But in the List analysis the I louse of Lords'

judgment contains an inconsistency about enforcement. According to Lord
Tcmpkman. 'the courts are armed with coercive powers' against ministers and

officials." AcLording to Lord Woolf, 'the Crown's relationship with the courts does

not depend on coercion' and 'the objct of the exercise is not so much to punish an
individual as to vindicate the rule of law by a finding of contempt', leaving it to

Parliament to determine the conseqitences." Yet he recognises that 'i 11 eases not

involving a government department or a minister the ability to punish for con-
tempt may be necessary. As the Zairean case shows, ministers do not invariably

respect orders of the court, and just how coercive such Orders really are in various

situations maybe in issue on future occasions. iJltinsatel it is the executive power

which has to enforce court orders, whose efficacy against the government thus

depends UOfl the government's willingness to police itself.

As in Rankin v. liziskisson (1830) 4 Sins. 13; Ellis v. Far! Grey (1833) 0 Sim. 214 (intcrinm
injunction against the prime minister); Thnnaki v. Baker [1901) AC Sot; trtorrzey-Gr'rcrz! of
New South Wales v. Tr,'nlrozrsiri 119321 AC 526; Cons,',! A's Ports Nit: ionau_r v_ long/icr [I 969

SC 60 (Can.)
See M. v. Hone Office labour) at 420-2, reiecting the 110LI.W of Lords' questionable

reasons for restricting the scope of s.31 of the Act and restoring lord \\'oolfs former opinion
in R. v_ Licensing tin thority Esn.z!'/ish,', I urn,icr ,\ h,/ic,ncs 4cr ex p. ,S;r,it!r K/i,,,' French Lnbc,r,or-
ies Ltd. (No. 2)11990) 1 QB 57.1.

° See above, P. 306.
For a case of contempt by revenue officeu, pursed after lull apology, see R. v. lrnla'rd

Revenue (rnniissio,mers cx p. Kirzgs'o ' ; Smith 11996 71 S i C 1210.
See the quotation above, p. 819. Examples concerning ministers are Bhitrnager V.

ter of Employment and Juno; ,ranion (1990) 71 Dl R ) I li) 54; Sta te of Victoria v. Australian

Build/ni Federation (1082) 152 CLR 25.
M. v. lion;,' Oficc abase) at 425.
As observed b y Nolan 11, '1992 Q 1 at 314.
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0th c r C;;';,,l pi it°ilccs

The Crown hs various advantages under the general law, which fall outside the
scope of this hook. Under the law of limitation of actions the Crown's title to land
is not barred until the land has been in adverse possession for thirt y years,'
whereas the normal period in ordinary cases is twelve years. Formerl y the Crown
and its scrv,tttts shared with other public authorities the privilege of a short limita-
tion period for wrongful acts, until the legislation was repealed in 19-54.''

STATUTES AFFECTING THE CROWN

Pry's, nuptia it ait inst Crown liability

.0 Act of Parliament is presumed not to bind the Crown in the ahscnce of express
provision or necessary implication.' 9 This is a long-standing ru!e of inte; pret-
ation, which has nothing to do with the royal prerogative." 'The Crown' in this

case includes the Crown's ministers and servants, since it is ricct'ssarilv hy their
;i,cncv that the Crown's immunit y is enjoyed. The Crown l'rocecdings Act 1917
expressl y refrains front altering the position. 42 Its this respect, contrary to its
genera] polic y, the Act does not impose on the Crown the same liabilit y as lies upon
other people.

In fact it is frequentl y necessary that statutes should bind the Crown, and in such
cases each statute makes the necessary provision. ihus the speed limits now in
force tinder the Road Trafflc Act 1960 are expressl y madç applicable to the crown
by the Act itself, which makes detailed provisionfor these and other traffic rules to

Limitation Act 1950, 1 st silted., Pt. II.
See above, p. 790.
Examples are Pr; j,, of Bo,n!'itr v. Aizuiteipal corporation of Ro bay It 917! AC 58; A.-

C. for Ceylon v. A. L Silva 119531 AC 16 I; Madras Electric Supply Co. Lid. v. Roar/rind 119551
AC 667; C/ilium Ocean Shij'; ' iiig Co. v. .Sirt/i A ctraba (1979)  27 A LR 1. For the rule ger; cral ysee I-lrsgg, Liability of the Crown, 2nd edn., 201.

In earlier times' the Crown was moore readily held bound, it being said that it %v,js boundb statutes passed for tIre p ublic good, tIre relief of the poor, the advancement of learning,
religion and just ice, and the prevent ion of fraud injury and wrong: tVilllon v. Berkeley (1 561)
I Plow d. 223; ALçfm!,r, College Case (1615) It Co. Rep. 661); R. v. Archbishop of Armagh(I - I I	 I

c,r 5V':	 , 	 ,'f ,I,. Cr.,,,,,
admit ted: see the J'roij,,ee of Bombay case (above).

i\t,t,!r,is Elcerric Supple C'orporanori Ltd. v. Boitr!a,i,1 119551 AC 667 at 68 . 1-85. Rut 'prc-ror',t ye' is somctjn;cs ,;,cJ in a loose sense (sCe above, P. 216) in connection with this rule:('a',, icr s Be, C hire Jrrsr;,cs (1583) 9 App. Cat, 61 at 66, 71, 77; and see the Madras case(above) at 687.
s. 402jf>.
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apply to vehicles and persons iii the public service of the Crown.' Sometimes thc

Act will provide for its partial application to the Crown: thus the Crown is bound
by the Equal Pay Act 1970"and the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 in respect of
the civil service but not in respect of the armed forces. Formerly the Crown was not

bound by the National Health Service Act 1977 and associated legislation, but this
immunity was removed in 1990.'

Other statutes which have been held not to bind the Crown, because of the

absence of any provision, are the lbwn and Country Planning Act 1947 (now

1990) and the Contracts of Employment Act 1972. Accordingly the Crown does

not need planning permission for developing Crown lands and a Crown

employee is not entitled to a written statement of the terms of his employment.'

The House of Lords reversed a Scots decision which attempted to confine the

doctrine to cases where the statute encroached upon the Crown's own rights or
interests, and so held the Ministr y of Defence liable under highway and planning
leg islation when it fenced off part of a main road in which the Crown claimed no

proprietary or other right.'' In allowing the Crown's appeal the I louse reinstated
the established rule without qualiflcation.w

Whether the Crown can commit a criminal offence under a statute made bind-
ing upon it was discussed in one case by the High Court of Australia."

Crown may claim bert elit of statutes

It has been maintaind consistently for centuries that the Crown, although not

hound by the obligations of a statute, might take the benefit of it in the same way as
Other Persons.'-'ersons. 5 Accordingly the Crown was able to claim the benefit of statutes of

s. 250. Other examples are Social Security Act 1975, ss. 127, 128; Social Security Contri-
butions and Benefits Act 1992, s. 115; Race Relations Act 1976,s. 75, applying the procedure of
Crown Proceedings Act 1917.

S. 1(8).

s. 85.
' National Health Service and Community Care Act 1990, a. 60 (health service bodies no

longer to he regarded as Crown servants).
Mutest,7 of Agriculture v. Jenkins 119631 2 QFt 317.
1%botl v. Leeds Area Health Authority [19741 2 1CR 535.
Lord Advocate v. Strathclyth' Regional council [19901 2 AC 580.
The High Court ofAustrali;, rejects an inflexible rule and seeks the legislative intention

by the ordinary canons of interpretation: Bropito v. Star,' of Western Australia (1990) 171 CLR
I (Act safeguarding aboriginal heritage held to bind government departments).

Gain v. Doyle (1946) 72 CLR 409. The question was raised on the prosecution of a
Commonwealth munition factory manager for aiding and abetting an offence by the Crown
in wrongfully dismissing an ex-serviee,nan. The majority opinion was that an offence could
he committed, but the accused was acquitted.
' Gas,' oft/re king's Fine (1605) 7 Co. Rep. 32a; Alagd den college Case (1615) II Co. Rep.

66h at 681); R. v. Cruise (1852) 2 Ir. Ch. Rep. 63; hI. Comm. i. 262; Ctsitty, Prerogatives of the
Croit rt. 382 Hogg, tiabrlirv of the Crown, 2nd cdn. 215. See also Town lnvest,nn,ts Ltd. v.
Ihp;rrr ' rr ' r of rite E,v:r,r,'t'; [I 978 As. 359, criticised above, p.46.
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limitation which prevented actions being brought after a fixed rime. 53 Although

the historical justification for this one-sided arrangement has been treated as an

open question 5"4 there can be little doubt that it represents the law. There is no

reason why the Crown's exemption from the burden of a statute should prevent its

taking the benefit, since the exemption was originally a limited rule for the protec-
tion of the Crown's executive powers and prerogatives rather than a rule that

statutes did not concern the Crown. On the other hand, the Crown cannot pick out

the parts of a statute which benefit it without taking account of qualifications: if it

claims some statutory right, ii must take that right subject to its own statutory

limitations, whether imposed by the original Act or otherss'isc.5
The Crown's common law rights are confirmed by the Crown Proceedings Act

1947, which provides that the Act shall not prejudice 'the right of the Crown to

take advantage of the provisions of an Act of Parliament although not named

therein', and that in any civil proceedings against the Crown the Crown may rely
upon any defence which would be available if the proceedings were between sub-

jects." The Crown is thus amply entitled to claim statutory rights and defences.

LIMITATIONS OF STATE LIABILITY

Political action: tort

A line has to he drawn between governmental acts which can give rise to legal

liability because they are analogous to the acts of ordinary persons, and acts which
give rise to no such liability because the analogy breaks down. There is a certain

sphere of activity where the state is outside the law, and where actions against the
Crown and its servants will not tie. The rule of law demands that this sphere should

be as narrow as possible. In English law the only available examples relate in one

way or another to foreign affairs.
In tort the Crown and its servants can sometimes plead the defence of act of

state. But this plea is only available for acts performed abroad. It would subvert the
rights of the citizen entirely if it would justify acts done within the jurisdiction for

i i so) i c Ch r t SO: Cavzer Irvine & Co. Ltd. v. Board of Trade [19271 1

KB 269 at 274 (Rowlatt J).
By Scrutton 1.1 in the cayzer Irvine case (above) at 294.
R. and Buckberd's Case (1594) I Leon 149; Crooke's Case (1691) 1 Show KB 208; Nisbet

Shipping Co. V. The Queen 119551 1 \VLR 1031; Housing Commission of Nov South Wales v.

Panayides (1963) 63 SR (NS\'.') 1; Hogg (as above), 216.
s. 31(l).  It may he that "therein' refers to provisions' rather than to 'Act', so that

mention of the Crown elsewhere in the Act is immaterial.
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it would he the same as the defence of state necessit y, which has always been

rejected. But acts of force committed by the Crown i n foreign countries are no

concern of the English courts. In the time of the naval campaign against the slave

trade, for example, a Spanish slave trader failed in an action for damages at a

British naval commander who destro yed one of his establishments it) West

Africa. 17 It is by this fundamental rule that acts of violence in foreign affairs,

including acts of war, it committed abroad, cannot be questioned in English courts.

It also casts a complete immunit y over all acts of the Crown done iii the course of

annexing or administering foreign territory.

A British protectorate was in principle considered to be a foreign territor y, so

that a person arrested by the government's orders had no remedy.° But where, as

used to happen in practice, a protectorate was iii fact completel y 'under the subjec-

tion of the Crown' and was ruled as if it were a colony, the courts asserted their

jurisdiction and the Crown was required to act according to law.` The boundaries

of the area within which the rule of law is upheld may thus sometimes be difficult

to draw. But it is cl& that within that area the Crown cannot extend its limited

legal power by plea of act of state. In another naval case, where the British and

French governments had made an arrangement by which no new lobster factory

was to be established in Newfoundland without joint consent, a factory was in fact

established by the plaintiff, contrary to the terms of the inter-governmental agree-

ment, and the defendant, a naval captain acting under Admiralty orders, seized it.

The plaintiff was a British subject and his factory was within British territory. The

Crown's attempt to justify the seizure as an act of state therefore failed, and

the plaintiff was awarded damages against the responsible Crown officer." Today,

under the Crown Proceedings Act, the Crown would also he liable directly. The

enforcement of treaties, so far as it affects the rights of persons within the jurisdic-

tion, must he authorised by Act of Parliament. The Crown has no paramount
powers.

It is often said that act of state cannot be pleaded against a British subject. No

such rule was laid down in the lobster-fishing case; but the case was treated as an

illustration of some such rule in a number of obiter dicta in a later case in the
1-louse of l.ords. 6 ' This is weighty authority, but even so there are grounds for

thinking that the proposition may be too wide. All the cases in question were cases

where the acts took place within the jurisdiction—and within the jurisdiction the

rights of an alien (not being an enemy alien) are similar to those of a subject. If in

British territory an alien has his property taken, or is detained, in any way not

Buran v. Dennian (1848) 2 Ex. 167.
M R. v. Cre-we (Earl) cxp. Seksnc 119101 2 KB 576.
" Fp. islweiiya [1960] 1 QB 241 (Northern Rhodesia, now Zambia).

Walker v. Baird I 1892] AC 491.
Johnstone v. P,dl,ir 119211 2 AC 262 (successful action by American citizen resident in

Ireland for recovery of money taken from him by the police: rica of act of state rejected by 1he
I louse of Lords).
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justified by law, he has full le gal protectiori—not because of his nationality, but

because he is within the area where the govcrnns .eilt must show legal warrant for its

acts, Conversely, if a British subject chooses to live outside the jurisdiction, it is

hard to believe that he call 	 fetter the Crown's freedom of action ill

affairs. If the house of a British subject living in Egypt had been damaged by British
bombs in the operations against the Suez Canal in 1956, would its owner really

have been able to recover damages in ail 	 court?

An affirmative answer indeed appears to be given by Lord Reid in a later case
where a British subject claimed compensation from the Crown for injury done to
his hotel in Cyprus (a foreign country) when it was in the occupation of a 'truce

force' of British troops. But the other Lords of Appeal left this question open,
holding that there was in fact no act of state. In any case, the gist of the action

allowed was for use and occupation of the land and for breach of contract, and act

of state is no defence to contractual or quasi-contractual claims as opposed to
claims in tort. A different answer is suggested by another case in which British

subjects lost valuable concessions granted by the paramount chief of Pondoland
when that territory was annexed by the Crown. The Crown refused to recognise the

concessions and pleaded act of State successfully.
The latter case perhaps gives the right lead. Generalities about the immunity of

British subjects ought probably to be confined to (a) acts done within the realm,

and (b) acts against British subjects abroad which are nut in themselves acts of
international policy, such as the above-mentioned injury to the hotel in Cyprus. A

logical basis for 'act of state' then emerges. It is not so much a matter of nationality
as of geography—that is to say, the Crown enjoys no dispensation for acts done
within the jurisdiction, whether the plaintiffbc British or foreign; but foreign parts

are beyond the tale (in Kipling's words, 'without the law'), and there the Crown

has a free hand, whether the plaintiff he foreign or British.

Political action: con tract

In contract there arc also cases where ordinary business must be distinguished
from political acts. It has been laid down that 'it is not competent for the Govern-

ment to fetter its future executive action, which must necessarily be determined by

the needs of the community when the question arises'. 65 But this was an isolated

Johnsronc v. Pedlar (above); Kuchennicisler v. Home Office 119581 1 QB 496; R. v. Hone

74 at 111.
' Nissan v. A.-G. 11970] AC 179. The fact that me truee ., :" '-" rt ala

United Nations peace-keeping force was held to make no difference to the Crown's responsi-
bility. On the questions raised by this case see 119681 CLI 102 (1. C. Collier).

Cook v. Spngg [1899] QC 572; and see binfat Enterprise (1-1K) Co. Ltd. v. Attorney-

General of Hong Kong 119851 AC 733.
Rcderiaktielmolagct 'Amnpliirri!e ' v. lime King [19 1- 113 KB 500. Sec Mitchell, The Contracts

of Public Azirlmorid,'S, 27; Turpin, Government Procurement and contiaco, 56.
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decision, and its scope is by no means clear. It concerned a Swedish ship which was

detained in England in 1918 after its owners had been given an assurance through

the British Legation in Stockholm, on behalf of the British government, that the

ship would he given clearance if she brought (as she did) an approved cargo. The

owners sued the Crown by petition of right for damages for breach of contract.

The court held that this was not a contract at all—so far from being a com-

mercial transaction, it was merely a statement by the government that it intended

to act in a particular way in a certain event. Up to this point there is no difficulty,

for plainly a boundary must be drawn between legal contracts and mere adminis-

trative assurances which may or may not create rights.' But the judge went on to

say that the Crown not merely had not made such a contract but could not make

such a contract, because it could not hamper its freedom of action in matters

which concerned the welfare of the state; and he argued a fortiori from the

doctrine that Crown servants are always dismissible at will, which is discussed

e]sewhere."

The rule thus laid down is very dubious; it rests on no authority, and it has been

criticised judicially." \'ery many contracts made by the Crown must fetter its

future executive action to some extent. If the Admiralty makes a contract for the

sale of a surplus warship, that fetters the Crown's future executive action in that

the ship will have to be surrendered or damages will have to be paid. Yet there

ought to he a remedy against the Crown for breach of contract in that case as much

as in any other. 59 The only concession that need be made to public policy is that the

remedy should he in damages rather than by way of specific performance or

injunction. But that is achieved by the Crown Procecdings Act 1947, and in any

case the court would use its discretion.

Another case which falls outside the ordinary law of contract is that of treaties.

No English court will enforce a treaty, that is to say an agreement made between

states rather than between individuals. 'The transactions of independent states

between each other are governed by other laws than those which municipal courts

administer' .71 In the days when much of India was governed by the East India

Company this principle was often invoked by English courts in order to disclaim

jurisdiction over transactions between the Company, acting in effect as a sovereign

power, and the native rulers of India. For the same reason the Company was given

the benefit of the doctrine of act of state, so that it could commit acts of force with

no legal responsibility. 7 ' Its commercial and its governmental activities had to be

separated, so that while liable for the one it was not liable for the other. Similarly,

See above, p. 372.
Above, p. 62.
Iii Robertson v. Minister of Pensions 119-191 t KB 227 and Howc)l v. Fainwuth Boat Co.

119511 AC 837, for which see above. p. 337.
Compare the problems of contracts which fetter statutory powers; above, p. 330.
Secretor) ofStatc for hibj v. Kamachce Boyc Sahal'a (1859) 13 Moo PC 22.
Sa!an,an v Secretary of St, re for india 119061 1 KB 61 3.
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where money is paid to the Crown under a treaty as compensation for injury

inflicted on British subjects, those-subjects cannot sue the Crown to recover the
money, for the transaction is on the plane of international affairs out of which no

justiciable rights arise. 72 The ordinary principles of trust or agency are no more

suitable to the case than the lass' of contract is suitable for the enforcement of

treaties.

SUPPRESSION OF EVIDENCE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

'Crown privilege'

A dilemma arises in cases where it would be injurious to the public interest to

disclose evidence which a litigant wishes to use. The public interest requires that
justice should be done, but it may also require that the necessary evidence should

be suppressed. In many cases the Crown has successfully intervened to prevent
evidence being revealed, both in cases where it was a party and in cases where it

was not. lb hear the evidence in camera is no solution, since to reveal it to the

parties and their advisers ma y be as dangerous as to reveal it to the public generally.

The Crown's object must therefore he to suppress it altogether, even at the cost of

depriving the litigant of his rights.
It was for long supposed that only the Crown could make application to the

court for this purpose, and its right to do so was known as 'Crown privilege'. But
in 1972 the House of Lords disapproved this expression, and held that anyone may

make such an application. The turning-point in the history of the subject had

come in 1968, when in Conway V. Rin J merN the House held that the court should

investigate the Crown's claims and disallow them if on balance the need for secrecy
was less than the need to do justice to the litigant. This was the culmination of a
classic story of undue indulgence by the courts to executive discretion, followed by

executive abuse, leading ultimately to a radical reform achieved by the courts and,

later, by government concessions. Since the struggle was one between the Crown

and litigants, it belongs properly to this chapter, even though the House of Lords

has now thrown open the door to all corners.
The Crown's claims had caused so much discontent that important administrative

Rmistomjee v. The Queen (1876) 2 QuO o; L15 ii'"" ;,:.. .........':	 ."" ,, The

King lI9321 AC 14. The principle is not changed by the Foreign Compensation Acts 1950-69.
For the history of Crown privilege and of its conversion into public interest immunity

see 11993] PL 121 (J . M. Jacob). For historical synopsis and a critical account of the law as it

stood in 1994 see 119941 PL 59 (Simon Brown LI). See also Sunkin and Payne (eds.), The

Nature of the Croon, 191 (A. Tnmkins).
(19681 AC-910; below, p. $15
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concession ,; were made in 1936 and again in 1996. Judicial rebellion began in the

Court of Appeal in 1964. The initial vrons turning had been made in 1942, when

the House of Lords, departing from the current of earlier authorit y, declared in

wide terms that a ministerial claim olprivilege must be accepted without question

by the court. This meant that the court was obliged to refuse to receive any evi-

dence if a minister swore an affidavit stating that he objected to the production of

the evidence since in his opinion its disclosure seould be contrary to the public

interest. The power thus given to the Crown was dangerous since, unlike other

governmental powers, it was exempt from judicial control. The law must of course

protect genuine secrets of state. But 'Crown privilege ' was also used for suppressing

whole classes of relatively innocuous documents, thereby sometimes depriving

litigants of the ability to enforce their legal rights. This was, iii effect, expropriation

without compensation. It revealed the truth of t]ie United States Supreme Court's

statement in the same context, that 'a complete abandonment of judicial control
would lead to intolerable abuses'.

The Crown Proceedings Act 1947 made no attempt to resolve the difficulty. It

applied to Crown proceedings the ordinary procedure for obtaining discovery of

documents and answers to interrogatories. 7 The Crown may therefore be

required to authorise the disclosure of official information, which would otherwise

be an offence under the Official Secrets Act 1911. But the Crown Proceedings Act

also provides that this shall not prejudice any rulc of law which authorises or

rcqLnres the withholding of any document or the refusal to answer an y question on

the ground that disclosure would he injurious to the public interest.7

The 02 isgu ided 'Thetis' doctrine

The case of l9-12 was for long a source of troithle because the House of Lords laid
down the law in terms far wider than were required by the question before them. In
1939 the submarine Thetis sank during her trials with the loss of ninety-nine men.
N lany of their dependants brought actions for negligence against the contractors

who had built the submarine, and this was a test case. The plaintiffs called on the

contractors to produce certain important papers, including the contract with the

Admiralty for the hull and machinery and salvage reports made after the accident.

But the First Lord of the Admiralty swore an affidavit that disclosure would he

against the public interest. The House of Lords held that this affidavit could not he

questioned, so that the plaintiffs inevitably lost their case. After the war it was
divulged that the Thetis class of submarines had a new type of torpedo tube which

VS v. Revr;elils 3-IS US] (1953).
- s.28.

s.28.
v. Ccinon,ll, Lir1 -	 JuL [19121 AC 624.
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in 1942 was still secret. The case is a good example of the most genuine type, where

it seems plain that the interests of litigants must he sacrificed in order to preserve

secrets of state- Diplomatic secrets and methods for the detection of crime might

demand similar protection.
But the House of Lords unanimously laid down a sweeping rule that the Court

could not question a claim of Crown privilege made in proper form, regardless of

the nature of the document. Thus the Crown was given legal power to override the

rights of litigants not only in cases of genuine necessity but in any cases where a

government department thought fit. This had not been the law previously. In

several English cases judges had called for and inspected documents for which
privilege was claimed in order to satisfy themselves that the claim was justified. In

1931 the Privy Council held that the court could examine such a claim, and

remitted a case to Australia with directions to examine the documents and strong

hints that the claim of privilege should he disallowed.' An English court had

actually disallowed a claim of privilege in one case, and the document (quite

innocuous) may be seen in the report.5°

The principal danger of the Thetis doctrine was that it enabled privilege to be

claimed merely on the ground that documents belonged to a class which the public
interest required to he withheld from production i.e. not because the particular

documents were themselves secret but merely because it was thought that all

documents of that kind should be confidential. A favourite argument----and one to

which courts of law have given approval"—was that official reports of many kinds

would not he made fearlessly and candidly if there was any possibility that they

might later be made public. Once this unsound argument gained currency, free
rein was given to the tendency to secrecy which is inherent in the public service. It

is not surprising that the Crown, having been given a blank cheque, yielded to the

temptation to overdraw.

Officia l COOCL'SSIOUS

In 1956 the government made important concessions administratively. The Lord
Chancellor announced that privilege would no longer be claimed for reports of

witnesses of accidents on the road, or oil premises, or involving

government employees; for ordinary medical reports on the health of civilian

employees; for medical reports (including those of prison doctors) where the

Crown or the doctor was sued for negligence; for papers needed for defence against

a criminal charge; ioi 	 ' c:n'' t'tm'ntS to the police; and for reports

on matters of fact (as distinct from comment or advice) relating to liability in

' Robinson v. South .tustra(ia (No.2)1 1931 1 AC 704.

Spicgcltnarm v. I-locker (1933) 30 TLR 87 (statement to police after accident).
Smith v. East India Co. (1841)1 Ph 50 Hennessy v. Wright (1888) 21 QBD 509.
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contract. These heads, which were defined in more detail in the statement, ';ere

said to comprise the majority of cases which came before the courts. Privilege

would still be claimed in cases of inspectors reports into accidents not invols ing

the Crown (such as factory inspectors' reports), though the inspector would not he

prevented from giving evidence; for medical reports and records in the fighting

services and in prisons in cases not involving and for departmental

minutes and memoranda. These were said to be the cases where freedom and

candour of communication with and within the public service would be imperilled

if there were to he the slightest risk of disclosure at a later date. Supplementary

announcements were made in 1962 and 1964. The concessions of 1996 are noted
later.

After these concessions it became all the harder to accept the argument about

'freedom and candour of communication with and within the public service'. Lord
Radcliffe said in the House of Lords: 'I should myself have supposed Crown

servants to be made of sterner stuff, and he criticised the insidious tendenc y to
suppress 'everything however commonplace that has passed between one civil
servant and another behind the departmental screeil'. 51 Lord Keith likewise said
scorn fullv:

The notion that any competent or conscientious public servant would be inhibited at all in
the candour of his writings b) consideration of the off-chance that they might have to he
produced in litigation is in my opinion grotesque. Tb represent that the possibility of it
might significantly impair the public service is even more so . . . the candour argument is an
utterly insubstantial ground for denying Ithe citizeni access to relevant documents.

When this favourite argument was later deployed by the Home Office to justify

withholding top-level departmental documents about prison policy McNeill
rejected it out of hand.

I Ile jio iwial rebellion

The government's concessions helped legal opinion to mobilise for the overthrow
of the extreme doctrine of the 'Jiictis case and the unrestricted use of 'class' privil-
ege. In 1956 the House of Lords held that in Scotland the court had power to
disallow a claim by the Crown, and that in the Thetis case the House had failed

197 HL Deb. col. 741 (6 June 1956).
237 HL Deb. 1191 (8 March 1962), referring to this book (proceedings against police

and statements made to police); 261 HL Deb. 423 (12 November 1964) (claims based on
national security).

' Glaseosv Cpu. v. Central Land Board 1956 SC I at 20, 19.
Burma/i Oil Co. Ltd. v. I/suit of Eri,çland 11980) AC 1090.

' It'l//si,	 v. /ion,' 071cc I 198111 All ER 1151.
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to consider a long line of authority. 57 In 1964 the Court of Appeal, rioting the

superior law of Scotland, Canada, Australia, New 'Zealand and the United Slates,w
held that the same was true of England and asserted (though without exercising)
its own power to inspect the documents in a 'class' case and order their produc-

tion.89 But the Court of Appeal changed its mind in 1967 and relapsed into the

unqualified Thetis doctrine.°
Finally in 1968 the House of Lords was given the opportunity to lay down more

acceptable lass'. In Conway Rimmcr 91 the House unanimously reversed what it

unanimously stated in 1942, it'shattered the basis of the unrestricted 'class' privil-

ege, and it successfully ordered the production of documents against the objections
of the Crown. These documents were reports by his superiors on a probationer

police constable who was prosecuted by the police for theft of an electric torch and
decisively acquitted. He sued the prosecutor for damages for malicious prosecu-

tion, and applied for discovery of five reports about himself which were in the

police records and which were important as evidence on the question of malice.

Both parties wished this evidence to be produced, but the home Secretary inter-
posed with a wide claim of 'class' privilege, asserting that confidential reports on
the conduct of police officers were a class of documents the production of which

would he injurious to the public interest.
The house of Lords heaped withering criticism oil overworked argument

thsit whole classes of official documents should be withheld, at whatever cost to the

interests of litigants, for the sake of 'freedom and candour ofcotnmunieations with
and within the public service'. On the other hand they made it clear that the court

would seldom dispute a claim based upon the specilic contents of a document

concerning, for example, decisions of the cabinet, 52 criminal investigations,

national defence or foreign affairs. But in every case the court had the power and
the duty to weigh the public interest ofjustice to litigants against the public interest

asserted by the government. In many cases this could be done only by inspecting
the documents, which could properly be shown to the court, but not to the parties,

before the court decided whether to order production.

Glasgow Crrr. case (above). For a case of a claim disallowed see Whitehall v. t'Vlutchall

1957 SC 30.
88 As in R. v. Snider ( 1953) 2 DLR (2d) 9; Corbett v. Social Security cormnission [19621

NZLR 878; Bruce v. Waldron 119631 VR 3. Later cases rejecting claims of privilege arc US V.

Nixon (1974) 418 US 683; Kona v. Morley (1976) 1 NZLR 455; Srrnkcyv. Whrilaz,r (1978) 21

ALR 505.
Re Grosvenor Hotel (No- 2) 19651 Ch. 1210.
Conway v. Ri,n,ner J 1967] t \VLR 1031, Lord Denning MR strongly dissenting.

1 o91 AC. 910. Little mention was made of the precedents in the Court of Appeal and in
other countries of the Commonwealth wrirot .'..(,,r,n F ,,rd Denning

MR in Air Canada v. Secretary of State for Trade [1983] 2 AC 394 at 408 gave a spirited and
draniatised account of the deeds of the 'Three Musketeers' who shot down earlier Claims, of
how he was 'taken prisoner' by a different Court of Appeal, and how from over the hill there
came, most uncxptcdly, a relief force. It was the I louse of Lords themselves.'

As to cabinet decisions and papers see below, p. 849.
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At a later date the House itsel! inspected the five documents in question. held

that their disclosure would not preiudiee the public interest, and ordered therri to
he produced to the plainti

Thus did the House of lords bring back a dangerous executive power into legal

custody. Some of tile earlier decisions, and the official concessions in administra-
tive practice, MIN,  of importance. The legal foundation of excessive 'class'
claims had been destro yed, but it was to take nearly thirty years for that abuse to bc
itiveit decent burial.

'Cronu privilege' replaced by 'pus/ic interest iI?tmttiiity'

The House of Lords once again put the law onto a fresh basis in a case where a

would-be gaming club proprietor took proceedings for criminal libel against a
police officer who had supplied the Gaming Board with unfavourable information

about him." The Home Secretary asked the court to quash orders requiring the

police and the board to produce the correspondence, and the hoard itself applied
similarl y, lord Reid said:95

The ground put forward has been said to be Crown privilege. I think that that expression
is wrong and may be misleading. There is no question of any privilege in any ordinary
sense of the sword. The real question is whether the public interest requires that the letter
shall not be produced and whether that public interest is so strong as to override the
ordinary right and interest of a litigant that he shall be able to lay before a court of
justice all relevant evidence. A Minister of the Crown is always an appropriate and often
the most appropriate person to assert this public interest, and the evidence or advice
which he gives the court is alwa ys valuable and may sometimes he indispensable. But, in
my view, it must always be open to any person interested to raise the question and there
may be cases where the trial judge should himself raise the question if no-one else has
done so.

The House of Lords then allowed not only the I lome Secretary's claim but also
the claim made independently by the board. It was held that the board would be
seriously hampered in its statutory duty of making stringent inquiries into the
character of applicants it information obtained from the police or from sources 'of

See [1968) AC 996.
R. v. Lens Justices cx p. Flume Secretary (1973) AC 388.

' At 100. Lords Pearson, Simon and Salmon also criticised the expression 'Crown privil-
ege'. lord Salmon said (at 412) that in such cases as cabinet minutes, dealings between heads
of government departments, despatches from ambassadors and police sources olinformation
the lass had long recognised their immunity from disclosure and that 'the affidavit or certifi-
cate ofa Minister is hardl y necessary '. In Burn's Gus c Oil (s v. J-I:, y rncr (No. 3) 1198 11 Q13
223 the Court of Appeal recognised a public interest in non-disclosure of certain kinds
of information relating to foreign stares, but the interest is that of this country, not that of
foreign states.
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dubious character' was liable to be disclosed; and that in weighing the opposing

claims in the balance the risk of  gaming club getting into the wrong hands should
outweigh the risk of a licence being denied to a respectable applicant." The social

evils which had attended gaming clubs before the Gaming Act 1968, and the

obvious necessity for the board to be able to make confidential inquiries in order to

fulfil its duties, tilted the balance against disclosure.
Public interest immunity may now be claimed by any party or witness in any

proceedings" without using ministerial certificates, affidavits or special for-

malities. As with the old 'Crovn privilege' there could be class' cases in which
whole classes of documents were to be protected in the public interest, but tie

'class' examples which follow are now out of date, as explained below. The doctrine
extends beyond the sphere of central government and, indeed, beyond the sphere

of government altogether.
Where, after immunity has been successfully claimed, later events make the

documents of crucial importance in a criminal case, they maybe disclosed without

leave of the court, provided that the implications for the public interest are prop-

erly considered, with more weight being given to the interests of the defence than

to those of the prosecution." The special problems of criminal cases are discussed

at the end of this chapter.

'Ve:ghing the public interCst

The operation ol halain_ing the public interest .oilsI the iltcrest.s of a litigant

may or may not require the inspection of the documents. There will be no need

for inspection where the preponderance is clear one way or the other. In a case

where a company sued the Bank of England for the recovery of a large holding of

securities, and the Attorney-General intervened to resist disclosure of papers

about government policy and confidential matters, a majority of the House of
Lords decided that inspection was necessar%% hut, having inspected, the House

upheld the claim of immunity, largely on the ground that the evidential value of

the papers was insufficient to outweigh the objections to disclosure." The rele-
vance and cogency of the evidence may thus be weighed in the balance along with

other matters.
In confirming this last proposition the I louse has since held that the court

should not inspect documents unless satisfied that they are likely to give substantial

support to the applicant's case, and that he is not merely undertaking a 'fishing

See at 412 (Lord Salmon).
Including habeas corpus and criminal procceditss: R. v. Brixton Prison Governor cx p.

Osoio'i [1991) I WLR 281.
R. v. Horscferrv Road Magistrates Court cx p. Bennett (No. 2 ) 1 1994 1 I All ER 289. The

later event was the decision of the House of Lords in cx p. Bennett (No. I) 199-I1 I AC 42.

Bur,nh Oil Co. Ltd. v. Batik ofEiic'!a'id [1980] AC 1090.
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expedition'.' 	 House for this reasoildeclined to authorise inspection of minis-
terial papers about decisions of polic y, and also correspondence between senior
civil servants, of which it of airlines sought disclosure in attempting to show

that the government had unlawfully compelled the British Airports Authority to

make a large increase in their charges. Since it was not contended that the govern-

ment had other motives than those published in their White Paper, there was

nothing to outweigh the consideration that, as the list then stood, IuyI-level
documents about policy should not normally be disclosed.

As regards cabinet documents Lord Fraser said:

I do not think that even Cabinet minutes are completely immune frorn disclosure in a case
where, for example, the issue in it litigation involves serious misconduct by a Cabinet
minister.

He cited such cases in Australia: and the United States' where claims of immun-
ity had been disallowed. But he made it clear that cabinet documents were entitled
to 'a ]siglm degree of protection against disclosure'. In previous cases dicta in the
House of Lords have heei; conflicting, some favouring absolute immunit y and
others not.'

The weight to he given to the private rights of citizens is shown by a decision

that the customs and excise authorities may not, in the absence of a strong public

interest, withhold information which is vital to the enforcement of a pe:son's
rights. 5 The owners of it for a chemical compound found that it was being
infringed by unknown importers and they applied for orders to make the customs

authorities disclose the importers' names, in accordance with the duty of persons

possessing information about legal wrongs to make it available to the party

wronged. This duty was held by the House of Lords to prevail over the Crown's

objection that disclosure of the information might cause importers to use false

names and so hamper the customs administration; and the 'candour' argument

Air Canada v. Secretary of State for Lisle 11983) 2 AC 394. Contrast Fouler & Roic'rique
Ltd. v. Attorney-General ]t98t] 2 NZLR 728 (correspondence between minister and official
advisers about grant of licences inspected anti ordered to he disclosed). Disclosure was also
ordered in Bright wCll 5'. Accident Compensation (ornmisisam 1985] I NZLR 132. Se (1985)
lOt LQR 200 (1. R. S. Allan).

Sankey v. IV/iitlztrim (t978) 21 ALR 505.
United States v. Nixon 418 L'S 683 (1974).
See the Loves Justices and Burma/i Oil cases (above). Sec also A.-G. v. Jonathan Cape Ltd.

119761 QB 752 (Attorney-Generals application for injunction against publication of the
Crossman Diaries refused since the cabinet materials contained in them were about tO years
old and no longer mequired protection in the public interest); Larm yon Pry Lrd v. (o,nrnorm-
it'eimlmli of rliistralma (197-1) 3 ALR 5$ (discovery of cabinet and cabinet committee papers
refused); L,o'(roroni-,ij J)cfcrice Society Inc. s', South Pacific Aluuu,mim,mri Ltd. (No. 3) (19811
NZLR 153 (cabinet papers inspected but production not ordered); 11980 PL 263 0. G.
Eagles),

Norwich Pliarmac-al Co. v. Customs and Excise Commissioners 119741 AC 133. The same
principle was applied in British Steel (pim. v. Granada Television Ltd. 119811 AC 1096.
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was once again rejected 
.6 There was in fact no head of public policy to set against

the rights of the owners of the patent.	 -

Confidential informa tion

Information is not protected from disclosure merely because it has been supplied

in confidence. The I louse of Lords made this clear in another case in which they
accepted a Crown claim to withhold documents on the ground that disclosure

would be harmful to the efficient working of an Act of Parliament. ? The customs

and excise authorities objected to disclosing details which they had obtained in

confidence from traders about dealings to amusement machines supplied by a
manufacturer whose liability to purchase tax was in dispute. It was held that, much

as traders might resent disclosure of such details, 'confidentiality' was not a separ-
ate head of immunit', though it might he very material in the balancing of the
public interest against the interest of justice to the litigant.' Lord Cross also

said?

In a case where the considerations for and against disclosure appear to be fairly rscnlv

balanced the courts should I think uphold a claim to privilege on the grounds of public
interest and trust to the head of the department concerned to do whatever he can to

mitigate the effects of non-disclosure. 	 -

Although the case against disclosure was apparently not very strong, and although

some of the documents were of a routine character, the House of Lords decided on

this basis that the confidential character of these particular inquiries should be
Protected. But since the taxpayers' liability was to be decided by arbitration, and
the documents withheld would not he available for use by either side, the case for

disclosure was also not strong. By contrast, a plea by the Home Office to protect

top-level departmental documents -,shout prison policy did not avail when a pris-
ction agaiisst them, and after inspection several were ordered to

oner brought an a re a local authority pleaded confidentiality in resisting a claimbe disclosed." Whe 
for preliminary discovery of their records about a violent schoolboy who had

severely injured a teacher, the Court of Appeal ordered discovery after inspecting

See at 190 (Lord Dilhorne). It was rejected also in Barrett v.."It' lorry of Defence, The

Times, 24 January 19'0 (evidence at naval hoard of inquiry).

Alfred Cronmptc'n -tt?tr5Cl?t'it .'ct lii,:es Ltd. v. Custar't$ and F_vcmrc Ca,?trnissiamIcrs (No. 2)

riw7a AC 405. The Court of Appal had inspected the documents (sec at 426). Sec also

Science Research council V. Nassc l i9SUj •	
T1s'i,	 ltd.

119811 AC 1096.
Or, where there is no public interest, itt deciding whether discovery is really necessary

for disposing fairly of the proceedings: Science Research Council s' Nasn (above).

At 434.
11 It'illilinis v. Home 0j7ice 119811 1 All ER 1151, taking into account that documents so

disclosed may not he used for other purposes.
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the documents. But records of child care investigations may in a suitable case be

protected.
The House of lords have also held that the anon ymit y of informers should he

protected where the public interest so demands." This applies both to police

inforniers' 4 and also to those who report maltreatment of children to a local

authority or protection society. The Court of Appeal has refused to order produc-

tion of a local authority's records of children in their care, holding that con-

fidentiality was essential for the proper functioning of the child care service and

this public interest outweighed that of facilitating an action for negligence by a

former child in Where, on the other hand, a police investigation concerned

a violent death, and a possible charge of serious crime, the public interest in

Clearing up the matter outweighed the claim to secrecy.

Amid a welter of conflicting authorities the House of Lords refused to give class

immunity to documents generated by complaints against the police under the

statutorY complaints procedure although 'contents' claims might he allowable on

their merits. 17 In overruling four earlier decisions the House rejected a proposition

which had been taken (probably wrongl y ) to lay down that a litigant holding

documents prima facie entitled to 'class' immunity should refuse to disclose them

as a matter of duty since the ultimate judge of where the balance of public interest
lay was not him but the court.° That would have led to what Lord 'lemplenian

called 'a rubber stamp approach to public interest immunity' which could tint he

acceptable. No minister ought to claim immunity unless he is himself convinced

that the public interest demands it specifically.
The strong criticisms made in the Scott Report (see below) of ministerial claims

to immunity and of class claims in general led the government to announce in

1996 the abandonment of class claims altogether! 9 Future claims would he made

Criinphel( v. Thnieside MBC 119821 QIS 1065 (the teacher was the prospective plaintiff,
applying under Administration of Justice Act 1970, a. 31).

Re A1 (1989) 88 L(3R 8.11.
D. v. Nit tiou,il Socie:r for the P, ci'ciitton o Cu id;;' to Ch ,)ilren [19781 AC 11- 1, And see

P. v. Chclrcnitom Justices cx p. Secretary of State for Trade 11977] 1 WLR 95; Buckley v. The Lii,i'

Society (No. 2)119841 I WLR 1101.
As in Erie!, Petitioner 1981 SLT 113. See also P. v. Rar;kine ]1986) QB 861 police not

reriii,rcd to disclose location ofol,serva;iiiii post).
Go kin i'. Liverpool CC I 19801 1 WLR 1549.

lo Poic!t v. Ccmwzissioner ofAfetropohiart Police [1986) QB 1064 [action for damages by
mother and ,,dtninistnitr ix of man killed during disturbance: discovery ordere(l); and see Ax

P. Covent try L-,'enint, tst'ti-7;stper I.M. [1993] QIt 278 (Police Complaints Authority d urn ivents
allowed to he disclosed to defendants in libel actions).

R. v. ('hicfCo,:sral'lc of tt''st Midlands Police cx p. l'/dey [199511 AC 274.
Propounded in Slakuiijiioiii v. coninnissioner of \!etrapoliran lol,ce 119921 3 All ER 617

at 623 (13 ingharu LI) and criticised in 119971 C11 51 (Forsyth). '1 he practice of submitting all
such documents to the scrutiny of the judge in criminal cases may base caused
misunderstanding.

See 287 IIC Itch. 9 . 19-58, 576 IlL Deb. 1507-17 (18 December 1996); The Times, 19

December 1996.
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only on a 'contents' basis and onl y where ministers belie
ved that disclosure would

cause real harm to the public interest The certificate would explain the nature of

the harm and how disclosure could cause it, unless this would itself cause the harm
in question.° These concessions give a well-deserved quietus to class claims, for

example for internal policy advice and matters of national security. The duty of

explanation should help to meet the criticisms of the European Court of Human

Rights, which has held that claims of immunity ill of national security
ought not to be accepted without positive judicial investigation perhaps with a
hearing in camera.° The Human Rights Act 1998 now gives domestic legal force

to this ruling.
The concessions apply only to the central government, but their lead will doubt-

less be followed generally. Yet another chapter of this tangled story should now

have been closed.

Criminal prosecutions

Before the house of Lords last mentioned decision the supposed proposition
which they rejected had played a highly unsuitable part in criminal prosecutions in

the i'vfcittix Churchill case, which led to no reported judgment but to the massive

report by Sir Richard Scott V-C. Arms manufacturers were prosecuted for
illegally exporting military equipment to Iraq, and for their defence they sought

the disclosure of official documents from several government departments. Minis-

ters claimed public interest immunity for many documents in order to protect
intelligence operations and sources in Iraq. A number of these claims were rejected
by the trial judge, who ordered disclosure to the defence. That disclosure led to

revelations that the equipment had been exported with ministerial encouragement,
whereupon the trial collapsed and Sir Richard Scott's inquiry was commissioned.

Ile was concerned particularly with suspicions that ministers had tried to use

public interest immunity to cover up a change of policy which had not been made

public, even at the risk of the conviction of innocent defendants.
The ministers who made the claims to public interest immunity, with marked

reluctance in one case, were persuaded to do so by the Attorney-General, who

advised that this was their legal duty, and that the question whether the claims
Should be allowed should he left to the trial judge. The Attorney-General's

' As was done in Balfour v. Foreign and Conzmonncalt!i Otice 19941 t WLR 681 and in

tile  L1I Lilt, I dIL,
21 Cljahctl v. United Kingdom (1997) 23 EHRA 413; Rowe and Davis v. [1K, The Times, I

March 2000. Compare the similar attitude to conclusive evidence certificates, above, p. 725.
Report of the Inquiry into the Evporr of Defence Equ:pincir and fluid Use Goods to Iraq

and Related Prosecutions, 1995-96, HC 115 (February, 1996). The events took place in 1992.

For discussion see 119961 P1. 357-527 ivarious authors).
Scott Report, G 13.100 (Anorney-General's advice), C 13.103 (Mr t{eseltine's doubts).
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failure to disclose the ministerial re!ritjnce 11) the trial court was criticised in the
Scott report, where it was also arguel that criminal prosecutions were entirely
different from the civil cases in which public interest immunity had mostly been
clairiied! 1 In prosecution the accused is in danger of fine or impricoisrnent,
and no public interest, however pen nine, cars jus t ify the withholding of d oc U -
ments which he ma y need to prove his innocence. Even the name of an
informer may be revealed if it is necessary to establish a prisoner's innocence'.-

Therefore the choice before the authorities is simple: either disclose the docu-
ments or drop the prosecution. 6 This ma)', however, be too stark a dilemma in
sonic cases, for example where sensitive documents will plainly he of no help to
the defence so that a weighing exercise is legitiriiate.1? Otherwise an undeserving

defendant could abuse the rules for the purpose of aborting the prosecution. As

lung ago as 1956, long before the battle against Crown privilege was won, the
,government conceded that privilege would not be claimed for documents

needed for defence against a criminal charge. Citing long- standing legal author-
ity, Sir Richard Scott cogently confirmed his conclusions in a published kcture.

Although they are not yet affirmed by judgment or statute, they are bound to
carry great authority.

The European Coui t nfl kinsan Rights has recognised in the context of a crim-
inal Lria! that the accused's richt to disclosure of evidence is not ahsolute.° But
only such limitations o n full disclosure as are strictly necessary are perniitted and
these lutist be wmiriterbalanced by procedures adopted by the judge to secure

Fairness to the accused." Thus in exceptional circumstan)es a public interest

immunity application might be made ex parte (without notice to the defence). And
where no tither course would secure fairness to the accused special counsel might
be appointed to ensure that the case for the accused was properl y heard inn deciding

Ibid., G13.t25 and K6.
i\lakanjuola v. Co;nmnisswncr efMetropolina,m Police 119921 3 Ali 617 at 623 (BinghamU), citing Marks v. Beyfhs (1890) 25 QBD at 498, where lord Esher MR explains the rule.Despite the demise (if .5 takami,iwl, Bingham El's sri lenient should still he authoritative.ye. Apolice mnfonimer ma y reveal his own identity if that will not prejudice police operations: SavaChicv. Chief Constable of lhiiiipslurc 19971 1 \VLR 1061.
As reconirnendcd he Sir Richard Scott, 119961 PL 427 at 435. it may he that there shouldhe some sategu,ird ,sCaiiist the Crown Prosecutions Service, when put to this dilemma, discios-

rig sensitise documents too readily. See R. v. !lorsehrry Road AIa 5'istr,ir,' cx p. Br-nzrerr (No. 2'11994] 1 All ER 289 at 297 and 119971 CLI 51 at Sb (Forsvnhi.
As in R. m. K,'i,ic t 1 99-11 I 'St. R	 where the correct con ne is exp l ained by ITaylor ( . J . Sce also R . v. G,'msrrior eIliHv:on Ennui ex P. Osrrsoi 19" ; II I \\LR 281 gos ci	itrent claims to i In	 it allowed on grounds of irrelevance in habc.is corpus procecdin,r

a criminal nature). The dilcmnnia in habeas .orpm cases is siio1ar to that in criiiiiii,ilprosccu iions.
' Sec above, p. 84-4.

See [1996] PL 427.
Raise n UK (2'no .5 10 El IRP I. I- . 61, nati,n,il security, the protection of witne'es

and police methods being the recognised competing interests.
3' Ibid. and R. v. &'t, ' , clr [2092 I \VLR 531 CA
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whether to restrict disclosure.' However, procedural fairness in deciding whether

to Suppress evidence cannot resolve the central dilemma: if the jury might properly

conclude that the disputed evidence raised a doubt as to the guilt of the accused,

the evidence cannot be suppressed without tainting the fairness of the trial.

R. v. Hand othcrs (2004] tTKHI. 3; 2004] 2 WI.R 335 (IlL) (adoption of such procedures
held premature in the particular circumstances).
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NECESSITY OF DELEGATED LEGISLATION

Administrative legislation

There is no more characteristic administrative activit y than legislation.' Measured
merely by volume, more legislation is produced b y the executive government than
by the legislature. All the orders, rules and regulations made by ministers, depart-

J1ents and other bodies owe their legal force to Acts of Parliament, except irs the
few cases where the Crown retains original prerogative po%%-Cr.2 Pat liamerit is
obliged to delegate ye, y extensive law-niaking power over matters of detail and to
content itself with providing a framework of more or less permanent Statutes.

law-making power is also vested in local authorities.' utility regulators and like
bodies," which have power to make Ityclaws. Outside the sphere of government it is
also conferred upon professional bodies such as the Law Societ y, and various other
bodies authorised b y Parliament to make statutes or regulations for their own
government.

Administrative legislation is tradtioiially looked uvon as a necessary evil, an

unfortunate Itut inevitable iniringenicnt of the separation of towers. But in reality
it is no more difficult to iust,fr it in theory than it is possible to do without it in
practice. There is only a hazy borderline between legislation and administration,
and the assumption that they are two fundamentall y- different forms of power is
misleading. There are some obvious general differences. But the idea that a clean

division can be made (as it call more readily in the case of the judicial power) is
a legacy from an older era of political theor y. It is easy to see that legislative power
is the power to la y down the law for people in general, whereas administrative

Classic works or, this subject are Allen, Lai,-a,,,! O,-, i,rs, 3rd cdi,.; Car r. Dc1et ret! Lcis!a-
to,, and C'ori,,-rnrri' Enl,s/, .tini cost n tics' Law, ii. ct of tic (on, ii rice act , 1,n:src,s
Poa'cr, Cmd. 4060 19321. See also I'carce, Dde0, red LcjsJi:ior, in . t,ct!r,Iia wA New Zealand
and Page, Governing Icy N,onl'ems: Delc9,tei I e, 'i3l,zrj,'t, anti Ever 1,t v Policc . .\ I;; k-i, ( Oxford,
2001).

Above, P. 215.
Local Government Act 1972,  s. 235; above, p. 123.
See above, pp. 1 Si' tad 137.

e.g. Oxford and Cambridge Universities under L':;iscisirics of Oxford and Camhride Act
1923, s. 7, subject to approc al by he Privy Council.
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power is the power to Liv doss tithe law for the y , or appl y the law to tllerti, in some
particular situation. In the case of the sehenie for centralising the elcCtricitvsupply

undet-takitigs in London, ss hich has been instanced alreadyas a titatter of adminis-
trative power,5 it might be said that the power was just as imich legislative. The
Same might be said of ministerial orders establishing new towns or airports' or
approving count y councils' structure plans, which are specific in character but lay
down the law for large numbers of people. Are these various orders legislative or

administrative? Probably the only correct answer is that they are both, and that
there is an infinite series ofgradatii>ns, with a large area of overlap, between what is
pisinl' legislation and whit is plainly adnitnistration. Ne vertheless a distinction
must he maintained to some extent. For one thing, it is a general principle that
legislative acts should be public; for another, the distinction nias' sometimes affect
legal rtghts.

For the most part, however, administrative legislation is governed by the same

legal principles that govern administrative action generall y. For the purposes of
judicial review, statutory interpretation and the doctrine of ultra vires there is
C011111101) ground throughout both subjects. Roth involve the grant of wide dis-
cretionary powers to the government. Much that has already been said about
the legal control of powers can be taken for  :anted in this chapter, which is
concerned primarily with the special featuro of the administrative power to
legislate.

A new dimension has been added to the subject by European Communit y law,
which prevails over delegated legislation of all kinds just as it does over Acts of

Parliament. Illustrations of its overriding effect will be found below; and note

must he taken of the arrangements for Parliamentary scrutiny of Community
legislation.

With the advent of devolution a new class of delegated legislation has been
created—Acts oIthe Scottish Parliament. As explained elsewhere the Scotland Act

998 Sets limits to the competence of the Scottish Parliament and sets up a special
procedure for testing whether a particular Act fills within its competence."

Above, P. 6507.

The development order for Stansted Airport wajudiciatty described as purely adminis-
trative or legislative': see above, p. 552.

E.g. the right to a fair hearing (above, p. 552). For discussion of the distinction see Yates(Arthur) & Co. Pry Ltd. v. Vcce:ablc Seals Coniniitt (1915) 72 CLR 37; Aztorney-Gerrerr! ofCiiriudt V. lrrrri 'ran;rst _r 
j ; reasure life Assurance lid.i. Greater JalIu,tm's1,trr ' Ale!roprl:iar i Carviil 1999 (1) SA 374 wlr crc the Constitutional

Court of South Africa held that the lcvy-ing of r,ltc.s by s local authority, since it ISISlegislate"' act ion, Is as outside the constitutional right to 'procedurally fair adnii nist ratileact in.
Above, pp. 131 and 133.
Act of 1998, s. 33. Above, '- 136.
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The growth oja problem

Uneasiness at the extent of delegated legislation began to he evident towards the
end of the nineteenth centur y. It was not a new 'vj but the scale oil it
began to he used in what Dicey called 'The Period of Collectivism' was a

symptom of a new era. one of the most striking pieces of delegation ever effected
by Parliament was the Statute of Proclamations 1.539 (repealed in 1547), b y which
Henry VIII was given wide power to legislate by proclamation In 153! the Statute
of Sewers delegated legislative powers to the Commissioners of Sewers, who were

empowered to make drainage schemes and levy rates on landowners. These were
early examples of a technique which Parliament has alwa ys felt able to use. But the
flow of these powers was no more than a trickle until the age of refbrm arrived in
the nineteenth century. Then very sweeping powers began to he conferred. The
Poor Law Act 1834 gave to the Poor Law Co mmissioners, who had no responsibil-
ity to Parliament, power to make rules and orders for the nlaniigernent of the
poor'. This power, which lasted for over a centur y (though responsibility to
Parliamen wt as established in 1847), remained a leading example of delegation
which put not merel y the detailed execution but also the formu]ation of policy into
executive hands'2

But this was pat t of a particular experiment in bureaucratic government. As a
thing in itself, delegated legislation did not begin to provoke criticism uthil later its
the century. The publication of all delegated legislation in a uniharni series under
the title of Statutory Rules and Orders (since 1947. Statutory Ijictruments) began

in 1890, and ill the Rules Publication Act made provision (as will be
explained) for systernatk printing, publication and numbering, and for advance
publicity. These measures hiought the proportions of the problem to public notice.
In 1891, for instance, [lie Statutory Ru]es and Orders were more than ['vice as
extensive as the statutes enacted by Parliament. Notwithstanding regularly
expressed concern, the growth of delegated legislation, fuelled b y two World Wars
and the welfare state, has continued unabated. Ill the published Statutory

Instruments were over six times as extensive as the Acts of Parliantent A rcfoun
that promises much is the establishment of the Delegated Powers and Regulatory
Reform Committee in the House of Lords with the task of reporting 'whether the
provisions of any Bill inappropriately delegate legislative powerIn future

the government will provide a in erno rail duni e \p) ii inn and j usi) tui ng the degree
of delegation its a Bi]]H

f "WO ?Id Opirriorr in Loylind, 64
2 

See Report of the Committee on Ministers' Powers (1932) Cnid. 4060, p. 31. For thedevelopment ofdek's,,ied legislation seethe Report p. 21: Holdsworth, Hiiorr ofErig/i4r La,,,00.
Set up foltors rig I Ire 4th Report from the (onr muit tee on tie Procedi, rc of i he Ho use, HI.P.tper 92 (1992-34) (predecessor committee) See I 9i5j Pt 54-36 K'. M. G. Himswor'h I.Ft imswort h (as st'ove ) 35.
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The government has established an independent body, the Better Regulation

'['ask Force, with membership largely drawn from business, to aLIv:sC it o il

 the efteetiveness and credibility of regulation.' 5 The BRIE's remit is wider than

simply the reform of delegated legislation but this is where its focus]ies. It scrutitmises

proposals for new regulations, reviews the way regulatory regimes work in practice

and presses for the repeal of redundant regulations. The BRIT has published its

principles of good regulation, viz., transparency, proportionality, targeting, consist-

ency and accountabilit y, and seeks to see that the)- are followed. It has no statutory
powers and is purely advisory; but it is assisted by the Regulatory Impact Unit in the

Cabinet Office and may change the functioning and form of delegated legislation.

SCOPE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LEGISLATION

i,Vide general powers

A standard argument for delegated legislation is that it is necessary for cases where

Parliament cannot attend to small matters of detail. But, quite apart from emer-
gency powers (considered below), Parliament sometimes delegates law-making

power that is quite general. For instance, under the Supplies and Services

(Extended Purposes) Act 1947 controls authorised by many regulations already in

force were extended for the following additional purposes: 	 -

(a) for promoting the productivity of industry, commerce, and agriculture;
(b) for fostering and directing exports and reducing imports, or imports of any classes,

from all or any countries and for redressing the balance of trade; and
(c) generally for ensuring that the whole resources of the community are available for

use, and are used, in a manner best calculated to serve time interests of the
corn rim smnity.

This was much more than 'emergency' legislation, in any fair sense of that over-

worked word. Subject to one single reservation for the sake of freedom of the press,

the whole economic life of the community was subjected to executive power. These
sweeping economic controls were for the tiSosi part removed, but statutory social

services have inevitably extended the permanent 6eld of delegated legislation.

Some of the regulatory powers are very wide, for instance the power in the

National Health Service Act 1977 (replacing the National Health Service Act 1946)

ror tne secretary ot State to control the medical services to be provided, to secure

that adequate personal care and attendance is given, and so on.

Some of the most indefinite powers ever conferred are those of the European

Communities Act 1972, under which Orders in Council and departmental regula-

" .8cc Better R,çmLmt:'.-: 1,s.', F'r. - . 1.,:,;I! F,'j','ris.
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00115 Carl the law in any way that ma be needed for the purpose of iniple-
menting Community obliiations or giving effect to Communit y rights, or matters
related thereto, subject only to the exceptions mentioned below."

Taxation

Even the tender subject of taxation, so jealously guarded by the House of Com-

mons, has been invaded to a considerable extent. Under the Import Duties Act

1958 the Treasury was authorised to specify the classes of goods chargeable and the
rates of dut y, subject to affirmative approval by the House of Commons where

duty was imposed or increased: and under the European Communities Act 197217

the Treasury was given similar powers, subject to Community obligations. The rate
of value added tax is variable within limits by Treasury order under the Finance Act
1972	 a, but again subject to n affirmative vote of the House olCommons if the tax

is increased. Many Acts give power to prescribe charges for services rendered—
which are not, of course, taxes--for example by the Post Office or under the
National I lcalt]s Service.0

Potter to vary Acts of Parliament

It is quite possible for parliament to delegate a power to amend its own Acts. This
used to be regarded as incongruous, and the clause by which it was done was
nicknamed 'the Henr y VIII clause—because, said the Committee of 1932, 'that
King is regarded popularly as the im personation of executive autocracy'. The usual
object was to assist in bringing a new Act into effect, particularly where previous
legislation had been complicated, or where there might be local Acts of Parliament

which some centralised scheme had to be made to lit. Such clauses were not

uncommon, and sometimes they gave power to amend other Acts as well; but the

Committee of 1932 criticised them as constituting a temptation to slipshod work
in the preparation of Bills.

In reality, as the intricacy of legislation grows steadily more formidable, sonic
power to adjust or reconcile statutory provisions has to be tolerated. If there is to
he delegated legislation at all, it is inevitable that it should affect statute law as well

as common law. Although such clauses may no longer be cast in such striking
terms, substantially similar devices have been even more in vogue since the Report

than before it. One need look no further than time Statutory Instruments Act 1946

16 Below, P . 862.
5- s. 5.

Widel y rhrwd eharg,no passers 'silt t'e narrowly consrrud so as not to amount to a
taxing power: Daynmond v. Ph m0111`11 (,"rt' Council I 1976j AC 609 (rower to impose sewerage
charges 'as thouglu Et' did not extend :o c!:Irges upon propem iie5 not served by sewers).

Cmd. 40611 (1932.6t.
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itself to find an example: the King in Council may direct that certain provisions

about laying statutory instruments before Parliament shall not appl y to instru-

ments made under pre-existing Acts if those provisions are deemed inexpedient.

However, most Henry VIII clauses, today and in the past, are of limited Scope
granting power only to amend particular earlier Acts and for a limited period of

time. The power is granted in order to enable the making of changes incidental or

consequential tIIOn the original enactment.2°
Several modern clauses empowering the amendment or alteration of primary

legislation by subordinate legislation arc, however, of very much wider scope. they
empower the amendment of any Act, sometimes for an ill-defined purpose. And, in

particular, they empower ministers to amend Acts of Parliament enacted after the

enactment containing the Henry VIII clause. 2 ' These prospective clauses have often

been criticised, yet, as will be seen, mechanisms of this type are implied by the UK's

constitutional arrangements with the EU and, ironicall y, by the method chosen to

protect fundamental rights in the Human Rights Act 1998. Abuse of these powers

must be prevented by proper judicial control and how this is being achieved is

discussed below. 22 Three remarkable prospective Henry VIII clauses may be noted.

First, the provision of the European Commtmities Act 1972, which gives power

to make Orders in Council and regulations for giving effect to Community law

which are to prevail over all Acts (.)]'Parliament, whether past or future, subject only
to safeguards against increased taxation, retrospective operation, delegated legisla-

tion and excessive penalties. 1 ' Wide though these powers are, the duly of the UK to

give effect in domestic law to EU directives, requires some mechanism of this

kind. 24 The leading case on the prospective operation of these pocrs is discussed

below.,
Secondly, section 1 of the Regulatory Reform Act 2001 1 empowers a minister to

reform by order legislation 'which has the effect of imposing burdens affecting

persons in carrying on any activity' .17 The legislation liable to reform includes Acts

made after 2001 provided two years have elapsed since they were passed. 21 The

minister must be satisfied that the removal or reduction of that burden would not

remove 'any necessary protection 1.2' The minister must also not by order prevent

For many examples and general discussion of 'incidcntl and consequential' clauses see
the Third Report of the House of Lords Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee
(1-IL 21(2002-03)).

For discussion see 120031 P1. 112 (Barber and Young); [2004] JR 17 (Forsyth and Kong).
21 Below. v. 864.
23 s. 2(2), (4), and 2nd sched. See above, p. 194.
24 Above, p. 19-1.

Below, p. 863.
Replacing the Deregulation and Contracting Out Act 1994.

1 s. 1(1) and a. 2 for dhir,itioit of'hurdcn'
s. 1(2)(a); see too s. 1(4).

29 s. 30)(a). The phrase was left 'deliberately undehined' in the 1994 Act in order that this
safeguard was 'both rigorous and comprehensive' (llansard, IlL, Vol. 56, col. 481, 15 and 17
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the exercise of the rights or freedoms of any person who reasonably expectsJ'
to continue their cxercisc.` l)itrdcns which ma y be imposed must, in the ministers
view, strike a 'fair balance' between private and public interests!' This fir-reaching

power is hedged with restrictions and safeguards. Draft orders must be laid and
approv

ed by both I louses of Parliament.-' New criminal oflenceS cannot impose
Penalties in excess of two years' imprisonment (oil or six months or a
fine at level 5 (summary conviction) unless the offence being replaced imposed a
more severe penalty. 33 There call no forcible entry, search or seizure authorised
or compulsory giving of evidence required by an order under this section unless
such provision already exists in the provision abolished by the order. 34 The minister
is required to consult with representatives of organisations whose interests are
substantially affected by his proposals.55

Thirdly, where 'a declaration of i ncompatibilit y ' has been made under section 4
of the I [ilman Rights Act 1998 declaring a statutor y provision ('primar y legisla-
tion ' ) to be incompatible with a Convention right, a minister ma y by order
('remedial order') make the necessary amendments to primary legislation—
including legislation that has not been declared incompatible! 7 Such orders may be
retrospective. 35 Remedial orders may not he made unless draft orders have been
approved by both Houses of Parliament.35 It may be noted that remedial orders are
made by executive authorities whereas the protection of Convention rights might
be considered a judicial task. Moreover, this mechanism itself may breach
Convention rights, for instance, in the case where the Crown has all in the
litigation that led to the declaration. The minister's decision whether to make a

remedial order (and whether to make it retrospective) determines the 'rights and
obligations' of the parties. Since the minister cannot he considered impartial is this
not contrary to Article 6(1)? Alternatively, the minister may decide not to make
all 	 thus leaving the victim of the breach without an effective remedy contrary
to Article 13.' Some such mechanism was necessary to reconcile Parliamentary

February 1994; Vol. 357,col. 874-78). It does include protection offlora, fauna and the national
heritage as well as tenan ts from eviction (ibid.).

3° s. 3(1)(h).'
s. 3(2)(a).'
S. 4(2). Cf. s. 4(7) and s. 6(8). The Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee

considers the draft orders in detail.
S-3(3).
s. 3(5)(1)).
S. 5.

36 Described above, P. 166.
2nd sched., pars. 1(2).

38 2nd sched., para. 1(t)b).
3° 

2nd sched., pars. 2(a). Urgent orders may be made inunediatel-, 
I para. 200) but cease to

have effect after 120 days unless approved by Parliament.
° See above, r 171, for this and oilier problems.

41 
Art. 13 is not given effect b y the Act of 1998 (see 1st sched.) but a victim may still

petition the Strasbourg court.
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supremacy with the protection of Convention rights; and was implied b y the
scheme of the Act of 998.e

Judicial Ret jet, (,.Ii - ice J'o icr to vary Acts of Parliament

I'O\\ers to vary Acts of Far]iariicitt, particularly those that go beyond incidental and

consequential chances, place exceptional power in the hands of ministers and also

raise constitutional issues over the supremacy of Parliament. 4  The courts in
reviewing the exercise of these powers have naturally responded to this context.
They insist upon 'a narrow and strict construction and any doubts labout the
clause's] scope [are] resolved by a restrictive approach 1.14 

They also require that any
modification of an Act must he expressly stated in the statutory instrument and

not merely inferred from its content-'-' And the power to modify an Act cannot

overcome express terms restricting modification.

The implications of prospective Henry VIII clauses were explored for the first
time in the 'Metric Martyrs' case. 1 The defendants were convicted of selling loose
goods from bulk using only imperial measurements of weight, contrar y to the
Weights and Measures Act 1985 as amended in 1994 under powers conferred by

s. 2(2) & (4) of the European Communities Act 1972. As enacted, the 1985 Act

allowed the use of imperial measures but after the 1994 amendment it did not. The

appellants contented that the Henry VIII power in the 1972 Act had been irnpliedly

repealed by the 1985 Act. Thus the 1994 amendments were beyond the minister's

powers under the 1972 Act. Laws U, however, reasoned that the doctrine of

implied repeal, under which the later statute always prevails over the earlier, was

For criticism ace Constjrutjonuuj Reform in the UK: Practice and Principles (1998,  Centre
for Public Law), 66-7, I t9981 EHRLR 520 (\ide).

Discussed above, P. 29.
P. v. Secretary of State for the Environment ex p. Spath Ho/me Ltd [2001] 2 AC 349 (para.

35). Thus clauses that authorise the varying of 'any enactment' are not prospective and will
only apply to past Acts: Barber and Young, below, at 119.

\fcK,erszon v. Secretary of State for Social Security (1990) Admin. LR 133 at 137
(approved in P. v. Secretary of State for Social Security erp. Brit;iell 119911 1 WLR 198 (I IL) );
Bairstow v. Queens Moat Houses plc [1998] 1 All ER 343 at 352-3. And see P. (Orange
Personal Coriii,unications Ltd) v. Secretary of State for Trade and Industry 12001] 3 CMLR 781
(existing statutory provisions to modify (as required by EU directive) telecnrnm,,,-,i,-,tin

,e uLilisea rather than making an order under s. 2(2) of the European
Communities Act 1972; s 2(2) could not be considered as impliedly repealing the statutory
provisions).

Bairstaw v. Queens Aloat Howes pie (above) (power to amend 'any statutory provision
relating to practice and procedure of the Supreme Court' (Supreme Court Act 1981,s 87(3))
did not extend to rendering provisions of the Civil Evidence Act 1995 retrospective when that
Act itself provided against such retrospective operation).

Thob,r,, v. SI,flijerimuj City Council 120021 EWHC 195 (Admin.); [2003] QB 151 For
commentary see (2003) 54 NILQ 25 (Elliott); [2003] PL 112 (Barber and Young).
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not engaged unless there was conflict of subject matter between the statutes.°
Thus a general earlier statute would alwa ys prevail over a specific later one. Thus
the judge concluded: 'Generall y, there is no inconsistency between a provision
conferring a Henr y VIII power to amend future legislation and the terms of any
such future lcgisIation.'4

The alternative ground for Laws Li's dismissal of the appeals was his develop-
ment of the common law concept of a 'constitutional statute'. These either condi-
tion the legal relationship between citizen and s

tate or touch fundamental rights!
A constitutional statute, the judge held, such as the European Communities Act
1972, could onl y be repealed expressl y. Since the 1985 Act did not expressly repeal
in any way the 1972 Act, the section 2(2) & (4) powers were unlimited and pro-
vided the vires for the 1994 amendntents,

While this latter ground is not without difficulty, 5 ' it allows a distinction to he
drawn between prospective Henry VIII clauses which are necessary or implied by

our constitutional arrangements and those that are not. Section 10 of the l luman
Rights Act 1998 and section 2(2) & (1) of the European Communities Act 1972
may thus onl y be able to he expressl y repealed. But section I of the Regulatory
Reform Act 2001 may Yet he open to implied t'cpeal b y Liter statutes.

Administrati ve repeal

It is common for statutes to come into operation on a (late to he ftxed by minis-
terial order. Cases have occurred where the commencement order deliberately
omitted some provision of the Act, thereby in eftct repealing, it admninistrativelv.5

Emergency powers

The commem law contains it doctrine 01- last resort tinder which, if war or insurrec-
tion should prevent the ordinar y courts horn operating, the actions of the military
authority in restoring order are legally tin challengcable When the courts are thus
reduced to silence, martial law (trul y said to be 'no law at all') prevails. This
Principle has had to he called into play in Ireland as late as 1921, but it lies outside

Adopting ilic lenguase ci Barber and aw1g at t 15,
An 1501. See (2002) 1 IS LQR (Marshall) Set ring out hose the general asunipi ion had been

that Henry VtIl clause, did not operate prospectively.
At [621.

St 
Necessajy implication riley suffice to displace a constitutions! ri ght: P v. Secretary 0/Stare

Pr the Hone Department FY p.'Picsoll AC 539 at 575 And Sn'S Marsh 'iI, above, at 496pointing to the ahsncc iSf any Parliamcn tiry warrant for the distinction bc:weeo 'first end
second class statutes'.

See R. n home Set rciary ex p. Ani'oke 11 9711 1 \VLR 1136 (right of appeal under
Immigration Appeals Act 969 not hrouht into force).
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our suhjet. All other emergency legislative powers derive from Parliatnnt In
delegation;

The standing provision for dealing with emergencies is now Part 11 of the Civil

Contingencies Act 2004, it enacted as proposed. The 2004 Act is of much wider

scope than the Emergency Powers Act 1920, which it replaces. The 1920 Act was

to protect the public from the effects of serious strikes but the definition of an
emergenc

y 
in the 2004 Act is very wide. It comprises 'serious threats' to the

wcllhrc of an y part of the population, the environment the political, administra -
tive or economic stability or, the securit y of the United Kingdom." The Act
Provides that tier Majesty 'may by proclamation declare herself satisfied that an
emergency has occurred, is occurring or is about to occur and it is necessary to

make [emergency] regulations for the purpose of preventing, controlling or miti-gating all or effect of the emergency'. 56 Thereupon emergency regulations
may be made by Order in Cou11 cil. 57 Practically anything may he required to be
done, or prohibited, by the regulations; and it may be made a criminal offence to

breach the regulations or to fail to comply with a direction given under the

regulations or obstruct Someone performing a function under the regulations.59

Where the Secretary of State considers that there would be 'serious delay' in
iflVO!Viflg Her Majesty either in declaring the emergency or making the regula-
tions, he may act in her stead. 39 The full plenary powers of Parliament have been
given to the maker of the regulations for the) , 'may make provision of any kind
that could be made by Act of Parliament' including disappl ying or modifyina	 gall

H
owever, the maker of the regulations must consider them 'necessary' to deal

W ith the eni ergency. 51 They may not require military or industrial service, prohibit
a strike, create offcnces punishable by more than three months in prison or a tine
ill of level 5 on the standard scale. 52 The proclamation of the emergency
(and the rcgulatioi) iapcs after thirty days although fresh proclamations and

regulations may be made." The regulations must 'as soon as reasonably practical'

See Bradley and Esing	 o	 limo! audi Inhiiijstra(j,' i. Law, 12119 edn., 673-77.Executive action may be taken by the government under the royal prerogative in order tokeep the peace or to deal with emergency: R. v. i -krtu' Se'cn',art' i'x p. NortJni,nj,rjj PoliceJlUlIiOrily 119891 QB 26 
(maintenance by House Secretary ola stock of baton rounds and CS

gn fist supply to the police in :irncs of emergency held ;iuthorj5d both by statute and byprerogative).
" Sec the extensive definition in a. 17.

S. 18.
s.21.

. iu l a t jons may reorgailisc the administrative machine, set up special
tribunals for trials, confiscate or destroy property etc.

S. 19.
s. 2 ](3)(j). The regulations will also override the Human Rights Act 1998 (s. 23),
s.21(4).
s. 23.
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he laid before Parliament (which shall he recalled if necessary) If not approved by
both Houses within seven days after being laid, the regulations lapse.'

LEGAL FORMS AND CHARACTERISTICS

Regulations, rim/es, orders etc.

Parliament follows no particular policy in choosing the forms of dele
gated legisla-tion, and there is it range of var

ieties and nomenclature An Act may empower
an authority to make regulations, rules or b yelaws, to make orders, or to give
directions. Acts often empower the Crown to make Orders in Council, and particu-
larly where the sub ject-matter falls within the province ofno designated ministcr.

5
Such orders must he distinguished from Orders in Council made in the exercise of
the royal prerogative:' the former are valid only in so far as they conform to the
power confer red by Parliament; the latter are valid onl y iii so far as they fall within
the Crown's remaining prerogative powers at commonlaw.

The Committee on Ministers' Powers recommended that the expressions 'regu-
lation', 'rule' and 'order' should not he used indiscriminately, but that 'rule' shouldbe confined to P rov isions about procedure and that 'order' should be used onl y forexecutive acts and legal decisions. ,' But the nome nclature in practice honours thesedistinctions nedilv a s much in the breach as in the observance Thus under the
Fishing Vessels (Sattv 

Provisions) Act 1970 the detailed precautions are prescribed
by 'rules'. ,' Import duties, contrariwise
general legislation, are prescribed 	

though their character is purely that of
I 'orders'," Untidy though the language is, it

makes no legal difference. 'Byclaws', for example, are subject to no special rules
merely because thcy are given this title.

'Directions' are ,'so used for general legislation. They may be given for example
under the lown and Country Planning Act 1990, the National Health Service
Act 1977, the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 and under Acts
Providing for ministerial Powers over denationalised industries," Other Acts
empower a minister to give 'guidance', the observance of which may or may not be

.s. 24.
Above, p. 5 I.

' Above, p. 215
" Cmd. 4060 (1932), 64.

Fishing vessels osafety Provisions) Rules 1975 (SI 1975 No.330).
For in qance, lmpo-t Duties Genrf) (No.) Order j 97s 91 19s No. I 744. Or der isa Word of wide meaning: R. v. C7rkc [1969) 2 QB 91 R. v (fvf rd ,k' co,-der Rrasc,,,-,sCollrgell97oJ I QO 109.
Sc. e.g., RjIw,,y, .\a 1993. ss. 94. 95,98 and 106.
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mandatory, according as the Act inti'nds. 7 The use of directions and guidance is
now a common technique of government. They allow ministers to change the rules

apidly to suit changing circumstances. On the other hand, directions and guid-

ance are seldom required to be laid before Parliament and the benefits of such
scrutiny are lost.72

There is scarcely a limit to the varieties of legislative provisions which may exist

under different names. The statutory 'code of practice' is now in constant use,

and since this has, or may have, legal effects iii certain circumstances it ranks as
legislation of' a kind? Under the Employment Protection Act 1975 the Advisory

Conciliation and Arbitration Service issues a code of practice, giving guidance for

the purpose of promoting good industrial rela tionS.71 Its legal effect is that it is

admissible in evidence before the employment tribunals which adjudicate
employment cases, and is to he taken into account on any question to which the
tribunal thinks it relevant. 73 The ministerial code of guidance to which local
authorities must 'have regard' in administering the Housing Act 1985 is statutory

but not absolutely binding since 'have regard' does not mean 'comply'. 76 By con-
trast, the code of practice which the Secretary of State has published explaining the

arrangements for the 'examination in public' of structure plans is not statutory in
any way: it is merely a statement of administrativepolicy. 77 In fact the Town and
Counti y Planning Act 1990 empowers the Secretary of State to make regulations
or the pioceciure at these examinations, 73 but instead of doing so he has published

the code of practice, with the object of promoting informality and flexibility.

Codes of practice, guidance and so forth have proliferated into a jungle ofqitasi-
legislation of this kind, some codes having legal effect and others not and some,
though only a minority, being subject to parliamentary approval.'"' In a debate
upon them3° the House of Lords deplored the general confusion, the lack of

See R. V. Islington LBC ex p. Rixoi, 119971 ELIT. 66, holding that 'guidance' giving effect to
statutory policy was mandatory in the case of educa'.ional facilities for the disabled.

0 Directions and guidance ss'ill, of course, be struck down if ultra vires: Laker Airways I.
v. Department of7hide 119771 QB 643 (guidance ultra vircs); B. v. Secrclary of State for Social
Services exp. Stot, The Times, 5 July 1990 (directions upheld but recognised that they could he
ultra vires).

See Ganz, Qtiasiltgislation, discussing many examples from the Highway Code of 1930
onwards. The great majority of these codcs are recent .,See also [1 98oJ P1. 239 (R. Baldwin and
I. Iloughton) for a detailed survey and comment.

The Secretary of State may do thc same (with overriding effect) under Employment Act
1980,s.3.

s. 6, replacing Trade Union and Labour Relations Act 1974- 10 h'r1
Lie i-atco v. Crawley BC !19801 460. See similarly R. v. Police Co;nj'laints Board ex p.

Madden I t983] 1 Wt.P. '1.17.
Department of Environment booklet: Sinature Plato—The Extnti,uitjo,t in Public. So

likewise was the 'memorandum of guidance' issued to health authorities and yet judicially
rc', iewcd in Gillick v. lVcst Norfolk and lVisbcrh Area Health Authority 119861 AC 112.

s. 350(6).
Sonic require affirmative resolution, e.g. tinder Employment Protection Act 1975, s. 6(5).
469 III, Deb 1075(15 January 1966).
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parliamentary control, the lack of rules for publication and numbering and other

deficiencies; and a code of practice on codes of practice was suggested." Irtlirnial

cOdeS offer a way of escape from the rules governing statutory instrunients and this

is being freely exploited.

'ldoijrzttrtt;t'c nut'S

Mere administrative rules, for example as to the allocation of business within the

civil service, or for extra-statutor y concessions to taxpayers,' : are not legislation of

any kind. The same applies to statements of policy and of practice and to rnaimy

O ther pronouncements of government departments, whether published or other-

wise. But the clear line which ought to divide legislative from administrative rules

is blurred by ambiguous categories. Statutory rules which are undoubtedly legisla-

tion may be held to he merely regulatory and not legall y enforceable. This is the

case with the prison rules, made under the Prison Act 1952, which have sometimes

been held to he regulatory directions only and not enforceable at the suit of

prisoners, but at other times are held to be mandator y in law and fully enforce-

abie.' On the other hand non-statutory rules ma y be treated as if they were

statutory. As explained elsewhere, the High Court assumed jurisdiction to quash

decisions of the (former) Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, the Civil Service
Appeal Board and the Panel on Take-overs and Mergers if they do not accord with

their published rules, even though the rules rest upon no statutory authority. The

last of these cases is especially striking, since the rules of the Panel are not made by

a minister or other agency of gwernment, and thus have no constitutional or

democratic basis. Yet rules which the court will enforce must he admitted to be

genuine legislation, anomalous though this is in the absence of any statutory warrant.

Another dubious case is that (if the immigration rules, which are made by the

Home Secretary under the Immigration Act 1971, subject to Parliamentary disap-

proval, and which explain how his wide discretionary powet S over visitors from

overseas and immigrants are to he exercised." These rules have repeatedly been

held to be rules of administrative practice merely, not rules of law and not dele-

gated legislation,5" and the House of Lords has held that they have 'no statutory

force. 8 Breach of them by an immigrant does not therefore make him an illegal

Col. 108o (Lord Renton).
For these see above, p. 410.

" See above, p. 73.
' For these cases see above, Pp. 640 and 641.

See above, P. 77. The rules are published as House of Commons papers, not as statutory
instruments. 'the Current rules are I IC 395 (1994) as amended from time to time. For the up
to date version see <ssssw. i nd.honmeoilice.gov.iikidefault.asp?I'agcld=39 I

R. v. Home Secretary ex p. Iloscnl'all 119771 I WI.R 766 and cases cited below.
R. v. Ifornc Secretary ex p. Zanr:r 19301 AC 930; R. v. Entry Clearance officer, Bombay

t'xp. Amin 119831 2 AC 818.
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immigrant under the Act, though breach of them by an immigration officer may
show that he had no authority to grant admission, thus making the immigrant

illegal. 89 The rules undoubtedly have statutory force to some extent, in that an

immigrant's appeal must be allowed if the adjudicator considers that the immigra-

tion officer's decision was not in accordance with thens.' Furthermore the courts

have several times quashed immigration decisions for misconstruction or misap-
plication of the rules, for example where admission was wrongly refused to a boy

coming to this country for education, 9 ' or where a rule was invalid for unreason-

ablencss.92 The courts did not explain whether they were treating the rules as

having statutory force, or whether they were enforcing nuts-statutory rules as in the

case of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board. It is not surprising that the
rules have been called 'very difficult to categorise or classify', being 'a curious

amalgam of information and description of executive procedures'. 9 Lord Bridge

has said that they are 'quite unlike ordinary delegated legislation', that they 'do not
purport to enact a precise code having statutory force', and that they are 'discursive

in stylestyle and, oil face, frequently offer no more than broad guidance as to how

discretion is to be exercised'. 94 Roskill U, on the other hand, has said that the)' are

'just as much a part of the law of England as the Actitself'."
In the United States the assimilation of different categories has been carried

further, 96 and the courts have enforced administrative rules and practices merely

because they have been followed in fact rather than because they have statutory

backing.°7 'lie that takes the procedural sword shall perish with that sword',

said Mr Justice Frankfurter. 98 English judges have confined themselves to cases

where formal rules have been promulgated, as in the case of the Criminal injuries
Compensation Board and other cases mentioned earlier,° and to cases where an
established practice creates a legitimate expectation of a fair hearing.' So they also

have made a breach in the legal harrier, and this may be exploited fiarther.

R. v. 1-lotne Secretary, cx P. Mangoo Khan [I 9801 I WLIZ 569.
89 P. v. Han,' Secretary cx p. Chotalltary [197811 WLR 1177.
° Immigration Act 197 L, s. 19.

R. v. G,,t,vj,-k Airport I,,,s,,/cratori 0/fl eec cx p. Kharmz, 1198011 'Win 1396, holding that
the immigration officer had erred in 'lasv and so acted ultra vires under the doctrine of the
Raca?case (above, p. 261). Sec similarly P. v. /nhriiigrazwsi Appeal Tribinial cx p. Shaikj, 119811

I \Vt.R 1107, qtiashiisg the tribunals decision for misapplication of the rules; R. v. Ininiigra-

tion Appeal &il':si,al cx p. Sssarar, S/,,)i 119871 l WIlt 1394 (similar).
P. v. Jiit,ti /r,tpi Appcal Tril,r, 'to! ex p. Bcgutit .&la,,st,uora [1986] 1mm. AR 385.

' Lane and Cumming- Bruce LIT respectively in the Iloscni'a(l case, above.

P. v. hn inigrarion Appeal Thbt'tal ex p. Bak/naur S ingh [198611 WLR 910.

' P. v. Chief ltntniçratien Officer, Heathrow Airport ex p. Bib, 1[976] I WLR 979.

The delinition of rule in toe icuera, SU,,,I11ISLLdti'	 r,..

statements of policy, organisation, procedure or practice made by government agencies.
Schwartz and Wade, Legal control of Go,er,i,nent, 92. But this practice may discourage

public authorities from public sing their procedures.
' In Vitarelli v. Seato,, 359 US 535 (1959) at 547.

Above, p. 640.

Above, p. 300.
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Departmental circulars are a common form of administrative document by which

instructions are disseminated, e.g. from a department in Whitehall to its local
O ffi ces or to local authorities over which it exercises control. Man y such circulars

are identified by serial numbers and published, and man y of them contain general

statements of policy, for instance as to the Secretar y of State's practices in dealing

with planning appeals. lhcy are therefore of great importance to the public, giving

much guidance about governmental organisation and the exercise of discretionary

powers. In themselves they have no legal effect whatever, having no statutory

authority! But they ma y be used as a vehicle for conveying instructions to which

some statute gives legal force, such as directions to local planning authorities under

the Town and Country Planning Act I 990.' The)' may also contain legal advice of

which the courts will take notice.'
Much confusion has been caused by the failure to distinguish between the legal

and the non-legal elements in circulars. A leading example is Blackpool Corporation

v. ocker. 5 Under wartime regulations, continued in force, the Minister of Health

was empowered to take possession of land for an y purpose and to delegate that

power, subject to such restrictions as he thought proper. I-Ic delegated the power to

local authorities by a series of circulars sent out from his department, which

contained numerous instructions. Two of these instructions were that there should

be no requisitioning of furniture, or of an y house which the owner himself wished

to occupy. Both these were disregarded in an attempted requisition of the plain-

tiff's house. The question then was, were the instructions in the circulars legal

conditions restricting the delegated power, or were they merely administrative

directions as to how that power, delegated in all its plenitude, should in practice be

exercised? On this vital point the circulars were entirely ambiguous. The Court of
Appeal held that the instructions were legal restrictions limiting the delegated

power and that the requisition was therefore invalid. But the local authority and

the ministry had acted on the opposite view: they had refused to disclose the terms

of the circulars, and had even at first resisted disclosing them to the court on

grounds of privilege.' Thus they had radicall y misunderstood their own legal

rights and duties', and had refused to let the plaintiff see the very legislation by

which his rights were determined. A judgment notable for its forceful language, as

well as for its awareness of the wide constitutional implications, was delivered by

Sec e.g. Colman (JJ) Ltd. v. Commissioners of Customs and Erase 1968] I WLR 1286 at
1291 (Commissioners' notices cannot alter law).

Above, p.7!.
As in the Gilhck case, below.
119. 181 I KB 319. See similarly Par, /:cii v. Lear/maim ( 1949) 65 'FLIt 69; Acton Borough

Council v. Morris 1 19531 I \VLR 1228. Scott Il's legal analysis was criticised in I.em'is/iamn RCv.
Robert, t 949] 2 KIt (OS,

Fm privilege see above, p. $ 12.
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Scott LJ who had formerly been chairman of the Committee on Ministers ' Powers

and was inclined to deplore the failure to implement its report. lie described some
of the events as an example of the very worst kind of bureaucracy'. But the root of

the trouble may well have been the difficulty of telling where legislation began and

ended.
In a case of the same kind, where the requisition was held invalid for non-

observance of the condition in the circular requiring notice to be given to the

owner, Streatfield J said :

Whereas ordinary legislation, by passing through both Houses of Parliament or, at least,
lying on the table of both Houses, is thus twice blessed, this type of so-called legislation is at
least four times cursed. First, it has seen neither House of Parliament; secondly, it is
unpublished and is inaccessible even to those whose valuable rights of property may be
affected; thirdly, it is a jumble of provisions, legislative, administrative, or directive in
character, and sometimes difficult to disentangle one from the other; and, fourthly, it is
expressed not in the precise language of an Act of Parliament or an Order in Council but in
the more colloquial language of correspondence, which is not always susceptible of the

ordinary canons of construction.

Contradictory opinions as to the legal status of a circular were expressed in the

- - House of Lords in a case where a departmental 'memorandum of guidance', issued

to local health authorities, was alleged to contain erroneous legal advice as to the	 - -

counselling of young girls about contraception.' Lords Fraser and Scarman held
that the error would be ultra vires, thus treating the circular as having legal effect.
Lords Bridge and Templeman held that it could have no legal effect but was subject

to judicial review. Lord Brandon expressed no opinion. The source of this confu-
sion was the National Health Service Act 1977, which gave the Secretary of State a

duty 'to meet all reasonable requirements' for providing contraceptive advice, so
that the question whether the circular was issued under specific statutory authority

was arguable either way. In another ease the court reviewed a government circular
about taxation without considering whether it could have legal force.' The curios-
ity of these decisions was noted in the context of remedies.'° It has been accepted

in Scotland that a circular delegating a function from a chief constable to an

Patchett v. Leatlu'nt (above) at 70.
Gillick v. West Norfolk and l'iisbcch Area Health Authority [1986] AC 112. For comment

see (1986) 102 LQR 173 (Wade).
R. s. Secretary of State for the Environment ex p. Greenwich LBC 119891 COD 530.

hs, th ('n,,rt ni Anneal in R. v. Dcp uts' Governor of Parkhursz

Prison ec p. Hague 1 199211 AC 58, holding that a Prisons Department circular was contrary to
the Prison Rules 1964. And see R. v. Secretary of State ex p. Pfizer Ltd. [1999] 3 CMLR 875.
where a Department of Health circular advised doctors not to prescribe the drug \'iagra save
in exceptional circumstances. It was said to be for guidance only but presented GPs from
fulfilling their statutory duty to exercise their clinical judgment in each case. It was held to he
unlawful, as well as contrary to the EU law forbidding quantitative restrictions on imports.

'° Above, P. 571.
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.iss ist ant chief constable uauld have kgd effect. against the terms of the relevant

rcgulation.'
It is now the practice to publish circimi.irs which are of any importance to the

public and for a long time there has been no judicial criticism of the use made of

th Cii I.

.to,imulttim'ttt, rem'oc,mlu'n, ih5pcsmsat;ou

In aklitiou to providing that statutory powers and duties may be exercised and

performcd from time to time as occasion requires,'_'equires,' the interpretation Act 1978

also lays down that a statutory power to make 'rules, NO or byelaws' or

statutory instruments shall he construed as including a power to revoke, amend or

re-enact them, subject to the same conditions as applied to the making of them.1'

This is to he done, of course, onl y in so far as no contrary intention appears in the

empowering Act.
When an Act is repealed, any rules or regulations made under it cease to have

effect," despite use statutory saving clause for things done while the Act was in

force.° But where an Act is repealed and replaced, with or without modilication

rules, etc. made under it are treated as if made under the new Act in so far as that

Act gives power to make thens.' t Rules also continue in force notwithstanding any

change in the person or body constituting the rule-making authority.'.'

So long as its rules stand, a public authority has no power to grant dispensation
from them, either generally or in particular cases.' Whether there may be an

exception to this rule in the case of formal or procedural irregularities is contro-

versial. This has alread y been discussed in the context of waiver."

Rooney v. Chic) (:o,m.q,ibh, Stri,tl((ydi' Po/ice 1997 SLT 1261 (asshlant chief constable's
acceptance of constahies resignation ti phd d ,lt Ii ough jurisdiction u,m,kr statutory regut a-
Oons to accept resignation vesting in chief constable)

S. 12; above, p. 229.
s. 14. But note the need for consistency: above, i' 372.

v. Witch 1191611 KB 688.
° Interpretation Act 1978, a. 16.

S. 17. Even where s. 17 is not applicable the byclaws made under a repealed Act may
be saved: DPP v. Jiclicon (/990) 88 LGR 876 (strained interpretation, not .. intended by
draftsman', of s. 272 of the Local Government Act 1972 adopted to preserve bydaws made
under the repealed Local G overnment Act 1933); and see Airket, v. So,lm 11tint5 DC 1 19951 1

AC 262; 1/v. 1/ 19951 1 WIlt 4/0.
• tV/acute iii. C,inte, ltiucy 231yv-Priiitt% Co. ltd. 1 1 983] 2 AC 685.

Thbbicon, v. K,,v (18991 I QB 141; Berm o (W 111117M) c:- Sons s' Flaxtorm l"mirii) V/shin

Council [1929) I KB 150; above, p. 218,
Above, pp. 239-.11.
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JUDICIAL REVIEW

Control by the Courts

In Britain the executive has no inherent legislative power- 20 It cannot, as can the

French government, resort to a constitutional pouvoir rg!enrcntitire when it is

necessary to make regulations' for purposes of public order or in emergencies.

Statutory authority is indispensable and it follows that rules and regulations not
duly made under Act of Parliament arc legally ineffective. Exceptions have been

made, it is true, in the case of a number of non-statutory bodies.-` But they do not
alter the fact that the courts must determine the validity of delegated legislation by
applying the test of ultra vires, just as they do in other contexts, It is axiomatic that

delegated legislation no way partakes of the immunity which Acts of Parliament
enjoy from challenge in the courts, for there is a fundamental difference between a
sovereign and a subordinate law-nsaking power. Even where, as is often the case, a

regulation is required to he approved by resolutions of both 1-louses of Parliament,

it still falls on the 'subordinate' side of the line, so that the court mar determine its

-	 validity.22 Only an Act of Queen, Lords and Commons is immune from judicial

review.
The court has to look for the true intent of the empowering Act in the i,su,sI way. 	 - -

A local authority's power to make byelaws, for example, will not extend to allow it

to modify Acts of Parliament. A county council's byelaw was accordingly void
when it forbade betting in public places altogether whereas the applicable Act of
Parliament allowed it under certain conditions.'' A straightforward example of

the ultra vires principle was where the House of Lords invalidated an order of the
Minister of Labour which would have imposed industrial training levy on clubs

which were not within the Industrial Training Act 1964!' Another was where the

Inland Revenue made regulations taxing dividends and interest paid by building
societies on which tax had already been paid! Where the statute permitted the
Secretary of State to make regulations to distribute air traffic between airports he

could not make regulations that prohibited the traffic altogether!̀  And where

2') Except where the law breaks dowis and martial law is in force (above, p. 865). the
Crown's prerogative power to legislate for colonies acquired by cession or onqslest is also an
exception, but it has been superseded by the British Settlement Acts 1387-1945 and the

Foreign Jurisdiction Acts 1890-1913
2) C,, •t.. ,,,ti,,t n63w,'m'flt of the rules of such bodies see above, p. 631.

See above, pp. 26, 379; below, p. 883.
23 Powell v. May J 1946 I KB 330.
' Hotel & Catering ln1nstry Training Baird v. Automobile Pty Ltd. 119691 I WLR 697.

R. v. Inland Rcrcniie Co,ntnissioncrs ex p. t't'oo!;iich &jtiitzbh Buz!dinc' Scictv 11990] 1

WLR 1400 (the society' recovered £57 m.).

Air 2000 Ltd. v. Secretary of State/or Tran5port 1989 SLT 698; .4,r 20(3)!!!. v. .Secretary of

State for Transport 1990 SIT 335 (regulations compcllin flights to land at Prestwick invalid).
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the statute permitted the minister to limit the n;mber of aircraft landing at an

aerodrome in order to mitigate noise, he could not make a scheme that limited the

amount of noise rather than the number of aircraft. 27 A provision of the Prison

Rules was ultra vires because it authorised excessive interference with prisoners'

correspondence. In holding a social security regulation to be ultra vires Laws i

said:

I do not consider there to be much room for purposive Constructions of subordinate
legislation; where the executive has been allowed	 c ..-.;: .1	 cc	 us d.c h%', i, Iii U si abide

strictly by the terms of its delegated authority.-

Despite their strict standards, the courts will lean in favour of upholding a

regulation which forms part of a statutor y scheme and which has long been relied

upon in property transactions. It is probably not necessary to the validity of an

order or regulation that it should specify the source of the power exercised.3'

Constitut,ona! pr:?rcr[i)c5

It is axiomatic that primary constitutional statutes such as the Bill of Rights 1688,

Act of Settlement 1700 and, now, the Human Rights Act 1998 are just as sub j ect to

repeal or amendment as an y others, since constitutional guarantees are inconsis-

tent with the unlimited sovereignt y of Parliament Safeguards like those provided

in the constitution of the United States, or in 'entrenched provisions in some

Commonwealth countries, are unknown in this country. Faced with an Act of

Parliament, the court can do no more than make certain presumptions, for

example that property will not be taken without compensation. 32 There is also a

common law presumption that any ambiguity in a statute should he resolved in

favour of the intcrprctatiotl that was consistent with the European Convention on

Human Rights. 3 ' The 1 luman Rights Act 1998 has now greatly strengthened this

protection. Henceforth delegated legislation must he read and given effect, so far as

possible, in a way which is compatible with the Convention rights.4

R. v. Secretary of State for Transporr ex p. R i chmond LLSC 119941 I \V1.R 74 (scheme
allowing operators to fix the number of landings within specified noise quota invalid).

-, P. v. flame Secretary ex p. Leech I l99t QE 198.
-' P. v. [secistary o(State for Social Security ex p.S utherhirid 119971 COD 222.

As it) Ministr y of! ía i sip and Loch Goreri,n,en r v. Sharp It 9701 2 QB 223.
31 See Milk Bo,inl r. Grisnicl, (1995) 126 DLR ('liii) 191 (Supreme Court of Canada);

Harris v. G.-cat Barrier Reef Marine Park Authorit y ( 1999)    102 APR 651 (Federal Court of
Australia).

Above, P. 166.
° P. v. Alicih 11971] t \VLR 683 at 69 .1 (Lord Rcid).

Act of 1998, s. Sill. See above, p. 171, for the provisions about interpretation and
inconitatibilitv. Since it is 'unlawful for public authorities to act incompatibly with Conven-
tion rights (s.6(I)), subordinate legislation that breaches the Convention is itself unlawful to
hat esters. For the tech n cat di tj,cutt i es in challenging suhord ifiS te legislation made before
he 1998 Act came into force see	 se: F: rpci ii II: 'uai R i uZit:s La w Review 116 ( D. Squires).
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But even before the 1998 Act the judges often treated fundamental rights as

exempt from infringement unless Parliament expressed itself with unmistakable
clarity. An example occurred in 1921 under the Defence of the Realm Regula-
tions, which gave the Food Controller power to make regulations for controlling

the sale, purchase consumption, transport etc., of food, and to control prices.
The Controller gave a dairy company a licence to deal in milk, but on condition

that they paid a charge of two pence per gallon, as part of a scheme for
regulating prices and controlling distribution. The company expressly agreed to

accept this condition, but later refused to pay the charge. It was held by the
House of Lords that the condition infringed the famous provision of the Bill of
Rights 1689, that no money may be levied to the use of the Crown without

consent of Parliament; and that even the company's own written consent could
not legalise what the statute made illegal.` The argument that the general power

to impose controls impliedly included the power to tax was rejected. Atkin

U said:

The circumstances would be remarkable indeed which would induce the courts to believe
that the Legislature had sacrificed all the well-known checks and precautions, and, not in
express words, but merely by implication had entrusted a Minister of the Crown with
undefined and unlimited powers of imposing charges upon the subject for purposes con-

nected with his department.

In the Second World War the statute its!f silcnccd all such arguments by sup-

plementing its general provision with a battery of specific powers. 3 ' But in a case

from the earlier war a regulation was held invalid because it purported to authorise
requisitioning of property without fair compensation at market value, and without

any right to dispute the value in a court of law."
In the absence of clear Parliamentary sanction delegated legislation will not be

able to have retrospective operation—at any rate where a criminal penalty is
imposed. In the past there was scant authority for this, But now the European

• Convention on Hunsan Rights has been incorporated into domestic law.' 5 The

Convention outlaws retrospective criminal offences (including the imposition of a
heavier penalty than that which existed at the time of the offence).' And the

Human Rights Act 1998 requires that, if possible subordinate legislation he read

and given effect in a way that is compatible with the Convention. 40 Where the

legislation does not create an offence retrospective delegated legislation may be

valid even if there are no words expressly sanctioning it. However, since Parliament

A.-G. s'. Wilts. 1. ittCa uncs	
11 T a	 R,,i nntract

Institute of Patent Agents v. Lockwood 11894) AC 347.
a Above, p. 419.
' Newcastle Breweries v. The King 1192011 KB 854.

By the Human Rights Act 1998. See shove, p. 166.

Article 7. See R. v. Oliver I t9441 KB 68 for an example of the imposition of a heavier

penalty.
Act of 1998 : s.31]).
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uses its power to legislate retrospectivel y only sparingly, it scem unlikely to confer

such a power impliedly. 1

The right of access to the courts is a matter that the courts themselves guard

strictly,', and has led to the overthrow of both wartime and peacetime regula-

tions. In 1920 a Defence of the Realm Regulation was held ultra vires because, in

order to prevent disturbance of munition workers, it provided that no one might

sue for possession of a tiluttition worker's house without the permission of the

Minister." So cxtrenle a disabiltt it seas held, could onl y he imposed by express

enactment; and it could not really be said to he relevant to the public safety or the

defence of the realm. In 1937 a bvelaw made by the \\icai Commission, which

had power to make hyelaws for the settlement by arbitration of disputes under

the Wheat Act 1932, N*Ns invalidated in the House of Lords because it purported

to exclude the Arbitration Act 1e'89 from applying to any such arbitration, and
thus it purported to exclude the right to carry a point of law to the High Court.44

In 1997 the Lord Chancellor, who had statutory power to fix court fees, purported

to repeal the regulation that exempted persons in receipt of income support from

the payment of fees and in other cases allowed the lord Chancellor to waive the

fees. It was held that the right of access to the courts was a common law consti-

tutional right which could onl y be abrogated by express statutory authority.

The Lord Chancellor's repealing order was declared unlawful:° There are many

similar examples."
A particularly robust judicial defence of fundamental rights purportedly

removed by delegated legislation is found in a decision on the regulations which

excluded asylum seekers (who did not claim asylum on arrivalarrival in the UK) from

any social security benefit pavnients. 47 The regulations deprived asylum seekers

of basic subsistence while their claims to asylum were determined. This consti-

tuted a 'serious impediment' to their exercise of their rights under the Asylum

Cf. Idyth v. B)ytit 119667 AC 643, 666 (presumption agaimi ietros'eetivity has no effect
in procedural and evidential matters).

As by resisting attempts to oust their jurisdiction: above, p. 717,
Clwstcrv. J3stcso.'i 19201 1 Kit 829; and see Rcyviond v. JIezcy 119831 1 AC 1.
R. c- IC Piizil Ltd. v. The tV/wit Coiriiision 119371 AC 139; and see Co,stniissiortcrs of

r:io:oois aml Fxct7e V. ('we in,i 15cc/ct Ltd. [1962 1 QB 310 (below, p. 882).
R. v. 1.rui C/iit,rcellor ex p. 1','iiIiirn 199.9] Qit 575 (Laws J). For comment see (1997) CU

47 . 1 (Elliott). hut access to the silt iutoi v ha isl-iruptcy scheme was not so protected; this was a
'benign isltiiinistraiivc system' to deal scitli a debtor who could riot pay his debts not ii matter
of constitutional right: R. V. Lord Cii,irieelli,r cx p. Lightfoot 119991 2 WI- 11 1126 (Laws fl 120001
2 \V1_R 318 (CA). For comment see (1998) Judicial Review 217 (Elliott). In R. v. fume
Secretory ex p. Pierson 11998) AC 539 at 575 it was doubted (Lord Itrowne-Wilkinson)
whether ex p. tVithiwt was correct in requiring express words—necessary implication would
S 0 tt ICC.

' For instance, R. v. Heinc Secretor y ex p. Leech 1199 . 11 QIt 198 (interference with
prisoners correspondence widi solicitor infringed right of sceess to courts).

.9. V. Secrct,i rr of S!ii (C f'r Social Scci rift ex p. J_iuu r Council or rh, I Ye/fr re of fm or t ra,ztS
I 1o07 1 \s'LR 275 (.\.
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and Immigration Appeals Act 1993. Simon Brown LJ said that the regulations

were:"

so uncompromisingly draconian in effec t that they roust indeed be held ultra vires.

Parliament cannot have intended a significant number of genuine asylum seekers to be
impaled on the horns of so intolerable a dilemma: the need either to abandon their claim to
refugee status or alternatively to maintain them ... in a state of utter de,titution. Primary

legislation alone could achieve that sorry state of affairs.

And he quoted from a judgment of Lord Elknborough CJ holding that 'the law of
humanity, which is anterior to all positive laws, obliges us to afford them ['poor

foreigners'] relief, to save them from starving'."
Judicial intervention in all these cases has been justified in terms of classic

constitutional principle: Parliament could never have intded to authorise such
infractions of fundamental rights and principles. Thus the offending regulation

was ultra vircs and void. Parliament has now, by the enactment of the Human

Rights Act 1998, strengthened the judicial role in ensuring that delegated legisla-
tion does not intrude upon Convention rights. But once more this is in accord with

constitutional principle: subject to the paramountcy of European Community
law, Parliament remains supreme. And the judges, however bold and creative, must

operate within that framework.

ConJlict with European Union him

The paramountcy of European Union law requires that delegated legislation, along

with domestic law generally, should give way to EU law which is 'directly applic-
able', i.e. which takes effect without the aid of domestic legislation; and that

domestic courts should give effect to this principle. An example was where a

Northern Ireland sex discrimination order made a certificate of the Secretary of
State conclusive evidence of the ground of dismissal of a woman police officer, thus

violating an EC Council directive requiring an effective judicial remedy in such

matters; since the directive was directly applicable, the dismissed officer could

enforce it in a domestic court." Other examples of regulations and orders held

void for similar reasons are to be found in cases already discussed."

" At 293. But Parliament in fact enacted the substance of the impugned regulations in
primary legislation with retrospective effect shortly thereafter (Asylum and Immigration Act
1996. s. 11). Asylum seekers are now entitled to special benefits largely given in kind. See

above, p. so.
4' n .. r..i.,i,,.,..,	 (190 1)  4 East 103 at 107.

Johnston v. Chief constable of the Royal Irish Constabulary [1987[ QB 129 (ELI). For a

comparable case under the Human Rights Convention see Tumidly c- Sons Ltd. v. UK (1999)

27 EHRR 249 (above. p.725).
' In R. v. Secretary of State for Transport ex p. Factorta,ne Ltd. No. 2) 119901 I AC 603

(above, pp. 28, 198) regulations as well as an Act were required to be disapplicd. In Bourgoin

SA v. Ministry oJA'rzcultmire. Fishcrics amid Foo,I 19861 QB 716 (above. p. 786) a ministerial

order was unl.,wfm'l on account of contlict with the EC Treaty.
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A regulation or lsvclaw whose meaning cannot he ascertained with reasonable

certainly is ultra vires and void. 5 Thus a local authority byelaw which ordained

that no person shall wilfully annoy passengers in the streets' was struck down.°

And a byelaw forbidding the ilying of hang-gliders over a plcasi:re ground without

Specify in g the height below which the oltencc was committed was also invalid.

The decided cases reveal two apprt;ichcs In determ;ning whether a hvclaw is

sufficiently uncertain to render it invalid. Is it ncces'arv that the byelaw must

contain 'adequate information as to the duties of those who are to obey" or is it

byelaw invalid only if 'It can he given no meaning or no sensible or ascertainable

meaning'?' The Court of Appeal prefers the latter approach; and has upheld

byclaws notwithstanding that the plan outlining the lands b y way of a thickly

drawn line to which they applied 'could have been better and clearer'. This was
because 'however narrow and precise the line on a map, there will always be ... a

borderline of uncerta intV1.57The Court of Appeal cited a speech of lord Denning

in the House of Lords, where he said:','

But if the uncertainty stems only from the fact that the words of the byelaw are ambiguous,
it is isell settled that it must, if possible, be given such a meaning as to make it reasonable
and valid, rather than unreasonable arid invalid... It is the dail y task of the courts to resolve
ambiguities of language and to choose between them; and to construe words so as to avoid
absurdities or to put up with them.

Adequate guidance to those who must obey the brelaws is important." But
absolute certaint y may be impossible to achieve and the existence of some ambigu-

ityis often inevitable. Where the byelaw creates an offence ambiguous words will

he construed so as to avoid a penalty: 'A man is not to be put in peril upon an
ambiguity'."

3icEldowne' v. Forde 119711 AC 632 at 665 (lord Diplock).
Nash v. Findlay (1901) 85 IT 682.
,Sradcn v. Thrj inzyi (1950) 78 1 GR 614.  It had already been held that it was permissible to

tly at a height at which no one could be inconvenienced: Lord Bernstein of Leigh v. Skyi'iews
and General Lid. 119781 QB 479.

Kruse v. Johnson 18981 2 QB 91 at 108 (Mathew J).
honett Properties Ltd. v. Buckingham CC 119611 AC 636 at 677-78 (lord Denning).
Percy v. Hi!i 119961 4 All ER 522 at 532 (Simon Brown 11) upholding the hyclaws. the

Forest Moor and Menwith Hill Station Byelaws 1996, previously held uncertain in Biigg v. DPP
I 19931 QB 473. The plaintiffs had entered the Mcnwith liii! Station on many occasions (in
breach of the hvelaws ) and had been ,irrcsned and removed.

° ibid.
" But what does 'adequate' mean in this context? See Percy v. Hall at 53.1.

London and North Eastern Ply Co. v. Bcrr,rninz 11946) AC 278 at 313-14 (Viscount
Snnson,ls). Sec to like effect Fiivin Pr'j''rn's at 662 (Lord Cohen) and Pcrcys. lint! at 534
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Correction of Obvious Drafting Errors

Where 'Homer, in the person of the draftsman [of an Act of Parliament], nodded'

and omitted words from a statute necessary to secure its purpose, those words mas',

in appropriate circumstances, be read into the statute. t The rule is the same for

delegated legislation. Before exercising this power the intended purpose of the
legislation in question must be clear, but through the inadvertence of the drafts-
mail has not been given to that purpose. In addition the substance of what

the legislator would have done, if aware of the error, must be obvious. In assess-
ing these matters the court may have regard to extraneous materials such as

explanatory notes and decision lctters. 5 Thus an Order made by the Secretary of

State authorising the levying of tolls on traffic crossing the Humber Bridge, which
inadvertently omitted to levy a toll on large buses, was construed, after reference to

extraneous materials, as containing that provision.65

Unreasonableness

Just as with other kinds of adminitrativc action, the courts must sometimes con-

demn rules or regulations for unreasonableness! 6 In interpreting statutes it is

natural to make the assumption that Parliament could not have intended powers of

delegated legislation to he exercised unreasonably, so that the legality of the regula-

tions becomes dependent upon their content- Only an indistinct line, however, can
be drawn between the examples which follow and the examples of constitutional

limits already given.
This assumption has often been called into play in the case of local authorities'

byclaws, which they are empowered to make for the good rule and government of

their area and for the suppression of nuisances . 67 In the leading case, where in fact

the court upheld a byelaw against singing within fifty yards of a dwelling-house, it

was said!'5

If, for instance [byelaws] were found to he partial and unequal in their operation as between

Iswo Europe Ltd v. First Choice Distribution 120001 1 WLR 586 (HL) at 589 (Lord
Nicholls). The principle is not limited to the insertion of necessary work. '.Vords ma y he

substituted or omitted as required (at 592).
62 R. (Confederation of Passenger Transport UK) v. Humber Bridge Board 120031 E's\'CA 842;

[2004] 2 WLR 98 (CA), paras. 34-38 adopting the Inco Europe approach.

Confederation of Passenger Transport UK, paras. 48-52.

Confederation of Passenger Transport UK.
Above, P. 532. See (1973)36 MLR 611 (A. \Vbaram).
Local Government Act 1972, s. 235. The doctrine was developed originally for the

byclaws or regulations made by chartered corporations and other Institutions under common
law powers: Slattery v. Naylor (188$) 13 App. Cas. 446 at .152.

'° Kruscv. Johnson 898] 2 QB 91 Lord Russell CJ).
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different dasce; if the y were ruan;fesr is unj uo: if they disclosed had allis: ifhey involved
such oppressive or gratUitOUI iistertcrrii.e with the rights of !hose subject to ',hem as could
find no justification in the minds of reasonable men, the Court might well sa y, 'Parliament
never intended to give authority to make such rules; they are unreasonable and ultra vires.'
But a byelaw is not unreasonable merel y because particulir iudes ma y think that it goes
further than is prudent or necess:irv or csnscniens...

But a byelaw which forbade piavmnp n;cs:c, 'unCne or cachine in an y street,

excel't under express licence from the flaunt-, \%as\%a held void as bcitio plainl y arbi-

trary and unreasunahle.' The same fate befell a b yelaw which prohibited selling

cockles on the beach at Bournemouth without the agreement of the Corporation

and a byelaw which restricted sales by Slictiistl in a public market.- I The Supreme

Court of Canada upholds 'the rule of administrative law that the power to make

hvclaws does not itiJude a power to enact discriminatory provisions'. This is 'a

principle of fundamental freedom'.

Bvelaws have often failed to pass the test of reasonableness, which in some

respects is strict in relation to the wide words of the statutory power. Clear

examples of unreasonable hyclaws were where landlords of lodging-houses were

required to uksii theist annually under penalt y, vet would in many cases have no

right of access aiainst their lodgers; and where a building byelaw required an

open space to he left at the rear of every new building, so that in tnany cases it

became impossible to build new extensions to existing buildi tsgs . n i Put the court

normall y construes hye]aws benevolently and upholds them if possible, as already

explained. 7'	 -

The same doctrine applies to rules and regulations as well as to bvelaws. It is true

that where the power is granted to a minister responsible to Parliament, the court is

less willing to suppose that Parliament intended his discretion to he limited; and

this attitude is further reinforced if the regulations themselves must be laid before

Parliament. Oil these grounds the Ministry of Transport's regulations for pedes-

trian crossings were upheld in 1943, despite the argument that to give the right of

Mu,zro V. tth:s,i (1887) 57 LT 366.

Parker v. Beur,ictriiststh Cpu. 1902) 66 JP 440; and see Macroan v. 'lbrdoti(t 908) 98 IT
.116.

Nicholls v. Thistk UDC 1923' 2 Ch. 18.
Re Cit) of Ia,itrcri! and Arcade A,nissenienis Inc. (1985) 18 DLR (4th) 161, holding

invalid a byelaw prohibiting minors from entering amusement halls or using amusement
machines. Challenge to the validity of byelaws is particularly common in Canada.

Arlidge v. $fa)'or etc. of Ishngton 11909] 2 KB 127.
Reprim School Gos'crsiors v. Reptou RDC 1918] 2 KB 133. Sec also A.-G. v. Denby [1925]

I (:h. 596 (building bsclaw uncertain and unreasonable): Losuiost I'ssssezigcr Transport Board v.
."ss 'trier (1938) 154 11 108 ( bvelaw penalising nun-payment of arc unreason.shle); Casidy s.
's!irnsrs'r/Jr Industry cisis/ Cor,rrncrcc (1978j JR 297 (unreasonable price control order).

Above. P. 879: Kr use v. Johnson t above); Iowrisc,id (Builders) Ltd. v. Cirierria News and
Property \fwias'rn' p st flit 11959] I WER 119; Cirrisirnond v. British Airports Au thority 119801
1 WLR 582.
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way to pedestrians was unreasonable during the nightl y wartime But in

a later case a purchase tax regulation made by the Commissioners of Customs and

Excise, and duly laid before Parliament, was held invalid .77 The Commissioners

had power to make regulations 'for any matter for which provision appears to

them to be necessary' for the purpose of collecting purchase tax. Their regulation
provided that where a proper return was not made they might themselves deter-

mine the tax due and that the amount so determined should he deemed to he the

proper tax payable. This was held ultra vires as an attempt to take arbitrary power

to determine a tax liability which was properly to be determined according to the

Act with a right of appeal to the court, and as an attempt to oust the courts
jurisdiction. The court regarded the regulation as an arbitrary and unreasonable

exercise of the power conferred. This case well shows how even the widest power

will admit judicial review. So does another case from the same department where a
Customs and Excise regulation was held to be ultra vires because it purported to

empower the authorities to inspect all the records of a business, instead of being

limited to records of dutiable goods.
One of the home Secretary's immigration rules, which restricted the admission

of dependent relatives to those 'having a standard of living substantially below that

of their own country', was 'manifestly unjust and unreasonable' and also 'partial
and unequal in its operation as between different classes', and therefore invalid.

The rules had been laid before Parliament. So too, an aslum appeal procedure rule

that 'deemed [a notice of a right of appeal to the Immigration Appeal Tribunal[ to
have been received.., on the second day after which it was sent regardless of when

or whether it was received . . .' was held unreasonable and of no efkt. The rule
was not necessary to achieve the timely and effective disposal of appeals and may

deny an asylum seeker just disposal of her appeal'. In one exccptional case, also,
regulations were quashed for unfair procedure in the consultation of one business
specially affected.St

As these cases show, judicial revicw'is not normally inhibited by the fact that

rules or regulations have been laid before Parliament and approved, though

account must be taken of the House of Lords' decisions which raise the threshold

of unreasonableness in cases dominated by questions of political judgment. The
Court of Appeal has emphasised that in the case of subordinate legislation such as

Sparks v. Edtt'arti A1t Ltd. [1943] KB 223.
Co,rvnissiou,'rs o('Cusrortis arid Evcie v. Cure and order ltd. 119621 1 QB 340 (Sachs F);

above, p. 423. The Crown did not appeal.
R. v. Customs and Excise Commissioners ex p. Hedges and Butler Ltd. 119851 2 All ER to-I,

holding that the power to provide for 'incidental or supplementary' matters did not assist.
-::-:-' .'	 R.....,.. ?'5",d",,r,t 11C)51 Imm AR 385 (tri-

bunal's decision quashed). The phrases quoted are from Kruse v. Iohru5cn, above.
R. v Hoot' Secretary w p. Srlccutt 120011 t \\TR 143 (CA) (notice sent to old address).

The u1es were also discriminatory: notice to the appellate au:hority deemed received when 'in
fact received'.

This was the United S:at,-s Tal'acco case, below, p. 89.

' See above. p. 379.
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an Order in Council approved in draft b y both I Iousc, 'the courts scould Nv ithotit
doubt be competent to consider whether or not the Order was properly made in
the sense of being intra vires'.'

S;d'iective !ty)nlu'L'

The purLh,bc i,ix case also iilus:rates Use cosirt's refusal to be disarmed by

language h ch appears to make the legi 1st ing auth oritv the sole judge of the
extent of its power or of the purposes for ss hich it may be used. Even where the Act

says that the minister may make regulations 'if he is satisfied' that they are

required, the court can enquire whether he Could reasonably have been satisfied in

the circumstances. A number of instances of the application of this principle to

SUbordinatc legislation have been given ill an earlier chapter and need not be
rene,ited here.

it rons IntirJ'osu's and bad :cdt(;

An Act of Parliament is immune from challenge on the ground of improper

motives or bad faith, even in the case of a private Act allegedly obtained by fr3ud.55

But subordinate legislation is necessarily subject to the principle of ultra vires.

Since delegated powers of legislation are nearly always given for specific purposes,

their use for other purposes will be unlawful.' I lere again we can refer back to an

earlier chapter for illustrations. One clear case of legislation being condemned for

improper purposes was the Western Australian decision that regulations prescrib-

ing bus routes were invalid since their object was to protect the state-owned trains
from competition. 5 In Canada municipal bvelasvs have been set aside where they
were made witi) the object of restricting oi' penalising some individual owner of
property rather than for the general benefit.'' The Privy Council has clearly

1. R. V. 11Sf Treasury L'X p. Sniedtcv. (19851 QIs 657 (unsuccessful cts.illengc to proposal to
pay British contribution to tbe Eurot'ra;m ('onuirur.(;ies \sitlsout specifi, stat utc' r .'.srhoritv).
See also R. V. Secretary of Stir,' for the E,niron n;e,s r ex p. Cr i, Icr !.or;d&rri Council (on rep.. 3
April 1983) discussed in 19SS SLT at 373 (C. M. C. I limswi'rth). Confirmed in R. (/ucd) v.
lion;,' Secretary [20011 E\VCA Civ. 789; [ 1-0021 QB 129 a: 147.

° Above. pp. 423 and 427.
Prckirm v. Brinslm Raiiosns Board [19741 AC 765.
goes (Arthur) c- Co. Pry Lot. v. Lscia1rfr Seeds Conzr,;ir;cc (945) 72 CLR 37 contains a

valuable discussion by Dixon I of the law appt;cahte to le g;sta;ive and administrative acts.
holding that regulations restriciiitit dealings ins,eds scu1d be iris alid i I intended to promote

ntthe Corninee5 own ride rather than to ensure the sunn!v of seeds in the market.
Bum/es V. Cairo/c ( 1931) 34 \VAI.R IS, above, p. 396.

' Bo yd rimB fuses Li;!. s Cur of ();t;rii (1964 45 DL P 2d 211; Re Burns it;! 7bwr;s/tip of
lirlihnmawji 19f'; 52 DLR i2di Jul.
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approved the same principle," and hints to the same eift'ct lmjvc !)en Ir'ppd in
the House of Lords. Many Colonial and Commonwealth legklatutcs havc power
'to make laws for the peace, order and good government of the relevant territory.
Whcn the l egislative authorit y of the Itritish Indian Ocean Thrrilory (a Conmniis-
sioner appointed by the Crown) made—for reasons of military security—an

ordinance for the compulsory removal of the entire population of the l3lOh the

Divisional Court condemned this as 'an abject legal failure'. The legislation cotild
not he said reasonably ... to- t ouch the peace, order and good government of
BlOT'. 9 ' The words, 'peace, order and good government' had previously been held
to 'connote - the widest law-making powers appropriate to a sovereign', 92 so this
decision is ground breaking. Especially where fundamental rights are engaged, it
promises significant judicial scrutin y of the exercise of such legislative powers.

Natural justice

One context in which legislative and administrative functions must be dis-
tinguished is that of natural justice. 93 This was made clear in a case arising out of
the abolition of the scale fees formerly charged by solicitors in convcyancitig busi-
ness. Under the Solicitors Act 1957" solicitors' charges were reidated by a statu-

-- tthy committee, which had to submit its orders in draft to the Law Societ y and
a llow them a month for comment. This procedure was followed in die case of the
draft order of 1972 abolishing scale lees But a member of another association of

solicitors, which was not consulted, sought a declaration and injunction in order to

postpone the making of the order and to allow wider consultation. Refusing these
remedies Megan-y J said:`

Let me accept that in the sphere of the so-called quasi-judicial the rules of natural justice
run, and that in the administrative or evecutive field there is a generil duty of fairness.
Nevertheless, these coiisidernions do not stein to me to affect the process of legislation,
whether primary or delegated. Many of those affected by delegated legislation, and affected
very substantially are never consulted in the process of enacting that legislation; and vet
they have no rensed y....1 do 1101 knosv of any implied right to be consulted or make

89 A.-G. for CanaL, v. !1illc:: c Care, Ltd. 11952) AC 427 at 114; above, p. 428.Scott v. Glasgo w Cpu. 118991 AC 470 at 492; and see Baird (Robert) Ltd. v. G!açotv Cr',,.[1936] AC 32 at 42.
SI R. (Baricsmulz) s. S,., rutTy of Strc Jar time Forci',, to,,! Conzntons'ethl t Office 120011 QO1007 (1 .....- In (A .........._ ..!.	 L_4 ._._ 14'..J............1..... ...A ............__ ..._

rights without spetfic provision). Discussed in detail 120011 PL 571 (A. Thnikins)....
Ibraltebl,,' v. The Queen 119641 AC 900, 923." 
Above, p. 552, citing additional cases.

' Since replaced by the Solicitors Act 1974.
Rates s Lord J-It,il/i,,nt [1972; 1 WLR 1373 at 1378. For cotn,ttcn m ott the first sen tree

see above, P. 493. See also Fedure I;fc .4sst,rmnce Ltd. v. Greater Jt'Iz'r,s!:iir .\hrropolist,,Council 1999(1) SA 374 (South African Constitutional Court).
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So normally nianda_tory. In one case a riiinjster "as required, before making an industrial training
Order, to consult associations 

appearing to 1'im to be 
represt.nratis .e of' those con

Cerflecl He invited numerous organisati05 to 
co

nsult with him about an order for
the industrits but in one Case the letter tli5C,trried o th,it the much.room grossers' •issociation was not consulted 

letiihrs of the association It was
held, were not hound by the 

order, since a mandatory rcqdjiren]Cnt had not been
Observed.'  

And in another case 
the legisl,5i0 provided that drait 

regulations wereto he referred to an ,tdvisors. onlrnjttee unless the COrntnittee agreed Othert,'i

	

Below r 898 ihc L tit,j ." 	
dJsC)Lot,' Earil,q. ifl,j	 zr	

cono,15,,,, jl '5.9] 
'ZL R I I vs

S. l0(5)(h)
Above, p. 22L

Ch. Tras,,jn Ro,,,j v. AyJ,'s/.ur. 	
L.' L j 19721 I \\t.R 190.
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Where the committee was misled into agreetngthe subsequent regulations were

invalid'
Front time to time there are serious oversights in procedure which demand

legislation to put matters right. In 1954 the government were obliged to concede, in

an unreported case, that the Post Office had for many 'ears collected charges for

wireless transmitting and receivinglicences without legal authority, and therefore

prcsumal'ly contrary to the Bill of Rights. The Wireless Telegraphy Act 1904

empowered the Postin,ister-Gcneral to make regulations for collecting the fees, but
no reLulatLons had ever been made. Retrospective legislation s as at once enacted

b y Parliament to cure the default.' In 1972 it was necessary to validate national

insurance reu;ulations which had not been made by the correct authority,
How far the validity of regulations may he affected by failure to follow the

prescribed procedure for publishing them is separately dealt with below.;

Sn b-delegui I iou

The general rsdc against silt' -delcg.ition of statutory rowel encountered once

already, turns upon statutory construction. , If Parliament comets power upon A.

the evident intention is that it shall be exercised by A and not by B. But where

power is conferred upon a minister, it is (as we have seen)' taken for gralitccl that

his officials nay exercise it in his name, since that is the normal way in which
government business is done. This is as true of legislative as of administrative
powers? Many ministerial regulations, though made in the minister's name, are

validly signed by officials, with or without the minister's official seal."

[)elegation to some different authority is another matter. In accordance with

general principle, and with the few available au thori t ies , b it seems safe to presume

that unless Parliament expresses or implies a dispensation legislative power must

be exercised by those to whom it is given, and not by further delegates. But this

presumption is subject to circumstances, and may he greatly weakened in time of
emergency. Power to make regulations was freely delegated in the First World \Var,

although the Defence of the Realm Act did not authorise it expressly. No case came

before the courts to show whether delegation was lawful. But in the Second World

1 Ilowk,'r V. Secr'far)' ofSrirefor Work ui,id Pensions 120021 EWCA Civ. 1623; [2003] ICR

405. 'rhe committee was misled by the Secretary of State's officials.
Wireless Telegraphy (Validation of Charges) Act 1954.

X nionlil Insurance Regulations (Validation) Act 1972.

Below, o• 893.
Above, p. 311.
Above. I,.
See Le,tishnni BC v. Roberts (above, p. 320).
R. v. Ski otter I 196812 QB 700.
'there k i ear I nc of Ncs' Zealand authorities front (;Crag/n:i v. Porter [1917 1,  N Z LR

551 to I J1k's Bti' I/i,' Milk Prnfueo Co-operti:ive ii/. v. Vet, Zoihi,rd Milk Boar! 119611

N'/.LR 1 18; and see Ki,sc . Ernperor v. Be,i,'ari La) Sarnia 1943 1 AC II at 24.
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War the Supreme Court of Canada held that the ( ; o'. err)r-cc,ral's emergency
powers entitled him without express authorisation to delegate the power to make
regulations. In Brit,nri the Emergency Powers (Defence) Act 1939 itself gave

express powers to delegate, so that an elaborate Pyramid of regulations was con-
structed, delegated, sub-delegated, sub-sub-delegated and so on

Partial irn'i3lity

As several cases already cited illustrate, it is Possible for delegated legislation to be
partially good and partially bad.` In the mushroom growers' ease, where the

minister was required to consult certain representative associations, it was held that
the industrial training order was valid as regards the olganisations consulted and

invalid as to those not consulted° In the case of seater authorities sewerage

chaiges the House of Lords held that the statutory iiistrtinicne fixing the charges
for services was valid as regards Properties served by a public sewer and invalid as
to others.' 5 Since legislation by definition consists ofgeneral rules affecting large
numbers of people, it is easy kr such situations to arise, and there is no necessary
reason for condemning what is good alongg with what is bad. On this P rinciple all
order prohibiting herring fishery, which purported to extend slightly beyond the

waters covered by the Act, was held ultra vircs as to the excess oiily', and enforceable
in respect of the remainder, In contrast, the House of Lords totally invalidated a

byelaw which Prohibited unautilorised access to Greertharn Common air force

base. The empowering Act provided that no such byclaw should affect the rights of

commoners and there were ixty-two registered commoners with rights thus pro-
tected." The snki,g result of this ease was that anti-nuclear Protesters, who were
not commoners, escaped conviction for trespassing byw pleading the invalidity of
the byelaw. The House of Lords held that a byelaw dran so as to permit access hr

commoners and their animals would be totally dilicrent in character and quite
inc.ipable of serving the purposes of security at the air base. No solution by sever-
ance was therefore feasible. The House did not accept the possibility, suggested by

Re Chemicals Regulations 19131 SCR 1; above, p.319.II See above, p. 288, which should he read together with tti5 section.
A'rici,ft,r,r/ Horr,cu/r,,r,/ nj Forestry I'zd,ztryul Tr, hr i,, Bears! V. At'!cJ't, r' ,\ IUSIirOOr?,5Ltd. I 1972J t \SLR 190.
De, ,rrenrl V. PIy,iiorth C in Cc,s,;c,/ 19,-6] AC 609; .ihuse, '. 861, ii, 19. See also .\ fallr' /,s'. 4iy,/,'c,r Cpu. \'o. 2) 1974 SIT 5 (rcgul.itions requil leg rc1jsrration of teachers void asregards teachers alread y crrilo'.cd); ('swrly s. ,\l:,z,5O'r fuir I'zdu. ' rr, IOu! Co,,rui:,-rc 119781 JR297 (order unreasonable for some purposes, but riot orlu eEl); Bisuk,- v. is C ',jicr far Labour19791 JR 351 (similar); Trrnert isuiurf,, V. A!cxordcr 1 19781 I NZLR 306 (regulationpartially invalid for ur.cerraintv
flio,kL'y s. Lisi,:s ;9.st j I \\LR 1522, wiecting the o-e.,Iled 'blue peiwil' test underwhich amendment ma y be niaste onlvhv textual deletion.
Drrecr'r at PuN,, Pras,-,ur.,,,y v. Ilii;shi'Isn, 1990) 2 .\C 763.
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previous decisions, that the byelaw was valid against all except the commoners,

who were not in fact asserting their rtghts.°

\\"here, as in the above cases, the valid and invalid elements are inseparably

contained in the same words, there can be no possibility of effecting textual sever-

ance by merely striking out the offending words (the so-called 'blue pencil test') as

is sometimes allowed where they stand apart. 0 According to the Greenhain

Common decision, where the words are inseparable the court 'must modify the

text in ordcr to achieve severance' and will do so onl y where this 'substantial

severance' syili effect no change in the substantial purpose and effect of the

impugned provisions. Lord Bridge, with the agreement of the majority of the

House, held that rigid insistence on textual severability might operate unreason-

ably by defeating subordinate legislation which was substantially intra vires. Lord

Lowr y held that it was only where the regulation first cleared the hurdle of textual

severabi]ity that it could face the further hurdle of substantial severability: a more

liberal doctrine would 'encourage the law-maker to enact what lie pleases' and
would be 'anarchic, not progressive'. Thus the House of Lords turned against the

concept of relative invalidity which seemed to be emerging in the pres'ious

decisions and which, depending upon a different principle, requires no severance

and no textual modification of the partially invalid law.ui

Rt'tsjs'clit's

'I lie commonest method of resisting an invalid regulation or byelaw is to plead its

invalidity its defence to a prosecution or enforcement proceedings. 2° Parliament

may, of course, restrict such defensive, or collateral, challenges and require the

validity of byclaws to he tested by way of applications for judicial review. 0 But

For a decision similar in principle see Owners ofSS Kalibia v. Wilson (1910) 11 CI.R 689,
discussed by Lord Bridge [ 19901 2 A(: at 807. The dissenting opinion of Higgins I well
expresses the relative invalid i ty doctrine. See also the analogous cases discussed above, p. 887.

5 As in R. v. i,n,ni'ra host Appeal Tril,t,nal ex p. Beguni Maitsitoora [19801 1mm. AR 385
(provision of immigration rules, void for unreasonableness, severed from the rest without
affecting their validity). Contrast R. v. inland Revenue (0,sustissio,it'rS ex p. Wool-wich Equitable
Building Society [1990; 1 \'LR 1 tl)0 letual severance possible but alteration of substance too
great).

This explains why the issue of severance was not raised in the Dayniond and Aylesbury
Mushrooms cases (above). lord Bridge (at 810) suggests a doubt on the latter case and (ibid.)
remarKs inaL Ill :: p 113

" 1 " Cv,'rance was taken for granted; and see likewise
Lord Lowry (at 819). It appears that the Daynrond and Mitchinson decisions are in pi 5111 .:. in
conflict.

See Boddrngtorr v. British Tratispors Police 119981 AC, discussed above, p. 283; and see
19981 PL 361 (Forsyth) [19981 Judic,il Review 1 . 1 .1 (Elliott); (1998)11 .1 LQR 535 (Craig). The

holding in Rugg v. DPP 11993 QE 173 that onl y suh.o,sntivc invalidity could be raised as a
defence was Tightly rejected.

0 Or other procedure (such as a statutory appeal) as may be available. See P. v. Wicks
1199712 WLR 576.
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judicial res icw, being discretionary, is no substitute for the right to raise the
invalidity of a bvelaw as a Such restriction is onl y to he implied where
the challenge precluded was to an administrative act—such as an enforcemetit
notice—specifically directed at those challenging it and where there was an
adequate alternative avenue for challenge!

The Court in suitable circumstances may also grant an injunction, for example
where a local authority is threatening demolition of  building; 74 and if unjustified
demolition were carried out, an action for damages would lie. Any proceedings

against a central government department are subject to the Crown Proceedings Act
1947, as explained in an earlier chapter.

In several cases also the courts have granted declarations to the effect that some
general order or byelaw was invalid. 25 Nor has there been any indication that this
remedy will be refused on account of any lack of locus standi oil the plaintiff's

part!' The rule that the declaration is a discretionary remedy is a sufficient protec-
tion against plaintiffs who are not genuinely concerned.

Certiorari and prohibition apply to judicial' rather than legislative action, but
the dividing line is far from distinct. 27 Mandamus, which has no such limitations,
has been used to compel the ivaling of a byelaw.

Statutory restriction ofjudicial re1'h-is

Just as with administrative powers, 7° Parliament may make delegated legislation
virtually judge-proof. Normall y this is done by granting very wide powers rather
than by clauses restricting the jurisdiction of the courts. 'Modern drafting tech-

nique is to use words which do not exclude jurisdiction in terms but positively
repose arbitrary power in a named authority' . 32 But, as already emphasised, it is
almost impossible to find language wide enough to exclude judicial control
entirely, when the courts are determined to Preserve it. 31 All subordinate power
must have legal limits somewhere.

In the past Parliament has experimented with protective clauses of varying
degrees of severity. It has, for instance, been enacted that regulations purporting to

Sec Lord Stern in Bodc1inron (above) at 663-.4
I	

..!1t/l3RO,)ri a' 652.
21 As in the Reptcn case, abos 7,J'. Ss I.

This W.iS done in both the cases of partiat invalidity mentioned above; and see above,
p. 683.

Woolf and Lamir, The Dccic4rafaryJud5 ,i1cr 1 t 188.
See above, p. 577.
See the Manchester case, above, p. 688.

° Above, i' 712.
'° Cu2:,inzs and EXCISC i0n11?1os:-,yr9 v. Cure & Ddv L;J. 19621 t Qtt 3-10 at 36-1(Sachs J).

Above, r 720.
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be made under the Act shall he deemed to be within the powers of the Act and

shall have effect as if enacted bv the Act.' In 1894 a majority of the House of

Lords, preferring literal verbal construction to le gal principle, declared that 'as if

enacted in this Act' clauses made the regulations as unquestionable b y a court of

law as if they were actually incorporated in the Act. 33 But in 1931 the House found

a more reasonable solution in a case under the Housing Act 1925, where the

Minister of llcalth had power to confirm a housing scheme and the Act said that
his order when made 'shall have effect as if enacted in this Act'. The minister, it

was held, was empowered to confirm only schemes which conformed to the Act; if

the scheme itself conflicted with the Act, the order was not an order within the

meaning of the Act, and was not saved by the clause. Lord Dunedin said:°

it is evident that it is inconceivable that the protection should extend without limit. If the
Minister scent out of his province altogether ... it is repugnant to common sense that the

order would be protected, although, if there were an Act of Parliament to that effect, it could

not be touched.

Aid ough in fact the House upheld the order on its merits, they drew the teeth of

the 'as if enacted' clause—which, as the Ministers Powers Committee recom-

rnertded, has now fallen into disuse.
These decisions exhibit the same dilcitna That has already hen pointed ostt in

relation to statutes which take awa y judicial rettscdiu. Sttch provisions must either

he held to make lawful action which ought to be utslawhil, or else they must be

virtually meaningless. The long-established policy of the courts is to resist all
attempts to confer unlimited executive power. and to uphold the ultra vires

principle at all costs. This has been amply illttstrated elsewhere.
The Ministers' Powers Committee recogtuscd the sattic pritieIpe in a general

recommendation about delegated legislation:

The use of clauses designed to exclude the jul isdiction of the courts to enquire into the

legality of a regulation or order should be abandoned in all hut the 31131 exceptional i.ases,

and should not be permitted b y Parliament except upon special grounds stated in the

ministerial rnemoraiidunx attached to the hill.

What has since happened in practice is that government draftsmen have preferred

e.g. Foreign Marriage Act 1892, s. 21(2).
Instit ii re of Patent Ageito v. Lockwood It 8941 AC 347, followed in Iiisura,icc Cooimnittee

- 0 ' i . aw v. Scottish Ipiszirancc Co,nniissioners 1915 SC 504.
° Minister of Hca!oi v. K. e.'.	 AC 494. The minister modified the scheme so

as to make it conform to the Act. See likewise McEive,t's Trustees V. LfllIO, .1 C,',,,'r

7r1i5recs 1940 SLT 357. Other cases involving clauses of this kind are R. v. Electricity Cotninis-

SlorIcrS ex P. Loridoit Electricity Joint Co7m inc.' Co. 119211 1 KB 1 7 I; R. v. .\luustcr oil Icaitli ox

p. Davis 11929] t Kit 619; London Piroc/u,1l Charities irztstces V. A _ -G. 195J I \VLR 42; Foster
v.AIonit95l] \'t.R4St.

At 501.
' Above. p. 716.

Cmd. 4040 (1932), 65.
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to put their faith in clauses which confer the widest possible discretionary power

rather than in clauses which attempt to exclude the jurisdiction of the court—as

was observed in the opening paragraph of this section. But generally speaking the
Committee's recommendation has been observed. In one ease I'arliament con-
scientiously provided that national insurance regulations winch were incorporated

in a subsequent Act should remain open to challenge in the same way as if they

were still iiicrel y regulations.15

Finally it must he added that all restrictions on the reviewing powers of the

courts are now likely to be challengeable as infringements of the right to a judicial
determination tinder the Human Rights Act I 99539 and sometimes also under
European Union law.°5

PUB L  CATION

A rrançcnwn for pi ibIica lion

- The nvxiiu that ignora ice of the law (1,,c, not es. usc ins siibjs',t represents the working
-- -- - - hypothesis on which the rule of law rests in Biitisli democracy....hut the very justification

for that basic in.oziin is :hat the ivit, Ic 01 our law, written or tiiiw riiteii is accessible to the
Public--in he ciise, o course that, at any rate, its legal adviset have access to it, at any
moment, as of nght

The theory so stated iii 13Iickpool Corporatwit v. Locker" is 0f the greatest import-
ance, but as that ease itself showed, it may break down (3ccasionally. It was long
ago realised that the first remedial measure demanded by the growing stream of

delegated legislation was a systematic scheme for publication and reference. The

first statute was the Rules Publication Act 1893, which regulated the publication of
Stuturori' R:,Tc ,nid Orders, begun in 1890. The statute now in force is the Statutory
Instruments Act 1946, under which the title of the series has been changed to
Statutory Instruments.

The Act 'of 1893 had two different ob j ects. The first was, in the case of rules
which had to he laid before Parliament, to give them twith some exceptions)

amitccedcmit publicity by requiring notice of them to be published and copies to be
provided on dciii and. Any re" resell t.ttions made in ten I ing by 'a public body'
had then to he considered before the rules were finally made and laid before

Parliament. But these safguards could be evaded on plea of urgency or special

National Insurance Act 1965, s. Ito, 21.
See above,
Sec above. p. 72.1.
Ahosep. SI.
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reasons, arid provisional orders could (and sometirlies (lid) rerilairi in force

indefinite].
The second object was to secure publication of all statutory ru1c (is iether or

not to he laid before Parliament) after they were made, by requiring thein to he sent

to the Queens printer to he numbered, printed and sold. Statutory rules were

comprehensively defined as including rules made under an y Act of Parliament, h'

Order ill Coiricil, or liv an y minister or government department. The Treasury

were given p.vcr to alter the etiect of the definition b y regulations, and a number

of exceptions were so made for special cases, and the definition was confined to

cases 'of a legislative and not all character'. 42 The great hulk of delegated

legislation became subiect to an orderly system of publication, and this as a great

gain. Eventually a new Act was needed, and this appeared in 1946, in tirtie to deal

with the hood tide of rules and regulations which arrived with the welfare state.

The Act of 1946

The Statutory Instruments Act of 1946 came into force in 1948, repealing and

replacing the Act of 1893. Its definition of statutory instrument' covers three
categories of 'subordinate legislation' made (or confirmed or approved) under the

authority of some statirte:4

(1) Orders in Council;

(ii) Ministerial to5wms stated in the statute to he exercisable by statutory instrument;

and
(iii) future rtik made under past statutes to which the Act of 1893 applied.

As regards (iii), regulations under the Act continue the requirement that such rules

shall be 'of a legislative and not an executive character'. 44 But as regards (Li),

though it applies only to 'legislation', the real test is that it will only apply where

Parliament provides, as it now normally does in each statute, that 'regulations
made under this Act shall be made by statutory instrument'. Parliament has aban-

cloned the attempt to define subordinate legislation by its substance, since this
could never achieve precision. It now relies on itself to prescribe on each occasion

that the provisions for publication etc., shall apply. For statutes made after 1917,

therefore, there is a clear-cut but mechanical definition. For statutes made before

1948, the older, vaguer, but more ambitious definition continues. The Act again

gives power U	 f the old definition by	 regulations."regulations. 

And Treasury regulations may exempt any classes of statutory tnstr	 f:c

the requirements of being printed and sold. Exemption has been given to local

SR & 0 1894 No. 734 (Treasury Regulations).
S. I.
SI 1947 No. 1.

" s.8.
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instruments, 45 and also to illstrtttuiens reitularl y printed in SonIc other series.
Subject to this, all statutory instruments must be sent to the Queens printer as
soon as made, and must be numbered, printed and sold. 4 A Reference Committee
is empowered to deal with points of difficult y as to numbering, printing, classifica-
tion and SO 0fl,4S

Reference to statutory instruments and other delegated legislation on an y sub-
ject is facilitated by an official index, the Index to Government Orders in Force,

published biennially. Most statutory instruments made since 1987 are available on
the internct.'

Sub-delegated legislation

The Acts of 1893 and 1946 have been accused of a serious shortcoming, namely,
that they do not extend to sub-delegated legislation. A positive opinion was
expressed by Scott LI in Blackpool Corporation v. Locker:"

They are both expressly limited to such delegated legislation as is made under powers
conferred by Act of Parliament, whether on HM in Council or on a minister of tIre Crown.
Such primary delegated legislation his now (and had under the Act oil 693) In he printed
forthwith by the King's Printer and published as a statutory rule or order, etc.: but for
delegated legislation made under powers conferred by a regulation or other legislative
instrument not being itself an Act of Parl i ament, there is no general statutory requirement
Of publicit y in force toda y... the modern extent of sub-delegated legislation is almost
boundless: and it seems to me vital to the sr-hole English theor y of the hil.ierly of the subject,
that the affected person should he able at any time to ascertain what legislation affecting his
rights has been passed under sub-delegated powers.

In another case Scott LJ spoke feelingly of the unfairness to the public when
administration is mixed up with sub-delegated legislation and tone of the mix-

ture is ntacle public'. 5 ' But, as to the extent of the statutory definitions, it is not
clear that either Act is deficient in the manner supposed.

Ftfect of non, -publicruzon on validity

Another question isis whether the validity of rules and regulations is affected by
failure to obey the statutor y rectuircnients for publication. It mat' he that these

This exemption renders iisecctibIe man y orders, for example 11105e made 1:: the Clay
Cross case, mentioned in Asher %. Secrctart' of Stite for the Ern'iro,i,r;crt [1974) Ch. 208.

s. 2.
By regulations under s. 8(1)(e).
See wsvw.htiiso. grsv.uk!lcgi,!,i tic ,
[1948) 1 KB 349 at 369; above. p 87!. Sec likewise Rrr, herr v. Learhe,r 19191 65 TLPS 69,

quoted above, p $72.
Jackson Strtnisfield & Sons Ltd. N. Brrttcrivorth 11948  2 All ER 558.
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requirements are merely director y—that is to say, that they embod y Parliament's

directions, but without imposing an y penalty for disobedience. in one case a

minister was empowered by statute to control the use of explosives in mines by

order, 'of which notice shall be given in such manner as he ma y direct', and though

he failed to give any notice, his order was upheld on the ground that the condition

was directory only.'' It vould seem a fortiori that neglect of a general statute

requiringpublic ation would he less serious. It was, indeed, held in 1918 that an

order made b y the Food Controller did not take effect until it was published: A had

sold 1,000 bags of beans to 13 on 16 \idV 1917, and on that same day an order was

made requisitioning all such beans, but it was not published until the following

day; B tried to recover his money from A but failed, since the order was held to take

effect only when it was made known. But the true explanation is probably that

the order, as construed by the court, was intended to take effect only at that time.

This hypothesis is impliedly supported by a provision of the Statutory Instru-

ments Act 1946. It requires the Stationery Office to publish lists showing the dates

on which they issue statutory instruments, and in an y proceedings against any

person for offending under such statutory instruments

it shall he a defence to prove that the instrument had not been issued by His Majesty's

stationer y Office at the date of the alleged contravention unless it is proved that at that date
reasonable steps had been taken for the purpose of bringing the purport of the instrument
to the notice of the public, or of persons likely to be affected by a, or of the person

charged.'

It seems to be assumed that non-publication would not by itself be a sufficient
defence, and since the provision deals only with criminal liability, it suggests that

non-publication would not affect the validity of a statutory instrument altering

civil rights. This was the construction adopted in a case of 1934, where a company

was prosecuted for infringing an Iron and Steel Prices Order. The order had been

printed, but not the schedules for it, which were extensive and bulky. The judge

decided that non-publication of the schedules did not invalidate the order, because
the Act made an obvious distinction between the making of the instrument and

the issue of it, and the provisions for printing and publication were merely pro-

cedural. 5" The making of the instrument was complete, in his opinion, when it was

made by the minister and (if so required by the empowering statute) laid before

Parliament. Since the prosecution were able to prove that reasonable steps had

Sec above, p. h.. ..	 — A ,riricism sec (1974) 37 MLR 510 (D. J. Lanham);

119821 PL 569 (A. I. L. Campbell); 119831 P1. 385 (f. 1. Lanham.
fortes v. Robson 11901)1 QB 673; and see Durican v. Knill (1907) 96 ur 911 (order valid

although statutory notice not giien). But see the views expressed by the High Court of
Australia in Watson v. Lee (1979) 26 ALP. 461.

Johnson v. Snrrganr! & Sons 119181 1 KB 101.
s.3(2).
The Queen v. Slicer fh-ealcraft 1.rd. I 19541 1 QB 586. See also Snirdi v. 11rninion 120001

GW[) 2-62 (s. 3(2) shows unpublished instrument not necessarily a nullity).
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been taken for notification by other channels, a conviction follow
ed.'] 'he judge'ssuggestion that validit y

 might depend upon laying before Parliament is in conflict
with at least two pres ious judicial opinlons; and it may be held that even thatrequirement, important though it is, would he held to be directory merely, as being
essentially a form of supervision sv post facto. As we have seers, Acts of lirdeninity
have beets used to prevent the question arising55

Rules required to be lout l'cfore Parlia,ni'nt

We have already noticed how the Rules Publication Act 1893 provided for advancepublication of regulations which had to be laid
Parli	 before Parliament La y ing before

ament is commonly required by the statute under which the regulations are
made, 

as explained below. The Statutory Instruments Act 1946 has the same object-
ive as [lie Act of 

1893, but prescribes a different procedure. It requires the la y ing to
take place before the instrument comes into operation ' If, however, it is essential
that it should come into operation before it can be laid, it may do so; but 

areasoned n otification must he sent to both Houses. There will
 obviously beoccasion	 y

s, especially when Parliament is lint sitting, when orders may have to b
brought into force urge" tly.The forty-clay period provided by the Act of 1893 has
gone, but it gave rise to so many 'provisional orders' ('provisional' merely for the
purpose of avoiding it) that the Act of 1946 makes a more realistic 

compromise.The Laying of Docunients (Interpretation) Act 1948 allowed each House to giveits own meaning to la y ing' for the purposes of the Act;' the I louses then made
standing orders to the effect that delivery of copies to their offi ces should count as
'laying' at any time when a Parliament was legally in being, even though it was
prorogued or adjourned at the time. The safeguards designed in 

1893 were thusProgressively whittled down as the weight of delegated legislation grew greater andgreater.

The timetable for 'laying' has also been made m,:ore unitoini 
b y tlic St,mtuti,r5Jmlstrtmments Act 1946 in two classes of cases:

(i) instrucrits which are subject to an nulmncim t mu: an ad \erw resol Ut ma of cdherHouse, and
(ii) instruments whrcl i nru.ct he laid before Parliament in draft, but which max' later he

made if no hosrjI resolution is carried

Rarlcys. lS//m101mm1 1	 $73) t.R 8 QB 18; Srarvv G.zJrmmrm j tS99much depends upon the pmecise statutory language.	
I QB 401 at 412. But

Above, ' 886.
S I.
Laying has no tect rrmcal rrreanmr.g: see R. s Imn migrmtm.,, Trjl'u,,aj cv P. Joy/cs 1972 1 1\\TR 1390 (unsuccessful ha llene to I ii: dim y of the T1111

 ii;ar ion rules of 1970 or [lie groundthat I hey were presented to Part amer. t hilt lot laid
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the first class is much more common than the second. In order to escape from the

provisions of numerous Acts which had laid down different timetables, and in
order to provide one timetable or the future, it is now provided that instruments

of class (i) shall he duly laid and shall be subject to annulment for forty days, and

that instruments of class (ii) shall not be made within forty days of being laid.
In counting the fort y (ays, no account is taken of periods when Parliament is

dissolved or prorogued, or adjourned for more than four da ys. It will be observed
nthat no provisio is made tot reculations which expire within a time-limit unless

expressly confirmed by Parliament (of which we have alread y met examples) or
for regulations which do not take effect at all unless so confirmed. In those cases
the timetable is usuall y of intrinsic importance to the sub)ect-matter, and is best
left as it is.

PRELIMINARY CONSULTATION

ITctrnzg of objections

In the case of rules and orders which are clearly legislative as opposed to adminis-

trative, there is normally no room for the principle of natural justice which entitles
persons affected to a fair hearing in advance. 52 But where regulations, though
general in form, bear particularly hardly on one person or group, an exception may

he made."' Orders for such things as housing and planning schemes, although they

may affect numerous people, are for this purpose treated by Parliament, and also

by the courts, as matters of administration and not of legislation. They are subject

to the procedure of preliminary public inquiry tinder various Acts, and also to the

principles of natural justice, as we have seen. The right to reasoned decisions

given by the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992 is expressly excluded in the case of
rules, orders or schemes 'of a legislative and not an executive character'. 65 But it
may be presumed that the right extends to all orders and schemes of the kind just
mentioned.

In the true sphere of delegated legislation, a limited legal duty to consider

objections was imposed by the provision of the Rules Publication Act 1893 that the

rule-making authority must consider any written representations made within the
forty-nay pet mud ui ,;;d...,, Ta.., fh ,srn,fitcd so little benefit that it
was repealed by the Act of 1946.

Above, p 87.
Above, p.552.
Sec the United States Tobacco case, below, p. 895.
Above, P. 484

tO(5)(b).
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In this respect English law has moved in the opposite direction Iront Alner;carI
law.' The Federal Administrative Procedure Act of 19-16 " 7 gives a right to 'inter-
ested persons' to 'participate in the rule-making through submission of written
data, views or arguments', and in some cases Congress has prescribed a formal
hearing. Hearings preliminary to rule-making have thus become an important pail
of the administrative process in the United States. But there is often no right to an
oral hearing and there is a wide exception where the authority finds 'for good
cause 'that notice and public procedure thereon are impracticable, unnecessary or
contrary to the public interest'.

In Britain the practice counts for more than the law. Consultation with interests
and organisations likely to be affected by rules and regulations is a firmly estab-
lished conventioti, so much so that it is unusual to hear complaint.' Whether or
not consultation is a legal requirement, once 'embarked upon it must be carried
out properly'." This requires consultation while the proposals are still in a forms-
Live stage adequate reasons for the proposals to he given so that those consulted
may give an intelligent response', adequate time to do So and proper consideration
of those responses. It may he that consultation which is not subject to statutory
procedure is more effective than formal hearing, which may produce legalism arid
artificialit y. 1 The Cabinet Office has published a Code of Practice on written
consultation which will apply to most government initiatives, including delegated
legislation. It has no formal legal force" but urges timel y, thorough and focused
cot sul tat ion.

Sta;utgrv c,rsriutritiori a,,d advisory bodies

Particular Acts often require affected interests to be consulted by the responsible
minister. Some statutes provide for schemes of control to be formulated by the
persons affected themselves. Another device which is often used is that of an
advisory committee or council, which is set up under the Act and which must be
consulted. The council will usually be ccnstituted so as to represent various inter-
ests, and so as to be independent of ministerial control. And, in its turn, it may
often consult other persons. Thus many re g ulations made tinder the Social Security

For comparative disctisioii see ( 1983) 3 OILS 253 '51. Asimow).
a. 1. See Schwartz and Wade, Legal Ca,, tr1 of (o10, norcnr, 87.

' See [964] P1. tOS (I. F. Garner); f 1978 11 PL 290 (A. D. lergesen).
" A rare exception was Bares v. Lord Huilsira,,i 197 1 1 I WLR 13 7 3; above, r 884.

R. v. North and Last Dcio,i iLl ex p- liorhfin 12001] QU 213  pars. 108) non-legislative
context).

There are arguments that favour pre-lcgisl;itive conclltstion (even before primar y legis-
lation) as a form of dcii,ocratjc representation. See Fors yth and Hire teds.), The Golden:
.\lcrwand, 39-64 (P Cane).

But may give rise to a legitimate expectation 01 CoflsUitStj:nIl. See above, p. 500.
office/service Ii rci/ind cx/ccmnrsul, it ion Ii Liii
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Acts must he submitted to the Social Security Advisory Committee, and the Coin-

mince's report roust be laid before Parliament by the minister along with the

regulations. ' Procedural rules for statutor y tribunals mar be made only alter

consultation with the Council on Tribunals.-In these cases there is no statutory

procedure for consulting other interests such as there is with the Social Security

Advisory Committee. But these councils may consult other people and hear

evidence if they wish, and frequently they do so.

A statutor y duty to consult requires that the person or bod y consulted should be

given a reasonably ample and sufficient opportunity to state their views
. ' 'before

the mind of the executive becomes undul y fixed'. It is not satisfied if it is treated

as it opportunity to make ineffective representations. Moreover, where

there is a history of dealing between consultor and consultec and the impact of the
proposed regulations oil eonsultee's business would be profound, fairness

requires disclosure of the reports of independent experts on which the consultor

seeks to re IV. 79 TO this extent the principles of natural justice can apply to delegated

legislation.' There is no general duty, however, to disclose the representations to

any other person.
Failure to consult will normall y render the order void, as for neglect of a manda-

tory rcquirement.

PARLIAMENTARY SUPERVISION

The trend oft/ic times

One prominent feature of the twentieth century has been a shift of the con-
stitutional centre of gravity, away front and towards the executive.

Mr Lloyd George once said: 'Parliament has really no control over the Executive; it

is it pure fiction'. 87 Party discipline gives the government a tight control over

n Social Security Administration Act 1992, s. 172.
See below, p922.
Port Louis Corporarioo v. Attorney-General of Matiritiiis (19651 AC 1111. See also Rollo v.

Minister of Town and Country Planning 119431 1 All ER 13; Re Ltrmio,m of Ret,etices of Whip-

puighioi and East Cones, Sr James [ 195-1 I AC 245.
Sin/jeW v. London Transport Kveciitive 119701 Ch. 350 at 558.
SinJield (as above) at Ssa. Lonijarr we	 -, '12. .;;;; -ff	 r

R. v. Secretary of Suite for Health ex p. United States Tobacco International Inc. 119921 QB
353 at 369-72 (restriction of trade in oral snuff, only one company severely affected, regula-
tions quashed).

Above, p. 552.
R. V. Secretary of Stare for Social Security ex p. United States Tobacco International Inc.,

Curt of Appeal (Civil Division) 63111933 unreported but see [19921 QB 353 at 370.

u .\hove, P. 221.
Quoted by Sir Carleton Alien, law and Orders, 3rd cdn., 161.
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Parliament in all but the last resort; arid the current electrical system,
 tending as it

does to eliminate minority parties, normally gives the government a solid basis for
its power. But, in addition, the sheer volume of legislation and other government
work is so great that the parliamentary machine is unequal to it. This is itself one of
the principal reasons for delegated legislation. It is also the reason why it is difficult
for Parliament to supervise it clTcctively To treat the subject of parliamentary
control in any detail would take us beyond administrative law. But mention maybe
made of a few matters of general interest.',

Layirzc before Pa rliame,ri'

An Act of Parliament will normally require that rules or regulations made under
the Act shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament. ` Parliament can then keep
its eye upon them and provide Opportunities for criticism. Rules or regulations laid
before Parliament may he attacked on any ground The object of the system is to
keep theni under general political control, so that criticism in Parliament is

frequently on grounds of policy. The legislation concerning laying' has already
been explained.'

Laying before Parliament is done in a number of different svays. The regula-
tions may merely have to be laid; or they may be subject to negative resolution
within forty days; or they may expire unless confirmed b y affirmative resolution; or
they may have to be laid in draft. Occasionally they do not have to he laid at all,
because Parliament has omitted to make any provision.88

There are two clear categories into which the majority of cases fall. Either the
regulations will be of no effect unless confirmed by resolution of each House (or, if
financial, of the House of Commons only); 5 or else they will take effect without
further formality in Parliament, but subject to annulment in pursuance of a reso-
lution Of either House (with some exceptions). These are known as the 'affirmative'
and negitis e' procedures respectively. The affirmative procedure is normal for

For a useful discussion including proposals for reform see 
(19$8] PL 517 (1. D. Hayhurstand P. Wallington) 119981 19 Statute LR 155 (T. SrJ.N. Bates): Kersell, Par t:.:rw'ririrv Sirperi'i-510?! of Delcçaml Lcgis)ais-'i 1960). The Royal Commission on the Reform of the House of

Lords Win. 4334, January 1090l, describes the existing scrutiny procedure and makes pro-
posals for ref(,rm.

Congressional contr 	 I inc legislative seto') is IilJ unconstj(rlli;iil in the UnitedStates; bun rL1ruf on! and 's,r:: rahsrnzonj Scri ice s. CT;,/1 4(, 2  US 919 ) 9$? -Above, p. 895.

floetiniens referred to in the regulations but not forming part of them do not have tobe laid; R. v, SecretaryofS;;r' for Socral Scri'ic-ec cxp. Cnifr fC (I 9571e. g. reg ulations for Ri;t Trilun,i)s under the Furnisherl House.s i Rent Control) Act191t,. s. 8. The omission is inexplicable.
If the Act saysParli,uneiit' in such a case, this ma y mean the F louse of Coiiiiiions only:

R. u .Sc retire of Star,' for rv Enu-:ruuu;,-..:; cx p. Lciu-cst,r CC, The limes, I Fci'ruarv 1055.
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regulations which increase taxes or charges. The negative procedure is normal in

the great majority of other cases. Sometimes an Act will employ both procedures'

and it may even allow a choice between them. 92 But whatever course is adopted,

the regulations are either approved or disapproved. Pa rI ia ment cannot itself amend

them

Oj'po rtun %tjL' for eli Ilci

Where regulations have merel y to he laid, there is no special opportunity for
control, and the laying does no more than advertise the regulations to members,
who may then put questions to ministers. At the other extreme, where an

affirmative resolution is necessary, the government must find time for a motion

and debate, so that there is full scope for criticism. In the intermediate and com-

monest case, where the regulations are subject to annulment, the procedure of the

House of Commons allows them to he challenged by any member at the end of

the day's business. He must move a 'prayer', because the method of annulment is

by Order in Council (as provided by the Statutory Instruments Act 1946),' and the
motion is for a humble prayer to the Crown that the regulations be annulled.
Provided that the necessar y quorum ol forty can be kept in the House, the annul-
nlcnt procedure ensures an opportunity for debate at the instance of any member.

Every member may therefore watch and pray'.° But the House could not possibly

debate all the annullable regulations laid beibre it. ]it there was a sudden spate
of 'prayers', allegedl y 'for no other reason than the exhaustion of honourable
members and Ministers of the Crown'. 96 A Select Comnniittee considered various
reforms, but the only outcome was a change of procedure to prevent debates on

prayers running oil 	 into the night-

In 1973, however, the House of Commons established a 'merits committee' to

consider statutory instruments requiring affirmative resolutions and other cases

where there was a prayer for annulment or other hostile motion before the
I !ouse. 9 But this could be done onl y oil motion of a minister, and only if
twenty members did not object. The purpose of this innovation was to enable

the committee to discuss the merits of the instrument, as opposed to its technical

e.g. under Customs and Excise Duties (General Reliefs) Act 1979, S. 17(4); Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988, s.788(10).

C. g. Census Act 1920,s. 1(2).

	

As does the turopcan LonmnmuIILu , 	 ..±:.. --
The Royal Commission (above, para. 7.1) states that more than half of all statutory

instruments are subject to 'no Parliamentary procedure', i.e. are simpl y 'laid.
S.,.
Allen (as above), 123.
See Allen (as above), 162.

,7 853 1 IC Deb. col. 680 (22 March 1973). This is a standing committee tinder Standing
0rder 73A.
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propriety— a. 0) tchi..:h see the litliowitig SCLttOti. 'ihe COuhillitlee can univ report
that it has considered the instrument; and thereafter it cannot be debated in the

Chamber—although a vote will be necessary where an affirntatise resolution is
required.95

The Joint Coniouttcc o': Statutory Instriiou'nts

In 1973, following the Report of a joint committee of Lords and Commons," the

two Houses fonned the Joint Committee on Statutor y Instruments.' The Joint
Committee has seven members from each House. The Commons' members sit 1w
themselves as a select committee in the ease of tn,mnci,tl instruments which are laid
before the House of Commons only.

The Joint Committee is not concerned with policy but with the manner, form
and technique of the exercise of rule-making powers. Consequentl y it can do its
work without party strife, with the single obiect of keeping statutory instruments
Up to a satistictorv administrative standard. Its chairman is normall y a member of
the Opposition in the 1 louse of Commons, thus signify ing that it exists itt order to
Criticise.

The Joint Committee is required to consider every statutor y instrument, rule,
order or scheme laid or laid ill before each House if proceedings may be taken
0 1)1) 0 it in either I louse under an y statute. The Committee has to decide whether to
bring it to the attention of the House art an y of the following grounds:`

(i) that it Imposes a charge on the public revenues, or imposes or prescribes charges
for any licence, consent, or service from any public authority;

(u) that it is made under a statute which precludes challenge in the courts;
(iii) that it purports to have retrospective effect, without statutor y authorisation;
(iv) that publication or laying before Parliament appear to have been unjustifiably

delayed;

(v) that notification to the Speaker appears to have been unjustifiahlv delayed, in cases
where the Statutory Instruments Act 1946 requires it;5

(vi) that there is doubt whether it is intra vires or that it appears to make 'scone
unusual or unexpected use' of the powers conferred;

(vii) 'that for any special reason its form or purport calls for elucidation';
(viii) 'that its drafting appears to be defective'.

But the Committee may also act 'on any other ground which does not impinge

1 1 9881 Pt 547, 552 (J. U. I tayhurst and P. Wallington).
See preceding note.
See 550 HG Dell. col. 121 7 u February 973). This took the place of the Commons'

Srutiny Committee which had operated since 191-I, and the lords' Special Orders Commit-
I ce ill existence since 192-1-

- tiC is—iii (1980-61).
Above. '	 5
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on its merits or on the polic y behind it'. They therefore have a free rein for non-

political comment.
• One case of 'unexpected use of the powers' was where the power to prescribe

forms was used to enforce metric measurement of the height of stallions instead of

the traditional measurement by hands and inches.' Another was where rules

made for the Employment Appeal Tribunal allowed the tribunal to depart from the
rules at its own discretion.' The need for elucidation is illustrated by an order
under the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 which was not clear and whose explanatory

note was misleading.' Defective drafting was found in an order designating

bodies able to grant permits for the use of minibuses. 7 Defective drafting was also

found in a regulation that permitted the tax representatives of overseas insurers to
remain in office while they were not qualified to do so.' 'these are examples taken

at random from a large number of reports. Much the commonest reasons for
reporting an order are that it requires elucidation, or makes an unexpected use of

the powers conferred or is marred by defective drafting.'
Before reporting an instrument to the two 1-louses, the Committee must hear the

government departments explanations. Contrary to the proposals of 1932, their

reports will often not reach the Houses within the forty-day period, if applicable.

But where an affirmative resolution is required the rule in the House of Lords is

that the Committee's report -must first be made available. There is no such rule in

the House of Commons.
The Committee also makes general rcpoLis. It has criticised lax departmental

practices such as the laying of instruments before Parliament 'in a scruffy form
with manuscript amendments, and the omission of necessary details so as to confer

wide discretion oil 	 and thus bypass Parliament.'5
Probably the most important result of the Committee's vigilance is not that it

brings regulations to debate in Parliament (though there have been some notable,

if rare, examples of this happening), but that it gives government departments a
lively consciousness that critical eyes are kept upon them. Relatively few of the

instruments scrutinised are reported to the House, but this is in part a measure of

the Committee's success in establishing a standard. Its work is another example of

1-IC 55—di (1973-76) criticising Horse Breeding (Amendment) Rules 1975 (SI 1975 No.

1777).
1-IC 54—xxi (1975-76) criticising Employment Appeal Tribunal Rules 1976 (SI 1976

No. 322).
JIG 54—is (1975-76) riticising Sex Discrimination (Designated Educational Estab-

lishments) urGer j7o7
I IC 33—xv (1978-79), criticising Minibus (Designated Bodies) occ

(SI 1978 No. 1930).
llC 436—i (1998-99) criticising the Overseas Insurers (Tax Representatives) Regula-

tions 1999 (SI 1999 No. 81').
° Approximately S per cent of the instruments considered are reported. For these and

other statistics see Havhurst and \\'.silingtomi (as aho'.e) at 562.
10 }c 169((97-5'.
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the value 01 a standing bod y as opposed to periodical inquests b y ad hoc
Coin in it tees.

In particular, the successive committees have been able to secure more satisfac-
tory explanator y notes, which now accompany statutor y instruments as a matter of
course and are particularly useful when the instrument is complicated. Obscurities
have often been criticised, and also the practices of legislating b y reference, sub-
delegation on dubious authority and (occasionally) retrospective operation. The
terms ol reference expressl y allow a point of ultra vires to be raked, as is done from

time to time. A few regulations escape scrutiny, since Statutes sometimeS Omit to

provide for them to be laid. But the system extends to much the greater part of

delegated legislation which is of national as opposed to local effect. It may be said

to he the one successful result of the ef1rts of reformers to impose discipline oil
this legislative activity.

The Joint Committee reports oil instrument within its terms of reference,
even if only to say that it has no comment to make. The truits of its labours are not

to be counted in motions carried against the government, but in the improvements

in departmental practice which its vigilance has secured. In this respect its work

mdv bc compared with that of the Pariiaii,intary Commissioner for Administra-

tion—another example of the value of non-political scrutin y of administrative
action. The impartial character of the Committee's reports means that they do not
have to face the steam-roller of the rulinit ma)oritv.

Leis1ation of the European Communities

New problems of parliamentary supervision of regulations arose when the United

Kingdom became a member of the European Communities and the European
Communities Act 1972 gave the force of law to Communit y legislation. Under this
Act Parliament has renounced its power to legislate contrary to the law of the

Communities, as laid down in the case of the European Community by the Coun-

cil and the Commission in accordance with the Treat)' of Rome) I So long as this
self-denying ordinance is observed, Parliament has no control over Community

legislation, even though it automaticall y becomes part of the law of this country.
Most Community legislation is made by the Council oil from the

Commission. Each House of Parliament has established a select committee to

scrutinise these proposals. Although the Houses have no direct powers, they can

call ministers to account for what they do as members of the Council, and a House
Of Commons resolution (the 'scrutin y reserve resolution') restrains ministers from
assenting in the Council to any resolution which is still subject to Parliamentary

scrutiny. The object of the two select committees is to keep Parliament informed of
Communit y legislation due to come before the Council, so that pressure can he

European Communities Act 1972, s. 24)- Sec above, p. 26.
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brought to bear on ministers before they consider it in the Council; and the
government undertakes to arrange debates for this purpose.° Both Committees
make regular reports to their Houses." The Commons Committee scrutinises
more than a thousand EU documents per year, mostly legislative proposals, but also

prc-legislative documents such as Green and White papers. For each document the
Government provides an Explanatory Memorandum setting out its policy. The
committee works speedily, reporting weekly. It 'clears' most documents but
recommends a small number (2 or 3 pa.) for debate by the full House, and several

dozen for debate in the Europea'n Standing Committee. The Committee focuses on

the legal and political importance of the proposals.
The 1-louse of Lords' Committee is called the European Union Select Commit-

tee; it has six sub-committees dealing with different areas of policy. It operates
under a similar 'scrutiny reserve resolution but its focus lies on the merits of the

proposal.' 4 The House of Commons' Committee is called the European Scrutiny

Committee. Community legislation must of course be distinguished from orders
and regulations made tinder the European Communities Act 1972 for enforcing
Community law, which are subject to affirmative resolution or annulment in

Parliament in accordance with that Act.'5

Sec Erskine May, Parlia neritary Practice, 22nd cdi,., 829.
" Note particularly the Thirtieth Report of the European Scrutiny Committee on the op-

eration of the Committee: s-w. puhIications.parIianient.tk1Pakm200 I 02/cmseLecticmenleg/
152—xx/13202.htm. The report deprecates the delays caused by failure of EU documents or
explanatory memoranda to reach it in time, as well as a tcndciscy to override the scrutiny reserve
resolution.

' Note the Committees 15t Report, 2002-03 1 I Paper 15 reviewing its scrutiny of EU
legislation and making many proposals for improvement.

s. 2 and 2nd sched. See above, p. 194.
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THE TRIBUNAL SYSTEM

Special tribunals

A prominent feature of the governmental scene is the multitude of special tri-

bunals created by Act of Parliament.' Each of these is designed to he part of some
scheme of administration, and collectivel y they are sometimes called administra-
tive tribunals:

A host of these tribunals has arisen under the welfare state, such as the local

tribunals which decide disputed claims to benefit under the social security legisla-
t i on, and employment tribunals which decide many disputes involving employers

and employees and often involving the state also. Other tribunals deal with tax-

ation, property rights, immigration, mental health, allocation of pupils to schools

and much else. A vast range of controversies is committed to the jurisdiction of
these bodies, which is by no means confined to claims against public authorities.

Can A resist a notice to quit from his landlord or get his rent reduced? Can B claim

jobseekers allowance or a retirement pension or a redundancy payment? Should C,

an alien or Commonwealth citizen, be refused admission to the country? Should E

he forbidden to conduct an independent school? These are samples of the many

questions which may come before statutory tribunals. The ordinary law-abiding

citizen is more likely to find himself concerned with them than with the regular
courts nfl aw.

For tribunals see Report of the Committee of Ailminrsrrattve lrthi,,,als and Enquirres ( the
Franks Report), Cmnd. 215 (1957); Wraith and Hutchesson ArL'n ii, is:rii rite Iribur,sils (1973);
Farmer, Tribunals and Garcrrinrer, ti Bell, Trti,r,ria!s in the Social Service_c Van Dyk, Tribunals
,irzd Inquiries; Jackson, The Machinery of Justice in England, 8th edn. (by J. R. Spencer), pt. 3;
Bowers, Tribunals, Pract ice arid Procedure. The Annual Reports of the Council on Tribunals are
an important source. See also the Leggatt Report, Tribunals for Users—One Svs:crrr One Service
16 August 2001) (www.tribunals_review.org.uk) which adumbrated significant reform. A

White Paper indicating which of the many recommendations in the Report will be imple-
rnented is awaited. Details of several of the recommendations are given below, pp. 914-5,
927 and 928. The report recommends a more independent system of tribunals (members
appointed by the Lord Chancellor and administrative support being provided by a Tribunals
Service in the lord Chancellors 1)cp.a: Imeilt rather than the relevant Department) that will
also be more coherent and ricer friendly.

- As explained below, p. 909, this is a misnomer.
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Tribunals are conspicuous in administrati ve law because they have limited juris-

dictions and their errors are subiect to judicial review in the High Court to the

extent already described. In this chapter we are concerned rather with the organisa-
tion and normal operation of the tribunal system. This aspect of the machinery of

administrati
ve justice is important, for the more satisfactory tribunals are, the less

judicial review will be required. Legal technicalities therefore play a rclatisely small

part in this chapter: the problems which arise are mainly of legal policy and

organisatiOn. Tribunals exist in order to provide simpler, speedier, cheaper, and
more accessible justice than db the ordinary courts. The question which runs

through the subject is how far the standards set by the courts can be reconciled

with the needs of administratio n. It may he taken for granted that the principles of

natural justice must be observed, as illustrated in earlier chapter,
,;.' These supply

the essential minimum of fairness in administration and adjudication alike. But

should there he rights of appeal to other tribunals? Or to the courts? Ought reasons
always to be given for decisions? Should legal representation always he allowed?
And are there too many different tribunals? There is no shortage of questions of

this kind.
Tribunals have attracted the 

attent i o n of the legislature on several occasions. The

Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1958 was preceded by the Report of the Committee on

Administrative Tribunals and Enquiries (the Franks Committee).' This report
ma de a full review of the subject and was the turning-point in its development.
Previously tribunals had become too isolated from the rest f the legal system and
the standard of justice had suffered. implementation of the report did much to

restore the situation. It has long since been recognised that statutory tribunals are

an integral part of the machinery of justice in the state, and not merely administra-
tive devices for disposing of claims and arguments conveniently. The present law is

contained in the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, the latest of several consohdat

ing statutes-5

Historical antecedents

Tribunals are mainly atwentieth-century phenomenon, for i: was long part of the
conception of the rule of law that the determination of questions of law—that is to

say, questions which require the finding of facts and the application of definite
lcal rules or principles—belonged to the courts exclusively. The first breaches of

this principle were made tor toe-- -n1lection of revenue. The

Commissioners
 of Customs and Excise were given judicial powers by statutes

Tribunals figure in many of the cases cited in Chapters Band I

Cmnd. 218 (19e7).The Tribunals and inquiries Act 1971, which repealed the Tribunals and Inquiries Act

1958, was itself repealed by the 1992 Act-
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dating from 1660, but though these were criticised b y Blackstone' and execrated in
the definition of excise' in Johnson's Dictionary,' they were the forerunners of
many such powers, such as the General Commissioners of Income Tax, a tribunal
established in 1799 which still exists.

The type of tribunal so familiar today, and so prominent in the administration
of the welfare state, arrived on the scene with the Old Age Pensions Act of 1908 and

the National Insurance Act 1911. The Act of 1908 established local pensions com-

mittees to decide disputes, with a right of appeal to the local Government Board.

The Act of 1911, which in important ways was the protot ype of modern social
legislation, provided fbr appeals concerning unemplo yment insurance (now job-
seeker's allowance) to go to a court of referees with a further right of appeal to an

umpire. Although this agreeable terminology, with its flavour of football and
cricket, has lung been dropped, the referees and the umpire were the recognisable

predecessors of the present-day social security tribunals and conlnsissioners. In
particular, the courts of referees contained lay members drawn from panels repre-
sentative of employers and employees respectivel y, as do employment tribunals
today.

Although several difici-ent methods of settling disputes were tried during the
early years of the century, it was soon found that the unemployment insurance

system was the most successful. As will be seen, it has served as the model for
tribunals in other fields. But later developments have modified it in one important
respect. It made no provision for reference to the Courts of any questions of any

kind. The normal rule today is that there is a right of appeal from a tribunal to the
High Court on a question of law.

Advantages of tribunals

The social legislation of the twentieth Century demanded tribunals for purely

administrative reasons: they could offer speedier, cheaper and more accessible

justice, essential for the administration of welfare schemes involving large numbers

of small claims, The process of the courts of law is elaborate, slow and costly. Its

defects are those of its merits, for the object is to provide the highest standard of

justice; generally speaking, the public wants the best possible article, and is pre-

pared to pay for it. But in administering social services the aim is different. The

object is not the best article at any price but the best article that is consistent with
efficient administration. Disputes must be disposed of quickly and cheaply, for the
benefit of the public purse as well as for that of the claimant. Thus when in 1946

12 Charles 11, c. 23, s. 3!, giving .1 right of appeal to 
justices of tile peace.

B!. Comm. iv. 281. See Report of the (07II7?IIIICL' 071 Ministers' Pois'ers, Cmd. 4060
(1932), II.

A hateful tax levied upon commodities, and adjudged not by the common judges of
!'rNrtY, but wrcthcs hired by those to whom excise is paid.'
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workmen's compensation claims were removed Irons the courts and hroiiplst

within the tribunal system much unproductive and expensive litigation particu-

larly on whether an accident occurred in the course of employment, came to an
end. The whole system is based on compromise, and it is from the dilemma of

weighing quality against convenience that many of its problems arise.
An accompanying advantage is that of expertise. Under the industrial injuries

scheme, for instance, disablement questions are referred to an 'adjudicating med-

ical practitioner', with a right of appeal to a medical appeal tribunal, while other
questions go to the ordinary lay tribunals. Qualified surveyors sit on the Lands
Tribunal and experts in tax law sit as Special Commissioners of Income Tax.

Specialised tribunals can deal both more expertly and more rapidly with special
classes of cases, whereas in the High Court counsel may take a day or more to

explain to the judge how some statutory scheme is designed to operate. Even

without technical expertise, a specialised tribunal quickly builds up expertise in its
own field. Where there is a continuous flow of claims of a particular class, there is

every advantage in a specialised jurisdiction.

Other characteristics

The system-of tribunals has now long been an essential part of the machinery of

government. The supplementary network of adjudicatory bodies has grown up

side by side with the traditional courts of law. There is a close relationship between
the two systems, both because under the ordinary law the tribunals are subject to

control by the courts and also because Parliament has in the majority of cases

provided a right of appeal from the tribunals to the courts on any question of law.

A case which starts, say, in a social security or employment tribunal may therefore
end in the House of Lords, having passed through four or five stages of litigation.9

This is a rare event, since otherwise the tribunal system would be self-defeating-
But the tribunals must in some way be integrated with the machinery of justice

generally. As will be seen, it has proved necessary to increase the supervisory

powers of the courts, as well as to extend rights of appeal.
Tribunals are subject to a law of evolution which fosters diversity of species.

Each one is devised for the purposes of some particular statute and is therefore, so

to speak, tailor-made. When any new scheme of social welfare or regulation is

introduced the line of least resistance is usually to set up new ad hoc tribunals

rather than reorganise those aireany existing. uiiwIIIiui;cu iuv

over fifty different types of tribunal falling within the Tribunals and Inquiries Act

As in R. v. Nari000l Insurance Commissioner exp. Hudson 19721 AC 944, where a special

House of 7 Law Lords was divided by 4 to 3 on an important question of the respective
jurisdiction of local tribunals and medical boards in industrial injury cases. The decision of
the majority was thereupon reversed by National Insurance Act 1972, s. 5.
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1992. When all their local subdivisions are aggregated the total (including Scot-
land) exceeds 2,000. The y range from extremely busy tribunals such as those deal-
ing with social security, employment, valuation appeals and rent assessment to

tribunals which have no business at all and have therefore never been appointed,

such as the mines and quarries tribunals. A detailed catalogue of the tribunals

falling within the Act will be found at the end of this chapter, showing also the
number of cases disposed of by each in a single year.

The responsibilities of tribunals are in general no less important than those of

courts of law. Large awards of money may be made by tribunals, for example, in

cases of industrial injuries. Mental health review tribunals" determine whether a
patient ought to be compulsorily detained, and so lose his personal liberty, whereas
the administration of his property is a matter for the courts of law.

The name 'tribunal' is used in a confusing wa y for some bodies which have the
status of superior courts of law. Examples are the Employment Appeal Tribunal,

the Immigration Appeal Tribunal and the Patents Appeal Tribunal, over which

High Court judges preside. They are to he regarded as courts and not as tribunals
of the kind discussed in this chapter.

"Administrative trjh,g,,a/s'

The designation 'administrative tribunals' is misleading in a number of ways. In

the first place, no tribunal can he given power to determine legal questions

except by Act of Parliament. Normally a tribunal is constituted directly by the Act
itself. Sometimes, however, the power to constitute a tribunal may he delegated

by the Act to a minister, but in such cases the Act will make it clear that a
tribunal is intended." The statute will give power to the relevant minister (or, for
some purposes, to the Lord Chancellor) to appoint the members, clerks, and so
forth, and to provide facilities, and usuall y to make procedural rules for the
tribunal.

Secondly, the decisions of most tribunals are in truth judicial rather than

administrative, in the sense that the tribunal has to find facts and then apply legal

rules to them impartially, without regard to executive policy. Such tribunals have in

substance the same functions as courts of law. When, for example, jobseeker's

allowance is awarded by a social security tribunal, its decision is as objective as that

10 

The tribunals have power to direct the discharge of the patient. Formerly in criminal
cases they could only give advice to the Home Secretary, but this restriction was held to violate
Art. 5 of th European Convention oil Iuman Rights, which requires access to a court for
persons deprived of liberty: X. v. United Kingdom, ECI-IR Series A, No. 46(5 November 1981).
The restriction was removed by Mental Health (Amendment) Act 1982, S. 28(4). since
replaced by Mental Health Act 1983, s. 79.

Industrial Tribunals Act 1996,s. 1(1); cf. Antartic Act 1994,s. 14( 1)(e).
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of any court of law.° Onl y two elements enter into it: the facts as the y are proved,

and the statutory rules which have to be applied. The rules may sometimes give the

tribunal a measure of discretion. But discretion is given to be used objectively, and

no more alters the nature of the decision than does the 'judicial discretion' which is

familiar in courts of law. These tribunals therefore have the character of courts,
even though they are enmeshed in the administrative machinery of the state. They

are 'administrative' only because they are part of an administrative scheme for
which a minister is rcsponsibk to Parliament, and because the reasons for prefer-

ring them to the ordinar y courts are administrative reasons.
Thirdly, tribunals are not concerned exclusively with cases to which government

departments are parties. Rent assessment committees and agricultural land . tri-

bunals, for example, adjudicate disputes between landlords and tenants without

any departmental intervention.
Fourthly, and most important of all, tribunals are independent. They are in no

way subject to administrative interference as to how they decide any particular

case. No minister can be held responsible for any tribunal's decision. Nor are
tribunals composed of officials or of people who owe obedience to the administra-

tion. It would be as improper for a minister to try to influence a tribunal's decision
as it would be in the case of a court of law. More will be said about this after

- tribunals have been distinguished from inquiries.

Tribunals and inquiries contrasted

In principle there is a clear contrast between the function of a statutory tribunal

and that of a statutory inquiry of the kind discussed in the next chapter. The
typical tribunal finds facts and decides the case by applying legal rules laid down by

statute or regulation. The typical inquiry hears evidence and finds facts, but the
person conducting it finally makes a recommendation to a minister as to how the

minister should act on some question of policy, e.g. whether he should grant

planning permission for some development scheme. The tribunal need look no
further than the facts and the law, for the issue before it is self-contained. The

inquiry is concerned with the local aspects of what will usually be a large issue

2 In R. v. Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner ex p. Jones [1962] 2 QB 677 at 685. Lord
Parker Cl called the Commissioner 'a quasi-judicial tribunal' and so did Lord Diplock in R. v.

Deputy Industrial Injuries Lo,n,n:ssioner cx p. n:vur 	 -,	 -..
judicial tribunal is concerned with questions of policy (above, pp. 41 and 482) whereas the
Commissioner is concerned only with questions of fact and law. Compare Slancy v.

[1972] Ch. 243 at 251 (General Commissioners of Income Tax judicial 'or at least quasi-
judicial' in determining tax appeals). In A.-G. v. British Broadcasting Corporation 119811 AC

303 the House of Lords held that the functions of a local valuation court are 'administrative
not judicial' (at 340) although that court is concerned solely with questions of fact and law
and Lord Widgery CJ called it 'one of the clearest examples of an inferior court that we meet
in the field of administrative justice' ([197811 \VLP at 483). Sec further below, p.932.
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invol ving public polics which cannot, when it conies to the final decision, he

resolved merely by applying law. Tribunals are normally employed where cases can

be decided according to rules and there is no reason for the minister to be respon-

sible for the decision. Inquiries are employed where the decision will turn upon

what the minister thinks is in the public interest, but where the minister, before he

decides, needs to he fully informed and to give fair consideration to objections. In

other words, tribunals make judicial decisions, but inquiries are preliminary to
administrative or Political dec i sions, often described as quasi-judicial decisions.

But Parliament has experimented with many different bodies and procedures

and has in some cases set up tribunals where one would expect to find inquiries
and vice versa. Transport licensing, in particular, has been affected b y the tradition
of employing independent tribunals for deciding what are really questions of policy.

For instance, the Traffic Commissioners remain responsible for public service
vehicle operators' licensing, and those appeals now go to the tribunal. 0 But the
Secretary of State still takes appeals against traffic regulation conditions attached to
licences by traffic commissioners," Air transport licensing, on the other hand, is
assigned to the Civil Aviation Authority (which is not a tribunal) from which
appeal lies to the Secretary of State."

Where an appeal has to be decided by a minister, he must necessarily appoint

someone to hear the case and advise him. The procedure is therefore that of an

inquiry," even though the subject matter seems more suitable to a tribunal. This is
the situation where ministers have to decide questions of fact and law. For example,

in appeals to the Secretary of State from the Civil Aviation Authority, mentioned

above, and of appeals to the Secretary of State for Trade by disqualified estate
agents.' 7 In the latter case the appeal is from thethe Director General of Fair Trading
who for this purpose is a statutory tribunal, so that the procedure consists of
tribunal followed by inquiry.

Independence

An essential feature of tribunals, as mentioned already, is that they make their own
decisions independently and are free from political influence. In the abnormal

eases where appeal lies only to a minister it is true that the minister's policy may

influence the tribunal through the minister's appellate decisions; but then this is

what Parliament intended. In all other cases tribunals are completely free from

° Transport Act 1983, s.31.
ss. 9, 42.
Civil Aviation Act 1971, Se. 21, 24(6) and 67. The Laker Airways case, above, p. 390

concerned the minister's power, since withdrawn, to give mandatory gtndance to the authority
" The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992 and the jurisdiction of the Council on Tribunals

will apply only when the inquiry is obligatory: see below, p. 987.
Fstate Agents Act 1979, s. 7; SI 1981 No. 1518.
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political control, since Parliament has put the power of decision into the hands of

the tribunal and of no one else. A decision taken under any sort of external

influence would be invalid.'
In order to make this independence a realit y, it is fundamental that members of

tribunals shall be independent persons, not civil servants.' 9 Tribunals have more

the character of people's courts than of bureaucratic boards. The Lord Chancellor

or the relevant minister will appoint the chairmen and members, but people out-

side the government service ivill be chosen." Various devices are employed for

insulating tribunals from any possibility of influence by ministers. Often there will

be a panel system by which the names on the panel are approved by the Lord

Chancellor or the minister but the selection for any one sitting is made by the

chairman. The Lord Chancellor is usually made responsible where legal qualifica-

tions are required, but he is also sometimes responsible for non-legal members.2'

Rent assessment committees are made up from panels of names supplied both by

the Lord Chancellor and by the Secretary of State for the Environment; the chair-

man must be a 'Lord Chancellor's man', and the other members may or may not

be.22
 In order to eniphasise independence even further, members of social security

unified appeal tribunals are no longer appointed by the Secretary of State but are

appointed by the President of those tribunals. 23 Their chairmen are selected from a

Lord Chancellor's panel.:'
The public by no means always gives tribunals credit for their impartiality, often

because of minor factors which arouse suspicion. A typical tribunal will have a civil

servant as its clerk, who will tell the appellant how to proceed and require him to

fill up forms. The tribunal may sit in the department's premises,
, and the part

played by the official representing the department before the tribunal, as well as the

position of the clerk, may give an impression of influence. But the truth is to the

contrary. Where a large number of more or less routine decisions have to be given

in rapid succession, it can sometimes appear that the tribunal and the clerk are

See above, p. 320.
For two exceptional cases see below, P.911-
The Legatt Report recommends th.it the Lord Chancellor should he responsible for

all tribunal appointments (para. 2.32). The Report also recommends the advertisem
ents of

,sancjes__emphasi5ng 'the need for interpersonal skills' and automatic renewel of appoint-
ments (in the absence of cause) to the retirement age. See paras. 7.7-7.12 for these and other

recommendations.
e.g. surveyors as members of the [ir,ds Tribunal (Lands Tribunal Act 1949,
 S. 2) and

medical members of unified appeal tribunals (see below, p.92)) panels (but after consultation

	

... ::	 -' i qq . s.6(2)) and, of mental health review
with theChiet1eOica1'J'L''i 
tribunals (Mental health Act 1983, 2nd shc&i.

Rent Act 1977, tothsched.
a Social Security Act 1998, s. 7(l).
' Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, s. b.

	

2$ A Register of Tribunal Hearing Accon	
datt0n is maintained b y the Property Advisers

to the Cis Estate (an executive agency for the office of Public Scnce). Th
i s cnurcs that

efficient use is made of all tribunal hearing accommodation (which may not he within the

department concerned) (Annua) Rcporr, 194S/.96,42-44).
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working hand in glove and in favour of the ministr y. Good chairmen take trouble
to guard against this misleading impression, and ingeneral they succeed.

Another fundamental feature of the tribunal system is that procedure isisdver-
sary, not inquisitorial. In other words, the business of the tribunal is to judge

between two opposing contentions, as does a court of law, rather than to conduct
the case and call for testimon y itself. This aspect of the procedure is explained
below.

Membership

The personnel of tribunals varies greatly in accordance with the character of their

business. A form frequently adopted is the 'balanced tribunal', consisting of an
independent chairman, usuall y legally qualified and appointed by the Lord Chan-
cellor, and two members representing opposed interests. These two members may

be chosen from two different panels of persons willing to serve, not themse]ves iii
the employment of the ministry but appointed by the minister as representatives
of, for example, employers' organisations on one panel and trade unions on the

other. Thus an employment tribunal will usually' consist of a chairman from a

Lord Chancellor's panel, and one member from each of the Secretary of States
pancls. 27 Experience has shown that members selected in this way seldom show

bias in favour of the interest they are supposed to represent. The principal purpose

of the system is to assure every party before the tribunal that at least one member
will understand his interests. In tribunals of this kind the chairman will usually be

paid, but the members will sometimes be unpaid, giving their time as a public
service in the same way as magistrates.

In other cases expert qualifications are indispensable. The law which tribunals

have to apply is often of great complexity, sometimes to a degree which perplexes
the Courts themselves, 25 and tribunals such as social security tribunals, employ-
ment tribunals, the lands Tribunal and taxation tribunals may be confronted with
formidable legal problems. Accordingly the Social Security Commissioners, who

hear appeals from decisions of the local social security appeal tribunals on the

ground that they are 'erroneous in law', are highly qualified lawyers holding

a With the consent of the parties the chairman and one other member may comprise the
tribunal (Employment Tribunals Act 1996, s. 4(I)); and on sonic, primarily legal, questions
the chairman alone comprises the tribunal (s. 4(2), (3), (5) and (6)).

In Smith v. Secretary of State for 7i-ade and Industry 120001 IRLR 6, 69, the question was
raised whether employment tribunals were 'independent and impartial' as required by Art.
6(1) of the ECHR (above, p.445; below, p. 913), especially when hearing claims made against
the Secretary of State. The court remitted the case so that this question could be argued. See,
however, Ilmn,çsrarne s British Medical Association, 23 November 2000, unreported Court of
Appeal holding Employment Appeal Tribunals Art. 6(t) compliant.a See, e.g., P. v. Industrial Injuries Commissioner cx p. Cable 19681 t QB 729 (difficulties of
the 'paired organ' regulations in industrial injury cases); R. V. National insurance Ginmmis-
sioner cup. Hudson 119721 AC 944 (above, p. 908).
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full-time appointments; and industrial injury and pensions cases involving per-
sonal injury are adjudicated by qualified doctors where the issue requires medical
diagnosis. The members of the Lands Tribunal, which adjudicates compensation

on 
compulsory purchase of land, rating appeals, and questions concerning the

discharge of restrictive covenants, must be qualified lawyers or surveyors. The
Special Commissioners of Income Tax are revenue experts and, exccptionally some
of them are government officials; they are however acknowledged to he wholly
independent in practice—if this were not so, officials would have to be disqualified
from membership. They are appointed and administered by the Lord Chancellor.25
Exceptionally, also, officials may be members of health authorities in the national
health service, which are statutorytribunals for some purposes.° It must be
expected, however, that these exceptional arrangements may be challenged under
the Human Rights Act 1998 as not providing for an independent and impartial

tribunal', in appearance a least.
Many tribunals are organised oil presidential system the president being the

chief adjudicator and abo having general responsibility for the working of the
tribunals. The President of Employment Tribunals," the Chief Social Security

Commissioner, 12 the President of Social Security Appeal Tribunals," and the Presi-

dent of Value Added Tax Tribunals 34 thus preside over groups of tribunals, as in

effect does the President of the Lands Tribunal. 35 The value added tax tribunals are

organised under a president who decides how many of them there shall be and

when and where they shall sit. 36 These arrangements promote efficiency in the

organisation of business, and guard against the neglect in which some tribunals
may be left. Government departments are so respectful of the principle of non-
interference with judicial functions that their tribunals may languish in isolation if
no One is responsible for general superintendence. The Council on Tribunals
favours the presidential system. The Leggatt Report also favours a Presidential
System with a 'Senior President', who will he a High Court judge as well as one of
the Presidents of all Tribunal. The report also proposes regional chairmen
for first tier tribunals as well as a Tribunals Board. The Board would consist of the
'Senior President' as well as the other Presidents of Appeal Tribunals, the Chief
Executive of the Tribunals Service and Chairman of the Council on Tribunals and
would advise the Lord Chancellor's Department of the qualifications of members

26 Finance Act 1984, 22nd sdhed.
Below, p.916.'i a	 ted by the Lord Chancellor under SI 2000 No. 1171, reg. 3. The President has power

to determine the number 01 Inuua,s
32 Appointed by the Crown under Social Security Act 1998, sched. 4.

° Appointed by the Lord Chancellor under Social Security Act 1998, S. 5.

Appointed by the Lord Chancellor under Value Added Tax Act 1994, sched. 12.

° Appointed by the Lord Chancellor under the lands Tribunal Act 1949, s. 2.

Value Added Tax Act 1994, sched. 2.
Amzu,if Repor2, 1996197, AppendLX A'Tribunals: their organi-sation and independence'

(also published as Cm. 3744 (1997)).
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as well as coordinating their Ira ti ing and reap point 01 C lit, recommendingen ditig changes
to the procedural rules and investigating complaints against members of the
trihunals.3S

Tribunals' clerks have an important function and can much assist parties by
explaining procedure and other matters. In most cases they are civil servants
supplied by the ministry tinder which the tribunal falls. In some areas the
administration of the tribunal system has been transferred to an executive
agency.'

RLUHTS OF APPEAL

7'pes of appeal

There are nutlierous different avenues of appeal from tribunals. No right of appeal

exists unless conferred by statute," but Parliament, though it has created many

appellate procedures, has followed no consistent pattern. Appeal nsav lie from one

tribunal to another; from a tribunal to a minister; from a tribunal to a court of Ease;
from a minister to a court of law; front a minister to a tribunal; or no appeal may
he at all. An appeal may be on questions of law or fact or both. The position for any
given tribunal may be seen from the table at the end of this chapter. Lord Woolf has
aptly castigated the various avenues as an 'botch-potch°' and the Lcggatt Report
recommended simplification .12 

Save in exceptional cases the report recommends
that an appeal should lie from the first tier tribunal to an appropriate appeal

tribunal. To this end the appeal tribunals should be organised into an appellate

division and the first tier tribunals also organised into divisions (sonic seven are

proposed) dealing with coherent areas of work. There should be a separate division

to deal with disputes between private parties. Judicial review of the first tier
tribunals and the second tier tribunals would be excluded but there would be an

appeal, with permission, to the Court of Appeal. A uniform time limit for the

appeal of six weeks from the date of issue of the reasoned decision is proposed
(paras. 6.12-6.16).

Paras. 6.37-6.39.11 this recommendation is adopted the relationship between the Council
on the Tribunals and the Board is hound to he difficult.

Annual Report, 1997/98,4, criticising the proposed Appeals Agency in the social security
field.

'° A.-G. v. 5:1km (186-1) 10 1 ftC 704; R. v. Special Commissioners of Income Tax (1888) 21
QBD 313 at 319.

(1988) Civil Justice Quarterly 44-52.
Paras. 6.9-6.10. See below, 927.
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(i) filter-tribunal appeals

Social and regulatory legislation sometimes contains its own built-in appeal struc-
ture at more than one level. A good example is the social security system. 43 Claims

to benefit are first determined by a departmental official who is not a tribunal

acting Ott behalf of the Secretary o[ State. 41 From his decision there is an appeal to a

unified appeal tribunal, consisting of one, two or three members drawn from

a panel appointed by the Lord Chancellor. 0 From the appeal tribunal appeal lies to

a social security commissioner, 16 who is appointed by the Crown and is a barrister

or solicitor of at least ten years' standing; but appeal lies only on the ground that
the decision is 'erroneous in law'," and only with leave of the chairman or the

commissioner.4
The national health service has an elaborate appeal structure which in some

cases allows appeal from one tribunal to another. Complaints by patients against
health service practitioners are heard in the first place by the service committees of

the health authorities. 49 These are primarily administrative bodies, but for this

purpose they and their service committees are tribunals and subject to the Tri-
bunals and Inquiries Act 1992.° If the health authorities decide that a practitioner

should he removed from the health service, he has a right of appeal to the Fanii'.y

Health Services Appeal Authority.3t
A two-tier system is also provided for immigration cases. Appeals against refusal

of leave to enter, conditions imposed, and deportation and similar orders may be

made to an adjudicator appointed by the Lord Chancellor; and from the adjudica-

tor appeal lies to the Immigration Appeal Tribunal, whose members are appointed
by the Lord Chancellor.' There is a right of appeal on 'a point of law', with

For the adjudicating authorities see Social Security Act 1998, Pt. I.
Social Security Act 1998, s. I. The decision may be made by a computer for which the

officer is responsible (a. 2).	 -
s.6 . Regulations determine the number of members in particular classes of case (a. 7(6)).

One member (who is not necessarily the chairman) is legally qualified (s. 7(2)). This is the
result of intervention by the Chairman of the Council on Tribunals (Annual Report, 1997198,

2). The Council opposed this move away from a three man tribunal Annual Report, 1996197,

5,6).
For the further appeal to the Court of Appeal see under (iii), below.

17 Act of 1998, s. Ii. This includes challenges to the circa of regulations: Chic[AdjtidictltiOrt

Officer v- Foster [199.',) AC 754.
" Social Security Act 1998,s..14(10)-

aauon,u i-i.1id. . ,.... '. 10 ,, —ended by the National Health Service and
Community Care Act 1990, s. 2. The procedural rules (SI 1974 No. 455 as amenueo) 00 4404

allow the complainant to be represented (while the defendant practitioner may be represented
by a practitioner) and are flawed in other ways which have caused the Council on Tribunals
to criticise them publicly, but without result: Annual Report, 1989/90. pan. 1.20 and

Appendix G.
Sante Act, 1st sched., para. 33.
Health and Social Care Act 1-001, s. 19S.
Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act 2002, Part 5.
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permission from the IAT to the Court of Appeal." Applicants for political asylum
may appeal to all but under stringent restrictions. 4 The proposed

changes to Immigration Appeals are discussed in Appendix 2.

Appeals from employment tribunals to the Employment Appeal Tribunal are

classified under head (iii) below.
All these rights of appeal, except where otherwise mentioned, extend to ques-

tions of both fact and law. In a number of cases it is necessary to obtain leave to

appeal. An appeal to a social security commissioner may be made only with per-
mission of the tribunal or of the Commissioner." An appeal to the Immigration

Appeal Tribunal requires leave either of the adjudicator or of the Tribunal. 56 If leave

is wrongfully refused, for example where an adjudicator has misdirected himself in

law, judicial review is available.5

The title 'appeal tribunal' b y no means always indicates that the tribunal hears
appeals from a lower tribunal. Unified appeal tribunals and betting levy appeal

tribunals, for example, are tribunals of first instance only, hearing appeals against

rulings made administratively by officials.

(ii) Apeal5 front tribunals to nhinisu'rs

This class has alwa ys been an object of legal criticism, but it survives in several

areas, particularly in two which are rich in anomalies: transport licensing and the

national health service. Under the Estate Agents Act 1979 an appeal lies from the
Office of Fair Trading, which for this purpose is a tribunal, to the Secretary of State

for Trade."

(iii) Appeals from tribunals to courts of lo w

It is now the generally accepted principle that there should be a right of appeal

from a tribunal to the High Court oil point of law, in order that the law may be
correctly and uniformly applied. Before this need was recognised diffi.rent local

tribunals rhight be applying the same law in contradictory ways though this

danger was mitigated by the extension of judicial review of errors of law.59
The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, following the Acts of 1958 and 1971,

confers the right of appeal oil point of law in the case of a number of tribunals

Act of 2002, s. 103.
" Act of 2002, sched. 5.
" St 1987 No. 214, rcg. 3.

Act of 1999, 4th schcd., para. 3; SI 2003 No. 652, reg. 15.
R. v. Iniinigrttioii Appeal Tribunal ex p. Kumar, The Ti isles, 13 August 1986.
Act of 1979, s. 7(1) as amended by the Enterprise Act 2002, sched. 25, para. 9(6).
Below, p. 918.

00 s. 11.
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such as the Famil y Health Services Appeal Authority, rent assessment committees,

and Value Added Tax Tribunals; and the statutory catalogue can he extended by
order. In other cases the appeal oil point of law may lie direct to the Court of

Appeal, as it does front a Social Security Commissioner, 12 the Lands ir;bunal,' 1 the
Financial Services and Markets Tribunal 1' 1 and the Transport Tribunal.' In others,
again, all to the Iligli Court on a point of law is provided by legislation
outside the Tribunals and Inquiries Act, as in the case of the Special Commis-

sioners of Income 'hsx and the agricultural land tribunals. 67 Occasionall y the
appeal is not as of right, but only if the tribunal or the court in its discretion so
directs. 68 From employment tribunals appeal lies in certain cases to the High Court
oil point of law under the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992. But in employment

protection, equal pay and discrimination cases appeal lies to the Employment

Appeal Tribunal under the Employment Rights Act 1996 in most cases ()it ques-

tion of law only, but in certain eases (including trade union membership)" also on

a question of fact. 7° The Employment Appeal Tribunal is equivalent to the High
Court, and therefore not subject to the Act of 1992, although in addition to judges

it contains experts on industrial relations appointed by the Lord Chancellor and

the Secretary of State jointly, two of whom sit with a single judge.'- ' has the
remarkable feature that the two lay members can (and occasionally do) overrule
the judge's opinion on a question of law.

Except as above mentioned, these appeals are confined to points of law. What

this means, and how the appeal operates, is discussed below."

(iv) Appeals front ministers to courts of law

The appeal to the court on a point of law is sometimes given from a minister's

decision, e.g. certain decisions of the Secretary of State under planning law!'

s. 13(1). But there is no power to include ordinary courts of law': s. 13(2).
62 Social Security Act 1998,s. 15.
63 Lands Tribunal Act 1949, s. 3(3).
M Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, s. 137.
' Transport Act 1985, 4th sched.
w Taxes Management Act 1970, S. 56,

Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1954, s. 6.
As from mental health review tribunals to the High Court under Mental HeaLth Act

1983, s. 78(8); and from the Industry Arbitration Tribunal to the Court of Appeal under
Industry Act 1975, 3rd ached.

.............................
tribunals under Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992,.s. 171(5).

° Act of ]996,s.21(]). From the tribunal appeal lies to the Court of Appeal on a question
of law. Decisions of the certification officer can also be appealed to the EAT oil fact and
law: Act of 1992, s. 9.

Employment Tribunals Act 1996, s. 22.
Below, p. 941.

" Above, P. 72.
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(v) Appca1 tonz ministers to trd'iiiii'a

This is an unusual avenue of appeal, but it can be illustrated froni the Immigration

and Asylum Act 1999 under which, as explained cIsewliere, appeal Sometimes lies

from Secretary of State's decisions in immigration and deportation cases to an

adjudicator and to the Immigration Appeal Tribunal,

(vi) No right of appeal

The earlier philosophy aimed at cutting tribunals off from the rest of the legal

system. Thus there remain a number of cases where there is no right of appeal.

These are shown in the lible of Tribunals. 75 When, in 1952, the Court of Appeal

revived judicial review for error on the face of the record, and in 1958 when the

first Tribunals and Inquiries Act gave a right to reasoned decisions on which the
revived judicial review could operate," the situation changed radically. Since it

decision containing an error of law could thenceforward be quashed on certiorari,

the provision of a right of appeal on a point of law no longer seemed necessary.

Whatever rights of appeal may or may not have been provided by statute, therefore,

it is always necessar y to remember that the court has extensive powers of review

which may cover much the same ground, unless those powers are themselves

removed by statute—sec Appendix 2.

PROBLEMS OF TRIBUNALS. THE FRANKS COMMITTEE

Anomalies and complaints

The intensive social legislation which followed the Second World War not only pit,

great trust in tribunals: it was based on an attitude of positive hostility to the courts

of law. This was the era when a minister could speak of 'judicial sabotage of

socialist legislation'. The policy was to administer social services in the greatest

possible detachment from the ordinar y legal system, and to dispense with the

refined techniques which the courts had developed over the centuries. The result

was a mass of procedural anomalies. Some tribunals sat in public, others sat in

' 	 p. 79.
75 	 p. ;59

Above, P. 270.
Below, p 935.
423 liii Deb. 195 i2	 94', Nh 
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private Some allowed unrestricted legal representation others allowed none. Sonic

followed the legal rules of evidence, others disregarded them. Some allowed lull

examination and cross-examination of witnesses, others allowed witnesses to be

questioned only through the chairman. Some took evidence on oath, others did
not. Some gave reasoned decisions, others did not.

It soon became evident that the price to he paid for this policy was more than
the public would endure. During the following decade a swelling chorus of com-

plaint forced a reappraisal of the philosophy of the tribunal system. Steps had to he

taken to bring the tribunals back into touch with the regular courts, to improve the

standard of justice meted out by them and to impose order and discipline gener-

ally. The spadework was done by the Committee on Administrative Tribunals and

Enquiries (the Franks Committee). The necessary reforms were made by the Tri-

bunals and Inquiries Act 1958 and by administrative changes which accompanied

it. As the result of these measures tribunals found their proper place in the legal
system, and were able to operate harmoniously with it instead of in opposition.

The Committee on Administrative Tribunals and Enquiries

The Committee presided over by Sir Oliver Franks (as he then was) was commis-

sioned by the Lord Chancellor in 1955 as an immediate, though illogical, result of
the Crichel Down case of 1954.

The Committee had to make a fundamental choice between two conflicting
attitudes, the legal and the administrative. In their Report the Committee came

down firmly on the legal side. They said:8°

Much of the official evidence, including that of the Joint Permanent Secretary to the Treas-
ury, appeared to reflect the view that tribunals should properly he regarded as part of the
machinery of administration, for which the government must retain a close and continuing
responsibility. Thus, for example, tribunals in the social service field would he regarded as
adjuncts to the administration of the services themselves. We do not accept this view. We
consider that tribunals should properly be regarded as machinery provided by Parliament
for adjudication rather than as part of the machinery of administration. The essential point
is that in all these cases Parliament has deliberately provided for a decision independent of
the Department concerned . . . and the intention of Parliament to provide for the independ-
ence of tribunals is clear and unmistakable.

To make tribunals conform to the standard which Parliament thus had in mind,
.L.... f ._.t_1 wr nrorlimpd . nrwiinpsc Fairness and imoartiality.

In the field of tribunals openness appears to its to require the publicity of proceedings and

Reperr of the Inquiry by Sir A,mdrcmv (lark,' QC, Crnnd. 9176 (1954). This was a case of
maladministration for which the correct remedy was the ombudsman, but the time for him
was not yet ripe.

Cmnd. 218 (1957), para. 40.
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knowledge of the essential reasoning underlying the decisions; fairness to require the adop-
tion of a clear procedure which enables parties to know their rights. to present their case
fully and to know the case which they have to meet; and imp.sriialiiy to require the freedom
of tribunals from the influence, real or apparent, of Departments concerned with the
subject-nuttier of their decisions.

The Committee's central proposal was that there should be a permanent Council

on Tribunals in order to provide some standing machinery for the general supervi-
sion of tribunal organisation and procedure. It was to consist of both legal and lay

members, with lay members in the majority—thus manifesting the spirit which
ran all through the Report, that tribunal reform was to be based on general public

opinion, and was not a kind of lawyers' counter-revolution against modern

methods of government and the welfare state. Such a body would provide the focal
point which had previously been lacking. It was to he appointed by the Lord

Chancellor and to report to him, so that the lord Chancellor would undertake a
general responsibility for the well-being of tribunals, in somewhat the same way as
he already did for the courts of law.

The Committee also made many recommendations in matters of detail for
improving the organisation, membership and procedure of tribunals,'' which
formed 'the basis of the reforms described below.

'FIlE REFORIstS OF 1958

The Tribunals and Imtqitzru-s Act

The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1958 gave effect to the policy of the Franks Com-
mittee's report, though with some variations in detail. The Act was short and did
not present the whole picture, since important reforms were also made by changes

of administrative regulations and practice. It was replaced, first, by the Tribunals

and Inquiries Act 1971, and, then, by the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, both of
which are consolidating Acts which make no change of substance.

The Act of 1958 provided first for the Council on Tribunals .12 It has a maximum
membership of sixteen, 53 but there is special provision for a Scottish Committee of
the Council, consisting partl y of persons not members of the Council itself. 0 The

Pet silc were given in earlier cdiii on s of this hook.
ss. 1-3.
Including the Parliamentary un;:: ' i'oion'r for Administration: above, l' $4.
Following devolution, it is expected that the Scottidi Cn't--;r ' c .." , mcd the

Scott i sh Council 012 Tribunals with an obligation to report to the Scottish Parliament t,4r,,tl
Ri-port, 1997198. 19, 1996/97, 14). Arrangements for Wales are unchanged save that she obliga-
tion to consult on procedural rules now rests on Welsh ministers (Government of Wales Act
1998, 12th sched. para. 33).
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Council emerged as a purely advisory body, without the function of appointing

tribunal members, but with general oversight over tribunals and inquiries. The
tribunals under its superintendence were listed in a schedule, which included the

great majority of those considered by the Committee. It was probably right that

such a body, which is intended to be a watch-dog and independent of ministerial

control, should not be given executive functions; it was designed to bark but not to

bite.' It is not therefore a court of appeal, or a council of state on the French or

Italian model. But it has to keel) under review the 'constitution and working' of the
listed tribunals, and report on any other tribunal questions which the government

may refer to it. In practice it receives complaints from individuals and invites

testimony from witnesses. It is also frequently consulted by government depart-
ments in the ordinary course of their work. Its annual report must be laid before
Parliament. It is specifically empowered to make general recommendations as to
the membership of the listed tribunals, and it must be consulted before any new

procedural rules for them are lnade!n Some particulars of the Council's work will
be found below.

As the Franks Committee had recommended, the Council consists partly of

lawyers and partly of lay members, the lay members being in the majority. The

purpose of the lay majority is to make sure that the Council's guiding principle
shall be the ordinaty person's sense of justice and fair play, freed so far as possible
from legal technicality.

Other reforms made by the Act of) 955

The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1958 also made the following provisions.

I. Chairmen of rent tribunals 17 and of tribunals dealing with national insurance, indus-
trial injuries, national assistance, and national service were to be selected by their
ministries from panels nominated by the Lord Chancellor.n

2. Membership of any of the listed tribunals, or of a panel connCLted with it, could be
terminated only with the lord Chancellor's consent.'

3. No procedural rules or regulations for the listed tribunals might be made without
consultation with the Council on Tribunals.90

4. A right of appeal to the High Court on a point of law was given in the case of a
number of specified tribunals, including rent tribunals," and tribunals dealing with

I_OIL LI	 'OIL),,	 L&''LQLLLLI*IO.3	 %L)L))	 r...............
maintaining the standard of justice: Council on Tribunals, Annual Report, 1991192, 83.

Act of 1992, ss. 5,&
Formerly rent tribunals.

" Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992,s. 6(l).
Act of 1992, s.7.
Act of 1992, s. 8.
Rent assessment committees were added by the Act of 1971, s. 13.
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children, etliploynient, schools, nurses and nines. In various other cases this right
already existed, as e-splained earlier.

5. Other tribunals could be brought within the Act by ministerial order. 3 Since Parlia-
ment has continued to create new tribunals as fast as ever, many additions have been
made to the schedule, including mcntal health review tribunals, betting levy appeal
tribunal,, ernplovisieitt tribunals, rent 5 's c fl'nt conirnittees, immigration tribunals,
VAT tribunals, school allocation appeal committees, the data protection tribunal, the

financial services tribunal, the Antarctic Act tribunal, schools exclusioii appeal panels
and the parking adjudicator.

6. Judicial control by means of certain remedies (certiorari and mandamus) was safe-
guarded. This is discussed elsewhere.''

7. The Act gave a legal right to a reasoned decision from any of the listed tribunals,
provided this was requested on or before the giving or notification of the decision.
This is discussed below.`

8. The ministers responsible under the Act, and to whom the Council on Tribunals was

to report, were the lord Chancellor and the Secretary of State for Scotland (replaced
for this purpose in 1973 by the Lord Advocate).

The Act fell short of the Committee's reconsmenda[ions itt certain respects, sr
instance in' its arra ngements as to the .s ppointmcnt of chairmen and members of
tribunals. Perhaps the most notable divergence was its the failure to provide for

appeals on questions of fact and merits. The Committee recommended a right of

appeal on 'fact, law and merits', but the Act provided onl y a right of appeal on a
question of l,iw.

The schedule of tribunals covered b. the Act includes almost all tribunals. Bitt
where they have executive as well as judicial Functi ons, the Act does not apply to th
former. 59

 The few remaining exceptiotial eases to which the Act does not apply at
all are social fund adjt:dicators;' ( componetsta of the social security system); the
tribunal constituted under the Interception of Communications Act 1 985;' and
'tril,stnals' of High Court status, such as the Fmplovment Appeal Tribunal.' The
Foreign Compensation Commission, which assesses claims for loss of foreign

property, was excluded originally but is now included.' The Act was not con-
cerned with doitiestic tribunals, as the y are often called, es-en svhcti established by

Act of 1992,s. ti
' Act of 19921 , s . 13.

Above, p . 727.
" Below, p. 938.

511972 No. 2002.
' Act of 1992, is. 2, 4.

The Council has accepted that tlse balance of advantage lies in preserving the finality of
tribunals' decisions on matters of fact: .is::zn.zl Pupa, r, 1962, para. 50.Act of 1992	 14(I).

See above, P. 73.
- 5. I.

Industrial Tri 5 unals Act 1996, s. 20.
Tribunal, and inquires Act 1992, sclscd, I, Pt.
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statute, e.g. the Disciplinary Committee of the Law Society, or the General Medical
Council; or with non-statutor y bodies such as trade unions and their disciplinary
committees, or with professional associations, universities and colleges.

,ldnsziir ' zrssnve reforms

The Tribunals arid Inquiries Act 1958 was accompanied by many administrative

reforms which did not require legislation. The inconsistencies in national insur-

ance and industrial injuries tribunals as regards sitting in public and the right of

legal representation were removed by order.' The successors of these tribunals
(the unified appeal tribunals) sit in public unless the tribunal otherwise directs,

and the right to representation (legal or otherwise) is unrestricted. Administrative
steps were also taken to ensure that most chairmen of tribunals should have legal
qualifications.

Work of the Council on Tribunals

The work of the Council on Tribunals is explained in its annual reports and, in
particular, iii its special report on its functions published in 1980.

Although the Council has no legal right to be consulted about Bills in Parlia-

ment constituting or affecting tribunals, it is in practice consulted as the Franks

Committee intended. The Council comments on Bills in much the same way as it
does on procedural rules, and in particular it attempts to help departments draft-

ing provisions for new tribunals. In this way it has becis able, for example, to secure

a statutory right to be heard for a licence-holder threatened with cancellation of his
licence.

In some cases the Council has not been satisfied with the reception of its sugges-
tions about Bills, which are sometimes too far advanced before the Council is
consulted. The Council has also proposed that there should he some procedure for

making its views publicly known when Bills are debated, since otherwise Parlia-

silent may he unaware that important questions of tribunal policy arise. Formal
representations were made on these matters to the Lord Chancellor,' but in vain.

Confronted with these and other impediments, the Council in 1980 made a
special report' on its functions, reviewing its constitution, staffing, responsi-

SI 1958 Nos. 70L, 702 and SI 1967/157,
6 Social Security Act, 1998, s. 4.

Cuind. 7805.
Council on Tribunals, Annual Report, 1970/71, p.4 and Appendix A.
Cnsnd. 7805.
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with the whole area of administrative ad,udjc,iti 0t1 that it should have a statutoryTight to he consulted oil kgislation, that its co mments on draft legislation andregulation s should be laid before Parliament at the time, and that it should have
statutory power to deal with cotuplaij i ts and call for papers. The governmentrejected all these recoin

mendatiotis though accepting that the arrangements forCo
nsultation about procedural rules should be clarified and that informal 

guide-lines might be formulated for consultation about draft Bills,° The Council laterdrew up a code of practice for consultation
merits to foflowu	 which it asked go vernment depart-

Ile Council has had most impact in a miscellany of relatively minor matters. It
has secured many amendments to draft Bills, rules and regulations. It has mavarious studies, for example of rent 

tribun als'-' and supplementary belief' 	
de

t appeal
tribunals' It has investigated various complaints made to it by dissatisfied parties,
""(Iin sonic eases has been able to obtain reform of tribunals' practices. It has
secured itii p r, o'LrrIents in tribunals accommodation b y following up complaints,
and also as a result of its members' visits to tribunal hea rings. It has thus acted as a
kind of onsbudsma it

 in the sphere of tribunals, as also in that of inquiries,
with a view to the improvement	 though

of th system rather than the remed ying ofindiv idual . cascs For sonic years now the flow of complaints aliout tribunals hasbeen much reduced The Co uncil does not itself traiti tribunal mctnhers but hassurve yed all tribunals to de termine the extent of

	

	 4training.'
The Council remains handicapped b y its weak Political position and its scanty

resoslrccs.° By comparison with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Adminustra

tion, who is eQuipped with effective powers and a large staff, the Couci] has
Proved relatively inlpotent in securing attentions for its 

recommendations except its
minor matters. It has not succeed'd in establishing any connecrio

ts with Parlia-
mncnt of the kind which gives such strength to the Parliamentary Commissioner 

ittherefore remains an inconspicuous advisory committee, Its heterogeneous niem-beiship, furthermore, is not well suited to its work, much of which requires 
theability to handle technical legal material and also some s

ystematic knowledge ofa
dministrative law. Compared with the Australian Administrative Review 

Cows-cil,' 2 which is concerned with the whole field 
Of judicial review as well as with the

organisation ,siid procedure of tribunals, the Council on Tribunals is confined

1191- I. Deli. 118 (27 April 1981).
bAnnual Report, 1981182. Appendix C.

,.lrt,tzma/ Report, 1962, Pt. IV.

Spcei Report on Functions ofthe Cotinieji (abovej, Appendix 
3.'

Annual Report, 1996197 8-11.
A,roiw/ Report, 1955/86, payr 373. in 1997-98 the cost of tic Council (excludingaccomumodit,on) was less thin ±5fl '.000 (.4'irtu21 Report, 1997/98, Append-, x A).Constituted 1w the Admlnisiratse Appts Tribunal Act 1975,  S. 51. See Robertson,'Monitoring Dc; doprnenns in Adniinistrati;.e Law: I he Rote of the Australian AdministrativeR ICSs Council' in Harris and Partington,

491-518.	 Jii	 i''ti 	in the 21t ier:tt,r (1999),
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within narrow limits. But at least it provides a permanent body which can study

and advise on some important problems of administrative justice as they arise, and

which can comment and criticise from an independent standpoint-'.'

The I.eggatt Report recognised many positive aspects of the work of the Council

on Tribunals and that its model rules 'are a major achievement'. But it also

remarked that it had failed to gain publicity for the criticisms its Annual Reports

make of the operation of the systems of tribunals, it recommends, however, that

the Council should be retained but given important new roles, these are artict,-

Lited at an abstract level—'the Councils primary role should be to act as the hub

of the wheel of administrative justice'--but a coordinating role is envisaged and

that the Council should champion the cause of users of tribunals.' 9 Full comment

must await clarity on exactly what is proposed but it seems that many of the

structural weaknesses of the Council will remain leaving it a Cinderella body. And

its relationship with the proposed Tribunals Board is likely to be probleniatical.°

REORGANISATION OF TRIBUNALS

The tribunal s ystem has an inherent resistance to uniformity and simplicity. When

legislation is iii preparation the line of least resistance is usually to create new

tribunals rather than to reorganise those already existing. This tendency, if

unchecked, leads to a jungle of different jurisdictions which are as inconvenient to

the citizen as they are bewildering.
The policy, therefore, should be to constitute fewer and stronger tribunals by

amalgamating or grouping the existing tribunals according to their functions, as by

unifying those concerned with social security benefits, those concerned with land,

those concerned with national health service, and so on. The Franks Committee

saw little scope for this at the time of their report. But subsequently the local

tribunals dealing with family allowances and industrial injuries were merged in the

national insurance tribunals."'
These were thereafter amalgamated with supplementary benefits appeal tri-

bunals to form social security appeal tribunals. 22 A further reorganisation has

led to the establishment of unified appeal tribunals. 23 These tribunals have had

° The Lord Chancellor's Department in 1997 began a quinquennial review rx,,,00w,5
purpose, operations and achievements of the Council (Annual Report, 1997/98,55).

Sec below, p. 929.
' Paras. 7.45-7.51.

As recommended in para 6.40.
Family Allowances Act 1959, 5. 1; National Insurance Act 1966, s. 8.

11 Health and Social Services and Social Security Adjudications Act 1983, 55. 1, 2.
Social Security Act 1998, s. 4.
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transferred to them all the functions of the social security appeal tribunals, dis-

ability appeal tribunals, medical appeal tribunals, child support appeal tribunals
and vaccine damage tribunals. There has thus been a thorough unification of

appellate tribunals in the area of social security and, if nothing else, a conddcrabh'
simplification of the law has been achieved.

Employment tribunals provide a further example of the grouping of a number
of different jurisdictions in one strong tribunal. These tribunals have grown

greatly in importance and have developed into labour courts with wide jurisdic-

tion and a heavy ease-load. After they were first constituted for the sole purpose of
hearing industrial training levy appeals, 15 they were called upon to deal with
redundancy payments' and disputes about statements of terms of crnployment.

In addition they have been given extensive jurisdiction over employment ques-
tions, including unfair dismissal, 23 equal pay,_sex' and race" discrimination and
unreasonable exclusion or expulsion from trade unions.' 2 In addition, claims for
damages for breach of a contract of employment may be heard by an employment
tribunal.33

A major recornmendatioii of the Leggatt Report is tribunals should he
reorganised into a single, overarching structure, giving access to all tribunals.34

To this end the first tier tribunals should be organised into eight Divisions to
deal with' the disputes between citizen and the state and one Division to deal
with dispute between parties. When a new tribunal was established it would he
allocated by Practice Direction, with the concurrence of the Senior President of

Tribunals, to a particular Division. Each of the Divisions would group related

tribunals together. The Divisions proposed are immigration, social security and
pensions, land and valuation, financial, transport, health and social services,

education and regulatory and the citizen and state Divisions. The parts' and

party Division would consist primarily of the employment tribunals. If it takes
place, such a reorganisation of the tribunals s ystems will lead to greater clarity arid
coherence.

24 Ibid.
Industrial Training Act 1964,  s. 12 (since repealed).
Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978, s. 91 (now Employment Rights Act

1996, is. 140, 160).
Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978, s. It (nose Employment Rights Act

1996,s. ti).
Employment Rights Act 1996, s. II.
Equal Pay Act 1970. s. 2.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975, 5. 63.

a Race Relations Act 1976, s. 54.
32 Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992, s. 174.

Employment (previousl y Jiritustrial) Tribunals Act 1996, s.3, but the jurisdiction of the
courts is not excluded (s. 3(4); damages for personal injury are excluded (s.3(3)).

' Paras. 6.3-6.52.
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PROCEDURE OF TRIBUNALS

Article 6(1) of the Hutitau Rights Convention

Since tribunals often determine 'civil rights and obligations', 3 ' Article 6(l) requir-

ing a fair atid public hearing' belure 'au independent and impartial tribunal' will

generally he applicable. Since the coming into force of the Human Rights Act 1998
it is necessary to ensure that there is compliance with Article 6(1). Compliance
with Article 6(1) including the curative effect of access to a court of full jurisdic-

tion' is discussed clsewhcre.3

Aclt'crSitry procerlure

It is fundamental that the procedure before a tribunal, like that in a court of law,

Should be adversary and not inquisitoriaL 3 The tribunal should have both sides of

the case presented to it and should judge between them, without itself having to

conduct an inquiry of its own motion, enter into the controversy, and call evidence

for or against either party. It if allows itself to become involved in the investigation
and argument, parties will quickly lose confidence in its impartiality, however fair-

minded it may be. this principle is observed throughout the tribunal system, even

in the adjudging of small claims before social security local tribunals and sup-

plementary benefit appeal tribunals by a departmental officer. Naturally this does

not mean that the tribunal should not tactfully assist an applicant to develop his

case, particularly when he has no representative to speak for him, 38 just as a judge

will do with an unrepresented litigant.
However, tribunals concerned with financial business are often given investiga-

tory functions. Two recent examples are the Financial Services and Markets Tr-

burial," and the Insolvency Practitioners Tribunal.40

Above, pp. 445 and .1-17 noting inconsistencies in the application of Article 6(1) to social

security payments.
Above, p. 448. The Leggatt Report (para. 2.)7) recommends that no distinction be drawn

between tribunals to which Article 6(1) applies and those to which it does not.
- " fnlInw that a Oarty can always withdraw: IThnsoti v. Church C'orm,nssioriers

[1978) QB 823.
3 ' 	 aid is seldom available for proceedings before tribunals and the unrepresented

applicant is common.
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, S. 132.
Insolvency Act 1986, s. 396, sched. 7, criticised by the Council on 'tribunals. Ann ual

Repoir 1035186. para. 4.19. Another example, for which there are special reasons, IS the tn-
bond est,iblished by the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000. S. 65 (with which the

Council on Tribunals is not concerned).
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Procedural rid,'s

Tribunal proceduies ought to be simple and not legalistic, but this ideal is difficult
to attain when the statutes and regulations to be applied are complex, as they are
most conspicuously in the field of social security. However, the Council has to be

consulted before procedural rules are nude for any of the tribunals under its
Supervision," In scrutinising ' , rifles the col roil ndv v Ot:rs to promote
simplicity intelligibility ,u,d cu:i.tC,: with jitiu,r attention to matters such
as P ubli cit y of hearings, the right of re presentation and the right of cross-
examinat i on .ion

Moreover, the Royal Commission oil Services called for a general review of
procedure by the Council, so that applicants might be able to conduct their own

cases whenever possible." This has now borne fruit with the publication by the
Council of Model Rules of Procedure for Tribunals'' The Model Rules arc
intended to provide a store of itsefid rules from which departments and tribunals,

whether under the supervision of the Council or not, engaged in drafting or
amending procedural rules may select and adopt what they need. The Model Rules

are aimed primarily at appellants and applicants who will not he used to reading
statutory ,jnsti uments. Thus the rules are designed to provide guidance to such
applicants until such time as the tribunal itself provides further guidance (as it is

required to do under the Model Rules). They have also influenced other depart-

mental rules, such as the model appeal rules against entbrcement action taken by
regulators.4'

Hearings. F,uicncc. Precedent

The great majorit y oltribunals give oral hea rings, and prolr.iblv base a legal dLity to
do so. But there are some exceptions. '' Appeals to the Secretary of State from the
Civil Aviation Authority may be made in \vritin; 0111),47 

find so ma y appeals to the
Immigration Appeals Tribunal, if the appellant is neither in this country nor has a

Act of I 992, a.
Cmnd. 7618(1979),. 170.

11
	 I 134 (1991), Tt, ,\iodd 

Rules are more than nsc,e rules; the notes on cah rulecontain much ineful diwus.,on
applica t ion of the rule. Tile ('ni of 

the law applicable and the pitfalls t ha t may a11 rid the
ncil has hcen advised that 'wit It limited eweptions' the NlodelRules are com Palihle With the I lunra n Rights Convention. N4 uric th less, t has com mencedeneed arevisior: of the rules (.lwtuaf Report, 99899, 7-9). 

Revised Model Procedural Rules wCreunder consultation i n January 2003.
Deregulation Model Arpeal Provisions Order 1996 (St (996 No. (678); see .trzur,unjlReport 1995/96, II, nuting resvrvations.

° See H. v. Irnrunuuçr.ztw,., Trrb,4,,il ex P. .iC/rrr,e '1971- 1 J WI . R 793,See the rtC j -ç if tire CounjI on Tn	 rr ' a	 .u:.';',	 //	 .: I 15:1 :', I I, IS.1991 No 1o2. re.r
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representative in it, or if, in certain cases, the Tribunal is satisfied that a hearing is
not warranted. 43 The social security commissioners have power to dispense with
oral hearings and decide many cases without them, 45 though not without giving
the appellant an opportunity to contest the case against him." The Lands Tribunal

has a similar power! The unified appeal tribunals, though obliged to give oral

hearings if desired, in practice dispose of numerous appeals oil Where an

oral hearing is given, it must he in accordance with the principles of natural justice
wuh, as explained elsewhere, require Oitf reception ot relevant evidence, its dis-

closure to all parties, the opportunity to question witnesses and the opportunity
for argument. 52 Natural justice therefore provides a broad basis for fair tribunal
procedure. Statutory rules of procedure also commonl y provide for the right to
call, examine and cross-examine witnesses.

A statutory tribunal is not normally bound by the legal rules of evidence. Ti may
therefore receive hearsay evidence, provided alwa ys that the party affected is given a
fair opportunity to contest it, as natural justice requires. 53 Thus in an industrial
injury case the commissioner was entitled to receive evidence at the hearing about

previous medical reports which technically would have been inadmissible as hear-

say!' Even a court of law, when acting in an administrative capacity in hearing
licensing appeals, is not bound by the legal ruIes; for otherwise it might have to
decide on different evidence from that which was before the licensing officer. Nor
need a tribunal's decision he based exclusivel y oil 	 evidence given before it: it
may rel y oil 	 own general knowledge and experience, since one of the reasons for
specialised tribunals is that they may be able to do so! But this does not entitle it

41 Si 198 . 1 No. 204 I, i. 2.0, upheld as intra sit-cs its R. v. issimiçreirinit Appeal Tribunal ex p.
Jones (Ross) 119881 1 WLR 477 (see now SI 2000 No. 2333, reg. 1(2)). See also R. v. Immigration
4p;'estl Tribunal ex p. Enwia [1984] 1 WLR L 17. An appellant in this country should be given
an oral hearing: R. v. Digginr.c ex 1). Rahmani [19861 AC 475.

SI 1999 No. 1495, reg. 23. See R. v. Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner ex p. Jones
[19621 2QB677.

Sir R. Micklcthwait, The National insurance Commissioners, 48.
SI 1996 No. 1022, reg. 27.
Above, p. 513.
R. v Hull Prisos, Visitors ex p. St Gern,aitt (No. 2) [1979] 1 WLR 1401 (prisoners'

punishments quashed for failure to allow them to call witnesses to contravene hearsay evi-
dence). Where hearsay is properly before the decision-maker, the court, on an application for
judicial review or habeas corpus, may consider the same evidence after making appropriate
allowance: P. v. Home Secretary ex p. Robins,,, [1998] QB 136 (CA).

P. v. Deputy Industrial injuries (Jon,,tnsswm,er ex p. Moore 119651 I QB 456.
Kavanagh v. Chief Constable of Devon and Cornwall 119741 QB 624 (licensing of Ii rearms);

R. v. Aylesbury Crown Court ex p. Farrer, The Times, 9 March 1988 (similar); R. v. Licensing
Justttra U) L4454	 '55	 ('.	 I	 -	 'r"

R. v. City of llh't,iii,,ster Assessment Committee ex p. Grosvenor House (Park Lane) Ltd.
1194 1) 1 KB 53; P. v. Brighton and Ares, Rent 7r,bzsm,a!, ex p. Marine Parade Estates (1936) Ltd.
11950) 2 KB 4 10; Crofton Investment Trust l.ttl. v. Greater London, litres: ment Goninnuttee 11967)
I QB 953; Metropolitan Properties It,!. v. laisnon [1969] 1 Qit 577. See 119751 PL 65 (1. A.
Sm illie). Dugdalc v. Kraft Foods (below) and Qucemisnay I lousing Association Ltd v. Chiller,,,
Thanies and Eastern: Rent! Assessment Committee ( 1998)  31 1-ILR 945; The Times, 11 December
1998.
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to make use 01 its leriii iers ' specialised or an independent experts
report, 0 without disclosing it so that the parties can Comment. An appeal tribunal
may refuse to receive evidenc not given in the proceedings at first instance."

Sonic tribunals are equipped with compulsory powers to suntinon witnesses
and to order production of documents. In the case of employment tribunals
disobedience is a punishable oilence° and in the case of the Lands Tribunal it may
be penalised in costs." In other cases a part y may be ,ilde to use a High Court
subpoena, as explained below.

A statutory tribunal has inherent power to control its esvtt procedure. It has
power to requite evidence to be given oil but most It ibunal proceedings are

conducted in formally without requiring witnesses to be sworn.14

Pre-hearing assessments or reviews are provided for in the rules of some tri-
bunals, So that the nature of the case can be assessed in advance and time saved at
the hearing itselL1'5

In the use of its own precedents a tribunal is, as explained earlier,- in a radically

different position front a court of law. Its duty is to reach the right decision in the

circumstances of the noincot, any discretion must he genuinely exercised, and

there must be no blind Eii!owing of its previous decisions. This doeot iiican that
d	 q	

coiscretio cannot be exercised according to sonic reasonable and consistent prin-

ciple. Nor does it mean that no regard may be had to previous decisions. It is most
desirable that the principles followed by tribunals should he known to the public,

5. Ji,I,T Sly1f,ra.1t Ltd. j 1980J ICI, 248; / i ig' v. Love tt [1980) Est. Gaz,Dig. 27; L)iigd1zlc V. Kraft Fe,is Ltd 11976) 1 \VLR 1288.
F. v. City ( lJ t (C I ?iiPiitr ,455e11',,ieflf Cü,r,rtttt,', (hove); P s' flJ ' riy hidzistriitl InjuriesGo??iorojO,rcy cx p. lanes (above);  a id see ahov, p. 5 t 4.
National (7iipl!flFal .455i'jti,i V. Howard 1 1 9851 1CR 97. An immigration adjudicator

has no power to take account of facts occurring after lire Secretary of State's initial decision: R.V. Immigration .41'J'ci( Tribunal cx J' , lS'ecrasuri;i [1953] I All ER 195; nor may he or the
appeal tribunal take account of facts existing but unknown at the time of that decision: F. v.
lnIor:gratiopr Appal frthu,ra/ ex P. j\aslrouk:, The runes, 17 October 1985. See also Brad;' v.Croon Lotus Car Pie [1987) 2 All ER 671 (tax case remitted to special commissioners; newes'ide lice 1101 ad ii ssibk)

An cmployiiient tribunal had no power to order interrogatories or the production of
a schedule of tacts where there was no documentation on which to base the schedule:

V. I-felix Li'Iutuue Ltd. [1990] ICR 125. But see SI 2001 No. 1171, sched. I, rule4(5).
° liniplovmeri I Irilsur n als Act 1996, s. 7(3) (4).
° 81 1996 No. 1022, rot. ta.
° the Evrdcnc .\ei ISSl.s. 16, coolers this ' 055 cr on every peison author bed by law or by

consent of partue5 to receive evidence. See Gcnn,'r,t/ 3I,',li:,ui Qr';,-') v. S;'ieknnirnr 1943) AC627 at 638 (Lord Atk i n), cotrccting Board i'f Fdu,,u:je,u v. Rice (above, p. 4 76). he Act wasalso overlooked in F. v, Fu/,':,i,,r etc. Rent Trrl'nns,/ cx p. Zerok 11951 2 KB I at 7. Sometimes
the power is conferred expressly, e.g. on Mental Health Review Tribunals isv SI 1983 No 04,

See the Franks Report, Ciinnd 218 11 957), l'ara 91.1" 
SI 200] No. 1171 (empiovnlcnt tribunals); SI 1 1)96 No. 1022 (Lands Trihti net).Above, p. 325. Approved in tire Legg;rtt Report, 'ar.v s 17.
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Tribunals being part of the machinery of justice, they ought in principle to sit i

public. But where tribunals have to inquire into intimate personal circumstances,

private sittings are naturally preterred by most applicants and tribunal rules pro-

vide accordingly." Tribunals which sit ill private are the General and Special

Commissioners of Income Thx, 9 Betting Levy Appeal '1'rihunals, 7' Mental Health

Review Tribunals, 7 ' Service Committees of Health Authorities in the National

Health Service, agricultural arbitrators and social security adjudicating

authorities where the claimant so requests or where, in a hearing by a (Tommis-

sioner, intimate personal circumstances or public security are involved. The rules

make provision for members of the Council on Tribunals to attend private hear-

ings in the course of their supervisory duties, and sometimes also or research

workers and others to whom the tribunal may give leave. On all appeal to the High

Court the right of privacy is lost, as may be seen from the details of tax cases and

supplementary benefit cases in the law reports.

Many applications, particularly if of a preliminary or subsidiary character, may
he disposed of without any sitting at all: the papers may be circulated to the

members, who may express their opinions in writing to the chairman . 7 .The

majority of social security cases, including appeals to a Commissioner, are in

practice disposed of in this way.
Where a tribunal consists of a fixed number of members it is necessary, that all

should participate; 77 but if timely objection is not made it may be held to have

been waived. In one case of ambiguity the statute was construed as creating, in

Government departments publish selected social security commissioners' decisions (the
practice goes hack to 1914),  employment trihunat reports, and value added tax tribunal
reports. Many decision, of lie lands Tribunal arc reported in the Property and Compensa-
tion Reports, the Lhta!ei Gozeiz,' and elsewhere. Staiiy more decisions are now accessible at the
various tribunal wbsites (,iltltougti some are sill only 'selected decisions') and through the
Court Service (www.courtservice.gov.uk/tribunalsl).

Art. 6(1) does not insist on public hearings where 'the interests of morals, public
order or national security,. . the interests ofjuveniles . the protection of the private lives of
the parties [or] the interests ofjustice' require otherwise. Sec above, p. 479.

Though the Taxes Management Act 1970, s. 50, so provides only by implication.
Unless the appellant requests otherwise: SI 1963 No. 748, r. 7.

71	 ,no \.. ciii - ii /,1,.

SI 1992 No. 664, sched. 4
Agricultural tioldings Act 1986, 11th sched.
SI 1999 No. 1495, reg. 24(5) hearin g in public in absence of 'special reasons'.

° Sec Ilowarlv. llorucnian (No. 2) 11975! Ch. 201 (determination of prima lade case of
taxv•oidanee)(upheld on appeal 119761 AC 3(11).

Above, p. 929.
R. s Race Relations Board ex 1). Sc'Iiarajari [1973] I \VI.R 1686 at 1695.
Turner v. .411,soo 11971] NZI.R 833.
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effect, a panel, so that a lesser number sufticed. The same members who heard
the evidence must give the decision. 50 Where a tribunal has power to use an
assessor, and does so at an oral hearing, the assessor must sit with the tribunal

throughout that part of the hearing in which the evidence is given on which his
assistance is required. 8 ' Administrative or investigatory functions are another

matter: all the members of a board or committee need not then participate.8
A tribunal may itself make art inspection, e.g. of a site or building, though it

should do so with the knowledge of the parties' and preferabl y in their pres-
ettce.° It must always be careful not to take evidence without disclosing it to all of

them, and it must remember that to make an inspection is to take evidence,35

Contempt of court. Subpoena

The High Court will sometimes use its own inherent powers in order to aid and

protect inferior courts which do not themselves possess the power to punish for

contempt of court. The High Court's powers at common law, however, did not
extend to the protection of tribunals. 87 Thus the House of Lords has held that a
local valuation court (a tribunal subject to the supervision of the Council on

Tribunals), although acting judicially, discharged administrative functions and was
not a court of law.35 The I louse, therefore, refused to intervene where it was
claimed that a religious sect's application for exemption from rates before the local

valuation court would be prejudiced by a television programme about the sect.

Only where a tribunal is expressly given the status of a court, like the Transport
Tribunal, the Employment Appeal Tribunal and the Iron and Steel Arbitration
Tribunal, 8 or where it has a distinct legal status, like the Lands Trihunal, will it

a Howard v. Borncmarr (above). As to non-members see above, p. 312.
° Irish land Commission v. Ilession 19781 ICR 297.

R. v. Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner ex p. Jones 11962] 2 QB 677.
R. Y. Race Relations Board ex p. Si'h'araja (above).
llickrnortv. Dorset CC( 1977) 35 1' & CR 195.
See Salsbury v. Woodland I I9701 1 QB 321. Rent Assessment Committees may make

inspections at any stage of the proceedings but must allow the parties to attend: St 1971
No. 1065, reg. 7.

See above, p.513, also Wilcox v. H.G.S. 11976] 1CR 306.
Gould v. Evans & Co. 119511 2 TLR 1189.
There is likewise no protection for commissions or committees of inquiry: Badry v.

Director of Public Prosecutions 11983] 2 AC 297.
A.-G. v. British Broadcasting Corporation ] I cJS Lj AC 303 at 339-40 (Lord Dithorne).

Lord Salmon reserved the question whether the High Court might protect such tribunals in
case of obstruction of their proceedings. But the majority held that protection was not avail-
able at all. For comment see 11982] PL 418 (N. V. Lowe and H. K Rawlings) and D. Lady and
A. T. H. Smith, Arlidge. Eady and Sin it/i on Contempt, 2nd edn. (t999), 88-27.

" Made Courts of record by their constituent statutes.
\'t the Lands Tribunal is often composed of a single non-t.ms'.'yer, thus not meeting the

requirement suggested by Lord Denning MR in the BBC case (above) at 314. The reasons for
singling it out from other tribunals do not appear.
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qualify for the protection of the High Court at common law. In other cases a

tribunal will have no such protection If its proceedings are disrupted by mis-

conduct, that is a matter for the criminal 1aw. 9 If they are subjected to prejudicial

comment, that is within the right of free speech.95
The Contempt of Court Act 1981, however, provides that for the purposes of

the Act 'court' includes any tribunal or body exercising the judicial power of the

State'. The Act expressly confers limited contempt powers upon magistrates but
none upon tribunals." None the less, the House of Lords has held that a Mental
Health Review Tribunal was 'court' and protected by the law of contempt.

But this was because these tribunals have power to order the release 
of patients;97

and deciding on the liberty of the subject must be the task of a court. An

employment tribunal has also been held to he a court. 98 Whether the same result

will be reached when the tribunal determines less important rights remains to he

seen
The High Court's powers are available to tribunals on a more generous basis for

the purpose of enforcing the attendance of witnesses and the production of docu-
ments by subpoena. High Court subpoenas are obtainable without restriction by

parties appearing before tribunals, so that they have the same facilities for this

purpose as before courts of law.' In principle subpoenas are available in aid of any

tribunal discharging judicial or quasi-judicial functions, for example a police dis-
ciplinary hearing.' The recipient of a subpoena may apply to the court for it to be

set aside and he has a right of appeal to the court.

See the BBC case at 338 (Lord Dilhorfle).

' At 362 (Lord Scarman).
At 342 (Lord Salmon).
s. 19. Other statutes sometimes make provisio ns for a particular tribunal (Data Protec-

tion Act 1998, sched. 6, para. 8 (Information Tribunal)).

s. 12.
Pickering v. Liverpool Daily Pod and Echo Nesvspapers 

Plc )1991[ 2 AC 370, overruling

A.-G. v. Associated Newspaper Group Plc 
[1989] 1 W1.R 322. An additional ground for the

decision was that s. 12(1)(h) of the Administrati0 of Justice Act 1960 implied that it was

contempt to publish information concerning the Mental Health Review Tribunal's

proceedings.Prior to the Mental Health Act 1983 the tribunals could only recommend release.

Peach Grey & Co v. Sonimcrt (1993] 2 All ER 513. And Vidlcrv. Unison 1999 ICR 746.

The Professional Conduct Committee of the General Medical Council, although nato-

ton', does not exercise 'the judicial power of she state': 
General Medical Council v. BBC [1998]

1 WLR 1573. Similarly, S:zbra,nauiari v. G.M.C. [20021 UKPC 64, paras. 11- 12.  The reasoning

in the l'cacti Oreyc4	
that since the employment tribunal 'sat in public,

was established by Parliament, allowed legal representation, auniti'	
k.:.

attendance, gave reasons and awarded costs', it was a court it potentially applicable to many

tribunals. In Re Ewing 
(2002] All ER (D) 350 the Information Tribunal, however, was found to

be a court for the purpose of the Supreme Court Act 1981,s. 42 (vexatious litigants).

Souls. Inland Revenue Cornnnssioners (19631 1 WLR 112.

Currie v. Chief constable of Surrey 
119821 1 \VLR 215. Contrast Re Srcrritt 1[9801 N.

Ireland Bulletin No. Ii police complaint investigation: subpoenas set aside).
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lion, 110:13 - 00(1 prl,',/cgL'

Whether members of tribunals, and parties and witnesses who appear before them,
are entitled to the same persona] immunities as appl y in courts of lass' is a doubtful
question: The problem of the liability of members will rarel y arise; the only

tribunals with power to affect personal libert y are immigration tribunals and men-
tal health review tribunals, and incmhcrs of the latter are given statutory protection
while acting in good tsith and ssitli reasonable care-' it has been held in New
Zealand that a witness at a tribunal may claim the usual privilege against self-
incrimination, provided that it does not stultify the statutory scheme. But where

a professional body's rules exclude the privilege, it is waived on joining.'
Witnesses before tribunals appear to enjo y absolute privilege, so that they can-

not be made personally liable if their evidence is defamatory. This follows aforriori

from the House of Lords' decision that witnesses at inquiries enjoy this
protection.7

Legal rq'resenralton. Legal aid. Costa. Fees

As a general rule, any party before a tribunal may be represented by a law yer or by
anyone else. Whether this is a legal right is not at all clear. It is not certain that it is

covered by the principles of natural justice.' In practice the position is that repre-
sentation is freely permitted except in rare cases where it is restricted by regula-

tion. The procedural rules of many tribunals give an unrestricted right of repre-

sentation, which the Council on Tribunals encourages.' Representation by an
experienced trade union representative or social worker may often be the most

effective, and this is very common before social security tribunals and comparable
bodies.

Representation is restricted before service committees of family health services

authorities in the national health service, in order that patients making complaints

against their doctors are not confronted with a professional lawyer defending the
doctor. But a barrister or solicitor, if unpaid, ma y assist a party in the capacity of a
friend."

In courts of law there is a legal right for a party appearing in person to have the

For which see above, p. 789.
Mental Health Act 1983, s. 139. Actions may he brought only with leave of the High

Court. Sec Winch v. Jones 119861 QB 296.
Taylor v. New Zealand Poultry Board 1934] 1 NZI.R 394,

8 
R. v. Jnsririjte of Chartered Accou,na,jts ex p. Nan-az 11997] COD It I.
See below. p. 985.
Above, p. 520.
See Council on tribunals, Annual Report, 1964, 10, 16.
See 119721 PL 278 (J. F. Alder).
SI 1992 No. 664.
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assistance of someone to give advice and take notes, 2 and this right presumably

applies equally before tribunals, at any rate when they Sit in public. Legal aid
(representation as opposed to advice and assistance) is at present available for these

tribunals only, the Employment Appeal Tribunal, Mental Health Review Tribunals,

Immigration Adjudicator, Immigration Appeal Tribunal, Special Immigration

Appeals Commission, and the Protection of Children Act Tribunal.' 7 In practice

the proceedings in many tribunals are inexpensive and informal, so that legal

representation is often not a necessity. But difficult problems of law and fact are

always prone to occur, particularly under complicated regulations. It has often

been recommended that legal aid should be provided for those appearing before
tribunals," and legal aid is now available for proceedings before the tribunals

mentioned as well as the Restrictive Practices Court.° But legal advice and assist-
ance (though not representation) is available for tribunal proceedings, and the

adviser may assist the client at the hearing though he may not take part in it

otherwise.
Parties usually bear their own costs in cases involving expense.' 6 The Lands

Tribunal has power to award costs and normally exercises it in favour of the

successful party in the same way as a court of law.' 7 An employment tribunal will

not normally award costs, but may do so against a party who acts unreasonably."
The power of a value added tax tribunal under its procedural rues to order one

party to pay the other party 'such sum as it may determine oil of the costs
of the other party' is confined to such sums as are recoverable at common law. In

the case of litigants in person such recovery is limited to out-of-pocket expenses.'9
Under the Litigants in Person (Costs and Expenses) Act 1975 the Lord Chancellor

° McKenzie v. McKenzie 119711 P 33. The right to a 'McKenzie friend' is simply a con-
sequence of the public's right of access to public proceedings; thus where the proceedings are
not public (e.g. before a hoard of prison visitors) the tribunal has a discretion whether to
allow the adviser access: R. v. Home Secretary cx p. Tarrant [1985] QB 251 and P. v. Bow

county Court ex p. Pefling 119991 1 WLR 1807 (no right of access by 'McKenzie friend' to
chambers proceedings but 'normally allowed'). Even where the proceedings are public the
courts (and presumably also tribunals) can restrict or exclude the adviser if it is apparent that
his assistance is unreasonable or not bona fide or inimical to the proper administration of

justice: R. Y. Leicester City Justices ex p. Barrow [19911 2 QB 260. See [1992] P1 208 (P. A.

Thomas). See also Izzo v. Philip Ross & Co 120011 The Times, 9 August.
" ssww.legalservices.gov.uk

Council on Tribunals, Ammm,iia) Report, 1976-77, 6; Legal Aid Advisory Committee's
Report, HC 160 (1979-80), 97 (mental health review tribunals); and Royal Commission on

7640 (1979), 172. But the Leggalt Report only recommended the

'encouragement' of pro boon representation ni the remit of the Com-
munity Legal Service might be extended to 'specific eases or classes of case' (pars. 4.2).

° Access to Justice Act 1999, s. 106 and ST 2000 No. 774.
" No change was recommended by the Leggatt Report, pars. 4.20.
° lands Tribunal Act 1949, s. 3(5). See Pepys v. London Transport Executive 1197511 WLR 235.

' SI 2001 No. I171,sched. 1.
° Custons tutu Excise Corti u,issiormcrs v. Ross [1990) 2 All ER 65 applied Customs and 1xcmse

Commissioners v. Raz 119951 STC 14. See also Buckland v. Watts (1970) 1 QB 27.
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has power" to extend the Act to specified tribunals, but this has never been done.

If the Act did apply, the costs of preparing the litigation would be recoverable.
Tribunals normally have no power to award interest on delayed payments of

compensation." Judges presiding over the Employment Appeal Tribunal have

called this a blot on the administration of justice in cases where, for example,
redundancy payments have been long delayed. 2 But European law may override
and require interest to be paid to secure full compensation.25

Many tribunals charge a small fee for the use of their services. But the
imposition of large fees undermines that cheapness and accessibility long recog-

nised as important advantages of tribunals over courts. Thus the Council was

critical of the decision to impose full cost fees upon the users of leasehold valu-
ation tribunals, and after opposition in Parliament the government agreed to an

upper limit of500. The imposition of full cost fees is particularly objectionable
in matters—such as leasehold valuation—which would otherwise fall within the
Jurisdiction of the county Court and be eligible for legal aid.

Decisions

The general rule is that a tribunal, like a court of law, may decide by a majority of
its members and need not be unanimous. 25 In addition its rules of procedure may
provide for majority decisions; but even where they do not, the general rule will
apply in the absence of contrary intent in the statute. It has been held that a rent
assessment committee may decide by majority in accordance with the general
rule. 26 It does not appear to make any difference that the tribunal may be com-

posed of members chosen from panels representative of opposed interests; or that
two lay members overrule a legI chairman on a question of law. 17 In two earlier cases

26 s. 1.

Marshall v. Southampton Health Authority (No. 2) 119911 1CR 136. The Lands Tribunal
can award interest on claims in the nature of debt or damages under Law Reform (Miscel-
laneous Provisions) Act 1934,s. 3(1): Knihbv. National Goal Board ( 1986) 52 P & CR 354. Andsee As/am v. South Bedfords/ijre DC (20011 The Times, 18 January.22 See Caledonian Mining co. v. Bassett [1987] 1CR 425.

Marshall v. Southampton Health Authority [199 .1] QB 126 (ECJ); [1994] AC 530 (1 IL).
Housing Act 1996 ss. 83,86i Annual Report, 1995196,4--5.
Picea Holdings Ltd. v. London Rent Assessment Panel [1971] 2 QB 216. For the principlesec Grindley v. Barker (1798) 1 B & P229. If a member dies, the others can still give a majority

decision: R. v. Greater Manchester Valuation Panel ex p. Shell Chemicals Ltd. 11982) QB 255
(local valuation court). If there is no clear majority decision the tribunal may refer the case to
a differently constituted tribunal, where that is possible: R. v. Industrial Tribunal exp. Cotswold
C'ollotype Ltd. 11979] 1CR 190. Similarly, distinguishing Shell Chemicals: R. v. Dept. of Health exp. Bhanngeerurty 119981. The Times, I May.

Same case, approving Atkinsü,, v. Brown [1963] NZLR 755 and referring to Grindley v.
Barker(] 798) 1 B & P 229. This is now confirmed by procedural regulations: SI 1980 No. 1700,reg. 8.

As in President of the Methodist conference v. Parfiti [1984] ICR 176; but the Court of
Appeal reversed them: [1984] QB 368.
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it had been held that the decisions of pensions appeal tribunals must be unanimous

but these were treated as special cases and their correctness must be doubted.
Once a tribunal has announced its decision it has, as a general rule, no power to

reconsider it or to reopen the case, unless of course its decision is quashed by the
High Court? This applies equally where one of the parties later discovers fresh
evidence which might well alter the decision, and in such a case the court has no

power to assist by quashing. 3 ' But there is an exceptional power to reopen the case

where the tribunal's decision is given in ignorance that something has gone wrong,
e.g. that a notice sent to one of the parties has miscarried. But this power must he
exercised sparingly and only where the party prejudiced by the mistake has a
reasonable excuse." There are also important statutory exceptions. Social security
tribunals have been given wide power to review their own decisions," and so have

employment tribunals.
A binding decision by a tribunal is res judicata and cannot he relitigated by the

same Parties.'

Reasons for decisions

Perhaps the most important of all the Franks Committee's achievements in the
sphere of tribunal procedure is the rule which gives a right to a reasoned decision.
Reasoned decisions are not only vital r the purpose of showing the citizen that he
is receiving justice: they are also a valuable discipline for the tribunal itself.

28 Brain v. Minister of Pensions 119471 KB 625; Minister of Pensions v. Horsey (194912 KB

526.
Akes,',,ShOla v. Home So rctary [2000] 1 WLR 2295, followed several times since (e.g. P.

(Horn" Secretary) v. linn,ieroriunl Appeal Tribunal 120011 QB 1224). An oral decision of an
employment tribunal, communicated to the parties but not recorded in a document signed by
the chairman (as required by the procedural rules), is a decision of the tribunal and cannot be

reopened: Spring Grove Services Group Plc v. Hickirtbott am [1990] ICR Ill; and see Guinness

(Arthur) Son c- Co. (Great Britain) Ltd. v. Green I i 9891 1CR 241. Even though an interlocutory
order, such as a striking out order, is not a 'decision' by the tribunal in terms of its procedural
rules, the chairman of the tribunal has no power to reconsider that order: Casella London Ltd.

v. Ba:uii [19901 1CR 215. Cf. Re Darley'AppliCati01 1 [1997] NI 384. Above, p. 230.
so The Administrative Court on judicial review may 'stay' a decision of a tribunal, even

alter it has been implemented: P. (H) v. Ashworth Special Hospital [20031 E'SVCA Civ. 923;

120031 1 WLR 127 (CA).
" Above, p. 279. See als,, Jones V. t)ougtl$ Ltd. 119791 1CR 278 (new point requinin

evidence not entertained by Employment Appeal Tribunal).
K. .	 'lea Rent Tribunal v p. MacFar!ane 119741 I \.R 1486; and see

Charmnn V. Painters Ltd. 11979] 1CR .sia	
.'phearing); hunks v. Ace Hip!,

Productions Lid- 11978] 1CR 1155.
Social Security Administration Act 1998, s. 8; cf. s. 17. See 119921 PL 238, 24012

(N. Wikeley and R. Young) discussing earlier provisions.
SI 2001 No. 1171, ached. I; Arrow(Ençineers) Ltd. v. Hat!tn'iy 119811 2 All FR 161

(second complaint of constructive dismissal vexatious since miscarriage of justice arising
from first complaint could be corrected by applying for review).

Above, p. 243.
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The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, replacin g similar provisions in the earlier

Acts requires the tribunals listed in the Act

to furnish a statement, either written or oral, of the reasons for the dison it rolucoed, no
or before the giving or notification of the decision, to state the reasons.'

A request therefore has to be made before the right to a reasoned decision arises, it

has been held that the word 'on' is capable of 'an elastic meaning ' in such a
context,` so that a reasonably prompt request made alter receipt of a tribunal's

decision ought to satisfy the Act. In fact the policy of the Council ott Tribunals has
been to require that procedural rules for particular tribunals should incorporate an
unqualified duty to give reasoned decisions, and this has been done in man y cases.

One important feature of the Act is the provision that reasons, when given, 'shall

be taken to form part of the decision and accordingly to he incorporated in the
record'.3t This is a warrant of parliamentary approval for the court's jurisdiction

to quash decisions of tribunals for error on the face of the record. It must, appar-

ently, apply even where the reasons are stated orally, despite the incongruity of an
oral 'record?'

The Act contains a number of exceptions from the duty to give reasons. It does

not apply to decisions in connection with a scheme or order 'of a legislative and
not an executive character'. Reasons may, also be withheld or restricted on grounds
of national security; and they ma y be withheld from a person not primarily con-

cerned where to furnish theni would he contrary to the interests of any person

primarily concerned. Nor does the Act apply where any other Act or regulation

governs the giving of reasons. Thus under the Mental Health Act 1959 reasons need

not necessarily be given by Mental I lealth Review Tribunals, 43 for in some cases
this may be contrary to the interests of the patient.

There is also power to dispense tribunals fron-t the duty to give reasons where the

Lord Chancellor is of opinion that the giving of reasons is 'unnecessary or

impracticable', subject to consultation with the Council on Tribunals." One

exemption granted under this provision has been in favoiu of certain tax tribunals,

not because they should not give reasons but because there are other statutory

provisions under which they can be required to do s0. 42 Social security commis-
sioners are not required to give reasons for decisions refusing leave to appeal.° But

no general use of the escape clause has been made. On the other hand there are

many cases where extensive reasons cannot be given, for example where the

10. See (1970) 33 MLR 154 (M. Akchurst).
Scot! s'. Scott 119211 P 107. See also R. v. Special Commissioners of Income Tax (1888) 21

QBD 313.
s. 10(6). For this see above, p.271.
See above, p.271, for this question.

° Mental Health Act 1983,s. 78(2)(i). On these tribunals see Peay, Tribunals on Trial.
Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992,s. 10(7).

' Council on Tribunals, Annual Report, 1959, paras. 61-64.
° St 1999 No. 1495, reg. 28. See P. v. Secretary of State forfor Social Services ex p. Connolly

198611 Wt.R42t.
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tribunal merely finds facts on evidence. No tribunal can he expected to give fuller
reasons than the nature of the case admits." For this reason an application for

dispensation of agricultural arbitrators was rejected by the government, on the

advice of the Council on Tribunals. 45 Although in many cases these arbitrators will

merely form an expert opinion of the value of farmland or of agricultural build-

ings, for which elaborate reasons can hardly be given, this does not mean that

reasons cannot be shortly stated. Such cases do not therefore qualify for exemption.
In some cases formal and exiguous reasons may be held adequate, as where an

immigration officer stated simply that '1 am not satisfied that you are genuinely

seeking entry only for this limited period'.46 But the Master of the Rolls indicated

that the court would intervene if it appeared that such a formula was used merely

as a 'ritual incantation'. A case of that kind was where the court allowed an appeal
from a mental health review tribunal which had merely recited the statutory words

which empowered it to refuse to discharge a patient.47
The duty to state reasons is now so generally accepted that the Industrial Rela-

tions Court held that it applied to an employment tribunal in the same way as it

applied to that court itself, since otherwise parties would be deprived of their right
of appeal on questions of law." No mention was made of the Tribunals and

Inquiries Act or of any need for a request.
The Court of Appeal has emphasised that the statutory duty to give reasons 'is a

responsible one and cannot be discharged by the use of vague general words'." It
requires, as the High Court has held, 'proper, adequate reasons', being 'reasons

which will not only be intelligible but which deal with the substantial points which
have been raised'. In the same case the court treated inadequacy of reasons as error
on the face of the record, so that an inadequately reasoned decision could he

quashed, even if the duty to give reasons was not mandatory.5°

" Sec Metropolitan Property Holdings Ltd. v. Looter (1974) 29 P & CR 172; Guppy's (Brid-

port) Ltd. v. Sandoe (1975) 30 P & CR 69; Elliott v. Southwark LBC 119761 1 WLR 499 (two-line
reason for demolition rather than rehabilitation upheld by Court of Appeal); Westminster CC

v. Great Portland Estates Plc 19851 AC 66t. Reasons for refusing to adjourn a hearing need not
be given: Carpenter v. Secretary of State for Work arid Pensions 20031 EWCA Civ. 33.

'5 Council on Tribunals, .Annual Report, 1959, para. 68.

' P. v. Home Secretary cx p. Swati 1198611 WLR 477; R. v. llonie Secretary ex p. Cheblak

[1991) IWLR890.
17 Boric v. Mental Health Review Tribunal [1985) 3 All ER 330; and see P. v. Mental Health

Review Tribunal cx p. Clatwor:hy [19851 3 All ER 699.

' Norton Tool Co. Ltd. v. Towson [1973) 1 WLR 15. See also Alexander Machinery (Dudley)

Ltd. v. Crabtree I 1974j ICR 120; Bearthnore v. Westinghouse Brake Co. [19761 1CR 49; Green Y.

11977) ICR 759; .4i'n Properties Ltd. v. Knox 1977 SC 108; Cairns (R. W) Ltd. v.

Busby Session 1985 SLT 493.
" Elliott v. Southwark LBC (above). See similarly Dagg v. Lovett 11980) Est. Gaz. Dig. 27.

The dut y was described in detail in P. (lV)v. National Care Standards Conrrriission (2003) EWHC

621, para. 36.
Re Poyser arid Mills' Arbitration [1964) 2 QB 467 (vague reasoning concerning dilapida-

tions not remedied: decision quashed). See likewise P. v. Industrial Injuries Commissioner cx p.

Howarth (1968) 4 flR 621 (ambiguous reasons: decision quashed); Elliott v. University (.Torn-

pining Co. [19771 1CR 147 (adequate findings required).
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Sir John Donaldson has said that in the absence of reasons it is impossible to

determine whether or not there has been an error of law. Failure to give reasons

therefore amounts to a denial of justice and is itself an error of law'." Lord lane

CJ, while not wishing to go so far, has held that it statement of reasons must show

that the tribunal has considered the point at issue between the parties and must
indicate the evidence for its conclusion.` Vvlserc there is a conflict of evidence, the
tribunal ought to state its findings.53

As explained earlier, the duty to state reasons is normally held to be mandatory,

so that a decision not supported by adequate reasons will be quashed or remitted
to the deciding authoritv."

APPEALS ON QUESTIONS OF LAW AND DISCRETION

Appeal on a point of law

Where statute gives a right of appeal from a tribunal to a court of law, it is usually

confined to a right of appeal on a point of law. The wide extension of this right as

part of the reform of the tribunal system has already been noted. 5" It is of great
importance that it should be generally available, so that the courts .may give guid-
ance on the proper interpretation of the law and so that there may not be inconsis-

tent rulings by tribunals in different localities. It is through appeals that the

courts and the tribunals are kept in touch, so that the tribunals are integrated into

the machinery of justice. Difficult questions of law can if necessary be carried to

the appellate courts, and thus they may reach the House of Lords .17

The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992" gives a right of appeal to a party 'dis-

satisfied in point of law' with a decision of one of the tribunals specified, and the

party may appeal to the High Court, or require a case to be stated to the High

Court, as rules of court may provide. In fact the rules of court provide for both

In the Alexander Maclottery case (above) at 122.
R. v. bnoii,gratiorr Appeal Tribunal exp. Khan (P,fahnojd) 19831 QB 790. It is sufficient if

the adjudicator's reasons tell the applicant 'why he lost on the particular issue': R. (Ththrasni) v.
Inonigratron Appeal Tribunal 120031 LW! IC 1453.

s Levy v. Marrable & Co. Ltd. 119841 1CR 583.
Above, p. 226.
Above, P. 922.
See Pearlrrj,ot v. Harrow School Governors 11979) QB 56.
Supplementary benefit appeals reached the house of Lords in Supplementary Benefits

Comrnissien v. It'll 1 19811 AC 1025.	 -> i•
s. II. Sec Esso Petroleum Co. Aol. v, Ministry of Labour 119691 1	 9 at 110 for a

suggested but questionable restriction on raising new points of appeal.
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procedures. 59 The Act also gives power for the tribunal itself to state a case to the

High Court on any question of law arising in the course of its proceedings. Other

Acts sometimes provide for appeals to go straight to the Court of Appeal.
The Act of 1992 and the rules of court also authorise the High Court, on any

such appeal, to give any decision which might have been given by the tribunal, to

remit the case for rehearing or determination by the tribunal in accordance with

the court's opinion, and to give directions to the tribunal .62 The case should he

remitted to the tribunal where, a question of fact has been decided under a mis-

conception as to the law, since questions of fact are for the tribunal alone, unless

the tribunal's decision is unarguably right.'3
To find facts based on no evidence is, by a well-established rule, an error of

law. In principle, therefore, a tribunal's findings of fact can be challenged by way
of appeal on a point of law if they are based on no evidence, within the meaning
of the rule discussed in an earlier cliapter. But in the case of many tribunals

this rule is severely qualified by their liberty to act oil own knowledge and

experience. Thus if no evidence of facts bearing on the right level of rent is
given before a rent tribunal or rent assessment committee, the tribunal must

nevertheless determine the statutory rent as best it can, and its determination

cannot he challenged oil 	 basis of lack of cvidence.bS Furthermore, the courts

are inclined to be tolerant in reviewing the decisions of specialised tribunals,

provided that they have not misdirected themselves on the facts or gone wrong	 - -

in law.
Since appellate courts are concerned almost exclusively with questions of law,

there should be liltle difference in practice between an unrestricted right of appeal
and a right of appeal on a point of law only. But the definition of 'law' for this

purpose is liable to be narrowed artificially, so that many questions of legal inter-

pretation which appellate courts can suitably resolve are not regarded as questions

of law and are therefore not appealable. As explained above, 87 the breadth of a

right of appeal may hear oil there is compliance with Article 6(1) of the

Human Rights Convention.

RSC Ord. 94 rr. 8, 9. See Hoserv. Minister of Tosv,r and C'oiesirry Planning [1963] Ch. 428
(RSC Ord. 94 is reproduced unaltered in the new Civil Procedure Rules introduced in 1999,
Vol. 2, 1st sched.).

s. 13(2); RSC Ord. 94 r. 9A. As to appeals on interlocutory decisions see R. v. Lands

Tribunal ex p. City of London cpu. [1982] 1 WLR 258.
Sec above, p.91/.
s. 11(4); RSC Ord. 55 r. 7 (RSC Ord. 55 is reproduced unaltered in the new Civil

Procedure Rules, 1999, Vol. 2, 1st sched.).
Dobie v. Burns International Security Services Ltd. 1985] I W'LR 43.
Above, p.276.
See above, p. 909 n. 54, and especially the discussion in the Crofton lns'estrncnz Trust case.
Retarded Children's Aid Society Ltd. v. Day 11978] 1CR 437; and sec above, p. 271.
Above, p. 449.
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l'hat is 'Icov?

Questions of law must be distinguished from questions of fact, but this has always

been one of the situations where the rules have taken different forms under judicial
manipulation. 65 The House of Lords has made determined efforts to clari' them,

but two rival doctrines are still contending for supremacy.

The simpler and more logical doctrine has been recognised in many iudg-

tnents.° This is that matters of fact are the primary facts of the particular case

which have to be established before the law can be applied, the 'facts which are

observed by the witnesses and proved b y testimony 1 , 75 to which should be added

any facts of common knowledge of which the court will take notice without proof.
Whether these facts, once established, satisfy some legal definition or requirement
must he a question of law, for the question then is how to interpret and apply the

law to those established facts!' If the question is whether some building is a

'house' within the meaning of the Housing Acts, its location, condition, purpose of

use, and so forth are questions of fact. But once these facts are established, the

question whether it counts as a house within the meaning of the Act is a question
of law.' 2 The facts themselves not being in dispute, the conclusion is a matter of
legal inference.

It follows that such questions as 'is the building a house?', or 'did the defend-

ant cause the accident?' cannot he characterised as questions of fact or questions

of law without knowing what is in issue, lithe question is whether the defend-

ant's act was part of the chain of events, that is a question of fact. But if the

question is whether it was sufficiently proximate to amount in law to the real
cause, that is a question of law." Where both questions are in dispute the ques-

tion is sometimes called a mixed question of law and fact, or a question of mixed

law and fact. The former expression is the more accurate, since law and fact are

two different things which ought not to he mixed. As Sir John Donaldson MR
has said, 'the appeal tribunal has no jurisdiction to consider any question of

See Emery and Smythe, Judicial Review, cbs. 2, 3; (1982) 98 LQR 587 (E. Muiciruk);
(1984)4 0JLS22 (3. Beatson); (1987) 104 LQR 264 (CT. Emery); (1984) 100 LQR 612 (CL
Emery and B. Smythe); ( 1998) 114 I.QR 292 (T. Endicott).

°° One of the earliest and clearest is Johnstone v. Sutton (1785) 1 TR 510 at 545 (Lords
Mansilcid and Loughborough): 'The question of probable cause is a mixed proposition of law
and fact. Whether the circumstances alleged to show it probable, or not probable, are true and
existed, is a matter of fact; but wbeihcr, supposing them true, they amount to a probable
cause, is a question of law'. Other examples arc cited below.

7° Bracegirdle v. Oxley I 1947] KB 349 (Denning J).
See below, p.946.
Re Butler (1939] 1 KB 570; Quiltotex Co. Ltd. v. Minister of Housing and Local Govern-

ment 119661 1 QB 704; Lake v. Bennett [1970] 1 QB 663; Tandan v. Trustees of Spurgeon's
Homes 11982) AC 755; R. v. Camden LRC exp. Roivion Ltd. ( 1983) 82 LGR 614.

On Causation see Hovering/tam Gravels Ltd. v. Secretary of State for the Environment
]1975[ Qit 754.
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mixed fact and law until it has purified or distilled the mixture and extracted a

question of pure law'.`
According to this analysis, an appeal on a point of law should be available on

every question of legal interpretation arising after the primary facts have been

established. It ought to cover all legal inferences of the kind mentioned above. But
although judges have frequently acted upon this principle and still do so, the

reigning rule today is more sophisticated and less logical. It is designed to give
greater latitude to tribunals where there is room for difference of opinion. The rule

is, in effect, that the application of a legal definition or principle to ascertained facts
is erroneous in point of law only if the conclusion reached by the tribunal is
unreasonable. If it is within the range of interpretations within which different
persons might reasonably reach different conclusions, the court will hold that there

is no error of law. In his above-quoted judgment the Master of the Rolls thus

explained the limited function of the appellate court or tribunal:

Unpalatable though it may he on occasion, it must loyally accept the conclusions of fact
with which it is presented and, accepting those conclusions, it must be satisfied that there

mist 
have been a misdirection on a question of law before it can intervene. Unless the

direction of law has been expressed it can only be so satisfied if, in its opinion, no reasonable
tribunal, properly directing itself on the relevant questions of law, could have reached the

conclusions under appeal. This is a heavy burden on the appellant.

An alternative but substantially similar doctrine is that 'the meaning of an ordinary

word in the English language is not a question of law', unless the tribunal's inter-

pretation is unreasonable; but that where the word is used 'in an unusual sense' the

appellate court will determine the meaning."
The truth is, however, that there can hardly be a subject on which the courts act

with such total lack of consistency as the difference between fact and law. The

House of Lords has indeed laid down the rule explained in the following para-

graphs, but it is commonplace to find courts proceeding in complete disregard of

it. It may he that judges instinctively agree with an American comment:6

No two terms of legal science have rendered better service than 'law' and fact' ... They are
the creations of centuries. What judge has not found refuge in them? The man who could

succeed in defining them would be a public enemy.

The House of lords' attempts at definition have had, as will be seen, only partial

success.

O'Kelly V. Tnut/rorIse Forte Plc 11941 vo yu. ;, r..: ±- C',,,,rt Af Aopcal followed

Edwards v. Bairstow 
(below), holding that the Employment Appeal Tribunal was not entitlea

to interfere with an employment tribunal's reasonable findings on whether applicants were

'employees' under a 'contract of employment'.
Cozens v. Brutus 119731 AC 854 at 861 (Lord Reid), not followed in ACT Construction

Ltd. v. Customs & Excise Crurs. 
119791 1 WLR 870, affirmed [1981] 1 WLR 1542. Compare

Inland Revenue Corn inissioners v. Lysaght [19281 AC 235 at 246 and 247.

Leon Green, Judge and Jury, 270.
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Leading cases on 'Inn'

The House of Lords has expounded the law authoritatively in two tax cases,

where appeal lay from the inland revenue commissioners to the High Court only

on a point of law. The question was whether transactions amounted to 'trade' for

tax purposes. In the first case 77 there had been a purchase and sale of niachinery

as all transaction, and the facts themselves were not in dispute. All the

lower courts nevertheless held that the question whether this amounted legally to

'trade' was 'purely a question of act'. The I louse of Lords held that it was a

question of law, since on the particular facts no reasonable person could fail to

conclude that the transaction was 'trade' within the meaning of the Act. Lord

Radcliffe said:

If the Case contains an ything ex facie which is bad law arid which hears on the
determination, it is, obviously, erroneous in point of law. But without any such ois-
conception appearing ex facie, it may be that the facts found are such that no person
acting judicially and properly instructed as to the relevant law could have conic to the
determination under appeal. In these circumstances, too, the court must intervene. It has
no option but to assume that there has been some misconception of the law, and that
this has been responsible for the determination. So there too, there has been an errorerror in
point of law. t do not think it much matters whether this state of affairs is described as
one in which there is no evidence to support the determination, or as one in which the
evidence is inconsistent with, and contradictory of, the determination, or as one in
which the true and only reasonable conclusion contradicts the determination. Rightly
understood, each phrase propounds the same test. For my part, I prefer the last of the
three

Lord Radcliffe emphasised, however, that there were many combinations of cir-

cumstances in which it could not be said to be wrong to arrive at a conclusion one

way or the other on the same facts. And he added:

All these cases in which the facts warrant a determination either way can be described as
questions of degree and, therefore, as questions of fact.

This last statement is the basis of the expression 'questions of fact and degree"'
which is often applied to conclusions which fall within the permitted range of

reasonableness and which the court holds to he ineligible for appeal on a point of

law.

Edwardsv. Bairstow 119561 AC 14 applied Shaw (Inspector of Ta.rcs) v. Vicky Construction
Lid, The Times, 27 December 2002. See (1946) 62 LQR 248, (1955) 71 LQR 467 (A.
Farnsworth).

8 See, e.g., Birmingham cpn. v. Habib Ullah 119641 t QB 178; Marriott v. Oxford & District
Co-operative Society Ltd. 119691 1 WLR 254; G!sb.l Plant Ltd. v. Secretary of Sri:c for Health
and Social Security 1972) 1 QB 139. Earlier decisions equating questions of degree with
questions of fact are Currie v. IRC 119211 2 KB 332; Inland Revenue Coinrnissicners v. Lysaghit
119281 AC 234.
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In the second case, 9 where the house of Lords held that on the facts it

could not reasonably be concluded that there was 'trade', Lord Wilberforce simi-
larly said:

Sometimes the question whether an activity is to be found to be a trade becomes a matter of

degree, of frequency, of organisation, even of intention, and in such cases it is for the fact-
finding body to decide on the evidence whether a line is passed. The Present is not such a
case: it involves the question as one of recognition whether the characteristics of trade are
sufficiently present.

Lord Simon also explained how the facts may fall into three categories: if they
plainly amount to trade, or plainly do not, the court must reverse any decision to
the contrary as erroneous in law; but between these extremes is the third category
which depends on the evaluation of the facts, and is suitably called one of 'fact and
degree'.

Logic versus legal policy

The House of Lords' third or intermediate category, as defined above, may be
-- vulnerable to logical analysis in that, once the-facts of the case are established, the

application to them of some legal definition or test is in its nature a matter of law.
Law and fact are two different things, and a question of lw should not become
one of fact merely because it is one on which opinions may reasonably differ.
Questions of degree are not 'therefore' questions of fact. In one case, where the
question was whether there had been a 'transfer' of a business, two industrial
tribunals (now employment tribunals) came to different conclusions on the same
established facts: one of them must therefore have erred in law, and the court
naturally entertained an appeal on 'law'. 8° Citing this in a similar case, Lord

Denning MR held that if a tribunal drew a wrong conclusion from the primary

facts, thus misinterpreting the statute, they went wrong in law. 8 ' The 1-louse of

Lords' doctrine that the error must be one which a reasonable tribunal could not
make is frequently disregarded,82 and judges willingly revert to the simpler and

more logical doctrine as stated in a typical income tax case of 1915 by Lord
Parker: 81

Ransom v. Higgs 119741 1 WLR 1594. See also Taylor v. Good [I974 I WLR 556; Contra!
Electricity Generating Board v. Clwyd County council 1976] 1 WTR 151; Furniss v. Dawson
(19841 AC 474.

° Huggins v. Gordon (A- 1.) Ltd. (1971)6ITR 164.
' tVvodljoijsc v. Brotherhood Ltd. 119721 2 QB 520 at 536, rejecting the 'fact and degree'

category; see similarly British Railways Board v. Customs and Excise commissioners [197lJ I
WLR 588.

82 In the Huggins case (above) both decisions might have been reasonable.
Farmer v. Cotton's Trustees 119151 AC 922 at 932. See similarly R. v. Port of London

.Authority 11920] AC I at 31; Great Western Rly v. Rater [1922] AC l.at 22.
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Iv lords, it may not always he easy to distinguish	 questions of fact and questions
of Ian- ... The views Irons time to time expressed in this House have been tar Irons unani-
mous, but in my humble judgment where all the material facts are fulls found, and the only
question is whether the facts are such as to bring the case within the provisions properly
construed of some statutory enactment, the question is one of law only.

There have been many similar statements and they show no sign of ceasing.84

Where a tribunal has misconstrued and misapplied the law the urge to intervene is

often snore than an appellate court can resist, whether or not there is room for
reasonable difference of opinion.

The House of Lords' fact and degree' doctrine, oil other hand, provides a

more tolerant and flexible rule for appeals than would exist under a rigid dichot-

omy where the court was obliged to substitute its own opinion in every borderline

case of legal interpretation. Courts are in any case reluctant to reverse the conclu-

sions of expert tribunals on matters falling peculiarly within their province, for

example where an employment tribunal has to apply the complicated classification
of indttstrial opera t ions . sa The principle expounded by Lord Radcliffe, as quoted

above, has obvious affinities both with the doctrine of reasonableness"' and with
the doctrine of review for 'no evidence'. 87 Here, as elsewhere, the courts have been
working towards a broad power to review unj ustifiable decisions while always

leaving to the administrative authority or tribunal a reasonable margin of error.

American administrative law has taken a similar direction in evolving the substan-

tial evidence rule for testing the reasonableness of findings of fact and the 'reason-
able basis' rule for testing determinations of law.88

- The courts ought, however, to guard against anyartificial narrowing of the right

of appeal on a point of law, which is clearly intended to be a wide and beneficial
remedy. 59 Very difficult questions of law have to be determined by many tribunals

and for the sake of consistency and fairness it is important that the guidance of the

courts should he available. On an appeal from an employment tribunal in a redun-

dancy payment case, where the question was whether a certain term could he
implied in the claimants' contracts of employment, the Queen's Bench Divisional

Court held that this was a question of fact, so that the appeal was incompetent; but

the Court of Appeal reversed them, holding that it was clearly a question of law,

and allowed the appeal. In another case, where it was held that an official referee

e.g. Brstish Launderers Research Association v. Hendon Ratingfluthority 119491 1 KB 462 at
471; Morren V. Swindon BC 11965)1 WLR 576 at 583; R. v. Kelly 1197011 WLR 1050; Woodhouse
v. Peter Brotherhood Ltd. [1972] 2 QB 520 at 536; Pearlman v. Harrow School Governors 119791
QB56; ACT Construction Ltd. s Customs & Excise Crnrs. [198111 WLR 49,affirmed ibid., 1547.

As in Maurice (C.) & Co. Ltd. v. Ministry of Labour 119691 2 AC 316; Esso Petroleum Co.
Ltd. v. Ministry of Labour [1969) 1 QE 98. Compare Libsnan v. General Medical Council 119721
AC 217 disapproved in Selvasiatjjn v. GMc, The Times, 26 October 2000 (PC).

Above, p. 351. See Griffith8 v. J. P Harrison (Watford) Ltd. 119631 AC I at 15-16.
Above, p. 276.
See Schwartz and Wade, Legal control of Gos'erruucnt, 228.
See the discussion on material error of fact being a point of law, above, pp. 277-78.
O'Brien v. Associated Fire Alarms Ltd. 119691 1 WLR 1916.
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had exercised his discretion wrongly in striking out a claim for want of prosecu-

tion, Lord Denning MR said:91

There are many tribunals from which an appeal lies only on a point of law': and we alays

interpret the provision widely and liberally.

The extension in recent years of the right of appeal on questions of law has, as
already noted, done much to assist the integration of the tribunal system with the

general machinery of justice. Judicial policy ought to reinforce this beneficial trend.

Appeals against discretionary decisions

Where appeal lies only on a point of Jaw, an appeal against an exercise of discretion

by a tribunal should succeed, in theory at least, only where the decision is vitiated

by unreasonableness, self-misdirection, irrelevant considerations or some other

legal error. For otherwise no point of law arises. 92 But in fact the court may allow

such an appeal if it appears that the tribunal's decision produces 'manifest

injustice" or is 'plainly wrong'.° 4
 In any case, unreasonableness, self-

misdirection, and so forth are grounds which are 'so many and so various that it

virtually means that an erroneous exercise of discretion is nearly always due to an

error in point of law'.'
It is where the right of appeal is unrestricted that judges arc inclined to restrict it.

It has many times been said in the House of Lords that the appellate court ought to

interfere with an exercise of discretion by a lower court or tribunal only where
there has been disregard of some legal principle and not merely where it would

itself exercise the discretion differentlyY In addition, an appellate court is natur-
ally disinclined to intervene where the tribunal's decision is based on its own

observance of witnesses and its assessment of oral evidence, 97 Where, on the other

hand, the evidence is entirely documentary the appellate court is in an equally
good position to exercise the discretion-" The same may be true of interlocutory
orders made before any evidence has been heard.' Although there are different

Instruniatic Ltd. v. Sispabrase Ltd. 119691 I WLR 519.
92 Nelsovil Ltd. v. Minister of Housing and Local Government [ 1962] 1 WLR 404.

" Motion v. Central Land Board 119571 1 WLR 424 at 432.
'4 Insirumatic Ltd. v. Supabrase Ltd. (above).

Re DIMS [1977] 3 All ER 582 at 589 (Lord Denning MR). See, e.g., Priddlev. Fisher&

30n5 iioo 	 r-t,,dmor Productions Ltd. v. Hamilton [19831 1 AC 191.

'4 Zacharia v. Republic of Cyprus [19631 
AL  Cn.,,,rç Ltd. v. Harding

119731 AC 691 at 727; Duport Steels Ltd. v. Sirs [19801 1 WLR 142 at 171; Customs and Excise

Cmrs. v.1. H. Corbitt (Numisrnatici) Ltd. (198[] AC 22 at 52.

Bluntv. Blunt [1943] AC 517 at 526-27.

'4 Osenton (Charles) v. Johnston 119421 AC 130; Blunt v. Blunt (above).

'4 British Library v. Palyza 119841 1CR 504 (industrial tribunal's order for discovery of

documents held fully reviewable on appeal).
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nuances in the judicial statements, which mostly concern appeals from courts of
law, the correct position is probably as explained by Lord Atkin:'

I conceive it to be a mistake to hold .. that the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeal on
appeal from such an order is limited so that ... the Court of Appeal have no power to
interfere with [the judge's] exercise of discretion unless we think that he acted upon some
wrong principle of law. Appellate jurisdiction is always statutory: there i5 in the statute no
restriction on the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeal; and while the appellate court in the
exercise of its appellate power is no doubt entirely justified in saying that normally it will
not interfere with the exercise of the judge's discretion except on grounds of law, yet if it sees
that oil 	 grounds the decision will result in injustice being done it has both the power
and the duty to remedy it.

Appellate Courts therefore keep their options open, and in practice they are likely
to allow an appeal when they think that a substantial mistake has been made.
Much may depend upon the legal context. In appeals against refusal of leave to
apply for judicial review,' for example, the Court of Appeal uses its own discretion
freely.

Unappealable discretion

Where a right of appeal is subject to leave from a court or tribunal, there is no right
of appeal front a refusal of leave' or from a refusal to extend the time for appeal,'
unkss it is expressly conferred in those cases. Otherwise appeals would be multi-
plied in situations where it is thought necessary to restrict them.5

Appeal in relation to review

The existence of a statutory right of appeal does not deprive the High Court of its
ordinary powers of quashing a tribunal's decision which is ultra vires or erroneous
in law. It has been noticednoticed already that the law often allows alternative remedies,
despite a variety of judicial dicta to the contrary, and a decision which is open to
appeal may nevertheless be quashed on certiorari.'

Appeal and review are in principle two distinct procedures, appeal being

Evans v. Lhirtla,n [t937[ AC 473 at 480. See similarl y lord Wright's speech. See also Ecai
v. lboan'rth, The Tiius, 30 No,cnnb,r 198 k . holding t t,at the right of appeal would be
!suyatory unless Lord Atkins principle was accepted.

2 Above, P. 657.
Re Pal: 119831 1 WLR 2 (immigration appeal). But significant doubt has been cast on

this case. R. (Burkett) v. Hammersmith LBC [20021 1 WLR 1593 (ill.), paras. 10—t4. And see
above, p. 657.

White v. Chi'ffldjudication Officer [ I9S3 i 1 WLR 262 (social security pension appeal).
See authorities cited in Bland v. Supplementary Bençfit Officer [ 1983) 1 WLR 262.
Above, P. 703.
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concerned with merits and review being concerned with legalit y! But in practice
an appellant will often wish to raise questions which strictl y are questions of
legality, such as violation of natural justice or some objection to the tribunal's

jurisdiction. It is important that this should be freely allowed, since otherwise
many cases could not he fully disposed of on appeal.

But in several appeals under the Tribunals and Inquiries Act the court has acted
as if jurisdictional questions could not he decided on appeal, and has permitted

conversion of the proceedings into review by certiorari.' This would restrict the

right of appeal for purely technical reasons and would make unnecessary difficul-
ties for appellants wishing to appeal both on the merits and on some question of

jurisdiction. There is abundant authority to the effect that jurisdictional questions

can be raised by way of appeal,' and the implication of the Act is to the same

effect, since the appellant need onlybe 'dissatisfied in point of law'. And now that it is
held that a tribunal exceeds its jurisdiction if it makes any error oflaw,'° there would

be virtually no scope for appeals if jurisdictional questions could not be raised.

It is true that judges have occasionally professed themselves puzzled as to how, if
a tribunal's decision is held to he it there can be air against ii" One
ingenious answer is that the tribunal's decision implies a decision that it has

jurisdiction, that this is a question of law which the tribunal necessarily has juris-

diction to determine (though not conclusively),` and that an appeal therefore lies

against the determination." A more direct path to the same result is to hold that
the 'decision' from which the statute gives air need not be a valid decision,

since 'otherwise the statute would be futile and unworkable'." This was said by the

Privy Council in holding that a committee of the Australian Jockey Club could

Above, p. 33. Today all errors of law are jurisdictional (save very exceptionally). Thus
there is necessarily an overlap between appeal on a point of law and judicial review on the
ground of error of law. Sec above, p. 264.

Metropolitan Properties Ltd. v. Lannon [1968] I WLR 815 at 822, reversed on the merits,
[1969] 1 QB 577; (.iuiprriari v. Earl 11968) 1 WLP. 1315; Picra holdings Ltd. v. London Rent
Assessment Panel 119711 2 OR 216 at 218. See also Henry Moss Ltd. v. Customs an,l Excise
Commissioners 119811 2 All ER 86, where Lord Denning MR suggested the same restriction,
but refrained from enforcing it. In Hanson v. London Rent Assessment Con,mnirtee I 1978 QB
823 an appeal and an application for certiorari were heard together; certiorari was granted.

In R. v. Inland Revenue commissioners ex p. Presto,, [ 1985] AC 835 at 862 Lord Tern-
plcnvan expressly States that on appeal the High Court can correct all kinds of errors of law
including errors which might otherwise he the subject of judicial review. Other similar
examples are plentiful, e.g. R. v. Minister of ilousing and Local Government cx p. Findiley
Borough council 119551 I WLR 29 at 35; Re Purkiss' Application 119621 1 WLR 902 at 914;
Essex CC v. Essex incorporated C/tore/i Union [1963) AC 808; Shell v. Unity Finance Co. Ltd.
119641 2 011 203; Arsenal Football Club v. Ende 119771 Q13 100 at 116.

Above, p. 264.
Hannan v. Official Receiver [ 193 .4] AC 245 at 251 (Lord Tomlin); McPherson v. McPher-

son [1936] AC at 177 at 189 (Lord Macmillan); tVhirev. Kuzych 119511 AC 585 (PC).
Above, p. 254.

IS R' P,mdsrow Total Lost Assurance Association (1882) 51 LI Ch. 34.1 at 348 (Jesse] MR); Re
PurkissApplication (above) at 914 (Diplock LI). See Rubinstein, Jurisdiction and Illegality, 50-2.

° See R. v. Secretary of Stare for ;h,Enriror,nnent, Transport and the Rgic'nrs [ 1999] 1 W1.R 1759.
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validly determine an appeal from a decision of th e stewards which was claimed tobe void for breach of natural justice) 5 It was pointed out that the decision was infact effective unless and until challenged, and that to hold it legally 
non-existentwould be wholly unreal. The judgm

'v	 ent corroborates the Point made earlier, thatoid' has a relative rather than an absolute meaning. 16 Itsbeen endorsed by the House of Lords.'7	 evident good sense has
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Act' means the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, s 
ii, as extendedby order under s. 13; '(law)' means that the appeal is on a point of law only

Tribunals and	
ProcedurTI Body to slorisconstituent Act	

appeal Lies

Agriculture and Food
Agricultural Land Tribunals
(Agricu lture Act 1947_1. 73)

Arbitrators (Agricultural Holdings
Act 1986,sched II)
Dairy Produce Quota 71ibunal
(St 2000/457)
Meat Hygiene Appeal Tributtals
(Food s afety Act, 1990, Part 11)

Aircraft and Shipbuilding
Aircraft and Shipbuilding Indus,rje5
Arbitration Tribunal
(Aircraft and Shipbuilding
Industries Act 1977, S. 42)

Days sat I	 Case5
2002-03 	 decided

2002-03

1978/259	 High Court (law)	 361964/1301	 (Ag. Misc. P. A.
1954,s.6)

C. Act,	 County Court (law)	 0sched It	 (C. Act sched. II)
2000/457	 .	 None	

0
1992/2921	 None	

0

Court of Appeal	 0	 0(C. Act, schrd. 7)

t' Cart -0j AC 5i4. 'though m' riei7, 0f spa1 was viven by statute, it waheld that the jurisdiction of the comrnjtte0 was 'founded on cons
paj ' c(j,,,ç- i.e.	 sed

upon contract. But in contractual Cases the question is whether
cns

there has been a breach ofc
ontract. It is not easy to see what 'void' can mean in this context or 

hose the supposeddifficult), about appeal cart arise.
Above, p. 300.
Lo,tdo, & Cisksjdr Estates Ltd. s .4berd,',',, DC 

1950] 1 \V1.R 182 for which see .shove,p. 302.
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Procedural	 Body to which	 I Days sit	 Cases

	

regulations	 appeal Lies	 2002-lU	 decided
2002-03

Antarctica
Antarctic Act Tribunal	 19951490	 None	 0	 0

(Antarctic Act 1994, s. 140)(e) and
SI 19951490,reg. 11)

Banking
See Financial Services

Betting Levy

	

Horse Race Betting Levy Appeal 	 None	 0

Tribunal (Betting. Gaming and
Lotteries Act 1963, s. 29)

Building Societies
See Financial Services

Care Standards	 20021816	 High Court (law)	 31.5

	

Care Standards Tribunal' (litter ails (2003/626)	 (T & I Act)

	

Protection of Children Act 1999) 	 (2003/1060)
(2003/2043)

Children

	

Child Support Commissioticrs 5	1999/1305	 Court of Appeal	 3,700

	

(Child Support Act 1991, s. 22) 	 2000/3185	 (law) (C. Act, s. 25)
2000/Lt9

Civil Aviation
Civil Aviation Authority 	 (200112418)	 Sec. of State	 4

(Civil Aviation Act 1982,s. 2)

Commons

	

Commons Commissioners and	 8

Assessors (Commons Registration
Act 1965,s. 17)

Competition

	

Competition Appeal Tribunal 	 200311372	 Court of Appeal	 5.5

(Enterprise Act 2002, s. 12) 	 (law or size of
pclty)

Consumer Credit
Office of Fair Trading (Enterprise 	 19761191	 Sec. of State, then Not availabb

Ifl) n4 Consumer Credit Act 	 High COUrt (law)

	

1974, as amended by 2002 Act)	 I	 c.'-.• - ' TI
Act)

Conveyancing
Conveyancing Appeals Tribunal 	 None	 High Court (law) 	 0	 0

	

(Courts and Legal Services Act 	 (C. Act, s.42)

1990.s.41)

Tribunals and
constituent Act

0

32

- 8,110

4

5

3

91



Tribunals and
Constituent Act

Copyright and Patents
Comptroller-General of Patents,
Designs and Trade Marks (Patent
and Designs Act 1907, s.63) and
other authorised officers
(Deregulation and Contracting
Out Act 1994, s.74)

Copyright Tribunal (Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988,
S. 145)

Criminal Injuries
Criminal Injuries Adjudicators
(Criminal Injuries Compensation
Act 1995, s. 5; known as Criminal
Injuries Compensation Appeal
Panel)

Data Protection
Inforinatioti Commissioner -
(Data Protection Act 1998 s.6)

Information Tribunal
(Data Protection ActAct 1998, ss.6
and 49)

Education
Independent Schools Tribunal 
(Education Act 1996, s.476 and
Sched. 34)
E-xclusion Appeal Panels'
(Education Act 2002, a. 52)
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Procedural	 Body to which	 Days cat	 Cases

	

regulations	 appeal lies	 2002-03	 decided
2002-03

	

1995/2093	 Patent Court 	 39'	 2,412

	

(199911092)	 (Patents Act 1977,

	

(1999/1899)	 s.97)
(1999/3197)
(200111412)
(2002/529)
(2003/513)

	

198911129	 High Court (law)	 1	 7
(1991/20!)
1992/467

	

2001 Scheme	 None	 512.5	 3,149

Freedom of
	

Information	 Not available	 12,746
Information	 Tribunal

Act 2000,.s. 50
	

(C. Act, a. 48
(and 2000/185 and information

2000/184
	

Tribunal (Freedom
2000/186	 of Information Act
2000/190
	

2000, s. 57))
2000/1865
20001419

2001/3214
2000/188

2002/2905
20001417
2000/414
2000/413
2000/415

2001/3214)
2000/199
	

High Court (law)	 0.5	 0
(2002/2722)
	

(C. Act, s.49 and
2000/206
	

Freedom of
2000/731
	

Information Act
2000,s.59)

19568/519
	

High Court (law)	 0	 0
(1972/42)
	

(1 & I Act)

Wales: 2CO31
	

Local Education	 Not available	 1,060
287 England:	 Authority

2002/3179
2002/3178
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Tribunals and
	

Procedural	 Body to wltiJiDays sat 	 Cases
Constituent Act	 regulations	 appeal lies	 2002 03	 decided

2002-03

Admission Appeal Panels' (School 	 2002/2899	 Local Education	 Not available	 66,115
Standards and Framework Act	 Authority
1998, ss. 94(5) and 95(3))
Schools Adjudicator' (Schools	 19981286	 None	 Not available	 81
Standards and Framework Act 	 (2001/1139)
1993's.25)
Special Educational Needs and 	 2001/600	 1 lilt Cotis t (law)	 219	 1,118
Disabilit y Tribunal' (England:	 (200212787)	 (T & I Act)
Disability Disc rinsination Act, a.	 (2002/1985)
281-1; Wales: Education Act 2002,
s. 193)
Registered Inspectors of Schools 	 1999/265	 high Court (law)	 0	 0
Tribunal (Schools Inspections Act	 (T & I Act)
1996, ached. 2)

Estate Agents
Office of Fair Trading (Estate	 1981/1581	 Sec. of State	 Not available	 101
AgenLa Act 1979, a. 7, as amended 	 (C. Act, s.7)
by Enterprise Act 2002)

Financial Services
Financial Services and Markets 	 200112476	 Court of Appeal	 0	 0
Tribunal' (Financial Services and	 and a. 133	 (C. Act, s. 137)
Markets Act 2000, a. 132) 	 of C. Act

Foreign Compensation 	 -
Foreign Compensation	 1936/962	 0	 0
Commission (Foreipn 	 (1964/638)
Compensation Act 1950.s. I) 	 1968/164

Friendly Societies
Friendly Societies Appeal Tribsinal	 1993/2002	 High Court (law)	 Constitsticd	 0
(Friendly Societies Act 1992, a. 59) 	 (C. Act, s. 61)	 as required

Forestry
Forestry Committee, (Forestry Act 	 None	 None	 Not available	 I
1967,ss. 16, 175, 20, 21, 25)

Immigration and Asylum
Immigration Adjudicators	 2003/652	 Immigration Appeal	 25,023	 88,738
(Nationality, lmtttigration and	 Tribunal (C. Act,
Asylum Act 2002, s. 81)	 a. 100)
Immigration Appeal Tribunal	 2002 Act.	 Court of Appeal	 3,229	 37,070

...... 	 --"	 as 104-108	 (law) C. Act, a. 103)
Asylum Act 2002, S. 100)
Asylum Support Adjudicator	 20011/451	 None	 1,528	 2,301
(Immigration and Asylum Act	 2003/1735
1999,s.102)
Immigration Services	 C. Act.	 Immigration	 Not available	 114
Commissioner (Immigration and	 Sched. 5	 Services Tribunal
Asylurn Act 1999, N. 831	 (C. Act, s.87)



C. Act,
schcd. 3

1974/13&

(2001/117C
(200111171

Court of Appeal
(law) (C. Act,

sclid. 3)
111gb Court (lass')

(T & I Act)

Frnployr,nt
Appeal Tribunal

(mostly lass) (C. Act
s.21); High Court
(law) (1 & I Act)

0	 0

0	 0

26.996	 103,377

Court of Appeal	 Not available Not avaUablc
C. Act, s. 37) (lass-)

High Court (law)	 o	 0
(T & I Act)

7'oiie	 0	 0

1993/2854
1001/1128)
001/1476)

986/952

AS/l 367
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Tribunals and
coflStjtuctU 'ii

Immigration Services Tribunal
(Immigration and Asylurn Act
1999, a. 87)

Industry and Ernployrncnt
Industry Arbitration Tribunal
(Industry Act 1975, sched. 3)

Industrial Training levy Esctnptio
Referees (Industrial Training Act
I982,.. 14)
Lrnploynsent Tribunals
(EP105flieflt Tribunals At 1996,
S. I)'

(a) C. Act )I_'inIair Dismissal).
(b) Equal Pa y Act 1970;
() Sex Disc r ifls j nation Act 1975;
(d) Race Relations Act 976;
(e) Industrial Trailing Act 1982;
(I) lrade Union & Labour

Relations (Consolidation) Act
1992;

(g) Disability Di s crimination Act
1995;

(It) lrniployrny0t Rights Act 1996;
('1 Na trots;il Minim urn Wage Act

1995;
0) This Act;
(Ic) Working Time Regulations

1998;
(I) Transnational Information

and Consultation of
Employees Regulations 1999;

(nt) Part-time Workers (Prevention
of less Favourblr Treatment)
Regulations 2000

(n) Fised-tcrrn Employees
(Prevention of less Fas-orirable
Treatment) Regulations 2002.

Employment Appeal Tribunals
(Employment Tribunals Act 199(
5.20)

Insolvency

Insolvency Practitioners Tribunal
(Insolvency Act 1986, S. 396)

Justices and Clerks lndcmni8catjo
Appointed persons (Justices of the
Peace Act 1907 s. 54((5))

I1rocejurl !tcsly to which	 Pays sac	 Cases
;L;1onsain:ealhmcs2o::3ed

200012739	 'None	 15	 62002/1716	 1
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Procedural I Body to whkli	 flays sat	 Casrs
reeu!auons	 appeal lies	 2002-03	 decided

2(102-03

	

I ligh Court	 0	 0

1996/1022	 Court of Appeal 	 155	 83
(1998/22)	 (lase)

(C. Act. s. 3)

	

0	 0

1989/439
	

I ugh Court (law)
	

480"	 36,031
1989/226!	 (1989/439)
(1991/1)
	

Lands Tribunal
(1991/1189)
	

(non-domestic
(1991/210)	 rating appeals)

(1992/1529)
	

(1993/291)
(1993/290)

993/291
1993/292

(1995/363)
(1995/368)
(1993/615)
1995/3056

996/43
'997/75

1997/2954
(2000/409)
(2000/598)
(2000/792)

(2001 / 1439)

Tribunals and
constituent Act

Land
Adjudicator for HM Land Registry
(Land Registration ACt 2002,
S. 107)
The lands Tribunal
(Lands Tribunal Act 1949,s. I)
Sec also Commons, Rent

Local Government
Adjudication Panels for England
and Wales (Local Government
Act 2000, s. 76)

Local Taxation
Valuation Tribunals
(Local Government Finance Act
1988, sched. II)

London Building Acts
London Building Acts Tribunals	 None	 High Court (law)
(London Building Acts	 (C. Act, a. 116)
(Amendment) Act 1939)

Mental Health
Mental Health Review Tribunals 	 1983/942	 1-ugh Court (law)
(Mental Health Act 1983, S. 65)	 (1998/1189)	 (C. Act, s.78)

Mmcs ano t3uawe1
Mines and Quarries Tribunals 	 C. Act,	 High Court (law)
(Mine -s and Quarries Act 1954,	 sched. 3	 (T & I Act)
s. 150)

0	 I	 0

490	 10,657

0	 0



Family Health	 Not	 available Not available
Services Appeal

Authority
(NIIS Act 1977,
as amended by

Health and Social
Care Act 2001)

None	 8

Iligh Court	 o	 0
(C. Act, s. 1019,

iclied. 3)

None	 19	 19

2002/237'
(2003/1497

C. Act,
sched. 9A
2001/3750

(2002/1921)
2001/3743

1999/137

None

High Court (law)
(C. reg.)

High Court (law)
(C. Act, s. 97)

High Court (Ins)
(C. Act, S. 6)

	

0	 0

	

28	 77

	

835	 3,882'

ligh Court (lass')
(C. tee,)

mph Court )lasc)	 N
:C. Act, 5, 151)

0	 0

0 available	 24

Tribunals and
Constituent Act

Misuse of Drugs
Misuse of Drugs Tribunal
(Misuse of Drugs Act l97,
ached. 3)

National Health Service
Primary Care Trusts or Health
Authorities and Discipline
Committees (19921664 as
amended)

Pa mu 1 Health Services Appeal
Authority (National I kalth
Service Act 1977,s, -19S)

National Lottery
National Lottery Conimission
(National Lottery Act 1993,
ss, 10, bA, sched, 3)

National Savings and National
Savings Stock Register
Adjudicators for National
Savings and Investments
(Friendly Societies Act 1992,
S.84)

Pensions
Fire Service Appeal Tribunals
(Fire Services Act l947,, 26 and
511992/129)
Occupational Pensions Regulatory
Authority (Pensions Act l995, • I)
Pensions Appeal Tribunals
(Wit Pensions (Admin. Provisions)
Act 19I9,.8 and Pension
.Appeal l'ribunalc.t 2943)

Police Pensions Appeal Tribunals
(Police Pensions Act 1976,i. I
and SI 19871257)

Pensions Ombudsman
(Pcris01t 5 Schemes Act 1993,
Pt. X)
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1974/85	 None	 0	 0

992/129

t997/794

1900/1120
(1986/366)
199811201
2001/1031)
2002/1032)
2001/1183)
2001/3506)
1987/257

(2003/27)
102.3202)
2000/843)
995/1053	 F
9 961 '638)
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Tribunals and
	

Procedural	 Body to which	 I )ays(:ases
constituent Act	 regulations	 appeal lies	 :002-03	 decided

2002-03

Pensions Compensation Board
	

19971724	 None	 2	 2
(Pensions Act 1995, S. 78)
Also see Appeals Service
lrth.;ral, un,er Social Security,
bet n

Plant Varieties and Seeds
Controller of Plant Varieties

	
None	 Plant Varieties etc. 	 0	 0

Rights (Plant Varieties Act 1997,	 Tribunal
sched. 1)
	

(C. Act, s. 2(,)
Plant Vsrieties and Seeds Act

	
1974.' 1136	 1 ligh Coos t (law)	 0	 0

Tribunal (Plant Varieties Act 1997, 	 (2002/31911)	 (C. Act, s.45)
s. 42 and schcd. 1)

Police
Police Appeal Tribunal, 	 1999/818	 None	 Not available	 53'
(Police Act 1996, schs'd. 6)
National Criminal Intelligence 	 9991639	 None	 Not available	 535
Service/National Crime Squad

	
1998/640

Appeals Tribunals (Police Art
1997, ss. 39, 82)

Registered Homes
Sec Care Standards

Rents and Enfranchisement
Rent Assessment Committees

	
2003/2098	 High Court (law)	 4.576'	 4,748

(Rent Act 1977, sched. to)
	

2003/2099	 (T & I Act); lands

	

200312269	 Tribunal (C. Act,

	

2003/2270	 sched. 22)'
Commonhold
and Leasehold

Reform Act
2002

Reserve Forces
Reserve Forces Reinstatement 	 None	 Reinstatement	 0

	
0

Committees (Reserve Forces 	 Umpire
(Safeguarding olEniplormeist) Act	 (C. Act. s.9)
1985, sched. 2)
Reserve Forces Reinstatement 	 None	 None	 0

	
0

Umpires (Reserve Forces
(Safeguarding of Employment)
Act 1985, nOsed, )
Reserve Forces Appeal Tribunals	 1997/798	 None	 0

	
0

(Reserve Forces Act 1996, Pt. IX)

Revenue
General Commissioners of Income 	 199411812	 High Court (law)	 2.371

	
9,522

Tax (Taxes Management Act 1970, 	 (199913293)	 (C. Act, s. 56)
s. 2)	 (200212976)
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Body to which
appeal lies

High Court or
Court of Appeal

(law)
(C. Act, s. 56A)
(C. Act, s. 36A)

High Court (law)
(C. Act, s. 705A)

High Court (law)
(T & I Act)

High Court (law)
(T & I Act)

Social Security or
Child Support
Coiiirnissioner,

(lass')
Court of Appeal

(law)
(C. Act. a. 15)

Procedural
regulations

1994/1811
(199913292)
(20001288)

(200212976)
(200319o8)

None

1986/590
(1991/186)

(1994/1978)
(1994/2176)
(1997/255)

(200113073)
(200212851)

None

1999/991
(2003/916)

(200 3/1050)

1999/1305
Child Support
Pensions and

Social Security
Act 200)]

(2000/3 185)
(2000/119)
t999/t495

(200111095)
2002/3237

1993/1202
(1999/1205)
1999/1918

1986/1629	 Sec. of State
(19931275-I)	 (Transport Act
l995/2868
	

1985, tt. 9, 42)
1995/2908	 and Transport

Tribunal (C. Act,
S. 50; Goods

'ehicle (Licensing
of Operatirs)

Tribunals and
constituent Act

Special Commissioners of litconu
Tax (Ta.scs Management Act l90
s4)

Sestion 206 (To Avoidance)
Tribunal (Income and Corporatin
Taxes Act 1988, Pt. VII)
VAT and Duties Tribunals (Value
Added lax Act 1994, schd. 2)

Sea Fisheries
Sea Fish Licence Tribunal (Sea Fish
(Conservation) Act 1967,s. 4AA)

Social Security
Appeals Service
(Social Security Act 1999, It. 1,
Ch. I)

Social Security Commissioners'
(Social Security Act 1998,
schcd.4)

Transport (road)
Parking Adjudicator (Road Traffic
Act 1991,s. 73)

Road 1.35cr Charging Adjudicator
(St 200112313)
Traffic Commissioners
(Public Passenger Vehicles Act
1981,s.4)

391

Not available

'201 available

34,956

\'ot available

9168-

None

Days sat	 Cases
2002-03	 decided

2002-03

1-12	 93

0	 351

1,030	 837

0	 0

	

23,565	 1 271,649

	

3.700	 8,110
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Procedural	 Body to which

regulations	 appeal lies

198611517	 Court of Appeal

2000/3226	 (law)'

(200114041

(20021643)

Days sat	 Cases

2002-03	 decided

2002-03

97

VireIess Telegraphy

Wireless Telegraphy Appeal

Tribunal Wireless i)tlegraphy Act

1949, s. 9)

1998131136 1 High Court (law)

IT & I Act)

'Considers appeals in relation to (a) decisions alike Secretar y of State for Education and Skills iii relation independent

schools and child safety; and (b) decisionu of the National Care Standards Commission in England and the National

Assembly for Vales in respect of the registration of various establishments including children's homes. care homes

I oitering agencies and nurses agencies.

Figures are those for the Social Security and Child Support Commissioners together.

Includes ivter priOr and exparre hearings.

a Since Ocicrlrer 2003 absorbed into the Case Standards Tribunal, established under the Care Standards Act 2000.

Figures refer to the 2001102 school year.

Figures refer to the 21101/02 school year.
F Figures ruler tsr the 2001/02 school year. 9 of the referrals were niulliple obiectirri—i.e. frru different sources regarding

tire name admission arrangements.

Previously one tribunal, the 2002 Act created a separate jurisdiction for a rico Special El uicarrr,ual Nerds Tribunal for

Wales.

Eigsrrc' is for England only; no figure available for Wales as new iril,urr,rl
P Figure is for Estate Agent cases only.

The Financial Services and Markets Tribunal has taken over the jurisdiction of, inter uliu. the Banking Appeal Tribunal,

the Building Societies Appeal Tribunal and the Friendly Societies Appeal Tribunal.

Previously the Irrdusiri,il Tribunals Act 1996.

Figure is for Wales only. No figure available for England.

This figure includes withdrawn and deferred cases, an well as decided cases.

Figures are for 2000-01 arid include Police Appeal Tribunals (under use 1996 Act) and National Criminal Intelligence

etc Tribun.sls (under the 1997 Act).

Figures are for 2000-01 and include 
p

olice Appeal Tribunals (under the 1996 Act) and National Criminal Intelligence

etc Tribunals (tinder the 1997 Act).

Includes leasehold Valuation tribunals (Housing Act 1980, s. 142) and Sent Tribunals (Housing Act 1980, s. 72).

Appeal lathe I ligh Court lies from the Rent Tribunals and Rent Assessment Committees. Appeal to she Lands Tribunal

lies from the Leasehold Valuation Tribunals.

Figure is for England only; no figure available for Wales.

Figures relate to references by she Inland Revenue an to whether there was a case to answer. No appeals were

subsequently lodged.

Laisriclsitd in April 2000, this Service hears appeals refaring In social security, child support, housing benefit, council tan

benefit, vaccine damage, tax credit, compensation recovery, child tax credit and pensions credit.

Figures are those for the Social Security and Child Support Commissioners loge thee.

2001-02 figures.

No anneal lies on questions of factor locus stands: C. Act., 4th sched. para. 14(2).
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STATUTORY INQUIRIES

THE SYSTEM OF INQUIRIES

An administrative technique

The statutory inquiry is the standard device for giving a lair hearing to objectors
before the final decision is made oil question of government policy affecting
citizens' rights or interests) Any project such as the compulsor y acquisition of
land, the siting ofa power station or an airport or the building of a motorway will
provide for a public inquiry as a preliminary to the decision; and the same applies

to some very common procedures such as planning appeals. People who wish to
object have important procedural rights, derived partly from statute and partly

from the principles of natural justice and regulated in some respects by the
Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992.

The distinction between tribunals and inquiries- that tribunals are concerned

with finding facts and applying legal rules to those facts, while inquiries, although

also concerned with tact-finding are directed towards making recommendations
on questions ofpolic\--is based oil dif ference between judicial and adminis-
trative power. Inquiries are part of the procedure for ensuring that administrative
power is fairly and reasonably exercised, so that they have the same purpose as the

legal principles of natural justice. Many statutes themselves provide for inquiries or

hearings and lay down a mandatory procedure for dealing with obiei.tions. But the

statutory procedure is usually only a framework, within which the principles of
natural justice operate to fill in details and ensure that fair procedures are
followed)

Although a main object of these inquiries is to assuage the feelings of the citizen,
and to give his objections the fairest possible consideration, they have given rise to

many complaints. They are a hybrid legal-and-administrative process, and for the
very reason that they have been made to look as much as possible like judicial

For a detailed treatment of public inquiries and their problems see Wraith sod lamb,
Public liiqiirrc as an !nsrru sties:: of Go :cr::n,e,;t. Se also Ganz, Administrative Ptoe:l:ire, 39
and 11996) PL 359-527 (discussion by several authors of the Report of the Scot: Ii:q:iry (below,
p.996)). And see Appendix Two.

2 Above, p.910.
Above, p.,506.
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proceeding, people grumble at the fact that they fall short of it. The y were reviewed
both by the Ministers' Powers Coinndttee of 1932 and by the Committee on

Tribunals and Enquiries (the Franks Committee) of 1957. The first report had
little practical effect; but the government's acceptance of the Franks Committee's

principal recommendations marked a turning-point at which repeated criticisms
at last achieved results.

Statutor y inquiries are now so common that it is unusual to find a statute
concerned with planning control or with the acquisition of land, or indeed with
any important scheme of administrative control, which does not provide this
machinery for one or more purposes. Acts concerned with housing, town and
country planning, roads, agriculture, health, transport, police, local government as
s'ell as the compulsory acquisition of land all utilise this technique. Moreover, the

Parliamentary Private Bill procedure as a means of obtaining authorisation for
railway, tramway and other transport works has been replaced by a system of
Ministerial Orders preceded where appropriate by a public local inquiry.'

Planning inquiries are the most numerous class, since they arc held not only
before the adoption of planning schemes of a general character but also in many

cases of individual appeals against refusal of planning permission or against condi-

tions imposed by a local planning authority. The Planning tnspcctorate 5 which
arranges inquiries concerning local authorities and some central departments, as
well as housing and planning cases has in England a corps of over 400 inspectors

responsible for about 17,000 inquiries of all types a year. The Planning Inspector-
ate has, since April 1992, beets established as an executive agency.' The Council on

Tribunals has accepted that this poses no danger to the independence and adjudi-
cative standards of the inspectorate.'

Relation of law and policy

In the vast majority of cases in which statutory inquiry procedures are employed
the ultimate decision is one of policy. It is essentially for such decisions that the

Transport and Works Act 1992, ss. 1-3, 6-7. Where the proposed scheme is, in the
Secretary of State's opinion, of national significance, approval (by resolution) of both Houses
of Parliament is required. This approval will precede the public local inquiry (Council on
Tribunals, Annual Report, 1991-92, para. 2. 105).

The Inspectorate publishes Annual Reports and Statistical Reports on its web-site

reports. Further information is found in the Annual Reports of the Council of Tribunals
( w%% w.council-on . tiibunals.gov.uk ). Sec also, D. l-Ianchct, (2001) Journal of Planning Law
(Supp.) 24 for discussion of the operation of the Inspectorate.

Sec above, P . 47, for discussion of executive agencies. Previously the Inspectorate fell
under the Department of the Environment; it is now under the office of the DepUty, Prime
Minister.hoer.

Amoia! Report, 199 1-92, pars. I. 67.
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technique of inquiries has been developed. Should the minister contirm a scheme

for the motorway? Should he confirin a compulsory purchase order? Should he

allow an appeal against refusal of planning permission by the local authority? The

answers will depend on what he decides is expedient in the public interest..;

cannot be found by applying rules of law, and the problems are therefore unsuit-

able for independent tribunals.
The inquiries which matter most in administrative law are those which are

required by statute before the minister may lawfully make some order. This is the

situation in most of the examples discussed in this book. If sonic part of the

statutory procedure has not been properly followed or there has been a breach of
natural justice, there will have been no valid inquiry and any order made in con-

sequence if challenged within any statutory time limit, can be quashed by the

court.' Legal irregularity here has a clear legal result.

But inquiries are set up by ministers in many other situations where dcv have

no effect on the validity of any particular act or order. An Act will often give power

for the minister to hold an inquiry, if he thinks fit, into any matter connected with

his functions under the Act, as for instance do the National Health Service Act

1977, 10 the Town and Country Planning Act 19900 and the Local Government Act
1972. 12 There are also mane specific cases where the Act makes the holding of the

inquiry discretionary. Some attention must be paid to discretionary inquiries since

many of them are within the Tribunals and inquiries Act 1992 Furthermore, it

would be rash to say that irregularity in an inquiry of this class could never affect

the validit y of a ministerial order, even though the minister could have dispensed

with the inquiry altogether had he wished.

Evolution of time inquiry system

The statutory inquiries which are the subject of this chapter came into prominence
along with the expansion of central and local government powers in the nineteenth

century.' 4 When it became impossible to provide for all the details of government

by Act of Parliament, inquiries were adopted as a kind of substitute, in the adminis-

trative sphere, for the parliamentary process which accompanied legislation.

At first the statutory authority would be given power, after holding a public

inquiry and considering objections, to make a provisional order. This would not

take effect until confirmed by Act of Parliament. A further simplification was made

Exceptionally a minister may be required to decide a question of fact or law (above, 911).
For examples see above, p. 513.
s.84.

1 s.282.
II s.250.
° Below, p. 987.
4 But Wraith and Lamb, Public I'rqumncs as ari instrument of Gouemnnntent, 17, point out that

the Domesday surveys now he considered the first public inquiries.
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by the Statutor y Orders (Special Procedure) Act 1945 which, for matters within its
scope, substituted a procedure whereby the provisional order took effect if not
annulled by either HOUSC of Parliament. In due course, Parliament's role was
reduced still further with the minister being given power to confirm the pro-
visional order. This familiar combination of public inquiry followed by ministerial

order, made without reference to Parliament, is the standard pattern today.

Specimen procedure

The procedure of statutory inquiries has now become standardised. No single

statute lays down the procedure, but the numerous modern statutes which pre-

scribe inquiries follow a common pattern, with only a few significant variations.
The compulsory purchase for slum clearance procedure' s under the Housing Acts
provides a typical example.

The first step is for the local authority to pass a resolution defining the clearance

area, which they are obliged to do if satisfied as to certain facts. The resolution is
only a preliminary step to prepare the way for either a compulsory purchase order

or else a purchase by agreement. A compulsory purchase order requires the con-

sent of the Secretary of State before it can become effective, and the time for
making objections is between the making of the order and the Secretary of State's
decision upon it. Before the local authority may submit a clearance order to the

Secretary of State they must make it available for inspection and advertise it in the
local press. They must also notify owners, occupiers and mortgagees of the land,

and inform them of their opportunities for making objections. If no objection is
made, the Secretary of State may confirm the order with or without modification.
But the important provision is to the following clfect:w

If any objection duly made is not withdrawn, the Secretary, of State shall, before confirming
the order, either cause a public local inquiry to be held or afford to any person by whom an
objection has been duly made and not withdrawn an opportunit y of appearing before and
being heard by a person appointed for the purpose, and, after considering any objection not
withdrawn and the report of the person who held the inquiry or was so appointed, may
cotilirni the order with or without modification.

It has been held that the final words empower the Secretary of State to modify an
invalid order so as to make it a valid one, at least in cases where the flaw is not of a

fundamental character;" and that an order of this two-stage type is legally 'made'

Sec Housing Act 1985, Part IX read with the relevant parts 0! toe AcqulsiLioii
19S1.

Acquisition of Land Act 1981,s. 13(2), slightl y paraphrased.' Minister of Health v. The King cx p. Thffé 119311 AC 494 See also Re J3oivnman (19321 2 KB
621 Ltyg v. Inner London Education Authority (1972( 1 \VLR 1215 (Secretary of State's power
to approve with 'modifications' exceeded); R. v. Secretary of State for the Environment ex p.
Berkshire CC (1996)150 JP Rep. 516.
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when it is confirmed b y the Secretary of State, since before then it has no operative

force in law.
If the order is confirmed, the local authority must again advertise it and inform

objectors. A period of six weeks is then allowed within which an yone who wishes to

challenge the order on legal grounds (e.g. ultra vires) must apply to the High

Court. Subject to any legal dispute, the order becomes operative at the cud of

the six weeks, and thereafter 'shall not he questioned in an y legal proceedings

whatsoever'. The significance of this drastic clause is explained elsewhere."

Standardised provisions of the same kind are found in many other Acts governing

the compulsory purchase of land such as the Water Resources Act 1991 and the
Forestry Act 1967.20

Hearing, report and decision

Where there is opposition to the order, the usual sequence of events is that objec-

tion is formally lodged and a public local inquiry is held. In fact the statutory

formula allows the Secretary of State to hold either a public local inquiry or a

hearing, which suggests that a hearing need not he public. 22 But other statutes

speak merely of a 'local inquiry', 22 and it is not clear how this is intended to differ

from a hearing, although the words seem to indicate an investigation going beyond

a hearing of those who have lodged formal objections.'-' It may be that the word

'public' is omitted in order to prevent the validity of the inquiry being questioned

if the public, or members of it, are excluded, for instance where they try to disrupt

the inquiry by misbehaviour. The regular practice, in any ease, is to hold public
inquiries rather than hearings, 24 thus giving the public an opportunity to partici-

pate and giving the minister the benefit of all points of view. Tribunals and
Inquiries Act 1992 will apply in either case, 25 but in other statutes there ma y he
differences.2'

JvcagJr (Earl) v. Minister of 1-Ioio:rig and Local Government [1964] 1 QB 395 (historic
building preservation order).

Above, pp. 727-728.
See above, p. 70.

22 Cl. 120011 JPL 1109 (Freer) suggesting that in a 'hearing' there was an inquisitional
burden on the inspector which was absent in a public inquiry.

22 e.g. Town and Country Planning Act 1990, a. 320; Local Government Act 1972, s. 250;
Highways Act 1980, 1st ached., para. 7. 'Public local inquiries' are required in compulsory
purchase cases under the Acquisition of Land Act 1981, s. 13 and lot sched., para. 4. The
procedural rules for the public local inquiry are in SI 1991/3264.

01 Sec below, p. 970. Where there are statutory rules of procedure (below, p. 982) they
normally apply to both inquiries and hearings.

A hearing rather than an inquiry is now exceptional: Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administration, Annual Repor: for 194 (1 IC 1974-5 No. 126), 7. See also Wraith and Lamb,
Public Inquiries as an Instrument of Gorcrnment, 159.

Below, p. 970.
As in the matter of costs: below, P. 985.
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The person appointed by the Secretary of State to hold the inquiry or hearing is

in most cases an inspector from the Planning Inspectorate. The 'case' is thus

'heard' before an official who is not from the department concerned. The local
authority and the objectors may be legally represented, and an important inquiry

will have some of the atmosphere of a trial. The inspector may conduct the inquiry
as he wishes, subject in some cases to procedural regulations. The objectors will call

witnesses and examine them, and the local authority's representatives may cross-
examine them. The authority.will also frequently call witnesses of its own. The
inspector, like a judge will often take very little part in the argument; his task is to

hear the objections and the arguments and then give advice to the minister. Despite
the implications of 'inquiry', the procedure is basically adversary, i.e. between

opposing parties, and not inquisitorial.27
In due course the inquiry is closed, and the inspector makes his report. Until

1958 the normal practice was to refuse disclosure of this report to the objectors: it

was treated as an official document like any other paper on the department's files,

and like any other report from a civil servant to his department, it was treated as

con1idential. 2 Eventually the minister's decision would be given; but usually it

would he unaccompanied by reasons. The failure to disclose the report and to state
reasons was the source of much of the dissatisfaction with inquiries before the

reforms of 1958. Although the controversies which raged round these questions
have now passed into history, they provide á clasic illustration of the clash

between the legal and administrative points of view.

Statutory inquiries mid natural justice

A statutory inquiry is a formalised version of the fair hearing which is required by
the common law according to the principles of natural justice. It does not displace

natural justice:29 it should be regarded rather as a framework within which natural

justice can operate and supply missing details. The common law's presumption
that Parliament intends power to be exercised fairly is all the stronger where Par-

liament itself has provided for a hearing.
Natural justice has in fact been applied in a long series of cases to the whole

procedure of a public inquiry, comprising the inspector's and the minister's func-

tions alike." The principle of these cases was that the law could not be content with
seeing merely that the form of the statutory procedure had been followed. The

" For the argument that fairness in inquiries should not be viewed througii uc 	 ..... f

adversarialism' see [19961 PL 508 (M. C. Harris).
28 Above, p. 484.
29 Irs Bushel v. Secretary of State for the Environment 11981] AC 75 at 95 Lord Diplock

preferred the terminology of fairness', which had come into vogue since the camber decisions.

so Above, p. 513.
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sante applies to the Statutory rules of procedure which have been made for titan
inquiries, as explained later.

COMPLAINTS AND REFORMS

Lnti1yers' criticisms

Lord Hewitt spoke for many lawyers when he made his attack on the then prevail-
ing procedures in his book The New Despotism, published in 1929 when he was
Lord Chief Justice. He wrote of inquiries:0

It is sometimes enacted that, before the Minister comes to a decision, he shall hold a public
inquiry, at which interested parties are entitled to adduce evidence and he heard. But that
provision is no real safeguard, because the person who has the power of deciding is in no
way bound by the report or the recommendations of the person who holds the inquiry, and
may entirely ignore the evidence which the inquiry brought to light. He can, and in practice
sometimes does, give a decision wholly inconsistent with the report, the recommendations,
and the evidence, which are not published or disclosed to interested individuals. In any case,
as the official who decides has not seen or heard the witnesses, he is as a rule quite incapable
of estimating the value of their evidence ... the requirement of a public inquiry is in
practice nugatory....It seems absurd that one official should hold a public inquiry into the
merits of a proposal, and that another official should he entitled, disregarding the report of
the first, to give a decision oil 	 merits.

The cSaerttiOl compromise

The fact that these criticisms failed to face was that where the decision is one of

policy there is no reason why the final decision should be based exclusively on

evidence given at the inquiry—and often it will not be. Suppose, to take the case of
the new town at Stevenage, 55 that the local residents oppose the scheme for a new
town oil grounds that there will he serious difficulties of water supply and
sewage disposal. The objections are merely one factor which must be weighed by

the minister and his advisers against the demands of national policy. It may be that

these objections apply to all the other eligible Sites for the new town. It may be,

also, that the need to develop new towns is so great that the expense of overcom-
ing serious physical obstacles will justify itself. It may be, again, that the other

ttctoss', p. 982.
' p.51.

Above, p. 473.
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advantages of the site outweigh the objections. These are eminently the sort of
matters upon which the final decision will turn. But it is impossible to bring them

all to a head at 'a public inquiry in the same way in which a legal issue can be

brought to a head in a court of law.
A minister's decision on a planning scheme or a clearance scheme is a different

kind of mental exercise, for there is the whole exterior world of political motive. 35 It

is fundamental that political decisions should he taken by a minister responsible to

Parliament, and that the political responsibility should rest entirely upon him and
not upon his officials or advisers. Furthermore, the place where policy should be

explained is Parliament, where the responsibility lies. Nothing, therefore, can pre-
vent the ultimate responsibility lying outside the forum of an inquiry, whereas it

must lie inside the forum of a court of law.
Nevertheless there are exceptional cases. Courts of law may appear to take

decisions of policy and ministers may decide particular cases into which policy

does not seem to enter. For reasons of convenience inspectors hearing planning
appeals have been empowered to decide a great many of the cases themselves.36
This does not alter the fact that legal decisions and political decisions are different

things and require different procedures.

'13/owing of! Sts'fl?n ' -	 -

These realities often leave objectors with a sense of frustration, feeling that they are
fighting a phantom opponent, and that they have no assurance of coming to grips

with the real issues which are going to decide the case. In the Stevenage case the

judge of first instance said:37

To take any other view [sc. than that the minister must have reasonable grounds for his
decision) would reduce the provisions for objections, the holding of a local public inquiry,
the report of the officer who holds it, and the consideration of that report by the Minister to
an absurdity, because when all has been said and done the Minister could disregard the
whole proceedings and do just as he pleased. The Attorney-General argued that that was,
indeed, the position, and that the sole use of the liberty to make objections was that the
objectors (1 am quoting his words) might blow off steam and so rally public opinion to

which alone the Minister might bow.

" The minister may naturally use knowledge required elsewhere: Pci cc v. Minister of Health

'O 104 This is subject to the limits indicated below, p. 978.

' See Johnson (B.) & Co. Ltd. v. p stni	 '._.:?'	 All ER 395 at 399 (Lord Greene

MR)
' SI 1997 No. 420. With the consent of the parties most of these are dealt with by way of

written representations without any hearing (SI 2000 No. 1628). For the relevant procedural
rules, see SI 2000 >o. 1624. There are now separate rules for Wales (SI 2003 No. 1267
(Determination by Inspectors) SI 2003 No. 1266 (procedure)).

[1947) 1 All ER at 398.
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But as is obvious, and as the appellate courts held, the minister's decision cannot

be dictated to him by the inspector's conclusions from the inquiry.

To conclude from this that the inquiry is merel y an opportunity to blow off
steam is cynical and unrealistic. The important thing is not that the decision

should be dictated by the report but that the objectors case should he fairly heard

and should be fairly taken into account. The law can ensure that their case is heard,

But it cannot ensure that any particular weight is given to it. 35 That, after all, is
precisely the basis on which the judges have developed the principles of natural

justice. The real risk is not that the minister will perversely disregard the evidence

but that he will he tempted to act before he has discovered that there is another side

to the case. The statutory inquiry has proved to be an e2scntial piece of mechanism

and the committees who have reported upon it have been unable to suggest any-
thing better.

The Franks Committee (1957)

'I he Committee on Tribunals and Inquiries (the Franks Committee) surveyed the
whole ground in its report of I957.° This was an excnsive, factual and practical

report, and it caught a favouring tide Of public opinion. The Committee made
many proposals for improving the existing s ystem, which have greatly reduced the
volume of public complaint. Of outstanding importance were the recommenda-

tions (accepted) that inspectors' reports should he published and that objectors

should be able to know as early as possible what case they had to meet.
Just as in the case of tribunals,4 ' the Committee contrasted 'two strongly,

opposed views': the 'administrative' and the 'judicial' views." The administrative

view, which had been dominant previously, stressed that the minister was respon-

sible to Parliament and to Parliament only for his decision, and that it could not in
any way he governed by rules. The judicial view held that an inquiry was something

like a trial before a judge and that the decision should be based wholly and directly

on the evidence. Both these extremes were rejected—and this involved rejecting the
established philosophy that was supposed to justify non-disclosure of the govern-

ment's case and non-disclosure of the inspector's report. The Committee said:43

If the administrative view is dominant the public enquiry cannot play its full part in the
total process, and there is a danger that the rights and interests of the individual citizens

" Above, p. 473.
Subject to the rules as to judicial review for unreasonableness, etc.: above, p. 351.
Cmnd. 218 (1957). This ground was first surveyed in the Report of the Ministers Powers

Committee, Cmnd. 4060 (1932). Although that report recommended that reasons should he
given for decisions and that inspectors' reports should be published, nothing was done.

Above, p. 920.
12 Para. 262.

Paras. 273-74.
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affected will not be sufficiently protected. in these cases it is idle to argue that Parliament
can be relied upon to protect the citizen, save exceptionally. if the judicial view is
dominant there is a danger that people will regard the person before whom they stile their
case as a kind of judge provisionaUy deciding the matter, subject to an appeal to the
Minister. This view overlooks the true nature of the proceedings, the form of which is
necessitated by the fact that the Minister himself, who is responsible to Parliament for the

ultimate decision, cannot conduct the enquiry in person.

The Committee rejected the notion that objectors could not expect the same

standard of justice when the scheme was initiated by the same minister who had

ultimately to decide its fate rather than by some other authority. The Committee

put fallacious distinctions firmly aside:4

These and other possible distinctions are useful in considering detailed aspects of the
various procedures but they are misleading when what has to be considered is their general
nature. Not only is the impact of these various procedures the same so far as the individual
citizen is concerned, for he is at issue with a public authority in all of them, but they also
have basic common features of importance when regarded from a wider point of view. All
involve the weighing of proposals or decisions or provisional proposals or decisions, made
by a public authority on the one hand against the views and interests of individuals affected
by them on the other. All culminate in a ministerial decision, in the making of which there is

a wide discretion and which is final.

The plan of reform

Two primary recommendations were that there should be a permanent and

independent body, the Council on Tribunals, and that the Council should formu-

late rules of procedure for inquiries which would have statutory force The Council
on Tribunals was constituted by the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1958 (now

replaced by the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992) but as a purely advisory body. As
regards inquiries, it has to consider and report on such mattes as may be referred to

it by the Lord Chancellor, or as it may itself determine to be of special importance,
concerning 'administrative procedures involving, or which may involve, the hold-

ing by or on behalf of a Minister of a statutory inquiry'. 45 A statutory inquiry is

defined as 'an inquiry or hearing held or to be held in pursuance of a duty imposed
by any statutory provision'—that is to say, an inquiry which the ministe is obliged

to hold—with the addition of such other inquiries or hearings as may be desig-

nated by order. This latter limb of the definition dates from 1966 and is explained

below."

° Pars. 267.
S. l(I)(c) of the Act of 1992.

' Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, a. 16(1).
° Below, p. 987.
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Standing machinery is thus provided ftr dealing with the problems of inquiries

as and when they arise. The work of the Council will he illustrated under a number

of different headings. As it has developed, the Council has entertained complaints

from members of the public about inquiries. Thus the Council has, in its limited

sphere of operation, undertaken the work of an ombudsman. Its Constitution and

other activities have been explained in the previous chapter.

Power to make procedural rules for inquiries was given by an Act of 1959.0 The
power is conferred on the Lord Chancellor, acting by statutory instrument and

after consultation with the Council on Tribunals. Rules have beets made for a

number of the commoner types of inquiries, as explained below" In Scottish

affairs the Secretary of State for Scotland acts in place of the Lord Chancellor:

Of the Committee's detailed recommendations about inquiries the following
were the most noteworthy.

I. A public authority initiating a scheme or order should he required to make avail-
able, in good time before the inquiry, a written statement giving full particulars of
its case.

2. The minister who will ultimately decide the case should, whenever possible, make
available before the inquiry a statement of the policy relevant to the particular case;
but he should be free to direct that the statement he wholly or partly excluded from
discussion at the inquiry.

3. If the policy changes after the inquiry, the letter conveying the minister's decision
should explain the change and its relation to the decision.

4. The main body of inspectors should he placed under the control of the Lord
Chancellor.

5. The initiating authority (including a minister) should explain i ts proposals fully at
the inquiry and support them by oral evidence.

6. Statutory codes of procedure should be formulated by the Council on Tribunals.
7. Public inquiries are preferable to private hearings in cases of compulsory acquisition

of land, development plans, planning appeals and clearance schemes.
8. The inspector should have power to administer the oath and subpoena witnesses.
9. Costs should be more generally awarded and the Council on Tribunals should keep

the subject under review.
10. The inspector's report should be divided into two parts: (i) summary of evidence,

findings of fact and inferences of fact; and (ii) reasoning from fats including appli-
cation of policy and (normally) recommendations.

t. The complete text of the report should accompany the ministers letter of decision
and also be available on request centrally and locally.

12. If any of the parties wish for an opportunity to propose corrections of fact, the first
part of the report should, as soon as possible after the inquiry, be sent both to the
authority and to the objectors. They should have fourteen days in which to propose
Corrections.

' That power is now vouchsafed by the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, s. 9.
Below. p. 982.
Act of 1992. s. 9(4); SI 1999 No. 678.
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13. The minister should be required to submit to the parties for their observations any
new factual evidence, including expert evidence, obtained after the inquiry.

14. The minister's letter of decision should set out in full his findings and inferences of

fact and the reasons for the decision.

The great majority of these recommendations were accepted and put into effect.
Only numbers 2 and 4 were rejected outright, though numbers 9 and 12 were
reserved for further consideration. The remainder were declared to be 'wholly or
partly acceptable'—a form of acceptance which left open a way of retreat, as

appeared later in connection with number 13u
The necessary changes were effected more by administrative directions than by

alteration of the law. The powers of the Council on Tribunals to consider and
report on relevant questions have already been mentioned." The Act of 1958 (and
its successors) also provided for reasons to he given for decisions. The statutory
rules of procedure which have now been made for some inquiries also give legal
force to some of the other improvements. These various matters are explained
below. But the chief instrument of reform has been the ministerial circular, a
document which has no legal operation but which 'invites' local authorities and
other bodies to make arrangements suggested by the minister, or else explains the
minister's own departmental practice. Many important reforms, such as the publi-
cation of inspectors' reports and time giving of reasoned decisions, could be made
merely by-changes of practice and without any alteration of the law. These changes
were therefore explained in circulars, which were published documents freely

available to all concerned.

LAW AND PRACTICE TODAY

The right to know the opposing case

One important - requirement of natural justice is that the objector should have the
opportunity to know and meet the case against him." 'The case against him', in the
context of an inquiry, will be some scheme or order proposed b some public
authority, such as a compulsory purchase order, or some adverse decision such as

the refusal of planning permission.
In accordance with a rewLLu,,,.	 t1- Prnkc Committee, ministerial

instructions ask local authorities to prepare written statements setting out the

See below, p. 981.
52 Above, pp. 921 and 924,
" Above, P . 512.
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reasons for their proposals and to make these available to objectors in good time

before the inquiry. This has now become standard practice. In the cases where the

rules of procedure now apply, they require the authority to serve on the objector,

usually at least twenty-eight days before the inquiry, a written statement (known as

the 'policy statement') of their reasons for seeking confirmation of their order or

cisc a written statement of the submissions which they will make at the inquiry. If

directions or opinions of other government departments are to he relied upon,

they must be disclosed in advance. Facilities must he given for inspection and

copying of relevant documents and plans. Where the minister is himself the
originating authority, he will act similarly.

Although the government rejected the recommendation that the deciding minis-
ter, as opposed to the initiating authority, should provide a statement of policy

before the inquiry, there has been an improvement in the issue of explanatory
material, particularly from the Department of the Environment.

Inspectors' reports

None of the reforms achieved by the Franks Committee was of greater importance

than the successful conclusion of the long struggle to secure publication of inspec-

tors' reports. Before the Committee there was strong official opposition to the

proposal. Much of this opposition was based on the well-worn objections of the

secretive civil servant. To reveal the report would be administratively inconvenient;

it would embarrass the minister; it would reduce the candour with which the

report was written; and would not be understood by the objectors. Even though

the official case was not so weak as might he thought from some of these argu-

ments used to defend it, the overriding fact was that it was impossible to persuade

people that they had received justice if they were not allowed to see the document

which conveyed their objections to the minister.

Since 1958 it has been the standard practice for a copy of the report to accom-

pany the minister's letter of decision. Where statutory rules apply, they require this

specifically. Where they do not, there is no legal right to disclosure of the report,

but in practice it is supplied. None of the evils that were feared seem to have
resulted. Inspectors gained in public respect, since it could he seen how fairly they

handled cases. At the same time it is easier for objectors to tell whether legal

remedies may he open to them or whether there is cause for complaint to the
Council on Tribunals. The public's sense of grievance has been assuaged. Good

administration and the principles of justice have once again proved to be friends,

not enemies. The departments that were most tenacious of secrecy have found that
it has done them good to abandon it.

The government however rejected the recommendation that the first part of the

report, dealing with the evidence and findings of fact, should he disclosed in time

for the parties to suggest corrections before the decision. In Scotland this practice is
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not only followed but is legally mandatory; and in principle England ought to

follow suit.55 But in England the delays caused by intricate procedures, particularly

for development plans and planning appeals, are so serious that any increase in the

time taken by an inquiry is unacceptable. Administrative congestion has here
affected procedural fairness. Inspectors' findings of fact are a rare subject of com-

plaint; but a decision may be quashed if the inspector omits to report evidence of

importance.'6
The minister is in no way bound to follow the recommendations of the report:

his duty is to decide according to his own independent view, 57 taking account of all

relevant information- 58 It is not necessary that the inspector should always make

recommendations" or that he should make findings on all the issues raised.6°

Reasons for decisions

The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992 61 provides, as did the Acts of 1958 and 1971,

for the giving of reasons for decisions. This is a matter of great importance. It
enables the citizen to understand the connection between the inspector's report

and the minister's decision. It also enables the court to quash the decision if the

reasons are not adequately given, 62 thus making a notable extension of judicial

control over inquiry procedures.	 -

As regards inquiries the Act provides that where

any Minister notifies any decision taken by him after a statutory inquiry has been held by
him or on his behalf, or in a case in which a person concerned could (whether by objecting
or otherwise) have required the holding as aforesaid of a statutory inquiry, it shall be the
duty. . . of the Minister to furnish a statement of the reasons for the decision. 5 '	 -

The meaning of 'statutory inquiry' is explained below. The second limb of the

provision covers cases where a party may waive his right to a formal hearing, as is

common in planning appcals.5

' See e.g. Town and Country Planning Appeals (Inquiry Procedure) (Scotland) Rules SI
1997 No. 796 and Kirkpatrick (I. & A.) v. Lord Advocate 1967 SLT (Notes) 27 (decision of
Secretary of State quashed for failure to observe this rule): similarly Paterson v. Secretary ofSrare
forscorland 1971 Sc I; Wordie Property Co. Ltd. v. Secreta ry of State for Scotland 1984 SLT 345.

ss But there is no such obligation in law: Steele v. Minister of Housing and Local Government

(1 956) 6 P & CR 386.
East Hampshire DC v- Secretary of State for the En iirOnrnent [1979) Est. Gz. Dig. 1048.
Nelsovil Ltd. v. Minister of Housing and Local Government [1962] I WLR 404.
See Prest v. Secretary of State for Wales (1981) 81 LGR 193, allowing the use of evidence

which was not available at the inquiry.
" p , c,...,,.,,,,, ,f ç,,, to f,r Trarist,art ex p. Gwent CCI 19881 08 429.

London & Clydeside Estates Ltd. v. Aberdeen DC 1984 SLT 50.
S.10.

° See above, p. 940.
s. 10(1)(b).
p. 987.

63 See below, p. 989.
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The terms and qualifications of the Act were explained in the chapter on tri-

bunals, where it is noted that the reasons may he written or oral, and that the

statutory duty applies only where reasons are requested." But in practice a

reasoned decision letter is now sent out as a matter of course. Where procedural

rules have been made (as explained bclow), b? they impose an unqualified duty to

give reasons, so that there is no need to make any request.

It has been held that reasons given under the rules must he as full and as

adequate as reasons given under the Act, though if they arc clear and adequate

they may be briefly stated. 68 Where a bad decision letter leaves real and substantial

doubts as to the minister's reasons, or fails to deal with a substantial object ion,7°

or does not explain a departure from the development plan" or the minister's
published policy" or is misleading, 73 the decision may be quashed on the same

grounds as apply in the case of tribunals. In another case" Lord Denning MR
said:

Section 12(1) of the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1958 says that the minister must give his
reasons, and that his reasons are to form part of the record. The whole purpose of that
enactment is to enable the parties and the courts to see what matters he has taken into
consideration and what view he has reached on the points of fact and law which arise. If he
does not deal with the points that arise, he fails in his duty, and the court can order him to
make good the omission.

However, the pendulum has begun to swing in the other direction. The House of

Lords has held that decision letters should be read 'with a measure of benevolence'

and-that the duty to give reasons does not require the decision-maker 'to dot every

i and cross every t'! 'Excessively legalistic textual criticism of planning decision

Above, p. 939.
p. 983.
Westminster CC v. Great Portland Estates Plc 119851 AC 661. As to structure plans see

below, p. 979.
Gtvaudan & Co. Ltd. V. Minister of Housing arid Local Government 11967) 1 WLR 250

(obscurely worded decision quashed under Town and Country Planning Act 1962, s. 179,
applying the reasoning of RePoyser and MiIls'Arbitratior, [1964] 2 QIt 467, above, p.918). See
similarly French Kier Developments Ltd. v. Secretary of State for the Environment [1977) 1 All
ER 296; Niarchos v. Secretary of State for the Environment [ 1977) 76 LGR 480; Strathclyde
Passenger E.xecu tire v. McGill Bus Service 1984 SLT 377.

Barnhamn v. Secretary of State for the Environment (1985) 52 p & CR 10 (Structure plan).
Si Reading BC v. Secretary of State for the Environment (1985) 52 P & CR 385.

See the Barnhamn case (above).
London Residuary Body v. Secretary of State for the Environment, The Times, 30 March

1988.
71 !i'1'agh (Earl) v. Minister of Housing and Local Government 1196411 QB 395. And see R. v.

Secretary of State for Transport ex p. Cumbria CC [1983] RTR 129 (reasons particularly
important when minister differs from inspector).

Save Britain's Heritage v. No. I Poultry Ltd. 11991) 1 \VLR 153 at 164. Thus deficiencies in
the Secretary of State's reasoning could be remedied by an exemplary inspector's report
where the Secretary of State had impliedly adopted the inspector's reasoning by using the
same words as the inspector.
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letters', the House of Lords has said, 'is something the court should strongly

discourage'.'
The Act has been made applicable also to inspectors who decide planning

appeals themselves. But otherwise it has no application where the inquiry is held
by or on behalf of someone other than a minister or a board presided over by a

minister .71

ftc right to participate

A 'public local inquiry', and likewise a 'local inquiry', implies that there will he a

right of audience for all persons in the locality who are genuinely concerned for

good reasons, and not merely for those who have legal rights at stake. In the Arlidge

case Lord Moulton said:"

The effect of the insertion of the word 'public' appears to me to be that every member of the
public would have a locus standi to bring before the inquiry any matters relevant thereto so
as to ensure that everything bearing on the rights of the owner or occupier of the house
affected, or the interests of the public in general, or of the public living in the neighbour-
hood in particular, would he brought to the knowledge of the Local Government Board for
the purpose of enabling it to discharge its duties in connection with the appeal.

These members of the public are allowed to give evidence and cross-examine

opposing witnesses, but the inspector has a wide discretion to curb irrelevance and

repetition, and to control the proceedings generally."
But the statutory procedural rules which have been made for certain classes of

inquiries confer the right of appearance and participation only upon parties who
have legal rights which are in sonic way in issue, and allow other members of the
public to appear only in the inspector's discretion. In so far as these restrictions

conflict with the judicial statement just quoted, their validity may be open to

question, since the power to make procedural rules can hardly avail to cut down

rights of participation granted by Act of Parliament. But the question has not yet
arisen before a court, since in practice public inquiries and local inquiries, includ-

ing planning appeals, are open freely to all comers.°' This is good administration,

since neighbours, amenity societies and other third parties may often be able to
in important contributions; and the object is to enable the best decision to be

made in the public interest. This does not mean that third parties have in practice

" South Lakeland DC V. Secre:ary of State for the Environment 1199212 AC 141 at 148.
n Town and Country Planning Act 1990, 6th sched., para. S.

tribunals and Inquiries set iv.t, s. LOW-79

Local Government Board v. .4rlidge 119151 AC 120 at 147; above, p.484. And see Wedncs-

bury Corporation v. Ministry of Housing and Local Government (No. 2 )1 1966 1 2 QB 275 at 302

(Diplock 1.J).
85 SVeclizesbury Corporation case (ibid.).

On the position of third parties see Wraith and Lamb, Public' Inquiries as an instrument of

Government, 253.
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all the advantages of those whose legal rights ate affected. Ihey ma y sometimes he
unable to challenge the validity of the proceedings as 'persons aggrieved' and they

have a number of disadvantages in cases covered by procedural rules, as explained

below.'

Scope of inquiries: the problem of policy

The parties who participate in an inquiry, whether as of right or otherwise, are

entitled to a fair hearing of their cases or objections. For this purpose statutory

rights and the principles of natural justice operate in conjunction, as explained

elsewhere." But these rights cannot he used to carry the inquiry beyond its proper

scope. Even where the Act says that the minister 'shall consider all objections' he

need not consider objections which do not fairly, and reasonably relate to the true
purpose of the inquiry or which merel y repeat objections made more suitably at an
earlier inquiry.

The central difficulty is to know how far matters of general policy should he

open to question. The place for debating general policy is Parliament, and at an

inquiry there should be no 'useless discussion of policy in the wrong forumn'. The

purpose of a local inquiry is to provide the minister with information about local

objections so that he can weigh the harm to local interests and private persons

against the public benefit to he achieved by the scheme. 87 The policy behind the
scheme, as opposed to its local impact, should therefore be taken for granted. Thus,

following a recommendation of the Franks Committee, statutory rules of pro-

cedure normally provide that the inspector shall disallow questions directed to the
merits of government policv.

But the line between general polic y and its local application may not be easy to
draw, and it is often the underl ying policy which objectors wish to attack. In

practice inspectors tend to he indulgent, allowing objectors to criticise policy and

reporting such objections to the minister. Where this is done the inquiry is likely to

be fairer to all concerned, since it is unrealistic to suppose that objectors have any

effective voice to criticise policy in Parliament. The latitude allowed to them may

vary according to the subject matter, and they may more reasonably claim to attack

the policy underlying a development plan (for example) than that underlying the

need for a power station or an airport.

Above, p. 738.
Below, p.983.
Above, p. 506.

' Lomelock v. Minister of Transport (1980) 40 P & CR 336 (objection disputing need for
motorway held out of order).

' Franks Report, Cmond. 218 (1957), para. 28$.
Bushell v. Secretory of Sane for the Environment 1[9811 AC 75 at 94 (Lord Diplock). See

also Lovelock v. Vespro Towmotiip (1981) 123 DLR (3d) 530 (right to cross-examine on policy
statement upheld by Supreme Court of Canada).

as e.g. SI 1967 No. 720, r. 6(2) (compulsory purchase by ministers).
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This issue came to a head before the House of Lords in a case where objectors

wished to dispute the need for a motorway. In advance of the inquiry into the

schemes for two sections of the motorway the minister announced that the gov-

ernment's policy to build the motorways would not be open to debate at the

inquiry, but that objectors could contest the lines proposed. The inspector in fact
allowed the objectors to call evidence questioning the need for the motorway as a

whole, but he refused to allow cross-examination of departmental witnesses about
the methods used for predicting traffic flow for roads generally, which the

objectors maintained were faulty. Upholding this refusal as lair in the circum-
stances, the House of Lords held that traffic prediction technique was a part of

general policy and beyond the true scope of a local inquiry. 89 In admitting evidence

about need the inspector had made a concession beyond what was required by law,

and it was for him to say where the concession should stop. Lord Diplock observed

that it would be a rash inspector who felt able to make recommendations on such a
matter merely on evidence from one particular inquiry and that it would be an

unwise minister who acted on it. Lord Lane also pointed out that it would be

no help to the minister to receive differing recommendations about need from a

series of local inquiries dealing with separate sections of the route.
The problem of distinguishing between general policy and its local application

will appear again in connection with extrinsic evidence, discussed below.
There are strong practical reasons for not allowing local inquiries to he carried

too far beyond their proper range. It is not unusual for a major inquiry to take a

hundred days or more. The inquiry into the Greater London development plan in
1970-72 sat for 237 days to deal with over 28,000 objections and led to a 1,200-page

report. The inquiry of 1977 into the nuclear reprocessing plant at Windscale sat for
100 days and the report extended to 689 pages. The Sizewell B nuclear power

station inquiry of 1985-87 held 340 sittings and produced a 3,000-page report. In

the weighing of conflicting public and private interests some account must be

taken of expenditure of time and money.

Scope of inquiries: statutory restriction

The scope of some inquiries is restricted. The normal enactment requires the
minister to hold an inquiry and to consider the inspector's report. But some Acts

say that the inquiry shall be merely an inquiry into the objection. Thus the formula
in the Police Act 1996 provides for an inquiry into police amalgamation schemes to

be held 'with respect to the objection'. 90 Its intention is to prevent discussion of the

merits of the scheme as opposed to the merits of the objection, and to nullify the

Scottish decision requiring both sides of the case to be expounded.

Bushel! v. Secretary of State for the Environment (above).

This change was recommended by the Royal Commission on the Police, 1962, Cnind.

1728, para. 289.
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An inquiry into the ob j ection' merel y is fundamentally inadequate, for as the

Franks Committee observed, 'an objection cannot reasonably be considered as a

thing in itself, in isolation from what is objected to'.' The restriction is it crude and

imperfect attempt to make the distinction between general policy and its local

application explained above. In fact it is questionable whether an inquiry 'into the

objection' is reall y restricted in arty' significant way, since it is eas y to frame an

objection so as to put in issue the whole policy behind the scheme.

A more effective restriction is the power which souse statutes give to the minister

to disregard objections of Certain kinds. For example, under the Acquisition of
Land Act 198 1 ` the minister may call upon the objector to a compulsory purchase

order to state his grounds of objection, and he may disregard the objection if he is

satisfied that it can he dealt with in the assessment of compensation. In the case of

certain road schemes under the Highways Act 1980' the minister may dispense
with an inquiry if he is satisfied t.hat it is unnecessary, though he cannot invoke this

power against some classes of objectors, such as public authorities. Objections to

compulsory purchase orders which in substance amount to objections to approved

road schemes of certain kinds may be disregarded under the same Act, which also

allows the minister to call for particulars of objections advocating alternative

routes or new roads and to disregard such objections not notified in advance of the
inquiry. 94 The Town and Country Planning Act 1990' allows the minister to dis-
regard objections to compulsory purchase orders which amount in substance to
objections to development plans.

A special case where the scope of the inquiry may be drastically limited is that of

the 'examination in public' of structure plans submitted to the Secretary of State

by local planning authorities. He is required to consider all objections duly made,

but the 'examination in public' (the word 'inquiry' is avoided) is restricted to 'such

matters affecting his consideration of the plan as he considers ought to be so
examined'; and one decision holds that an objector is not entitled to so full a

hearing as he could claim at an inquiry. The Council on Tribunals may concern

itself with this peculiar procedure; but otherwise the Tribunals and Inquiries Act
1992 does not apply.'4 The Secretary of State need only give 'such statement as he

considers appropriate' of the reasons for his decision; but it has been held that the

reasons must be adequate and intelligible, no less than in other cases. 48 lie makes

" Cmnd. 218 0957) para. 271. This paragraph erroneously assumes that the standard
form of inquiry is into objections only.

s. 13 and 1st sched, para. 1
" 1st sched., p.sras. 7, 14,

1st sched., Pt. 111.
s.245(1).
Itridlcy (Edwin iL) CLS0,u Ltd. v. SecrL'ta ry of Strtefor ilw Lnvrro,intctrt (1982) 47 P & CR

37-4.
Town and Country Planning Act 1990, s. 35(8).
Bradley (Edwin H.) v. Secretary of State for the Environment (above); Barn/tarn v. Sc-

rctaryofSntte for the Erts'iro,ipnrjr (19$5) 52 P & CR If).
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procedural regulations after consultation with the Lord Chancellor but not neces-

sarily with the Counc i l ort 1 ribunals.

Extrinsic evidence: the proltic'tn

Acute difficulty can arise where the minister bases his decision on facts which he
obtains otherwise than through the inquiry. This is another case where the mix-
ture of semi-legal procedure and political decision readily causes misunderstand-

ing. If the objector finds that the minister has taken account of facts which there

was no opportunit y of contesting at the inquiry, he may feel that the inquiry is a

waste of time and money. But, as has been emphasised already, it is inherent in

most inquiry procedures that in the end the minister takes a decision of policy,
and that the inquiry provides him with only part of the material for his decision.

Ex Iiypothesi he may take account of other material. But of what sort of other

material?
In its special report to the lord Chancellor on the Essex chalkpit case'—where

--	 the minister had rejected the inspector's recommendation in reliance upon expert

- - evidence from the Ministry of Agriculture which was not Pitt before the inspector

and which the obkctors had no opportunity to controvert—the Council on Tri-
bunals criticised the rejection by the minister of his inspector's recommendation in

cases where (i) the rejection was based on ministerial policy which could and
should have been made clear at the inquiry or (ii) the minister took advice 

after the

inquiry from persons who neither heard the evidence nor sass' the site, but yet

controverted the inspector's findings as to the facts of the local situation. These
final words contain the heart of the matter. The minister's policy may be formed

on the basis of all kinds of fact, reports and advice which have nothing to do with
the local situation which is the subject of the inquiry, and which therefore need not
necessarily be known to the objectors or investigated at the inquiry. But the facts of

the local situation are in a different category, and there is bound to be complaint if
due respect is not paid to the inspector's findings, hi the chalkpit case the govern-

ment's explanations were not clear on this vital question: was the advice given by
the Ministry of Agriculture general advice, to the effect that a certain mode of

chalk-working was incapable of creating excessive dust; or was it really advice

about the local situation, to the effect that chalk-working in that particular pit
,,.,,..l-i L.. :___	 ._ ............- ....,.

- --	 .''	 'flLL'_	 U I 1:11 1-11 LiLdl

acter that justified the complaint.

's SI 1999 No. 3250, not reciting consultation with the Council.
Above, p.739 (the Bio.;o: case).
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Extrinsic e t'uh',tcs': 6ies solt ttion

The Council on Tribunals recommended that there should be a rule for future
cases providing that the minister, if differtn, from the inspector's rccomrliCfldat;on
on a finding or a fact or UI) account of fresh evidence (including expert opinion) or
a fresh issue (not being a matter of government policy), should first noCfy the
parties and allow them to comment in writing; and that they should he entitled to
have the inquiry reopened if fresh evidence or a fresh issue emerged. This proposed

rule was accepted and has since been followed in practice. It is also embodied iii the
statutor y rules of procedure which have been made for various classes of inquiries
including planning appeals! Failure to observe it has led to the quashing or
remitting of a number of decisions.'

In sonic situations it may be difficult to tell what is a finding of fact and what is a
matter of opinion. The rule was held not to appl y where the minister rejected his
inspector's finding that a house in a particular place would he unobjectionable,
since the minister was held not to he differing from the inspector on the facts but
forming a different opinion of them on the 'planning merits ' and enforcing a
general policy of not pernsilt mg building outside the village houndaries.

It is fully established that the principles of natural justice do not permit the

minister, any more than thc inspettor, to receive evidence as to the local situation

- from one of the parties concerned in the inqinry, without disclosing it to the others
and allowing them to comment. To fake evidence from one part y behind the backs
of the others itiatcs the whole ii;quit y and renders the minister's order liable to
he quashed! To take evidence or advice from other sources raises cognate hut

Sec next section. For planning appeals ice SI 2000 No. 162-1, r. 17(5). A technical defect
is that the rule does riot apply where the inspector makes no recom mendation: see ltstnii,:-ster Brink Ltd. v. Beverley Borough Council 119711 AC 508. A further defect is that it 'only bites
where the Secretary of State is disposed to disagree with the Inspector' (Council erii Tribunal,,
Annual Report, 1987183, pars. 2.32). Parties opposed to the inspector's recommendation mabe prejudiced by hei rig unable to controvert fresh evidence supporting the recornnr eudation.

y

See also Hatrrr/tort v. Roxburgh Count) ' courier? 1971 SC 2. The Parliamentary Conin:issijncr
for Administration is willing to investigate complaints of breach of the rule, despite the
obvious legal remed: see his Annual Report for 1969 (HC 138, 1969-70) at 169 (Case C.54/L).French Kier Del' ,' loprn'flts Ltd. v. Secretary of State for the Err r- jrofl,ne,j [ 19771 1 All ER296; Pesiwit/i DCv. Secretary of Stare for the Lnrironrtie,it ( 1977) 34 p & CR 269 (erroneous?y
citing the Tribunals md Inquiries Act instead of the inquiry rules); Pyrford Properties Ltd.Secretar y of Suite for the Ernrrron,nc,it ( 1977( 36 P & CR 28; Pa/lock V. Serretrtry of Sta:e for theEnvjro,irne,ir ( 1979)40 P & CR 9-I.

Lithe (Lord) v. Minister of Fioirring rind Local Gos-ernn,nenrt I1968]  1 QB 172; Vine EstatesLtd. v. Secretary of State for the Enin'irotin,:etit (1970) 69 LGR 543; Slurp/is' & So y i s Ltd. v.Secretary of State fur the Erri'jrc,r,ne,rt 119731 1 \VLR 560; Brown v. Secretary of Stare for theEnviro,n,nie,,t (1980) 40 P Sc CR 285. See similarly Darlassis v. Minister of Eirieatjo,1 (1954) 52LGR 304 (minister at liberty to consult another minister oil of policy) and Siinnnnncrs v.
Minister of Health  11947] 1 All ER IS-I; L:ihy,iv v. Secretary of Statc for Scot/rind 1973 SIT 81.Contrast Birrwoorjs (caterers) Ltd. i°. Secretary of Strite for the Enti'iron,ne: i t (1972) Fit. Car.Die. 1007 (local information cried: decision quashed).

As in the cases cited above, p.5t3.
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different questions which the courts have not yet fully explored. It is clear that

the inspector must not himself obtain local evidence without disclosing it to the

parties,' and in principle the minister should be subject to the same restriction. In

one case Lord Denning Lj said:7

The minister on his part must also act judicially, lie must only consider the report and the
material properly before bins. He must not act on extrinsic information which the house-
owner has had no opportunity of contradicting. Thus far have the courts gone

But this 'extrinsic information' should be limited to information about the local

situation in the particular case. It can hardly extend to information relating only to

general policy, which the minister should always be able to obtain and use with

complete freedom.'

Procedural rules

The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992° empowers the Lord Chancellor to make

rules of procedure for statutory inquiries, or classes of inquiries held by or on

behalf of ministers. The rules may provide for preliminary matters; they must be

made by statutory instrument; and the Council oil 	 must he consulted.

Various types of inquiry' 5 have been furnished with rules made under this

power, including three large classes: compulsory purchase inquiries held under the

Acquisition of Land Act 1981 (formerly 1946);" planning appeals, applications

and enforcement; ` and inquiries into schemes for trunk roads and motorways.'3

Rules have also been made for inquiries connected with the underground storage

of gas,' 4 electricity supply" and pipe-lines.' 6 But after 1967 the business of mak-

ing inquiry rules in new areas was allowed to come to a halt. it was only outbreaks
of disorder at trunk road and motorway inquiries that caused rules to be made for

them belatedly in 1976,' followed by a review promising numerous administra-

As in Hibernian Property Co. Ltd. v. Secretory of State for r/te .Etrvirot,rtietit (1973) 27 p &

CR 197 and Fairniount Invcstn,ents Ltd. v. Secretary of State for the Environment 11976) 1 WLR

1255 (above, p. 513).
Steele v. Minister of Housing and Local Gos'ern,nerit (1956) 6 p & CR 386 at 392.

Sec Bus/tell v. Secretary of Stare for the Euviron,ncnt 119811 AC 75, discussed above,

1' . 977.
s.9. Similar provisions have been in force since 1959.
The rules normally apply also to hearings (see above, p. 966).

ZiltS i J1I_ 5LLflhIjiWUI

purchase by public authorities). But it is anomalous that there are no rides for other cases.
2 SI 2000 Nos. 1624, 1625.

° SI 1994 No, 3263.
SI 1966 No. 1375.

6 SI 1967 No. 450; SI 1990 No. 528.
SI 1995 No. 1239.
S  1994 No. 3263.
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live improvements in 1978.18 Rules for drought order inquiries were made ill
1984.19 Rules for power station inquiries were made in 1987 in anticipation of a

major inquiry into the Construction of  nuclear power station." In the remaining
types of inquiries riot yet covered by rules, it is the practice to follow the Lord

Chancellor's rules by analogy so far as possible, since many of them are capable of
general application. Positive procedural rules are of great help to all concerned
with inquiries.

Consultation with the Council on Tribunals is obligatory only when rules are
made by the Lord Chancellor. 2 ' Other ministers are sometimes empowered to
make rules for inquiries, but in practice they consult the Council on Tribunals, and
their rules may be made in similar form.

Among the more important provisions of the Lord Chancellor's rules are those
dealing with:

1. the timetable for the various steps and trrna1itjes22
2. the written statement of its else by the initiating or opposing authority, 2 ' usually to

be supplied at least fort y-two days before the inquiry;
3. the persons entitled to appear at the inquiry;
4. the right of representation;
5. evidence of 9overninent departments concerned with the proposal; the right to call

evidence and cross-examine departmental representatives and witnesses (though
- not to ask questions directed to the merits of government policy); 	 -

6. procedure for site inspections;	 - --
7. evidence obtained after the inquiry;'
8. notification of the decision, with reasons;2t
9. the right to obtain a copy of the inspector's report;

10. the holding ofpre-inquiry meetings (at which the timetable for the inqiory will he
set) .27

The persons entitled to appear as of right under the rules are those who have

Cmnd. 7133 (Whitc Paper).
° SI 1984 No. 999.
20 SI 1990 No. 528.

Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992,s. 9(I).
12

The practice of the Lord Chancellor (e.g. in the Planning (Inquiries Procedure) Rules
(SI 2000 No. 1624)) has been to calculate the times allowed from the date of the Secretary of
State's notification to the parties that an inquiry would be held, rather than backwards from
the date of the inquiry. Generally the inquiry teas to he field within twent y-two weeks of thedate of notification (r. 10(1)); twenty-eight days' notice of the date of the inquirY must he given
to all entitled to appear (r. 10(3)). In Oat rt'icIe,'r v. Secretary of Sratcfor the Etie'irorr,ne,,t 11 978]I WLR 810 a complaint that the objector could riot attend on the specified date for religious
reasons was disallowed

23 Above, p.972.
24 Above, p.981.

Above, p. 974.
26 Above, p. 972.

SI 2000 Nos. 1624 and I ñ25, r. and r. 7 respectively.
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souse statutory standing in the matter, in compulsory purchase cases this means

any owner, lessee or occupier of the land who is entitled to have notice of the

compulsory purchase order and has made formal objections, and also the acquir-
ing authority." In planning appeals it means the appellant, the local planning
authority, certain other local authorities in some cases, certain other persons with

legal rights in the land affected, persons who have made formal objection in cases

where advertisement of the application is required, and any person on whom the
Secretary of State has required notice of it to be served. 29 The rules then provide
that any other person may appear at the inspector's discretion, and in practice

appearances by neighbours, amenity societies and others are freely allowed. 30 The
question whether there is really any legal power to exclude them has been men-
tioned ahove. 3 At any, rate, they do not under the statutory rules enjoy the full
rights of a party. They are not entitled to be sent the statement of the initiating or

opposing authority's case; and they are not entitled to the benefit of the rule,
discussed above, about disclosure of evidence from sources other than the inquiry.

The Council oil was unsuccessful in asking for an assurance that the
benefit of the latter rule should in practice he extended to them. 12 Their only
protection is that they will usually have similar interests to one of the statutory

parties, who will he officially encouraged to keep them informed."

This difficulty illustrates the paradox which underlies many inquiries where an

issue which in law lies between particular parties is in practice thrown open to the

public at large. The principal legal advantage that has so far been won by third
party objectors is that an objector who under the rules has been given leave to

appear at the inquiry thereby acquires the character of a 'person aggrieved' for the

purpose of challenging the legality of the decision under statutory procedure."

This improvement in his position is held to flow from the existence of the rules,

though they do not in fact alter the previous practice in this respect. He may also

benefit from the progressive relaxation of the rules about the standing of third
party objectors, of which examples have been given earlier.

An objector's right of representation is unrestricted, so that he may appear by a
lawyer or by any other person, as well as by himself.

15 SI 1990 No. 512.
" SI 2000 No. 1525, r. 6.
° The Code of Practice for Major Inquiries (Circular 10/88 (Department of the Environ-

ment)) provides for more equal treatment of those with direct interests in the land and others
such as neighbours and amrIilv '" All'u::: pItIupailng may register
with the Inspector and are given an opportunity to put their case to him.

Above, p.977.
Annual Report, 1962, pars. 37. The Council on Tribunals' further attempt also failed:

Annual Report, 1987-88, para. 2.82.
Same report, pars. 39.

" Sec above, p. 739.
Above, pp. 695 and 699.
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Public or private hearings

The rules contain no requirement that the proceedings should he held in public.
Although public hearings have always been the rule, the inspector was able (as in a
court of law) to exclude the public and cvcn other parties where the evidence to be
given was confidential, for example a secret commercial process. In such cases there
is an irreconcilable conflict between the objectors' rights to know the case against
them and to cross-examine witnesses and, oil other hand, the need for secrecy

in genuine cases. Since 1972 the policy has been that inspectors should not hear
evidence in private at planning inquirics;-° and in 1982 this rule was made statu-
tory, subject only to exceptions where the national interest required secrecy in
order to protect national security or to safeguard measures taken for the security of
premises or property."

Where the rules are silent there is no presumption that the inquiry will take
place in public and Article 10 of the ECHR (freedom of expression) is not
engaged. 38 Whether to hold all at all and whether it should sit in public
were 'pre-eminently. . . political dccision[sJ'29

Procedure, evidence, costs

The inspector is master of the procedure at all inquiry, always provided that the

principles of natural justice and the statutory rules, if any, are properly observed."
He may adjourn it if this is reasonable, 41 and he may exclude anyone who disrupts
the proceedings.'-' The legal rules of evidence do not apply, So that hearsay may be
admitted, if relevant, without vitiating the proceedings, whether or not the

' 836 HC Deb., written answers, col. 199 (4 May 1972).
Town and Country Planning Act 1990, 5.321, replacing Planning Inquiries (Attendance

of Public) Act 1982.
R. (Persey) v. Secretary of State for the L'iitro,:tne,ir, Food and Rural Affairs j 200 1 1 EWHC

371 (Adniin.), (2003] QB 791 (Minister's decision that 'Lessons learnt' Inquiry (non-
statutory) into outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease should sit in private upheld). Contrast 

R.(ttiigstnq) v. Secretary of Stats' for Health [2001] 1 Wt.R 292 (Minister's decision that inquiry
under National Health Act 1977, s. 2 into Shipman case (GP who murdered his Patients)
should sit in private, held irrational).

Simon Brown LI in Persey, para. 66.
See Miller (TA.) List. v. Minister of Housing 11,11! Local Government [1968) 1 WLR 99 2 ;IiincJzeqer CCv. Secretary of Stare for the Fnviro,:,nent ( 1979) 39 P & CR I (inspector rightlyrefused to hear expert witness).
C6rrc!icr v. Secretary of State for the Enr,ronrns',iz (1978] 1 \\TR 810; Gre3 ceiaj Cain-inercial Estates Ltd. v Rsuinjore, The Times, 14 Jul y 1981 (3 months adiourument upheld).Lovelock v. Secretary of State far 3)ntsport(l979) 39 p & CR 468 (disrupters r'inoved by

police; disrupter excluded from the inquiry cannot complain of breach of natural justice). The
inspector in planning appeals is givers power to exclude disrupters from the Pre-inquiry
meeting as well as from the inquiry proper (SI 2000 Nos. 1624 and 955, r. 5(9) and r. 7(3)
respectively). Previously inspectors lacked an explicit power to exclude from the pre-inquiry
meeting (Council on Tribunals, Annual fli'port, 1987-88, para. 2.80)
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evidence is taken on oath.` Cross-examination is allowed by procedural rules 44 and

evidently also b y the rules of natural justice, if it is within the proper scope of the

inquiry. The House of Lords has decided that witnesses enjoy absolute privilege
against actions for defamation.

Powers to take evidence on oath"' or affirmation, and also to require persons to

attend and produce documents, are conferred on the inspector in man' classes of

inquiries, including planning and compulsory purchase inquiries.4

Legal representation is always allowed in practice, as well as under procedural

rules, and is probably a matter of natural justice. Legal advice and assistance, but

not legal aid, are available in connection with statutory inquiries on the same basis

as in the case of tribunals.49

Ministers have power in numerous cases, again including planning and compul-

sory purchase, to make orders for the recovery of costs incurred in connection with

inquiries either by the department or by local authorities or by other parties.5°

Following a special report by the Council on Tribunals,n this power has been
exercised more freely. Costs are usually awarded against any party who behaves

unreasonably and vexatiously, including a public authority. Costs are usually

awarded to successful objectors in compulsory purchase and similar cases; and

inspectors usually make recommendations as to costs in their reports.52

After a long interval legislation has extended the power to award costs to hear-

ings in addition to inquiries and also to planning appeals decided on written
representations.' Inspectors have also been empowered to award costs on the

same basis as the Secretary of State. 51 That basis is now very wide, since it may
extend to 'the entire administrative cost of the inquiry' including staff costs and

overheads." Since these costs can only be computed by the department, and in any

case the department acts as judge in its own cause when costs are awarded in its

favour, the arrangements seem far from satisfactory in principle.

Marriott v. Minister of Health (1935)154 IT 47; Miller (T A.) Ltd. v. MHLC (above).
Above, p. 983.
Above, p.512.
Trapp V. Mackie 119791 1 WI.R 377 (Secretary of State's inquiry into reasons for dis-

missal of headmaster), holding that it is not necessary for the inspector to have the power of
decision. Sec 119821 FL at 432 (N. V. Lowe and 11. F. Rawlings).

42 This power exists in any case: Evidence Act 1851,s. 16; above, p.931.
e.g. Acquisition of Land Act 1981, s. 5(2); Town and Country Planning Act 1990,S. 

320; both applying (as is usual) the powers of Local Government Act 1972, s. 250 (as it
now is).

dilU uciow p.	 o t Iriounals 01 Inquiry).
As n. 53 above.
Cmnd. 2471 (1964).
Ministry of housing and Local Government Circular 73/65.

' Town and Country Planning Act 1990,s. 322 and 6th sched., para. 6.
Act of 1990, 6th sched., para. 6(5).

" I loon ng and Planning Act 1986,s. 42. This applies even where the inquiry does not take
place.
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Discretionary inquiries

The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992 defines a statutory inquiry' as an inquiry or
hearing held under a statutory duty. The jurisdiction of the Council on Tribunals

and the other provisions of the Act therefore apply where an Act provides that the
minister shall hold an inquiry, but do not apply where the provision is merely that
the minister may hold an inquiry. There are many discretionary inquiries of the
latter class, and it is no less important that they should be brought within the Act.
Examples of discretionary inquiries are those held under the Local Government

Act 1972, where departments have a general power to hold inquiries in connection
with their functions under the Act, 57 inquiries into objections to compulsory
purchase orders for defence purposes, and inquiries held under the Education
Act 1996, the National Health Service Act 197760 and the Highways Act 1980.61

The Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1966 dealt with this problem by giving power to

the Lord Chancellor to make orders designating particular classes of inquiries as
subject to the relevant parts of the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1958 relating to
supervision by the Council on Tribunals and the making of procedural rules .12

The duty to give reasons for decisions could also be made applicable, but this
required express direction in the order. 3 The current order, made in 1975, has
extended'thc list to more than eighty classes where reasons must be given, and
has added thirty-five additional classes where reasons need not be given. TM In this
latter group are, amongst others, certain accident inquiries, certain cases where

inquiries may be held into any matter arising under an Act, and also decisions on
'Secretary of State's questions' in social security matters."

informal procedures

Since any inquiry into an ything may always be held informally, ministers some-
times prefer to avoid statutory procedures altogether and to hold non-statutory

inquiries. The first inquiry into the development of Stansted Airport (1965- 6),

' Above, p. 970.
s. 250.
See Cowcil on Tribunals, Annual Report, 1961, para. 79.
s. 503.
s.84,
s.302.

See now Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992, s. 16(2), making the designated inquiries
subject to the Act generally, except as regards reasons for decisions.

63 Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992,s. 10(4).
SI 1975 No. 1379, as amended most recently by SI 1992 No. 2171.
Below, p. 993.
e.g. Police Act 1996, s. 49.

Under Social Security Administration Act 1992, s. 17. For these questions ccc above,
p.9 12.
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which might well have been held under the planning legislation (as was the second

inquiry of 1981-82), was in fact held as a mere administrative inquiry after which

the government proposed to authorise the development by special order. In such

cases objectors have no procedural rights (apart from the principles of natural

justice), their complaints cannot be taken up by the Council on Tribunals, and the

safeguards intended by the Act of 1966 cannot operate. The Council on Tribunals

has publicly criticised this practice.
An informal inquiry procedure, which proved so useful that it was made statu-

tory in 1986, was that by which appellants in planning appeals were invited by the

department to agree to have their appeals decided on written representations only,

without an inquiry or hearing. The attraction of this voluntary alternative was

that it saved time and expense and was frequently satisfactory—so much so that

the great majority of all planning appeals came to be decided by inspectors after an

exchange of written representations and a Site visit! 5 The inspector's report and

the Secretary of State's decision (if any) are now made available and there is the

usual right to a reasoned decision oil 	 But this procedure makes no provi-

sion for the views of third party objectors such as neighbours and amenity

Societies.

Major inquiries"

Big projects for such things as major airports and power stations often raise dif -

ficult questions about alternative sites and other problems of more than local

character which cannot well he handled at an ordinary local inquiry. 72 Sometimes

they are of gigantic proportions, such as the inquiries concerned with the Greater

London Development Plan (1970), which sat on 240 days, and the Sizewell B
nuclear power station (1983-85), which sat on 340 days. In the hope of improving

the procedure for exceptionally complicated inquiries special provision was made

by the Town and Country Planning Act 1968, now replaced by the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990, under which the minister might refer applications

and appeals, and also the government's own proposals, to a 'planning inquiry

commission' consisting of from three to five persons. The commission must then

proceed in two stages: first, rather like a royal commission, it must conduct a

general investigation; secondly, it must hear objectors at a local inquiry before one

-.	 . i; lvob, p. 	.
60 council on Tribunals, Annual Report, 1964, para. 76; 1966, para. 89.

In 2001-02 80 per cent of planning appeals were decided within sixteen weeks (Planning
Irlspcctorale's Annual Report 2001-02, p.66).

71 For discussion of government proposals for refOTM see (2002) JPL 137 (Popham and
Purdue).

n See above, p. 977.
71 s. 101 and ached. 8, Pt. 1.
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or more of its members. It is only the second stage which is subject to the Tribunals
and Inquiries Act 1992 and to the usual safeguards.

No planning inquiry commission has yet been constituted. Attention has turned
rather to informal pre-inquiry procedures designed to secure the fullest possible

exchange of information, and also public participation, before the formal and

adversarial proceedings begin. The government, prompted by the delays and frus-

tration occasioned by the inquiry into Heathrow Terminal Five, issued in May 1999
a further consultation paper, 'Streamlining the processing of major projects

through the planning system'. The major suggestion is that with schemes of
national significance Parliament should he invited to approve by resolution the

proposals in principle. This would preclude discussion at the inquiry of such
matters as are settled by Parliament's approval. 74 After consultation with the par-
ties the Secretary of State should agree a timetable for the inquiry with the
inspector. Sanctions such as fines, awards of costs and curtailment of representa-

tion or cross-examination have been proposed to ensure compliance with the
timetable. The Council's response to these proposals has been lukewarm."

Decisions'by inspectors

The large number of planning appeals, now in the order of 16,000 a year, 76 inevit-
ably led to severe delays. In order to reduce the time-rag the Secretar y of State was
empowered in 1968 to prescribe classes of appeals to be decided by the inspector
himself without reference to the Department, subject to the Secretary of State's
option to require any particular case to he referred .77 

The prescribed classes have
now been extended to cover the great majority of planning appeals. 78 The Tri-
bunals and Inquiries Act 1992 applies in all respects, 79 and rules of procedure of
the usual kind have been made. 8° Furthermore, there is provision for the parties to
waive their right to all hearing, so that in these cases also the procedure for
determining appeals on written representations only has acquired a statutory basis
and is subject to the general law governing inquiries.8'

This procedure has in general worked well, despite the abnormal expedient of
putting final decisions on matters of policy into the hands of officials not respon-

sible to Parliament. However, it has not solved the problem of delay. Severe delays
were experienced in the late 1980s. These have been significantly reduced since the

Such a procedure already exists under the li-ansport and Works Act 1992.
Annual Report, 1998-99, 49-50.

76 
Planning Inspectorate Statistical Report 2001-02.
Town and Country Planning Act 1990. ached. 6.
511997 No. 420.

' 6th sched. (as above), para. 8(1).
80 SI 2000 No. 1625.
" 6th sched, (as above), para. 2(3).
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planning inspectorate was established as an executive agency, and now generally

meet the targets set by Ministers.82

The Secretary of State has experimented with 'informal hearings' which he may

offer in selected 'inspector's decision' cases where the appellant and the local

planning authority agree. The timetable is accelerated 83 and the hearing takes the
form of a discussion led by the inspector, sitting with the parties and their

advisers round the same table. Evidence is circulated in advance and is not read

out at the hearing, and cross-examination is by informal questioning. The

inspector gives his decision in writing soon after the hearing and the formal

decision letter follows later. These are statutory hearings and the normal rules of

procedure apply with minor adjustments, and with the aid of a code of practice.

They have proved to be a popular and efficient alternative to a formal local
inquiry.

Inspectors generally

All the evidence before the Franks Committee of 1955-57 was to the effect that the

inspectors were competent, patient and open to very little criticism as to the

manner in which they controlled the proceedings. Their reputation was strength-
ened still further by the practice of publishing their reports.

As explained above, all the inspectors have now been organised into an executive

agency, the Planning lnspcctorate. 8t Although the agency continues to operate
within the government planning policy, agency status enhances the perceived

independence of the inspectors; and the quality of adjudication by inspectors is not

threatened by this development.85

In the past the status of departmental inspectors has been controversial, espe-
cially when the Department initiated the proposal under enquiry. But the estab-

lishment of the Planning Inspectorate has weakened links with the Department

and the use of such inspectors has ceased to be controversial, There is a danger, if

the inspector is too independent of the Department that is the engine of planning
policy, that objectors will be misled as to the nature of the inquiry and believe that

the decision will be based entirely on evidence led at the inquiry.

' In 2001-02. 80 ner ront nf rt'' ..................::_,, 
UCLLUCU in

sixteen weeks (against a target of sixteen weeks); (ii) by hearing were decided in twenty-two
weeks (against a target of twenty-two weeks); and (iii) by inquiries were decided in twenty-
nine weeks (against a target of thirty weeks). For these and other details see the Annual
Reports and Statistical Report of the Planning Inspectorate.

In 1991/92 the median overall time was twenty-eight weeks.
For executive agencies seep. 47.
Arininil Report, 1991-92 paras. 1.61—I.69.
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The Council on Trzhurrals

Various complaints reach the Council on Tribunals from people dissatisfied with
inquiries. These complaints are taken up with govcrnment departments when they

seem to have merit, and a number of improvements in practice have resulted.
In handling such complaints the Council on Tribunals performs an 'ombuds-

man' function like that of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration.

The Parliamentary Commissioner is also himself an ex officio member of the
Council. 87 It was apparentl y the intention of this arrangement that their respective
functions should be determined by informal agreement, since the Commissioner

has discretion to decide whether to take up any case. But, as pointed out earlier, the

Commissioner's policy is to investigate all eligible complaints, even though they

may also fall within the sphere of the Council, so that there are now two alternative
avenues in cases connected with inquiries where the two jurisdictions overl.ip.83
Thus the Parliamentary Commissioner has investigated complaints about delays

in planning appeals, evidence heard in camera at an inquiry, costs and similar
matters. This overlap, though untidy, is advantageous to complainants, since the
Parliamentary Commissioner's powers of investigation and of obtaining satisfac-
tion are much greater than those of the Council, 89 which is ill-equipped for the
handling of individual complaints.

OTHER INQUIRY PROCEDURES

Experiments in the United States

An attempt to judicialise' departmental procedure, much in the manner the House
of Lords refused to approve in the Arlidge case," has led the law of the United
States through some interesting gyrations. In a famous case of 1936, which con-

cerned the Secretary of Agriculture's power to fix prices for sales of livestock after a
public hearing, the Supreme Court invalidated a price-fixing order merely on the

ground that the Secretary himself had not personally heard or read any of the

evidence o considered the arguments submitted, but had decided the matter solely

on the advice of his officials in consultations at which the objectors were not
present. 91 A heroic decision The opinion given by Chief Justice Hughes rejected

Above, P 84.
Tribunals and Enquiries Act 1992,s. 2(3).
Above, P . 103.

' Above, P . 925.
Above, p. 484.
Morgan v, United Stares, 298 US 468 (1936). See Schwartz and Wade, legal control of

Gu't'rnnrcnr, 250; Schwartz, Adyninistrwive Law, 3rd edo., 420.
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the very essence of administrative practice by refusing to allow that 'one official

may examine evidence, and another official who has not considered the evidence

may make the findings and order'. He insisted that the duty of decision was 'akin to

that of a judge. The one who decides must hear'.

This doctrine, as was inevitable if it was not to bring government business to a

standstill, has been subjected to severe qualification. The facts of administrative life

make it impossible for the minister to peruse all the evidence. And the actual task

of collecting the evidence and holding the inquiry must be delegated to officials.

But the Supreme Court of the (Jnited States continued to require that the decision

Should be the personal decision of the minister in the sense that he sees the record
and exercises his personal judgment upon it. The case may be predigested for him

in his department, but he is the one who is required to decide, lie must therefore

'hear' in the sense of applying his mind to both sides of the case. He may not

simply ratify a decision taken by his subordinates, as he may in England .12

Tire federal Administrative Procedure Act

With the Administrative Procedure Act 1946 Congress addressed the difficulties

which attend upon some of the problems discussed in this book. It did, indeed,

adopt the ideal 'the one who decides must hear' for the inquiries to which it

applied, meaning obligatory statutory inquiries held by agencies of the federal
government and decided 'on the record'. But instead of attempting to control the
final decision of the minister or agency, and postponing the substantial decision

until the last possible moment, it allowed a substantial decision to be taken by the

official who holds the hearing. The object was to meet the complaint that hearing
officers may be—or at any rate appear to be—too much the puppets of their

agencies. Hearing officers were formed into something like a special corps, and

were removable only for good cause established before the Civil Service Commis-
sion; and their salaries and conditions of service were controlled by the Commis-

sion rather than by their own agencies. Having given them a status of greater

independence, the Act then provided that, unless they submit the whole record to

the agency, they should decide the case, and not merely make a recommendation to
the agency.

Thus the ideal has become: 'The one who hears must decide,' Reasons must be

given for the decision, and also for any further decision by the agency, so that the

Above, p. 319. In Steele v. Minister of Housing and Ions! Government (1956) 6 P & CR
386 at 392 Denning LI said, dealing with a Housing Act inquiry, that in a judicial matter such
as that it was 'infinitely better' that the man who heard the evidence and arguments should
decide; but he added that Parliament had prescribed otherwise: 'one man hears, another
decides'.

Sec Schwartz and Wade, Legal Gorrrro! of Government, 108; Schwartz (as above), 432.
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agency's appellate function is much less free from constraint than it would he if it
were taking an initial decision on an unpublished report from its hearing officer.

Would this 'judicialised' Procedure improve the system of statutory inquiries in
Britain? The Franks Committee in their report of 1957 did not think so: it was

fallacious, they said, to regard the inspector as 'a kind of judge provisionally decid-

ing the matter, subject to an appeal to the minister'. This is undoubtedly correct
in the cases for which statutory inquiries are primarily designed: the cases where

the decision is likely to be dominated by ministerial policy. It is a mistake to
suppose that the person in the best position to decide on the site of an atomic

power station or of a new town is the inspector who held the inquiry. The inquiry

can determine the local aspects, but it cannot determine the national aspects.
But in cases where policy is stereotyped or easy to ascertain, the position may he

otherwise. These are the cases for which the American procedure is designed; and it
reflects the American feeling that policy ought to be crystallised in rules and
formulae rather than left at large.' 5 This class of cases is not so extensive in Britain,
but something like it applies to the classes of planning appeals which are decided
by the inspector subject only to intervention by the minister in special cases.°6

rtccidc;1t4/Iqi4iru's

Railway accidents, shipwrecks, air crashes, factory accidents, and so forth often

have to be inquired into, and in general the familiar form of the public inquiry is
followed.' 7 But under the various statutes providing for such inquiries the practice

varies a good deal. It is obviously of great importance that it should be satisfactory,
since the reputation and livelihood of drivers, pilots and others—not to mention

the safety of their passengers—will often depend upon the findings. The Franks

Committee did not investigate them, confining itself to the more controversial
inquiries affecting land.

Tribunals of Inquiry

A special form of inquiry, which from time to time becomes a focus of public

attention, is the inquiry which Parliament may at any time authorise under the

Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Act 192 i.° this has no particular connection

with administrative powers or with administrative law; for though it has often been

used to investigate allegations of administrative misdeeds by tniisist ' rs of the

Cmnd. 218 (1957), para. 274.
This is discussed in (1965) St LQR 357.
Above, p. 989.
On accident inquiries see Wraith and Lamb, Public Inquiries is an Inorur,:e,it of Ga y-

eminent, 146.
For a general account see Keeton, Trial by Tribunal.
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Crown, civil servants, local authorities or the police, it is not confined to such

matters. 99 An inquiry of this kind is a procedure of last resort, to be used sslieti

nothing else will serve to allay public disquiet, usually based on sensational allega-

tions, rumours or disasters. There have been some twenty such occasions since the

Act was passed, including cases of improper gifts to ministers,' disclosure of

budget secrets by ministers, 2 a leak of information about bank rate, 9 accusations
of brutality against the police, ` the Supervision of an insurance company by
ministers and civil servants,' disorders in Northern Ireland (twice)" and the

Aherfan landslide disaster,' involving the National Coal Board. Inquiries with

similar purposes—for instance, the inquiry into the investigation of the racially

motivated murder of Stephen Lawrence'—may be held under other legislation.

These inquiries are fundamentally extra-legal, being commissioned b y the
government which cats always set up an inquiry into anything. But the Act of 1921
clothes Tribunals of Inquiry with the powers of the High Court to summon

witnesses, send for documents, administer oaths and so forth, reinforced b y the
sanction of citing cases of disobedience or contempt before the High Court, which

can then punish offenders as for contempt of court. The tribunal must sit in public

unless in its opinion this is inexpedient in the public interest; and it may allow or

refuse legal representation to anyone involved. There are no other rules of pro-

cedure. Although the tribunal has a wide latitude to determine its own procedure,
the courts will intervene when there is 'very good reason'.' In order to bring the

In Haughey v. Moriarty, 03/98 (28 July 1998)  the Irish Supreme Court, considering the
very similar truli legislation, held that a tribunal of inquiry was properly established into the
tax affairs of a former Taoiseach; tribunals were not limited to inquiries that might aid
legislation. But the court stressed that tribunals of inquiry should not be used for local or
minor matters. See [19991 PL 175 (L. Blom -Cooper).

Cmd. 7616 (1948).
1 Cmd.5184 (1936).

Cmnd. 350 (1957).
Cmd. 3147 (1928); Cmnd. 718 (1959).
HC 133, February 1972.
Cind. 566 (NI), April 1972; FtC 220, April 1972; Prime Minister's statement, 305 11C

Deb 502 (29 January 1998).
HC 553, July 1967.
Held tinder s. 9 of the Police Act 1996. See Cm. 4262 (1999) for the report.
R. v. Lord Saville of Newdigate ex p. B, The Times, 15 April 1999 (CA) (quashing tribunal's

decision to disclose identity of witnesses since the tribunal misunderstood assurances given
(by first tribunal of inquiry into same matter) that anonymity was guaranteed because of
threats to witnesses' lives and security). This was the second inquiry held under the 1921 Act
into the events of 'Bloody Sunday' 30 January 1972). The tribunal's subsequent decision not
to Crant 5nonvr,it 'i" .,.. .L., uw insire to nave
sufficient regard to the witnesses' fundamental rights, especially the right to life (R. v. The
Same (20001 1 W1.R 1855 (CA)). See (1999( PL 663 (B. Hadfield) and (2000] PL I (Bloni-
Cooper). There has also been litigation on where the soldiers should give evidence: R. (A) v.
Lord Saville ofNewdigace (2002) 1 WLR 1249 (CA) (tribunal of inquiry directed that soldiers'
evidence should not be taken in Londonderry) - While 'good reason' to intervene scents to
have been readily found in the Bloody Sunday cases, it proved more difficult to find in fo,,,,t
Murray country Club Ltd v. Macleod [2003] UKPC 53; (2003] STC 1525; The Times, 15 July
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Act into play both Houses of Parliament must resolve that a tribunal shall investi-

gate some matter described as being 'of urgent public importance'. The tribunal is
then appointed by the Crown or Secretary of State in a document reciting that the

Act is to apply. The parliamentary resolutions serve to differentiate tribunals of
inquiry from ordinary administrative inquiries or investigations, such as royal

commissions and departmental committees, which have no statutory authority or
special powers.

Experience of tribunals of inquiry has revealed the dangers to which a procedure

of this kind is naturally prone. The inquiry is inquisitorial in character, and usually
takes place in a blaze of publicit y. Very damaging allegations may be made against
persons who may have little opportunity of defending themselves and against

whom no legal charge is Preferred. The tribunal is usually presided over by an

eminent judge, who can be relied upon to mitigate these dangers so far as possible.
But an inquisitorial public inquiry is not always easily controllable, and its evils
would be grave if its use were not infrequent.

A royal commission (chaired by Salmon LI) reviewed the whole procedure in
1966 and made fifty recommendations-" It rejected various alternatives which had

been suggested and it emphasised that some powerful and unrestricted means of
inquiry must be available for use in emergencies. But it also emphasised that they

were justifiable only on exceptional occasions when there was something like a
nation-wide crisis of confidence. 	 -

In order to minimise the risk of injustice to individuals the Commission identi-

fied six 'cardinal principles' that all tribunals established under the 1921 Act
should observe. In summary these are: (I) that the tribunal should be satisfied that
each witness called was really involved; (2) that every witness should be informed
of any allegations, and the substance of the evidence, against him; (3) that he
should have an adequate opportunity of preparing his case and of being assisted
by legal advisers (normally to be paid for out of public funds); (4) that he should

have the opportunity of being examined by his own solicitor or counsel; (5) that
all material witnesses a witness wishes to he called should, if reasonably practical,

be called; and (6) every witness should have the opportunity of testing any

evidence which might affect him by cross-examination conducted by his own
solicitor or counsel.

The Salmon Commission considered that amendment of the 1921 Act would he

required to implement some of these principles, e.g. the right to legal representa-

tion. Legislation would also be required to implement the further recommendation

that immunity should be conferred on members of the tribunal, counsel, Solicitors
400 ,,nnesse This last would ensure that witnesses did not remain silent out of

2003. The Privy Council said that judicial review should not restrict the work of the inquiry
unless it was 'being unr.isoiiahle'. See (20031 P1, 578 (Blom-Cooper). For a further example,
see Petersv. Davison 11999] 2 NZLR 164 (CA), intervention justified on ground of error of law
on face of record.

0 Cmnd. 3121 (1966).
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fear of self-incrimination- However, the government has declined to act," but

some recommendations have in substance been implemented administratively: the

Attorney-General frequently gives a general undertaking that no evidence given by

a witness to the inquiry will be used in evidence in criminal proceedings against

him or her;` and the government frequently bears the cost of legal assistance .3
The Scott Inquiry into the Export of Defence Equipment and Dual-Use Goods

to Iraq" did not follow the Salmon principles. Only counsel for the inquiry cross-

examined witnesses. Witnesses were not always informed of the allegations against
them since nothing might he alleged against them; the tribunal was simpl y trying

to find out what happened. It gave witnesses notice of the matters about which

they would he asked questions. Witnesses were not represented by counsel before
the inquiry but they were given an opportunity to correct errors in their evidence.

In adopting these procedures Sir Richard Scott was guided not only by fairness to

the individuals concerned but also by considerations of cost and efficiency. The

inquisitorial nature of his inquiry was, he felt, at odds with the adversarial values
immanent in the Salmon principles;' 5 and he made detailed recommendations
about inquiry procedures stressing that the nature of the inquiry should determine

the procedures adopted subject to an overriding duty of fairness.'

The conduct of the Scott Inquiry has been severely criticised by Lord Howe of

Aheravon because of its denial of legal representation before the inquiry and

because in these circumstances the inquisitorial nature of the proceedings

impaired the impartiality of the tribunal.' .' I-Ic considers that the Salmon prin-
ciples should be strictly applied. however, the Council on Tribunals, when asked

by the Lord Chancellor to consider Sir Richard's views, came to the conclusion

that it was 'wholly impractical' to devise a set of model rules that would serve for

every inquiry.' 8 All that could be done was to set Out the key objectives which
were effectiveness, fairness, speed and economy and the practical considerations

that would determine the procedure actually adopted. The government has

accepted the advice of the Council as a response to Sir Richard's recommendations."'

In White Paper, Cmnd. 5313 (1973) the government declined to legislate as recoin-
mended by the Commission in it report (Cmnd. 4078 (1969)) to ensure that
the tribunal's contempt powers were not used to stifle discussion but accepting the bulk of the
other recommendations requiring legislation. No legislation has followed.

For the terms of such an undertaking see Lawrence Inquiry Report, Appendix I, para. 14.
The evidence may he used if the witness is charged with giving false evidence.

" (1995) 111 LQR 596, 604 (Sir Richard Scott).
1 1-IC 115 (1995-96). This inquiry was not held under the 1921 Act. All aspects of

the inquiry arc discussed by several authors irs 119961 PL 359-527. Lord Phittirr' lnn,,irv
'i'-a"'''" :...3 F;I-JLu J 1a(ny ',ms also not conducted under statutory

authority and was simply a 'report to Ministers' although announced in Parliament (see
www.bsein(Iuiry.gov.uk).

" In (1995) 111 LQR 596 Sir Richard describes and defends the conduct of his inquiry.
16 Para. B2.29 of the Report-
17 1I996 PL 4.15.
° Annual Report, 1995-96, 6-8 and Appendix A.
° .4smutmnl Report, 1996-97.46.
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The Salmon principles, it seems, will no' longer be followed slavishly (if at
all).10

In the past the Attorney-General has often undertaken the task of presenting
evidence to an inquiry even when this involved making charges against his minis-

terial colleagues and conducting hostile cross-examinations of them. 1 ' This ability
of the Attorney-General to detach himself from his political and personal ties when

he acts as a guardian of the law is not easily understood by the public and the

Salmon Commission recommended that the practice should cease. 22 Although
the government did not accept this recommendation, the current practice is that
counsel to the inquiry are not law officers.

investigations by the Serious Fraud Office and Department of Trade Inspectors

Parliament has on several occasions, out of concern for the integrity and honesty of

commercial life, granted to officials extensive powers of investigation backed by the

coercion ofthe criminal law. The most prominent examples of such powers are those
of inspectors appointed by the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry under Part

XIV of the Companies Act 1985 'to investigate the affairs of a company' and those of

the Director of the Serious Fraud Office to 'investigate. . . serious or complex fraud 1.23

The Director of the Serious Fraud Office, for instance, can, while carrying out an

investigation, require 'any person', whether under investigation or not, whom he

has reason to believe has relevant information about a matter under investigation,
to answer any questions or otherwise furnish relevant information. 24 He may also
require such a person to produce any documents which the director believes relate
to the matter tinder investigation.25

20 
Even before the Scott Report the Salmon principles were more honoured in the breach.

See Appendix to the Croozn-Johnson Report into the Operations of the Crown Agents, HG 364
(1982); Cruniptorm v. Secretary of Stare for JJe,mlth (unrep., 9 July 1993)) (inquiry may be
satisfactorily conducted without observing 'the letter' of the six cardinal pminciplcs (Sir
Thomas Bingham MR)).

The classic case was the conduct b y Sir Hartley Shawcross, A-C, of the 'prosecution'
before the tribunal of inquiry into 'bribery of ministers of the Crown or other public servants
in connection with the grant of licences, etc.', Cmd. 7616 (1948).

22 Cmnd. 3121 (1966), para. 96.
Ci iminal Justice Act 1987, s. I. There are other occasions on which such powers are

granted. For instance, provisional liquidators of companies who have obtained orders under
S. 236(3) of the Insolvency Act 1986 have similar powers (see Rishopsgate Investment Manage-
incur Ltd. v. MavcJl and another [1993) Ch. I), as have inspectors appointed under the
Financial Services Art 1986, s. 107.

2 '  Justice Act 1987, s. 2(2). It is a criminal offence not to comply with such an
order front the director of the SF0 (s. 2(13)—failing to comply without reasonable excuse—
.and s. 2(l1)—knowingly or recklessly making a false statement). The obstruction of Depart-
ment of Trade inspectors, for example, by not answering the inspectors' questions or refusing
to produce documents, is treated as contempt of court (Companies Act 1985.s. 436).

S. 2(3). Furthermore, this power is buttressed by provisions that allow a search warrant
to he issued (by a justice of the peace) to search for such documents (s. 2(4), (5), (6)).
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There are some safeguards for the person under investigation. A statement made
in response to the exercise of the Director's powers is not admissible as evidence
against him;" and legal professional privilege prevails over the requirement to

disclose information or produce documents to the Director.17 But the position

of the person under investigation is unenviable: not only has the privilege against

self-incrimination and the right to silence been significantly abrogated but the

Serious Fraud Office is not required while investigating to disclose documents and

information in their possession," and the investigation by the Serious Fraud Office

can continue even after the person under investigation has been charged." It is not

surprising that the powers of the Director have been criticised. 33 But an investiga-

tion under the Companies Act 1985 was held by the European Court of Human

Rights not to breach Article 6(1) of the European Convention." The inspectors'

functions were investigative, not adjudicative, and the procedures adopted did not

exceed the national authorities' margin of appreciation.

Criminal Justice Act 1987, s. 2(8). There are special circumstances in which the state-
ment is admissible: where the maker is prosecuted for knowingly or recklessly making a false
statement (s. 2(8)(a)), or where the maker in giving evidence on prosecution for some other
offence makes another statement inconsistent with his earlier statement (s. 2(8)(b)). A state-
ment made to Department of Trade inspectors is no longer admissible against its maker in any
subsequent proceedings (Companies Act 1985, s. 434(5), (5A) (as amended by the Youth
Justice and Criminal Evidence Act 1999,s.59, sched. 3, paras. 4,5)). The admissibility of such
evidence was held a breach of Art. 6(1) in Saunders v. UK (1997) 23 EIIRR 313.

s.2(9).
ZJ R. v. Director of the Serious Fraud Office ex P. Maxwell, The Times, 9 October 1992.

Neither do Department of Trade inspectors need to disclose such matters (Re PerganOn Press

[1971] Ch. 388).
29 R. v. Director of tile Serious Fraud Office ex p. Smith [1993] AC I.

See D. Pannick, 'The SF0 May be Going Too Far', The Times, 22 June 1993. Cf.
G. Staple, 'Serious and Complex Fraud: A New Perspective' (1993) 56 MLR 127.

Fayed v. United Kingdom, No. 28/1993/4231502 (1994) 18 EHRR 393. For discussion of

Art. 6(1) see above, p.445.
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Lord Diplock's Formal Statement on Judicial Review

There are many references in this hook to Lord [)iplock's exposition of the
principles of judicial review in Council of Civil Service Unions v. Minister for the

Civil Service! This statement was described by high authority as 'classical but
certainly, not exhaustive';' and Lord Hoffmann has said in a lecture: 'the principles
of judicial review , . . cannot he captured even b y Lord Diplock in three or four
bullet points with single word headings elucidated by a single sentence of

explanation'.' Subject to these caveats, the following extract from Lord L)iplock's

speech is appended in order that his propositions may be read in their context.
Lord Diplock said:

Judicial review, now regulated b y RSC, Ord. 53, provides the means by which judicial control
of administrative action is exercised. The subject matter of every judicial review is a decision
made by some person (or body of persons) whom I will call the 'decision-maker' or else a
refusal by him to make a decision.

To qualify as a subject for judicial review the decision must have consequences which
affect sonic person (Or body of persons) other than the decision- maker, although it may
affect him too. It must affect such other person either:

(a) by altering rights or obligations of that person which are enforceable by or against
him in private law; or

(b) by depriving him of some benefit or advantage which either (i) lie had in the past
been permitted by the decision-maker to enjoy and which he can legitimately expect to he
permitted to continue to do until there has been communicated to him some rational
grounds for withdrawing it nit which lie has been given an opportunity to comment; or (ii)
he has received assurance from the decision-maker will not be withdrawn without giving
bins first an opportunity of advancing reasons for contending that they should not be
withdrawn. (I prefer to continue to call the kind of expectation that qualifies a decision for
inclusion in class (h) a 'legitimate expectation' rather than a 'reasonable expectation', in
order thereby to indicate that it has consequences to which effect will he given in public law,
whereas an expectation or hope that some benefit or advantage would continue to be
enjoyed, although it might well be entertained by a 'reasonable' man, would not necessarily

119851 AC 374 at 408
R. v. Secretary of Stare for rime Ermviro,rrsmc,zt rcp Nottznghn:nsliire CC 119861 AC 240 at 249

(Lord Scarman).
(1997)32 Jr. )or. 49 at 53.
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have such consequences. The recent decision of this House in In re Findlay 11985] AC 318

presents an example of the latter kind of expectation. 'Reasonable' furthermore bears differ-

ent meanings according to whether the context in which it is being used is that of private

law or of public law. To eliminate confusion it is best avoided in the latter.)
For a decision to be susceptible to judicial review the decision-maker most be empowered

by public law (and not merely, as in arbitration by agreement between private parties) to

make decisions that, if validly made, will lead to administrative action or abstention from
action by an authority endowed by law with executive powers, which have one or other of

the consequences mentioned in, the preceding paragraph. The ultimate source of the
decision-making power is nearly always nowadays a statute or subordinate legislation made

under the statute; hut in the absence of any statute regulating the subject matter of the
decision the source of the decision-making power may still be the common law itself, i.e.

that part of the common lass' that is given by lawyers the label of 'the prerogative'. Where

this is the source of decision-making power, the power is confined to executive officers
of central as distinct front local government and in constitutional practice is generally

exercised by those holding ministerial rank.
It was the prerogative that was relied on as the source of the power of the Minister for the

Civil Service in reaching her decision of 22 December 1983 that membership of national
trade unions should in future he barred to all members of the home civil service employed

at GCI IQ-
My Lords, I intended no discourtesy to counsel when I say that, intellectual interest apart,

in answering the question of law raised in this appeal, I have derived little practical assist-

ance front learned and esoteric analyses of the precise legal nature, boundaries and histor-
ical origin of 'the prerogative', or what powers exercisable by executive officers acting on

behalf of central government that are not shared by private citizens qualify for inclusion

under this particular label. It does not, for instance, seem to me to matter whether today the

right of the executive government that happens to be in power to dismiss without notice any
member of the home civil service upon which perforce it must rely for the administration of

its 
policies, and the correlative disability of the executive government that is in power to

agree with a civil servant that his service should he on terms that did not make hint subject

to instant dismissal, should be ascribed to 'the prerogative' or merely to a consequence of

the survival, for entirely different reasons, of a rule of constitutional law whose origin is to
be found in the theory that those by whom the administration of the realm is carried on do

so as personal servants of the monarch who can dismiss them at will, because the King can

do no wrong!
Nevertheless, whatever label maybe attached to them there have unquestionably survived

into the present day a residue of miscellaneous fields of law in which the executive govern-

ment retains decision-making powers that are not dependent upon any statutory s'ithority
but nevertheless have consequences on the private rights or legitimate expectations of other

persons which would render the decision subject to judicial review if the power of the

decisionm2k' t" "" l
 __. ......	 om matters so relatively minorsigiai. rr 

as the grant of pardons to condemned criminals, of honours to the good and great, of

Note by the senior author: in a conversation with Lord Diplock at the time when judgment
in this case was pending I expressed (lam afraid impertinently) the fear that it would contain

much nonsense about the royal preroptise. 'It will,' be replied, 'but not from me.' I have

always attributed this parraph to that 	 rsation.
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corporate personalit y to deserving bodies of persons, and of bounty from monies made
available to the executive government by Parliament, they extend to matters so vital to the
survival and welfare of- the nation as the conduct of relations with foreign states and—what
lies at the heart of the present case—the defence of the realm against potential enemies.
Adopting the phraseology used in the European Convention oil Rights 1953'

(Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1953)
(Crud. 8969)) to which the United Kingdom is it 	 it has now become usual in statutes
to refer to the latter as national security'.

My Lords, I see no reason why simply because a decision-making power is derived from a
common law and not a statutory source, it should for that reason only be immune from
judicial review. Judicial review has I think developed to a stage today when without reiterat-
ing any analysi.c of the steps by which the development has come about, one can conveni-
ently classify under three heads the grounds upon which administrative action is subject to
control by judicial res iew. The first ground I would call illegality', the second irrationality'
and the third 'procedural impropriety'. That is not to say that further development on a
case-by-case basis mac not in course of time acid further groups. I have in mind particularly
the possible adoption in the future of the principle of proportionality' which is recognised
in the administrative law of several of our fellow members of the European Economic
connrirnity; but to dispose of the instant case the three already well-established heads that 1
have mentioned ivill suffice.

By 'illegality as a ground for judicial review I mean that the decision-maker must under-
stand correctly the Ian' that regulates his decision-making power and must give cOccI to it.
Whether he has or riot is par excellence a Justiciable question to be decided in the event of
dispute, by those persons, the judges, by whom the judicial power of the state is exercisable.

By 'irrationality' I mean what can by now be succinctly referred to as Wechiesbiiry

unreasonableness' (Associated Pros'incial Picture Houses Ltd v. \-%?dnesbury corporation

[19481 t KB 223). It applies to a decision which is so outrageous in its defiance of logic or of
accepted moral standards that no sensible person who had applied his mind to the question
to be decided could have arrived at it. Whether a decision falls within this category is a
question that judges by their training and experience should he well equipped to answer, or
else there would be something badly wrong with our judicial system. lb justify the court's
exercise of this role, rCsort I think is toda y no longer needed to Viscount Radcliffe's ingeni-
ous explanation in Edwards p. Bairsroii' 119561 AC 14 of irrationality as a ground for a
court's reversal of a decision by ascribing it to an inferred unidentifiable mistake of law by
the decision-maker. 'Irrationalit y' by now call 	 upon its own feet as an accepted
ground oil 	 a decision may be attacked by judicial review.

I have described the third head as procedural impropriety' rather than failure to observe
basic risks of natural justice or failure to act with procedural fairness towards the person
si-Ito will be affected by the decision. [his is because susceptibility to judicial review under
this head covers also failure by an administrative tribunal to observe procedural rules that
are expressly laid down in the legislative instrument by which its jurisdiction is conferred,
even where such failure does not involve any denial of natural justice. But the instant case is
not concerned with the proceedings of an administrative tribunal  at all.

The date of the Convention was 1950.
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Issues that arose or cani to light while this book was in the press

I. The ouster clause in the Asylum and Immigration (Treatment of Claimants etc.)

Bill 2004

This clause, which has been mentioned elsewhere (Preface p. 722) sought to insert

a new section 108r\ into the Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act 2002. (The
text is given in [2004] PL 232 and [2004] Judicial Review 97.) Sub-clause 1 pro-
vided that 'No court shalt have any supervisory or other jurisdiction (whether

statutory or inherent) in relation to the Tribunal [the Asylum and Immigration

Tribunal]'. Sub-clause 2, omitting some details, provided that no court could

'entertain proceedings for questioning . . . any determination decision or other
action of the Tribunal (including a decision about jurisdiction ...).. Sub-clause 3

specified the grounds on hich a court was precluded front proceed-
ings to determine whether a purported determination, decision or action of the

Tribunal was a nullity'. These included all the classic grounds of judicial review—
'lack of jurisdiction irregularity, error of law, breach of natural justice or any other

matter'. The only significant saving was 'bad faith' by a member of the Tribunal.

But 'bad faith' was defined very narrowly as 'dishonesty, corruption or bias' (sub-

clause 4) in contrast with the broad and less pejorative meaning usually given to

'bad faith' in administrative law (see p.416 'Bad faith not dishonesty').

This measure with its wanton disregard for the right of access to the courts

attracted criticism from many influential quarters. Much of that criticism is col-
lected in 'The Ouster Debate' in [2004] Judicial Review 95 if, but note in addition

the tellingly critical Report of the Joint Committee on Human Rights on the

Bill (HL 35/HC 304; 10th February 2004). Moreover, the House of Commons

Constitutional Affairs Committee in its Second Report (HC 211 -1; 2 March 2004

(relevant parts printed in [2004] Judicial Review 1000) was also critical. Not-

withstanding this criticism from within Pr'' i:f :'..,-uze was passed

wittiout significant amendment by the House of Commons. There was also

weighty criticism from the Lord Chief Justice, Lord \\olf , giving the Squire

Centenary Lecture in Cambridge (see (2004) 63 CLJ 317 and <httpJ/

1aeam.ac.ukIdocs/view.php?doc = 1413>) as well as 'forcible but private

representations made by Lord Irvine of Lairg (see the Lord Chancellors snttciiicrit

in the Lords (Hansard, 15 March 2004, col 51)).
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In the end the weight of criticism prevailed and the lord Chancellor (Lord

Falconer) withdrew the clause at an c,irlv stage of the Bill's progress through the

House of Lords (Hansard, ibid.). The replacement clause (now clause 26 (replacing

section 81 of the Nationality Immigration and Asylum Act 2002 and inserting
sections 103A—E into that Act)) has not yet (22 June 2004) secured Parliamentary
approval. The new provisions create a complicated web—which can only be
sketched heree—of rights of appeal generally to the High Court (or equivalent in

other jurisdictions) oil grounds of 'error of law' by the Tribunal. The relief

granted in a successful appeal is reconsideration by the lrihunal. A noteworthy

aspect of the system now proposed is the short time limits: the appeal must be
made within 10 working days (28 da ys if the appellant is outside the UK).
Moreover, onl y one appeal may he made (proposed section 103'), The typical
appellant will have but one opportunity to appeal and will need to formulate the
error of law allegedl y made by the Tribunal in a short period of time. The
government's desire to frustrate dilatory appeals may be thought to justify these
restrictions.

At the time that the controversy was at its height there were hold statements by
several eminent jurists suggesting that the judges should challenge legislative

supremacy by denying effectiveness to the unamended ouster clause. See, for

instance. Lord Lester QC (12004] Judicial Review 95) arguing that since the com-

mon law accords supremacy to Parliament, it might decline to recognise that
supremacy where Parliament abuses its powers. But the silence of the serving
judiciaryo n the question of whether they had power to 'disapply' or 'strike down'

the Ouster clause should be noted. Such a step would have thrust the judiciary into

a political maelstrom and its consequences would have been determined by politics

not law. The supremacy of parliament, for good or ill, is an ancient and funda-

mental principle of the constitution. Notwithstanding its many errors, Parliament

speaks with the special legitimacy of an elected representative legislature. (See
Jeffrey Goldsworthy, The Sovereignty of Parliament: History and Philosophy'

(Oxford: OUP, 1999) for the leading account.) Surely it is not for the judges alone,

without reference to any elected part of the constitutional order, to bring its
supremacy loan end. As Lord Millett said in Ghaidan v. Godin-Mendoza (discussed
below): 'the doctrine of Parliamentary supremacy is [not] sacrosanct, but ... any
change in a fundamental constitutional principle should he the consequence of

deliberate legislative action and not judicial activism, however well meaning'
(para. 57).

As pointed out in the Preface this incident strengthens the case for a written

constitution for the United Kingdom. But the fact that, in the end, the weight of

principled criticism prevailed and the offensive provision was not enacted should

not he overlooked. Apparently unbridled power was restrained.
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2. Oudckraal Estates (Pty) Limited v. The City of Cape Town and others (Case No.
4212003, judgnreot 28 May 2004)

The theory of the second actor (above p. 303) was adopted by the Supreme Court
of Appeal in South Africa in the above case as a way of explaining how an invalid

administrative act might nonetheless have legal effect. The appellant's predecessor

in title had secured approval from the Administrator of the Cape Province in terms
of the Townships Ordinance of 1934 (Cape) for the development of certain land on
the slopes of Table Mountain as a township. However, this decision apparently

ignored the existence on the land of several 'kramats', the ancient graves of spirit-
ual leaders of the Muslim community and places of pilgrimage. The Supreme

Court of Appeal found that this was a relevant consideration that was not taken
into account. Consequently the approval by the Administrator of the township

'was was unlawful and invalid at the outset' (para 26). However, the Supreme

Court of Appeal went on to hold that this did not mean that the Cape Metro-
politan Council was entitled to ignore the apparent approval and refuse to approve

the engineering services plan which was necessary to allow appropriate services to
be provided to the township. In reliance upon the second actor theory, the court

concluded that the first act, the Administrator's approval, existed in fact if not in

law and that the second actor—the Cape lvfetropo]itan Council—could not ignore
that. The court (Howie P and Nugent JA; Cameron, Brand and Southwood JJA
concurring) said: the proper enquiry in each case—at least at first—is not whether

the initial act was valid but rather whether its substantive validity was a necessary

precondition for the validity of consequent acts. If the validityof consequent acts is

dependent on no more than the factual existence of the initial act then the con-

sequent act will have legal effect for so long as the initial act is not set aside by a
competent court' (para. 1). So the conclusion was reached that the validity of the

act subsequent to the grant of permission did not depend upon the legal validity of
that first act but only upon its factual existence.

As explained above (ibid.), a weakness of the theory. is that it provides little

guidance to the actual determination of the legal powers of the second actor. A
particular value of the Oudekraai judgment is that it directs attention to 'the value
of certainty in a modern bureaucratic state, a value that the legislature should be
taken to have in mind as a desirable objective when it enacts enabling legislation'

(pars 37). The context indicates that certainty is to be a guide in construing statutes
in order to determine the powers of a second actor.

3. R. (Mullen) v. Home Secretary [2004) UKHL 18; [2004] 2 WLR 1140 (HL)

Here the House of Lords expressed different opinions on the meaning of

section 133 of the Criminal Justice Act 1988, discussed above, pp. 812/813. The ease
concerned a person whose conviction on serious charges (conspiracy to cause
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explosions) was quashed on the ground that his deportation (from Zimbabwe to

the United Kingdom) was an abuse of process. The applicant sought compensation

tinder section 133 for the period he had been incarcerated. That section only

granted the right to compensation where 'a miscarriage ofjustice' had been shown.
The House of Lords was divided on whether a miscarriage of justice required that

the applicant should be clearly innocent of the crime charged. Or whether a guilty
(or at least not clearl y innocent) person was the victim of a miscarriage of justice

simply because their trial had been unfair. In the event, however, their Lordships

were agreed that the applicant's trial had been fair (although all of process

that the prosecution was brought). The applicant failed to obtain compensation.

4. Ghaidan ;'. Godin-Mendoza [2004] UKHL 30

Here the House of Lords confirmed the decision of the Court of Appeal that the
words 'wife or husband' included a homosexual partner for the purposes ofsucccs-
sion to a statutory tenancy (above p. 176). This conclusion was reached through
the application of section 3(1) of the Human Rights Act 198 that requires 'so far

as it is possible to do so' legislation to he 'read and given effict to' in a way that is

compatible with Convention rights. All the speeches, save Baroness Hale's, consider

in depth the correct approach to the interpretative obligation tinder section 3(1).

The judges were agreed that there did not need to he any ambiguity in the text to

engage the obligation (para. 29 and 67). (After all where there was ambiguity the

conitnon law already required the adoption of an interpretation consistent with

human rights.) It followed that even if there were no doubt as to the meaning of

the text according to ordinary principles of construction, a different meaning

might have to he given to the.text in the application of section 3(1).

And to this extent, said Lord Nicholls of Birkenhead, the court had power to

modify the meaning, and hence the effect, of primary and secondary legislation. Parlia-
ment, however, cannot have intended that in the discharge of this extended interpretative
function the courts should adopt a meaning inconsistent with a fundamental feature of
legislation. That would he to cross the constitutional boundary section 3 seeks to demar-
cate and preserve. Parliament has retained the right to enact legislation in terms which
-ire not Convention-compliant. The meaning imported by application of section 3 must
he compatible with the underlying thrust of the legislation being construed. Words
implied must . . . 'go with the grain of the legislation' (para 32-33).

Lord Steyn declined to 'formulate precise rules' about the proper limits for the

use of section 3(1) but stressed that the making of a declaration of incompatibility
under section 4 should be a remedy of last resort (para. 50).

Lord Millett (dissenting) stressed that the court's task was to interpret not to
legislate. He said that this meant that:

the court must take the language of the stature as it finds it and give it a meaning which,
however unnatural or unreasonable, is intellectuall y defensible. It can read in and read
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down; it can supply missing words, so long as they are consistent with the fundamental
features of the legislative scheme; it can do considerable violence to the language and
stretch it almost (but not quite) to breaking point. The court must 'strive to find a

possible interpretation compatible with Convention rights, (emphasis added). R v A
[2002] 1 AC 45, 67 para 44 per Lord Steyn. Out it is not entitled to give it an impossible

one, however much it would wish to do so.

One such impossible interpretation, in his Lordship's view, would be one where
the legislation contained provisions which expressly, or by necessary implication
contradicted the meaning whidi the enactment would have to be given to make it

compatible (para. 75), And on his analysis of the text the right to the statutory

tenancy had an implicit limitation to the claimant being of the opposite sex to the

deceased tenant.
Lord Rogers ofEarlslcrry found the limits on the interpretative obligation not in

the fundamental features of the legislative scheme' but in the 'essential principles
and scope of the legislation' and delivered the following dictum that captures the

essence of the interpretative task.

When Housman addressed the meeting of the Classical Association in Cambridge in
1921, he reminded them that the key to the sound emendation of a corrupt text does
not lie in altering the text by changing one letter rather than by supplying half a dozen
words. The key is that the emendation must start from a careful consideration of the
writer's thought. Similarly, the key to what it is possible for the courts to imply into
legislation without crossing the border from interpretation to amendment does not lie
in the number of words that have to he read in. The key lies in a careful consideration
of the essential principles and scope of the legislation being interpreted. If the insertion
of one word contradicts those principles or goes beyond the scope of the legislation, it
amounts to impermissible amendment. On the other hand, if the implication of a
dozen words leaves the essential principles and scope of the legislation intact but allows
it to be read in a way which is compatible with Convention rights, the implication is a
legitimate exercise of the powers conferred by section 3(1). Of course, the greater the
extent of the proposed implication, the greater the need to make sure that the court is
not going beyond the scheme of the legislation and embarking upon amendment

(para. 122).

The differences in formulation of the limitation on the section 3(1) obligation is
probably not significant. But either formulation expresses the judiciary's fidelity at

a profound level to our constitutional order in which even fundamental human
rights are subject to the will of Parliament. The section 3(1) obligation will prob-
ably never he defined with the clarity that would be desirable. As the differences of
view between the judges show, difficulties remain and a measure of discretion ,;ii

- out juiitctal fidelity to constitutional foundations is

particularly important where the judges in the proper exercise of their role tinder

section 3(1) are changing the meaning and effect of a statute.
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5. The Civil Procedure (Alothfzcutioiz of Supreme Court Act 1981)  Order 2004

(SI 2004 No. 1033)

As noted above (p. 653), the changes in nomenclature introduced by the Civil

Procedure Rules, Part 54 were open to doubt since no change had been made to the

nomenclature used in the Supreme Court Act 1981; and the StaLLIt0IV names

should surel y prevail over those used in the CPR. The above Order has now

thiough the use of '1!enrv VII powers' (see p. 864), amended the 1981 Act so that

mandamus, prohibition and certiorari are now renamed as mandator', prohibiting

and quashing orders respectively. However, the 1981 Act still la ys down that the

'leave' of the court is required to make an 'application for judicial review'. So the

CPR's use of 'permission' and 'claim for judicial review' for these procedures

remains open to doubt.

The above Order also makes an important change to the remedies available in an

application for judicial review. Section 31(4) is amended so that in appropriate

circumstances restitution or the recovery of a sum due' may he awarded in an

application for judicial review 'if... the court is satisfied that such an award would

have been made if the claim had been made in an action begun by the applicant at

the time of making the application'. Sec the discussion at p. 654. Previously dam-

ages were the only monetary award available in judicial review proceedings.

6. Effective Inquiries

The Department of Constitutional Affairs, following a lead by the Public Affairs

Select Committee, has issued a consultation paper with the above title. The paper is

available at: <http:/Iwww.da.gov.uk/consult/inquiriesJinde . htmpart 1>. The

focus of any changes to inquiry procedures will be to make them faster and more

cost effective. The great cost of the second 'bloody Sunday' Inquiry has doubtless

concentrated government minds on this issue. An annex to the consultation paper

contains the first publication of Sir Roy Beldarn's 'Review of Inquiries and Over-

lapping Proceedings'.
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European Court of Justice. 193-8'

exhaust i on of remedies, 707

impact of human rtghtx, 174-5

judges

collateral challenges, 283-8

delèrence to discretionary powers, 369-71

divorce of public and private law. 672 6
friendship or hostility. 471

historical development, 13

immunities, 798-90

independence from rule of law, li-I

judicial review, 634

prejudgment of case, 470-I

reforms, 69-70

relevant considerations, 382

rule against bias, 450-2

secur
i
ty of tenure, 67-9

judicial review, 634-5

icirisdictional boundaries, 267-8

ministerial contempt, 46

recognition of ministerial responsibilit y, 31

rihitnals

appeals, 917-IS

compared, 907-9

points c,f law, 941-2

void or voidable effects of nullit y , 306-7

Criminal Injuries Compensation Board

compensation, 813

judicial review, 640

rules, 870

cross-examination

divorce of public and private law, 664

lair hearings, 518-20

judicial review, 655

Crown

allocation of powers, 45-7

contractual liability

general principles, 792,827-8

servants acting as agents, 829-31

sovereign's personal liability, 928-9

declarations, 572-3

diselositre

'privilege'. 842-7

public interest immunity, 847-34

immunities, 22-5

in j unctions, 565

judicial review, 639

legal status, 814-IS

limitations ott liability

contractual political acts, 838-40

tortious political acts, 838-40

,na,tdsar,ius, 616,628-3D

parliamentary sovereignty, 26-7

petitions tif right, 817-18

prerogative remedies, 615

public law and political theory distingttished. S

royal prerogative

challenges, 573

judicial review. 346-9

Lord Diplocks formal statement, 1000

totirces of poseet, 215-17

,er\ice

contractual entitlement to rent iiitcration, 64-5

nature, 61-2

protection from dismissal, 62-I

statutory regulation. 63-7

sciitrces of pseer

cssrpor.ttkns. 217-19

royal prerogatise, 2 IS- 17

sovereignty

human rights. 170

Jack- of constitutional guarantees, 27-30

legislation. 26-7

ministerial responsibility. 312-2

public Erie and political theory distinguished, 9

supremacy of EU loss', 198-280

special statutory rules

entitled to benefits, 837-8
presumption against liability. 836-7

statutory procedure

injunctions, 833--5

special provisions, 831-3

subjective language, 427-8

'the king can do no wrong, 815-16

tortious liability

armed forces, 825-7

fictitious defendants. 820-I

historical background. 818

judicial functions, 824-5

Post Office. 825-7

'servants' drltnesl, 823-4

statutory duties, 822-3

statutory provisions, 821-2

damages

see ,tlio compensation

Crown proceedings, 832

exemplary or punitive, 752

general remedy, 560-I

human rights breaches by public authorities.

749-50

data protection, regulation of civil service, 56-8

defaces doctri,te, officers, 285-8

death penalty (abolition of), 191-2

decisions

cert iorari and prohibition, 611 -1.1

European Union. 198

inquiries, 963-6

inquiry inspectors, 989-90

reasons

fair hearings, 522-7

formal recitals, 428-9

inquiries, 974-6

opposition to parliamentary policy. 389-90

statutory conditions, 226-7

tribunals, 938-41

twentieth-century failings, IS

tribunals, 937-8

declarations

alternative to prerogative remedies, 577

breach of statutory dots. 589
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declaration covnued
civil service, 572-3
compatibility with human rights, 179
Crown, 572-3
Crown proceedings. 833-4
delegated legislation. 889
development. 568-70
discretionary powers. 578
employees, 575-6
filling the facts. 577-8
no substitute for exclusive statutory remedy, 578
officer holders, 575-6
public authorities. 570-2. 574-5
rivalry with certiorari, 648-50
standing 682-4

default powers
exclusive effect. 740-2
non-exclusive effect, 747-3

deference, discretionary powers, 369-71
delay

habeas corpus, 595-6
judicial review, 658-60
maladministration, 97

delegated legislation
sec also discretionary powers
byeLiws

amendments, revocations and re-enactments,
873

judicial review. 874-5
local government powers, 123-4
uncertainty. 879	 -
unreasonableness, 880-3

compatibility with human rights. 172
directives

£15 Legislation, 198
doctrine of direct effect, 202-3
enforcement, 204-5

forms and characteristics
administrative rules, 869-70
amendments, revocations and disperrsati"115.

873
circulars, 871-3
regultionc, rules and orders, 867-9

functions and structure of administrative law
distinguished. 6

growth, 859-60
judicial review

conflict with EU law, 878
constitutional principals, 8754
drafting errors, 880
jurisdiction. 874-5
natural iustir. 884-5
partial invalidity, 887-8

-- - -. -. 0CC A

remedies, SSS-9
statutory restrictions. 889-91
sub-delegation. 886-7
subjective language, 883
ultra sires, 883-4
uncertainty , 879
unreasonableness, 850-3

necessity, 857-S

INDEX

pailiametitary Supervision
current trend, 898-9
EU law, 903-4
joint Committee on Statutory Instruments. 901-3
laying before, 899-900
objections, 900-I

preliminary consultation
objections. 896-7
statutory requirements and advisory bodies,

897-8
publication

cffei,t of non-compliance. 893--5
laying before Parliament. 895-6
objectives, 891-2
statutory provisions, 892-3
sub-delegated legislation. 893

regulations
amendments, revocations and re-cnactnsents,

873
constitutional principals, 876
European Union, 198, 202
forms and characteristics, 867-9
laying before Parliament, 895-6,899-900
objections. 896
parliamentary supervision of EU law, 903-4
uncertainty, 879
unreasonableness, 880-3

scope
emergency powers, 865-7
repeal of legislation, 865	 - -	 --
taxation, 861
variation of legislation, 861-4
wide general powers, 861)-)

twentieth-century failings. IS
delegation

agency distinguished. 316-17
contractual liability, 795-6
examples. 313-14
fair hearings, 530-1
general principles, 311-13
ministers, 320-2
statutory authority, 318-19
unauthorised persons, 315-16

deportation, 78-81
devolved government

dclegatcd legislation 858
effect on sovereignty. 27
Northern Ireland, 132
Scotland

disputed competence and devolution issues',
136-7

executive functions, 1354
legislative powers, 133-5
parliament, 132-3

"I

Wales
Assembly powers, 138-9
disputed competence and 'devolution issues' for

Scotland, 140
statutory provisions. 132, 138

direct effect (doctrine of), 201-4
directions, frins and characieristics. St,-.S
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directives

EL' IeisIation, 108

doctrine of direct eIfct, 203-3

e n forcement. 204-5

Director General of Fair Trading. 149-50

directory conditions

express tern-is, 224

reasons, 227

statutor y conditions, 220-I

disclosure

Croon

'privilege', 842-7

public interest immunity, 847-54

divoie of public and private law, 664

judicial review, 655

legitimate expectations, 502-3

major inquiries, 989

tight to hear opponents case. 510-12

inquiries, 972-3

natural justice, 972-3

discretionary powers

see also delegated legislation

abuse

bad faith, 410 19

conipulsisiy purchase of land, 408-10

exhaustion of remedies, 708

ftna ocial motives, 395-7

indisetirninato action, 397-8

infringement of fundamental rights, 392-4

licensing. 'tOt-I

misplaced philanthropy, 398-100

mixed motives, 413-I3

opposition to parliamentary policy, 388-92

overlapping motives, 415-16

penalising the innocent, 394-5

regulations. 411-13

subjective language, 129-29

tax concessions, 410-It

town and country planning, 404-8

ccrnicrari cx d,'b,r, ' justitiiie. 696, 701

consequences, 700-I

contractual restrs,tions

effect., generally, 330-I

incompatibility of purpose, 331-3

valid corntiiitntejii,, 333-4

declarations, 570, 878

defined, 233-5

delegation

agency distinguished, 316-17

consents, 319-16

examples, 313-14

general principles, 311-13

ministers, 320-2

statutory authority, 318-19

unauthorised persons, 325-16

estoppel

sornpensatiort. 310-2

general principles, 336-40

exhaustion of remedies

conflicting opinions, 705-9

general principles. 703-5

statutory remedies. 709-12

expr.-,, :a:utcrv pros I s,ov. 713-15

'as if enacted' Llauses, 310-17

'final and conslus:s-e deci,ions. 713-I5

human rights. 72-1-6

'ito ,-i''rig ran' elaues, 715-16

pactial Ouster clauses, 724

presumptions in favour ofjsidicial review, 712

reforms, 722-4

shall not be questioned' clauses, 717-22

failure to exercise power

general principles, 768-70

highwa ys, 7713-I

fair hearings, 532-3

hium:n rights, 329-30

aires etation, 77

indiscriminate action, 329

Inquiries, 987

intentions imputed to parliament. 349-51

jurisdiction

.iehiniiaistrative cases, 2011-60

courts, 267-8

determination ofjurisdt,tional questions, 254-7

errors nude doting the course of inquiry, 262-3

facts, 260-2

fundamental principle. 263-4

hiniting conditions, 257-s

ntritakes of fact, 252-3

ry,i,t j:rs of law, 253-4, 264-7, 268-72

c,his-stis'e boundaries, 250-I

pet aliting the innocent. 391 5

regal,si ions, -Itt -13

statcrovy unrea.-rnableness, 432

subjective language, 419-28

tar, con:essiiuns. 410-11

town and country planning, 4-4=8

legal liesris. 343-I

legitimate expectations. 372-6

liabd i te fo r negligence, 764-9

Lord L)iplosk's formal statement, 11100

,naruf,imiis 620

natural justice, -li-I

non -contractual n-si rictiuns, 335

l'arlianrettary Commissioner for Administration, 99

permissible guidance, 324

permiss i ble philanthropy, 400-I

refusal of relief, 701-3

restrictive policies

general principles, 324-6

hicensinit, 326-7

ni,iiiuterial policy, 327-9

rule of ia-u-, 212-I

surrender, abdication and dictation, 322-4

tribunal appeals, 948-9

unreasonableness

earl y decisions, 351-2

irrelevant considerations. 380-8

ird;cal deference, 3e9--7 I

Lick ol tinancial resoutsc,, 385-7

liter authorities. 302-3

licensing, 361-2

miorsterIal pLs-, 3769

no untstterod 1- 'c ret inn, 354-9
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discretionary powers—.'r.ri'iii ci	 EU law	 -
doctrine of direct effect, 201-4

parliamentary apprus-al. 379-80
police psrss'ers.. 359-61
prescrdied by statute, 429-35
proportionality, 366-9
standard based upon interpretation of

legislation. 362-5
Wednesbury principle, 353-4. 371-2

discretionary remedies, 619, 688-9
discrimination (prohibition of)

abuse of discretionary powers, 397-8
convention right. 191
presumption against Crown liability, 837

dismissal, Crown service, 62-4
dispensations. delegated legislation. 873
disturbance. compensat:on for compulsory purchase,

808-9
doctrine of direct effect, 201-4
droit adnninisrrazif

false denunci,nrion by Direy, 2-I-5
neglect and revisal after Second World War,

16-18
duties

see also breach of statutory duties
police, I S-9
powers distinguished, 233-5

duty of are. 5cr' negligence

ecclesiastical courts, 633-4
education

breach of statutory duties, 776
Convention right, 191
fur hearings, 546-7
special tribunals, 905
universities. 635--8

electricity industry, regulation. IA
emergency powers

dekgatcd legislation, 865-7
subjective language. 419-20

employees
declara;ions, 575-6
divorce of public and private law, 668-70
eshaustron of remedies. 708
fair hearings

suspension front office, 542-3
unfair dismissal. 541-2

judicial review, 636
liability of public authorities, 731
offices held at pleasure, 543-5
presumption against Crown liability, 837
tribunal;

urs t,eaIs, 917
reorganisation, 927

enforcement
see also remedies; prerogative remedies
abase ofdoniinanr position. 149-50
compatibility with human rights. ISO
Crcsssm proceedings. 831
data protection, 57-8
declara:rns, 569
directives (EU). 204-5

supremacy. 200-I
European Convention on Human (lights. 162-6
financial services. 152-3
freedom of information, 59-61
rrtund,n,nus, 618
secrec y. 54-6
tossts and country planning, 72

equal pay, Croon service, 67
errors

circular;, 072
delegated legislation

drafting, 889
procedure, 885-6

jurisdictional boundaries
of fact. 252-3
of las,, 253-4, 264-7
review of the record, 265-72

ministerial responsibility. 30-2
of law

effectiveness of statutory time limits, 734
habeas corpus, 597
restitution. 801-2
ultra sires, 39

on the face of the record
habeas corpus, 597
'no r,'rriorari' clauses. 716
ultra vices, 40	 -

'original jurisdiction' 1.nllacy, 262-3
special tribunals, 506

established practice, legitimate expectation;, 501
estoppel

sic also legitimate expectations; waiver
Croon contracts. 031
misleading ads-ice

compensation, 340-2
general principles, 336-40

public authorities, 236-7
resjuvi(ata

administrative cases, 245-6
extension of general principles, 246-8
general principles, 245-4
jurisdiction, 248
prerogative remedies, 219

ultra s-ices, 237-9
European Council, 196
European Union (EU)

seealss human rights
breach of statutory duties, 778-80
CuflstitUtjstt, 194-6
delegated legislat i on, 858
fugitive offenders: 81

judicial review	 -
community act ions, 205-8
delegated legislation, 878

legal institutions. 161
legislative powers and procedures, 196-8
liability of public authorities. 208-9. 74-1-6
nmtsfeas.uice in pcl'hc office. 757-8
overriding lairs, 28
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parlcuine taras '	 ervision of delegated legislation,
90	 corillictitig ri tb s,

i.el i t, 88-9Procurement coflirJcis 797	
Convcn0,,n

Ctoss'cxam,nirio,,standing. 700	
soRe r'I pull ic and Private law,statuloi y powers, 214-15	
664statutory ptovm i s I93_4

supremav of EU au	
human righ t s . 518-20
judicial review, 655

doctrine nldirect cOcci, 20l-4	 delegated hearings, 530.-Ienfor
cement. 220-I

generally, 198-200	
discretionary powers, 932-3

iem nth", 12-1	
employees

otliven held at pleasure, 540-5treaty provisions 192-3
C^idencc	 Suspension from office, 542-3

Complaints to l'arlranrrntarv C	
unfair dismissal, 541-5

100	
ommismoner,	 exceptions

cross.cxarnination	
aliens, 553-s

515-20
fresh, 279	 general principles, 552

fugitive OtTenders 82-3 	
legislation, 552
national swurilv, 553corpus, 599-9	

failures making no dilfurenceinquiries, 980-2, ')S5-6	
fair hearings, 196-9jurisdictional bounjariet	
gaps in statutory procrjures 506basis Of review, 273 6	
hearings after deiion, 531-2materiality, 27t5	
human rights, 479-99

'noes dence' rule, 272-3, 276	
Impact of human rights, 174-5oral hearings 51_i $	
inquiries, 961-2, 965-, 905proof	
legitimate Cs pt.mion,, 500-5burder,. 292-I	
licensing, 536--9hal'iss ior;vis, 294-5,598-9	
1,rd I-c'rvburn s'istandard, 291	
miscarriages 'oni epost t01

11C.183

snoc,'iit personsright to see ads'erc evidence, 518-17	 1003rules of evidence, 520 	 natural justiceSF0 and logo invesI,,.,it,ons 998	
fundamental rules, -14(1-5tribunals, 929-32. 931 	
human rights, -i4S-_wrongful remc(lioi, 278-9

enec	 rule against bias, 15executive. see government	
officers, 539- it

exemplary ilamages 752	
policy, 533_-exhamittion of rnie,jjm	
preliminary ii. rs and insesrigalionsconflicting opinicr i s, 705-9

general Pr i nciples. 703-5
547-9

 
prerogative remedies, 509-10atomv re:mircj8-, 709-12 	
prisoners, 519-5I

expenditure, local guverimn)ent, 119-20	 procedure
extrinsic evidence, local inquiries, 980-2	 adjournments, 521

facts cross e\anrinamion, 518-20
;ur,sd	 oral evidence 517-22

i<ii,rial boundaries	 oral

 520-Ibasis o review, 273-b	
rules of evidence, 52,)discretiona iy Piers, 260-2	

reasons, 522-7fresh evidence, 279	
reinstatementmateriality, 27(-5 	

fairness, 192-Ino evidence' rule, 272-3, 276 	
void or 'aidal,!e ctTts. 49-I-Ssu nsnr.sr}, 279- SI)	

reinsiaieoi,-n I sInat ural   ntisssrongful rctectic 278-9	 J udicial IaI	 v repudiated, 493-Ilegitimate expedit i ons 501	
retreat from, SStrilunal a7peais, 443	
right to hear cpponcnts casefair hearings	

inquiries, 972-3abolition ol' Soiicoors Scale fees, 655	
natural jusimce, 510-12academ ic posts, 55-7	

nile against b:,o, 466administrative cacs, 15(1 3	
rule of necessity, .159- 1,2

ads ersc evidence, 515-17	
SF0 and DT) iriuestigations. 998appeals, 527-30	
statutcos hcaiin i-s, 451basis of iird,al Cc --.-, :5	
rihsun il	 925-32both sides to be heard ;ô_, 510-12	 tribunals of i4u. fl . 449
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fairness
exhaustion of remedies, 707-8
egltI.,te eX lwtatIcns, 372-6

reinstalernent of natural justice, 492-4
release from prison, 76
rule of law, 22-4

fait du prince, contractual restrictions,
332-3

finality clauses, 713-15
financial motives

abuse of discrs'tsunary powers, 395-7
irrelevant considerations, 385-7

financial services
udicial revivw, IS)

regrilariosi, 151-3
France

continental system of lais', 11-12
model for administrative law. 24-5

ufr rtgi'e?fl.'nmurrc', 874
Franks Committee (1935-7)

mvii serv i ce sc'crecs', S-I
funda nicrutal ob j ectives, 920-I
Inquiries, 969-70
inspectors. 990
reform of scent seth-century failings, 16
reforms, 90-I
special tribunals. 906

fraud, comuclusiseness, 232
freedom of expression

abuse of discretionary lowers, 392
coiullictiisg rights, 178-9

Ott. efltiOli right. 190
statutory provisions, 173-4

freedom of information
civil service, 39-61
local l7svvrn memo, 116-17

fugitive offenders, administration, 81-3
Fulton Report (1968), 48,51,52,53
functions

.,dnsu mist ratis'e law, 4-5
allocation to local government, 114-16
delegated legislation, 6
govern mien I

complaints, 83-105
compulsory purchase of land, 70
deportation, 78-81
Iumgitsvc offenders. 81-3
Immigration. 77-81
National I l.iltlu Service, 72
prisons, 73-6
soc i al security, 73
loserS and country planning, 71-2

meaning, 40-2
public Corporations, 41-2
ruie against bias. 468-70
Scottish executive, 135-6
statutory inquiries. 6
structure mlistingmmishcd, 5-7
irul'uin.uls, 6
\0'clli ,\ssenshlv, 139

fundamental rights, abuse of di eretionary powers,

INDEX

gas industry, regulatIon, 154
Germany, continental si stern of lass', 11 -12
good faith. tee had faith
government

see niss local government
allocation of pnss'Cms, 45-7
control elcivil service, 52
default powers

exclusive effect, 740-2
nomt-es.clusivc effect, 712-3

executive agencies. 47-9
functions

administrative law, '1-5
complaints, 83-105
compulsor y purchase of land, 71)
deportation, 78 81
fugitive ofler.dcrs, 81-3
immigration. 77-8I
National Health Service, 72
prisons, 73-6
social securit y, 73
town and country planning, 71-2
tribunal reforms, 923

local government
control, 124-5
grants. 119

ministers
allocation of powers, 45-7
appeals, 911
hiss. 472-3
Crown servants, 823-I
delauti powers, 740-3
delegated legislation, 1157
delegated possers, 320-2
llomnc Secretary, 53, 74, 76, 323

iumtusuietis,ns. 561 -7,53-1 5
inspectors' reports. 973 -1
jurisdiction of Parliamentary Commissioner,

83
Lord Chancellor, 912, 913, 916
opposition to parliamentary policy, 389
prerogative remedies, 615
regulat i on repl.scirsssmutrssl. 147-S
relevant considerations. 382
responsibility, 30-2

opposition to ombudsmen, 85-6
police control, 127-8
policy

alternative inquiry I'tocedimret. 991-3
contracts, 793-5
estoppel, 238
executuse agencies, -IS
failure to exercise discretion, 324-9

independent regulation, 147-8
inquiries. 967-8
Inquiry functions. 961-2, 962-3
legitimate expect,utis,muc, 372-6
liah,litv for rie gli,tensc, 765
lscemtsuttg. 536-9
local inquiries, 977-8. 980-2
ministerial bias, 472-3
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opposition to parliamentary policy, 388-92
questions of law or fact. 9464
reasonableness, 376-9
rule against bias, 458-9
statements. 869
tribunals, 911-12

privatisation of activities, 49-50
public law and political theory distinguished, 8-9
responsibility, 30-2
restrictive polkies-, 327-9
rule of law, 22-4
Scotland

executor functions, 135-6
legislative posSess, 133

sovereignty
human rights, 170
lack of Constitutional guarantees, 27-30
legislation, 26-7

Ministerial responsibility, 30-2
public law and political theory distinguished, 9
supremacy of El] law, 1.93-250

statutory hearings, 484-6
tortious liability, 751-3, 819-20
tribunals

appeals, 915, 917, 919
role, 908-9

tribunals of inquiry, 994
unhasvfulS]ictation 323

green light theory, 6
grounds

sic also abuse of discretionary powers; procedural
issues; unreasonableness

ELI actions, 206-7

habeas corpus
burden of proof, 294-5
evidence and proof, 598-9
human rights, 600-I
Judicial review, 596-8
origins, 592-6

health Service Commissioners 104-6
hearings. see fair hearings
'heightened scrutiny', proportionality, 367-9
'Henry VIII clauses', variation of legislation, 861-2
highways, liability 01 public authorities, 770-I
home Secretary

interception °fcoirimunic,ttions, 58
prisons, 71, 76'
surrender of pass-er, 323

horizontal effect of human rights legislation
EU directis-vs, 201
private litigation. 151-2
public authorit i es. 168
statutory provisions, 174

ilnuse of Conrmons. sovereignty, 26-7
Ilouse of Lords, sovcrcignrv, 73-7
housing uutltnritks

delegated p"5 s .' 13-14
pul]ic acthorjracs .-t the purposes of human

rights, 176-5
human rights

,rh-uc- I	 Scrcta,-s.rv piwi's s,

challenges to regulation, 158
coittpatihility

courts and iribunals, 67-9
declarations of incompatibility, 179
interpretation, 175-6
legislation, 170-2
public authorities, 167-9
remedial orders, 180
supremacy of EU law, 193-200
variation by delegated legislation, 863-4

constitutional principals, 875
Convention rights listed. 187-92
discretionary powers, 329-30
disc run inatiori (prohibition of)

abuse of discretionary powers, 3974
convention right, 191

P resum
p

tion against Crow-n liability, 837
European Convention, 161-6
exhaustion of remedies

conflicting opinions, 705-9
general principles, 703-5
statutory remedies, 709-12

fair hearings

abolition of Solicitors' Scale Fees, 885
academic posts. 545._7
adniiriistt-atjs- cases, 480-3
adverse evidence, 515-17
apycals, 527-35
basis of judicial review, 36
both sides to be heard 476-9.510-12
conflicting rights, 178
Convention right, 18S-9
cross-examination, 518-20,66,4,665
delegated hearings, 5315-I
discretionary powers, 532-3
employees, 1-5
cxceptions552-5
failures making no difference, 506-9
Saps in statutory procedures, 506
hearings after decision, 531-2
inquiry functions, 961-2
legitimate expectations, 500-5
licensing. 536-9
l.ird Lorehurrm's epitome, 453
miscarriages against innocent persons, 1003
natural justice, 440-55
officers, 539-41
policy, 533-6
l'relinxinary acts and investigations, 547-9
l'rcrogative remedies, 509-10
prisoners, 549-51
procedure. 517-21
reasons, 522-7
reinstaletisent, -192-6

reinstatement of natural justice, 490-I
retreat from, 488
right to hear opponen ts case, 510-12.972-3
cli' .ng,minxt bias, 466

noTe of necessity, 459-62
FO and DlO ins'estigations, 998
ianutarrj' ha-ad ngs, 45-I 0
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human righcov:ssscd
fair hearings-continu ed

tribunals of inqairy, 995
finality clauses, 714
fugitive offenders, 82
habeas corpus, 593, 600-1
immunity from suit dist inguished from rule of law

767
impact on administrative law, 13
injunctions against the world. 56I
interception of communications, 58
interpretat ion of statutes, 1004
liabilit y for cotltpctisatiOti. 803
liability of public authorities

damages, 749-00
injunctions and possession orders, 748-9
remedies generally, 747-8
scope, 746-7

natural justice, 445-9
ouster clauses, 724-6, 891
prisons, 75-6
proportionality. 367-9
public interest immunity

criminal prosecutions, 853
national security, 852

rule against bias
formulated tests, 466

rule of necessity, 459-62
Scottish parliament, 134
SF0 and DTO investigations, 998
statutory provisions

conflicting legislation, 170-2
conflicting rights, 178-9
declarations of incompatibility. 179
delegated legislation, 172
derogations, 172-3
freedom of expression. 173-4
horizontal effect, 181-2
impact, 174-5
interpretation, 175-8
'necessary' rCSlrLctiOrtS, 180
privacy, 173-4
remedial orders, 180
scope, 166-70

UK violations
post HIt.A, 183-6
pre-1-IRA, 182-3

variation by delegated legislation, 863-5

illegality. seeabttsc of discretionary powers
immigration

administration, 77-81

administration, 78
appeals, 79-8I
constitutional principals, 877-8
habeas corpus, 601

deportation. 78-SI
exhaustion of remedies. 708
fraud, 232
habeas corpus. 593
Special tribunals, 905

subjective language, 425
tribunal appeals, 916-17

immunities
Crown

agents, 830
injunctions, 853-5
liability under statute, 836-7
royal prerogative. 573
'the king can do no wrong', 815

judiciary. 788-90, 824-5
jurisdiction. 836-40
privilege

Crown disclosure, 842-7
public interest immunity, 847-54
SEQ and DTO invest ig.it ions, 998
tribunals, 935

public corporations, 145
public interest

balancing conflicting claims, 845-50
confidential information, 851.1-2
criminal prosecutions, 852-4
scope, 847-8

rule of law, 22-3
rules, 869-70
tribunals, 935

impartiality. see bias
independence

judiciary. 21-2
police, 128-9
tribunals, 910, 911-13

inevitable injury, liability of public authorities, 753-8
Information Consmis.sioner

data protection, 57-8
freedom of information, vi

injunctions
civil service, 565
Crown proceedings

immunity, 835-5
special provisions. 831-2

delegated legislation, 889
examples, 563-4
generally, 561-4
human rights breaches by public authorities, 748-5
interim orders, 564-5
officer holders, 567-8
parliament, 565-7
standing, 681-2
against the world, 564

inquiries
administrative technique for fair hearings, 961-2
alternative procedures

accidents, 993

tribunals of inquiry, 993-7
United States, 991-3

background, 963-4
complaints. 967-9
costs, 985-6
decisions, 965-6
discretionary powers, 987
evidence, 985-6
Franks Committee. 969-70
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functions ar.,l structure of adrninistratis-e las,
distinguished, 6

hearings, 968-6,985
informal procedures. 9874
inspectors

decisions by. 989-90
status, 990

Law and polky distinguished, 962-3
major issues, 988-9
natural justice. 966-7
procedure, 982-4,985_6
publication of inspectors' reports. 9734
reasons for decisions, 974-6
reforms, 970-2, 1005
reports, 965-6
right to hear opi n otteflt5 case, 515-14, 972-3
right to participate, 976-7
scope

extrinsic evidence, 980-2
problems of policy, 977-8
statutory restrictions, 975--S0

specimen procedure, 964-5
tribunals distinguished, 910-11
twentieth-century failings. 15

inspectors. see under inquiries
interception of communications, 58
interim orders

Crown immunity, 033-_I
general principles, 564-5
statutory remedies, 739 	 -

international obligations, legitimate expectations,
375-6

interpretation of statutes
ambiguous language, 433-5
authority for delegated powers, 318
basis of judicial review, 36
bteaclt of statutory duties, 774
changing nuusienclature, 1005
Crown injunctions, 833
delegated legislation, 873
EU directives, 204
human rights

ambiguities, 1004
compatibility, 17-54
public authorities, 176-8

huinais rights legislation, 170
jurisdictional boundaries, 267
liability for negligence, 760
powers and duties distinguished, 233-5
presumption against Crown liability,

836
q u e stions of lass or tact, 943-4
standard of i s'aionablenesa, 362-5
statutory I itise limits. 736
subjective language

Crown, 127-8
emergency powers, 420-I
formal recitals, 426-9
general prunuples. 4 19-20
literal aprroach, 421-2
ohyetuve approach, 422-6
tax cases, 426-7

invalidity
burden of proof

general principles, 292-4
habeas corpus, 294-5

collateral challenges
allowed, 281-4
not allowed, 284-5
officers and judges, 285-8
severance of good (tons bad, 288-91

contractual restrictions, 333—I
delegated legislation

non-publication, 893-5
tensed es, 888-9

interim effect of disputed orders, 296-300
standard of proof, 291

irrationaLity. see unreasonableness
irregularity, statutory conditions, 228
irrelevant considerations

flexible principle, 387-8
general principles, 380-5
lack of financial resources, 383-7

irrevocable powers, 229-32
Italy, continental system of law, 11-12

joint boards for special purposes, 125
Joint Committee on Statutory tnstrunsents, 901-3
judicial review

Si' also prerogative remedies; renseslie
Advertising Standards Aui hoi eiy, 613
Bar Council. 643-4
basis, 35, 344-6
civil service, 639
complaints to l'atliansentsry Commissioner,

99-100
contracts, 636
Criminal Iticuries Compensation Board, 640
Crown, 639
delegated legislation

conflict with EU law, 878
constitutional principals, 875-8
drafting errors, 880
jurisdiction, 074-5
natural justice, 804-5
partial invalidity. 987-8
procedural errors, 885-6
remedies, 888-9
statutory restrictions, 889-91
sub-delegation, 886-7
sub

j
ective language, 883

sire'a vircs. 883-4
uncertainty. 879
unreasonableness, 890-3

EU actions, 205-8
hums corpi.s, 596-8
historical development, I-i
Lord Diplock's formal statement. 999-1001
mergers and monopolies, 640-2
permission

delay. 658-60
Justification, 657-8
requirement. 656-7

pharmaceutical industr y , 644
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judicial review—continued
prrvcrs, 638-9
I'ress Complaints Commission. 643
pr'xcdure

applications, 652-3
'claims', 653-I
divorce of public and private law. 661-78
interchangeable remedies. 654
peculiarities, 617-8
permission, 656-60
practice, 655-6
reforms. 650-2

public cur potations, 14--
public policy, 6-16
regulation, 156-8
regulatory bodies, 642-3
royal prerogative. 346-9
scope, 33-5,631-3
special jurisdictions. 633-5
sports regulators, 644-5
standing, 660

uniform rule, 680-1
statutory presumptions, 710
time IntuIt, 658 liD
town and Country planning, 71-2
tribunals, 635, 915

appeals, 949-51
twentieth-century failings, 15
universities, 635-8
variation of legislation. 864-5

judiciary
acts, 482-3
collateral challenges, 285-8
deference to discretionary powers, 369-71
divorce of public and private law, 672-6
fallacy repudiated, 490-I
friendship or hostility. 471
functions

certiorari and prohibition, 606-7, 607-I1
meaning, 40-2
torts committed by the Crown. 824-5
tribunals, 909- 10

historical development. 13
immunities, 788-90
independence, 21-2
judicial review, 634
pre-judgment of case. 470-1
reforms, 69-70
relevant considerations, 382
rule against bias, 459-2
security of tenure, 67-9

jurisdiction
certiorari and prohibition, 607-11
collateral challenges, 284-5
delegated legislation, 874-5
discretionary powers

administrative cases, 258-60
courts, 267--S
determination of jurisdictional questions, 254-7
errors tirade during the coursc of inquiry. 267-3
facts, 260-2
fundamental principle, 263-4

limiting conditions, 257-8
mistakes of fact, 252-3
mistakes of law, 253-4,264-7.268-72
objective boundaries. 250-I

European Convention on Human Rights, 162
facts

basis of review, 273-6
fresh evidence, 279
materiality, 276-8
no evidence' rule, 272-3, 276

summary, 279-80
wrongful rejection, 278-9

)ual'cas corpus, 594
immunities, 838-I0
judicial insnlunit y, 788-90
ac summary, 279-80
Local Government Commissioners. 126
rnaiadntinistration, 91-3
mandamus, 622-I
natural justice, 448-9
ouster clauses

'as ifen,scted' clauses, 716-17
'final and conclusive' decisions, 713-15
'rio certiorari' clauses, 715-16
reforms, 7724
'shall not be questioned' clauses. 717-22

Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration,
87-9

ret jtidicata, 248
special eases, 633-5
special tribunals, 906
tribunals, 909
tclrra ci rev

artificial applications, 38-40
normal scope, 36-7

waiver of conditions, 240-I
justice. see natural justice

King's Bench
historical background to local government, Ito
prerogative remedies, 14

language
Crown, 427-8
emergency provers, 110-20
formal recitals, 128-9
general principles, 419-20
literal approach, 421-2
objective approach, 472-6
toy cuss's, 426-7

law
alliance of law arid administration, 7-8
Anglo-American system, 9-10
constitution issues

artificial applications of ultra sires, 37-8
EU, 194-6
judicial review of delegated legislation. 875-8
lack of guarantees, 27-30
parliamentary sovereignty. 26-7
public law and political theory disromgumslmed, 8-9

couutrutental ss-stcns of law. 11-12
deternsitt,ution oIjurisdictiusrsal questions. 258-60
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divorce of public at-i ;'t is ale 1—. 601-78
EU

Inip.1cI 209
system of ISIS. I

evolutioisarv reform. Its- It
functions and strus.ture d juished, 5-7
historical development, 13-13
human rights, 13
impact of human rights, 174-5
impact of privatisation, 50
inquiry functions, 9s2-3
jurisdiction

misiahes, 253-5,264-7,26472
summary, 279-80

meaning and functions, -I--S
neglect and revival after Second World War

16-18
private

breach of statutory 588-9
divorce from public law, 661-78
injunctions, 681-2
judicial review, 6-16
rna,tdu,,uu,s, 617, 687-9
standing. 679- 50

public
divorce Irons private law, 1 ) 61 -78
iniuncti9ns, 681-2
judicial review, 646
rria p idarnus, 688-9

-- - -	 political theory distinguished, 8-9
standing, 679-90

recognition of dci slops-il sI-steitu, 13-19
rd ;isdicata, 245-6
rule of

challenges to -,-.i7iir- 752
fairness, 22-4
fake denunciat i on b y Dice,, 24-5
fundamental principles, 81-I
judicial independence, 21-2
legaliry, 20,21
limits on discretionary powers, 343
punishment, 24
restrictions nit d iscretionar y  powers, 20-I
rctrcispcctirity, 24
torrious liabilit y , 751-2

tribunal appeals
facts distinguished, 943--I
leading cases, 945-6
logic versus legal policy, 916-8
scope, 94 1-2
rss-cnticth-ceuuturr lailins. 15-16

laying before Parliairieni, delegated legislation,
895-6. 899-9ilO

legal representation, tril-tinals. 935-7
legality. sec abuse of discretionary powers
legislation

see also delegated legislation
administrative fit stions distinguished, 42
authority for dekated powers, 318-19
compatibility with human nrhts. 75-2
cssnllictirs, IS
dispensation5 to, 4Jai, .102 7

disputed coriipdicn,r- iii devolution isn
Scotland, 156-7
Wales, 1411

EU
powers and procc-dutcs, 1-;6-8
supremacy of EL' lass, 195-213()

express terms, 713-I5
'as If enacted' clauses, 716-17
'final and conclusive' decisions, 713-IS
human rights, 724-6
mandatory or directory co nditions, 220-I
'no certiorari' clauses, 715-16
Partial ouster clauses, 724
presumptions in favour of judicial rends', 710
procedural conditions, 223--5
provisions as to irregularity, 228
reasons, 226-7
reforms, 722-4
'shall not he questioned' clauses, 717-22
time limits, 225-6

fair hearings beforehand 552
injunctions, 962

agaituct Parliament, 565-7
interpretation
ambiguous language, 433-5
authority for delegated posers, 318
basis of judicial rcviciv, 31
breach of statutory duties, 77-I
changing nomenclature, 1005
Crown injunctions, 833
delegated legislation, 873
EU directives, 204
liuttlait rights, 178, 25-9)004
Jurisdictional boundaries, 267
liability for nedigcrice, 7n-0
powers and duties distirruihd, 233-5
peesuuriplion against Cross-n liability. 836
questions of law or fact, 913-4
standard of reasonableness, 362-5
statutorytime limits, 736
subjective language, 419-29

parliamentar y sovereignty, 26-7
'reasonable cause to believe', 430-2
reasonableness

ambiguous language, 433-5
objectis-c conditions, 429-39, 432-3

relator actions, 585-7
remedies

declarations no substitute, 578
default powers, 740-3
exhaustion of remedirs, 709-12
intermit orders, 739
standing, 690, 736-9
time limits, 727-36

Scottish parliament, 33-5
sources of power, 213-14
Special Crown rules

entitled to benefi ts, 837-8
presumption agaittst liability, 836.7

statutory hearings, 494-6
uinreason,nbleti c-ss. 4
narration by delegated legis 111on, 86t --1
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legitimate expectations
discretionary powers. 372-I'
fair lieartngw 5110-5
liceii5ing. 518
Lord Diplesck's formal statement, 999
reliance, 302- 3

liability
contracts entered into by Crown

general principles 827-8
servants acting as agents. 829-31
sovereign's personal liability 5' 9

FU authorities 208-9
limitations on Crown

contractual political acts, 838-12
tort otis political actS. 938-10

presttntption against Crown liability. 836-7
public authorities, 790-1

breach of statutory duties, 773-Sl
compensation, 802-13
contracts, 792-7
EU law, 744-6
human rights, 746-50
judicial immunity, 788-90
misfrasance in public office, 781-8
negligence, 758-73
restitution, 798-802
torts generally, 75)-S

public corporations. 145
St rid

breach of statutory duties, 77
exclusion clauses, 756-7
negligence. 772-3

torts committed by the Crown
armed forces, 873-7
civil service, 819-20
fictitious defendants, 820-I
historical background. 818
judicial functions, 824-5
Post Office, 825-7
'servants' defined, 823 4
statutory duties, 822--3
statutory provisions 821-7

liberty and security (right to)
Convention right, 187-8
ltal,eas corpus, 593,6130-I

licensing
abuse of discretionary powers. 401-4
allocation of powers to local govcrtttlteflt
challenges to validity, 283
(air hearings, 536-9
utiskasance in public office, 782
opposition to parliamentary policy. 390
reasonable exercise of powers. 361-2
trstrictirc policies, 326-7
retreat from natural justice, 4874
sttrrender of power. 323

life (right to)
abuse of discretionary powers. 392
Convention right, 187
death penalty (abolition of). 191-2
judicial deference, 370-I

limitations tee time limits

Ifs doctrine, 484-6
literal approach 42 1-2
local government

tee itLso devolved government
allocation of functions. Ill-lb
bias, 117
byelaws

amendments, revocations and rc_ett,tctlnrtttv,
873

judicial review, 874-5
local government powers, 123-1
uncertainty, 879
unreasonableness, 880-3

central gnvrrtttttettt control, 12.1-5
complaints. 125-7
contractual liability, 796-7
default powers

exclusive effect, 740-2
non-exclusive effect, 740-2

delegated powers. 321-2
extension of unitary authorities, 113
finance

audits, 121-3
expenditure, 119-20
political campaigning, 122-3
revenue. 117-19

freedom of information. 116-17
historical b-akgrottnd. 110-11
joint boards for special purposes. 125
London, 115-14
organisation, 109
pecuniary interests, 117
planning policy, 794
powers. 116
public interest, 557.682
relator actions, 581-2
statutory watershed, 111-12

London, establishment of local government. 113-14
Lord Chancellor, tribunal appointments, 912, 913,

916
Lord Loreburn's epitome fstrheartngs. 483

maladministration
Barlow Clowes affair, 97-9
delay, 97
misleading statements and advice, 95-6
Parliamentary Commissioner

ItS-lb	 jurisdiction. 91-3
large number of complaints. 91

mandamus
adjunct to certiorari. 624-5
breach of statutory duties. 619-21
civil service. 628-30
contractual duties, 621-2
Crown. 628-30
delegated legislation, 889
demand and refusal, 626
discretion

powers. 620
remedy. 619

jurisdiction. 622-I
nature, 613-16
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no .,Jtcr.arisc rcrrtedv, 626-7
nomenclature, 653. 1005
pxedaral	 ulirdics. 617-8
public policy. 621
scope, 616-19
xt.irsd i ri g. 657-4
51,51 (itiS i y remedies, 710

mandalory conditions
eltectiscnrss of statutory time limits, 734-5
reasons. 227
statutory conditions, 220-1
ssalver, 240-1

mandatory injunctions
breach ofst.itutory duty, 588
general principles, 561

marriage (eight to), 190
inateriai (acts, 276-S
ministers

so,' .1'o policy
allocation of powers. 45-7
appeals, 911
bias. 472-3
Crown sen-ants, 823-4
delault powers

exclusive ciTed, 7-10-2
non-exclusive effect, 742-3

delegated lgislation, 857
delegated powers, 320-2
Flume Secretary

interception cii communicat ions, 58
prisons. 74,76
surrender of power. 323

injunctions, 561-2,83-1-5
inspectors' reports, 973-4
jur i sdiction of Parliamentary Commissioner, 88
Lord Chancellor, 912, 913, 916
opposition to pauliasnentary policy, 389
picrogative remedies. 615
regulation replacing control, 147-8
relevant considerations, 382
rcspottsibdity, 30-2

opposition to ombudsmen, 85-6
restrictive policies, 327-9
Scotland, 135-6
statutor y hearings, 484-6
tortioul liability, 751-3,819-20
tribunal appeals. 915, 917,919
tribunals of inguit-v. 991
unlawful dictation, 323

miscarriages of justice. compensation. 812-13
misfeasance in public office, 791-9
misrepresentation

cottcluslveness. 232

misleading advice
compensation..340-2
complaints, 95-6
general principles. 336-40

mistake, see errors
monopolies and ntergers

j udicral revirss-. 157. 640-2
of relict. (12

rt-gu!at,'rt. 45- 9

motives
abuse of discretionar y posoers, 395-7
had faith. 4I7-19
duality of purpose. 413- 15
irrelevant considerations, 385-7
overlapping. 415-16
reasonableness, 300-S

National Ilealth Service
administration, 72
delegated legislation. 860
Health Sentcc Commissioners. tot-o
presumption api list Cross-it liability, 837
tribunal a ppeal s. 'l(,

national security
fair hearings. 553
Lord Viplo..k's formal statement, 1001
public intere-st immunity, 852
wartime

acts of state, 825-9
delegated powers, 313. 319, 320
emergency powers, 419-20, 865-7

natural justice
see also fair hearings
basis of j udicial review, 36
conspensati.-sn ((Sr miccarri;,ges 812-15
delegated lcgislaiiail. 884-5
effectiveness of siaruzury time liitiiis, 733-I
fair hearings

administrative cases, 4S0-3
adverse evidence, 515-17
appeals. 527-20
both sides to he heard, -176--9, 512-15
delegated hearings, 530-I
denial of role, 187 8
emplu;-ees.5-1 1-7
exceptions, 55:-5
failures making no difference, 506-9
fundamental rules, 440-5
gaps in Statutory procedures, 506
hearings after decision, 531-2
human rights, 445-9,479-80
legitimate expectations, 500-5
licensing. 336-- 9
Lord Lord'crtr's epitome, 483
officer holders. 539-41
preliminary sets and investigations,

547-9
prerogative remedies, 509-to
prisoners, 549-51
procedure. SF-Il
reasons,
reinstatement, 489-96
retreat from, -158
right to hear ss'pc'ncnts case, 510-12
scope. 496-9
standing. 510-12
statutory hearings, 484-6

fairness
exhaustion of remedies, 707-3
le g itimate expectations, 372_6
reinstatei:rcnt 01 natural justice. 4)1-1
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natural justice—cc'rrrtnus'd
!airticss— s sir	 serf

release from prison. 76
rule of law, 22-I

Fandamenral rules, 440-5
historical development. 13
human rights, 445-9
independence

judiciary, 21-2
police, 128-9
tribunals, 910, 911-  3

inquiries, 906-7
1urisdiction, 418 9
procedure, 439-40
refusal of relief. 702
revival of adnrin j Ot-at SC law, 17--I8
rule against bias

administrative decisions, 455-67
effects, 474-5
fair hearings, 453-5
formulated tests, 464-7
friendship or hostility, 471
intermingling of functions, 468-70
judiciary, 430-2
rncnisrers, '172-3
pre-juclgtncist of case, 470-I
rule of neessity, 459-62
statutory drspcnsations. 462 3
waiver of objections, 464

standing, 510-12
twentietlt-cetilury failings, 15
ultra sires, 38

sic eXeat regno. 592
necessity, natural justice, 459-62
negligence

divorce of public and private law. 668
liability of public authorities

administrative office work, 761-2
discretionary powers, 764-9
escaping Borstal boys. 760-1
failure to exercise power, 769-70
inspections and controls, 763-4
statutory construction, 760
strict liabilit y, 772-3
vicarious liability, 758-9

misstatements, 331. 761-2
'Next step' agencies, 47-9
'no evidence' rule, 272-3, 276
non- feanance

general principles, 769-70
highways, 770-I

non-statutory actions. 638-9
Northcote-Trevclyan Report (1854). 4. 53
Northern Ireland

devolved government, 132
ombudsmen, 106-7

nuisance
compensation for compulsory purchase, 808-9
liability of public authorities, 753-S

nullity
Certiorari. 614-15
effect, 300-2

patent and latent invalidity, 304-5
reinstatement of natural justice, 494-6
second actors, 303, 1003
superior court orders. 306-7
third parties, 705-4
void or voidable effects, 505-6

objective approach, 422- 6
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGEM), 154
Office of Telecommunications (OFTFsL)

judicial review, 157
regulatory powers. 134

Office of the Railway Regulator (ORR), 154-6
Office of Water Services (OFWAr)

5udscsal review, 157
regulatory powers, 154

officer holders
aCademic pasts, 545-7
collateral challenges, 285-8
declarations. 575--6
fair hearings, 539-41
injunctions, 563, 567-8
offices held at pleasure, 543-5

ombudsmen
P1,1, 196
Local Government Commissioners, 125-7
itsinisIcriSI responsibility, 85-6
Northern Ireland, 106-7
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration

Barlow Closees affair, 97-8
compensation for misleading advice, 341
delay, 97
establishment, 86-7	 -
jurisdiction, 87-9
maladministration, 91 -3
misleading statements and advice, 95-6
Northern Ireland, 106-7
overlap with legal tctitedies, 94-5
prison complaints, 75
procedure, 96-101
relations with Council on Tribunals, 103-1
remedies, 101-3
volume of work, 89-91

prisons, 75
role, 84-5
success and expansion, 107-8
Welsh Administration Ombudsman. 139

orders
forms and characteristics, 867-9
objections, 896

ouster clauses
see also time limits
'as if enacted' clauses, 716-17
asylum and immigration. 1002
Canadian and Australian vaeiatiOns. 726-7
delegated legislation, 889-91
'final and conclusive' decisions, 713-IS
human rights. 724-6
'no certiorari' clauses, 715-16
partial ouster clauses, 724
reforms, 722-4
'shall not be questioned' clauses, 717-22
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public authoritics—casttinued
functions of administrative law. 1-5

structure distinguished, 5-7
horizontal effect of human rights legislation, 181-2
housing

delegated powers, 313-14
public authorities for the purposes of human

rights, 176-8
injunctions, 562
interpretation. 176-8
liability, 790-I

breads of statutory duties, 773-81
compensation. 602-13
contracts, 792-7
EU law, 744-6
human rights, 746-o()
judicial immunity, 788-90
misfeasance in public office, 781-8
negligence, 758-73
restitiiticin, 798-802
torts generally, 751-8

,nastda,iiiss, 615, 618, 689
nuisance, 563
r,'s jtsdicara, 248
sources of power

corporations. 217-19
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waiver, 236-7
public corporations

control, 142-3
corporate personality, 141-2
judicial review, 145-6
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Post Office. 143-5
regulation, 153-6

public interest
Attorney-General's role, 680
civil service secrecy, 56
Crown service disotissals, 63
Crown service whistleblowcrs, 67
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balancing conflicting claims, 813-50
confidential information, 850-2
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scope, 847-8

local government, 557,682
public law

divorce front private law, 661--78
injunctions. 681-2
judicial review, 646
,,iarida,utis. 688-9
standing, 679-80

public policy
r,iut,itfa,ntis, 615-16,621
waiver, 241-2

publication
delegated legislation

effect of non-compliance. 893-5
laying before Parliament, 895-6
objectives, 891-2
statutory provisions. 892-3
sub-delegated legislation. 893

inspectors' rel'ot 5, 973-4
twentieth-century failings, IS

punishment
Convention right. 189
rule of law, 24

punitive damages, 752
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quo wurriirilo proceedings, 567-8

railways, regulat i on. 1 54-6
ratepayer's actions, 581-2
reasonableness. Ile unreasonableness
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lair hearings, 522-7
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inquiries. 971-6
opposition to parliamentary policy, 389-91)
statutory cciud:ticns, 226-7
tribunals, 938-I1
twentieth-century failings, IS

records, mistakes of law, 268-72
red light theory, 6
red uitdancy, Croon service, 66
reforms

conclusiveness, 722-4
divorce of public and private law, 676-8
executive agencies. 48
growth of delegated legislation. 859
inquiries. 970-2, 1005
judiciary. 69-70
ouster clauses, 722-4
prerogative remedies, 10-11,592
procedure judicial review, 650-2 -
standing, 690-3
tribunals. 921-4

administrative, 924
Franks Committee, 921-4

twentieth-century failings, 16
regional development agencies, 130-I
regulations

amendnieitls, revocations and re-enactments,
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constitutional principals. 876
European Union

doctrine of direct effect, 702
legislation, 198

Iecnss and characteristics, 567-9
laying helene Parliament. 895-6, 899-900
objections. 896
parliamentary supervision of Eli law, 903-4
statutory reasonableness, 434-5
uncertainty, 879
unreasonableness, 880-3
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abuse of discretionary powers, 411-13
Advertising Standards Authority, 643
Far Council, 643-4
Fetter Regulation Task Force. 860
Crown service. 65-7
data protection. 56-8
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SF0 and DTO investigations, 995
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water services, 154

relativity (doctrine of), intcrim etTc,t of disputed
orders, 299

relator actions
Attorney-General

declining to act, 583-I
role, 579-81

hybrid procedure, 579
leg islation, 385-7
local gus'crnnscnt, 581-2
usefulness, 58-1-5

relevant considerations clfectivctiess of statutory
time limits, 73-I

reliance. s-c legitimate expectations
religious freedom, 89-90
remedies

see aLso prerogative remedies
breach of statutory duties

general principles, 587 -90
liability of public authorities, 778 81
,na,tdaniss, 619-21
torts committed by the Cross-n, 822-3

compensation
abuse ofdiscrelionary powers, -107--4
Crown proceedings, 832
financial services, 153
ltabil:ty of public authorities, 802-13

Local Government Commissioners. 127
mislrading'ajvice, 340-2
prerogat i ve powers, 216-17
tribunals, 937

umrnplemrnted EU directives, 204-5
complaints

'aggrieved persons', 736-9
Council on Ti ilunals, 991

European Convention on lluni,in ltS'his, 162
1-lealib Service Coin m: 	 104--6
inquiries, 967-9

Local Government Comnrissiorser,, 125-7
Ombudsmen, 84_5
Parliamentary Commissioner for

Administration, 86--106
police, ISO
prisons, 73

scope. 53-I
Sot(sih i',jstr 5, l31,
tribunals, 919-21)
Wdsh Assembly, IS')

Convention ri ght, 190
Crown proceedings

injunctions. 833-5
special Provisions, 831-2

damages
Crown proceedings. 832
cxemplars' or punitiVe, 752
general remedy, 560-I
human richts breaches by public authorities,

749-S()
declarations

altrrnaLjs'e to P I crollalss'c remedies, 577
civil serv ice, 572-3

Crussn, 572-3
development, 588-70
discrrtionaes' powers, 578
fitting the facts, 577-8
no substitute for exslusis'c statutory remedy, 578
officer holders, 575-6
public authorities, 570-2, 574-5
standing. 652-I

default posvs'rs
exclusis-e i'tTCct, 740-2
non-exclusive cli vi, 742-3

delegated lcilatin, 885-9
disrretionar,, 619, 608-9

human rights breaches by public authorities, 747-8
In) un ctions

civil ser-rn5e, 56
Crown, Sr'S
examples. 563-I
generally, 561-4
interim orders. 564-5
Officer holders, 567-8
parliament, 555-7
standing, 6SI-2
against the world, 564

Local Gos'errirricni Commissioners 126
nullity, 301-2

overlap with Parliamentary Commissioner, 94_5
relator actions

Attorney.Gcncral declining to act, 583-4
Attorney-General's rile, 579-81
hybrid procedure, 579
legislation, 585-7
local gos erriment, 581-2
usefulness, 584-5
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standing. prrv.ire and piiimlk l.iw distinguished,
6-19-SO

stat ulors'
declarations no substitute. 578
default passers. 740-6
exhaustion of remedies, 709-12
interim orders, 739
standing. 690. 736-9
time limrrs 727-36

Uriimti1'(rmente,J EV dues uses.
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jurisdiction, 248
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restitution, li-ability olpublic authorities. 79s
retrospect ivity

delegated legislation, 976-7
interim effect of disputed orders, 296-300
rule of law, 24

revenue, local government, 117-19
review of the record, 268-72
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royal prerogative

challenges, 573
judicial review, 346-9
Lord Diplock's formal statement, 1000
sources of power, 215-17

rule of law
challenges to validity, 282
firness. 22—I
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fundamental principles, 811

4,adicial independence, 21-2
legality, 20,21
limits on discretionary powers, 343
punishment, 24
restrictions on discretionary powers, 20-I
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tortious liability, 751-2
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administrative functions, 869-70
amendments, revocations and re-enactments,
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Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, 870
delegated legislation, 867-9
immunities, 869-70
inquiries, 971-2

procedure, 932-4
laying before Parliament, 899-900
objections, 896
tribunals, 929
unreasonableness, 881-2
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Scotland

Anglo-American system of Lsw. 9-10
devolved government

disputed competence and 'devolution issues'
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executise functions, 135-6
legislative powers. 133-5

parliament, 132-3
Statutory pi iiv i s i o iss, 131

statutory watershed for local government, 112
Scott Inquiry, 996
scrutiny, proportionality, 367-9
second actors (nullity theory), 303, 1003
secrecy

civil servIce, 54-6
irs'c'dooi of information, S's-ót

separation of powers
delegated legislation, 857 .8
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servants, defined, 827-4
slavery and forced labour (prohibition of), 187
social security

allocation of powers to local government, 115
growth of delegated legislation, 859
special tribunals, 905
tribunals

reorganisation, 926-7
sovereignty

human rights, 170
lack of constitutional guarantees, 27-30
legislation, 26-7
ministerial responsibility, 30-2
public law and political theory distinguished, 9
supremacy of Eli law, 198-200

sports regulators, 644--5
standard of proof, 291
standing

'apgt;cved pcI ,o;is', 736-9
c,' ;iuirari, 684-7
cilicen's actions. 695-4
complaints to Parliamentary Commissioner, 98-9
declarations, 682-4
delegated legislation, 839
Eli, 206, 208, 700
general principles, 510-12.660
injunctions, 681-2
inquiries, 976-7. 984
mandamus, 687-9
private and public law distinguished, 679-80
prohibition, 684-7
recent decisions, 695-700
reformed procedure, 690-3
statutory remedies, 6912, 736-9
uniform rules, 680-I, 694-5

Star Chamber
historical background to local government, 110
historical development. 14

state, advent, 3-4
statutory duty. see breach of statutory duty
statutory inquiries. see inquiries
statutory instruments. see delegated legislation
statutory interpretation. see interpretation
statutory powers. set discretionary powers; powers
statutory remedies

declarations no substitute, 578
default pu-arcs

exclusive effect, 740-2
non-exclusive effect, 742-3

exhaustion of remedies, 709-12
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introduction. 727-8
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breach of statutors- duties, 773
cxdusion clauses 756-7
negligence, 772-3

students, fair hearings. 546-7
sub-delegated legislation

judicial review, 886-7
publication, 893

subjective language
Crown, 427-8
delegated legislation, 883
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general principles, 419-20
literal approach, 421-2
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subordinates, liability of public authorities, 780-1
sufficient interest

recent decisions. 695-700
refornicq procedure, 690

supremacy of FU law
doctrine of direct effect, 201-4
enforcement, 200-1
generally. 198-200

suspension from office, 542-3

Take-over Panel, 640-2
taxation

abuse of discretionary powers, 410-I1
delegated legislation, 861
development value, 806
exhaustion of remedies, 708
local government finance, hIS
preliminary acts and investigations, 548
public corporations, 145
restitution, 798-801
special tribunals., 905
subjective language, 426-7
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'Thetis' doctrine

general principles, 843-4
judicial overthrow, 845-7
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Crown, 836-8
EU, 206,208
human rights cornplaitts, 169
judicial review, 658-60
public authorities. 790-I
statutory conditions. 2254
statutory remedies

effects of expiry, 730-2
introduction, 727-8
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scope of review, 733 6
standard formula. 728-30

town and country planning. 71
waiver. 741

torts
Crown liability

armed forces, 825-7
fictitious defendants, 820-I
historical background, 818
judicial functions. 824-5
political acts. 835-40
Post Office, 825-7
servants' defined, 823-4

statutory duties., 822-3
statutory provisions, 821-2

divorce of public and private law, 668
liability of public authorities

breach of statutory duties. 773-81
compensation, 802-13
general principles, 751-3
inevitable in 	 753-8
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tsiisfeasatsce in public office, 781-8
negligence, 758-73
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restitution, 793-02
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torture (prohibition of, IS7
town and country planning

5CC also inquiries
abuse of disc rctrorary powers

compensation, 407 -8
cumpulsor-s- purchase of land, 408 -10
conditions, 404-

adnstnistt.stiun, 71-2
allocation of pass-err to local uos-crnmeur,

115
challenges to validity, 282-3
compensation for compulsory purchase,

810-12
contractual restrictions, 331-2
costs, 986
decisions by inspectors, 98990
delegated powers. 317
exhaustion of remedies, 708
inquiry procedure. 982
irrelevant considerations, 383-4
negligent office work, 761-2
partial invalidity, 290
partial o'tsrrr cl::, 771
presumption against Crown I ialr lit1 - . 837
surrender of pots-cr, 323
waiver of cortditii'ris, 240-]

Treasury, control ol civil service, 52
treaties

enforcement, 841-2
European Union (ELI), 192-3

tribunals
administrative or iuslici.sl functions, 909-10
advantages, 907-5
anomalies and complaints, 919-20
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tribunals— c ontrrt;i1
appeals

Courts of law, 917-18
discretionary decisions, 948-9
inter-tribunal provisions, 916-17
judicial review, 949-5I
ministers, 917, 919
no right of appeal, 919
points of law, 941-51
types, 915

appended table to. 200213 Council Report,
951-60

background, 906-7
Certiorari and prohibition, 605
compatibility with human rights,

169-70
contempt of court, 933-4
costs and fees, 935-7
Council on Tribunals, 924-6
Crown immunity, 875
decisions, 937-8
declarations, 575
exhaustion of remedies, 709
Franks Committee

fundamental oL )ecttvea, 920-1
reforms, 921-I

function.c and structure of administrative lass'
distinguished, 6

immunities, 935
indepeodencc, 911-13
inquiries distinguished, 91U- 11
judicial review, 635, 915
jurisdiction, 909
legal representation, 935-7
machinery of government, 908-9
membership, 913-15, 932-3
privilege, 935
procedure

adversarial, 928
fair hearings, 928
hearings, evidence and precedent, 929-2,

929-32
rules, 929

reasons, 226-7, 938-11
reforms, 924
reOrganisation, 926-7
rule against bias, 457
sittings, 932-3
Special forms of inquiry, 993-7
special functions, 905-6

ultra circa
see also abuse of discretionary powers;

invalidity
artificial applications. 37-I0
basis of judicial review, 34-1-6
central principle. 35-7
delegated legislation, 893-1
determination of jurisdictional questions,

256
errors on the lace of the record. 40
estoppel. 237-9

INDEX

historical development, 14
judicial review of El,' actions, 207
misfeasance in public office, 786-7
nullity, 300-2
violations of natural justice. 440-5
waiver or consent, 239

uncertainty
judicial review of delegated legislation, 879
second acts, 1003

unfair dismissal
Crown service, (6-'
fair hearings. St -2

United States
alternative inquiry gtocedures, 991-3
Anglo-American S',tem of lass', 9-10
constitutional guarcntees 27,29
delegated legislation, 870
objections to deletated legislation. 897
retreat from natural justice, 488

universities, judicial review, 635-8
unreasonableness

delegated legislation. 850-3
early decisions, 331-2
effectiveness of statutory time limits, 733-6
irrelevant considerations, 380--B
judicial deference, 369-71
lack of financial resources, 385-7
later authorities, 352-3
liability for negligence, 764-9
licensing, 361-2
Lord Ll iplock's formal statement, 1001
ministerial policy, 376-9
parliamentary approval, 379-80
police powers, 339-61
prescribed by statute

ambiguous language, 433-5
objective conditions, 429-30. 432-3
'reasonable cause to believe', 430-2
statutory unreasonableness, 432

proportionality, 366-9
standard based upon interpretation of

legislation, 362-5
time limits, 732-3
unfettered discretion

general principles, 354-6
judicial rejection, 356-9

Wedncsbury principle. 353-4, 371-2

vicarious liability
Crown Servants, 923-4
negligence. 758-9
torts generally, 757

void or voidable effects
nullity, 305-6
reinstatement of natur.tl justice, 494-6

waiver
see also estoppel
bias, 46-I
dispensing powers, 242
general principles, 239-I0
personal benefit, 241-2
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procedural conditions, 240—I
public authoriors, 256
Public policy, 2-! —2

Wales
devolved government

Assembly powers, 138-9
disputed curnpctenve and 'devolution issues'

for Scotland, 140
statutory provisions. 132, 158

Local Governmcnt Commissioners, 126
statutory watershed for local government.

112
warnings, failure to issue, 96
Wartime

acts of state. 838-9
delegated powers. 313, 319, 320
emergency powers

delegated legislation, 865-7
subjective language. 419-20

water services. regulation. I
Wednesbury principle

decline. 371-2
proportionaliry, 367-9
reasonableness, 353-4
relevant considerations, 381

welfare state
advent, 3-4
National Health Service. 72
philanthropy

misplaced. 398-400
permissible, 400—I

social security, 73
tribunals

background, 907
special functions. 905

whistteblowers., Crown service, 67
wronghil dismissal, Crown servic,

62--I


